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Errata 

p. 41. Footnote 115 reads correctly: 
John Seiden (1584-1654). Scholar-jurist. Selden's Table Talk, 
compiled by the Rev. Richard Milward, his secretary, was first 
printed in 1689. 

p. 105. Footnote 79 reads correctly: 
Gissing used the name for a character in his short story "The 
Foolish Virgin" (written from 30 October to 4 November 1895, 
published 1896). He had used it before in A Life's Morning (1888) 
and was to use it again in The Town Traveller. 

p. 108. Footnote 99 reads correctly: 
Cf. Whirlpool, 157: "As he sat at the foot of the piled stones, his 
hands touched a sprig of last year's heather; the stem was hung 
with dry, rustling, colourless bells, which had clung there all 
through the cold, stormy months, telling of beauty that was past, 
and of beauty that was to come." 

p. 109. Footnote 103 reads correctly: 
Cf. Whirlpool, 151: "Just above was a great thicket of flowering 
gorse; a blaze of colour, pure, aerial, as that of the sky which 
illumined it. Through this they made their way, then dropped into a 
green nook of pasture, among sheep that raised their heads 
distrustfully, and loud-bleating lambs, each running to its mother." 

p. 112. Footnote 119 reads correctly: 
" . . . I ought to make him delight in piers, and nigger minstrels, and 
switchbacks. A man should belong to his time."" 

Also: "To Algernon," 22 April 1886: "I had the beach 
absolutely to myself." 

Bouwe Postmus, An Exile's Cunning. Some Private Papers of George 
Gissing. 
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freface 

This dissertation brings together the three separate Gissing studies that I 
published under the Edwin Meilen imprint in America over the past five years. The 
first to appear in 1993 was George Gissing's American Notebook: Notes - G.R.G. - 1877, which 
documents the literary and domestic concerns of the budding writer during the 
fateful year spent in America in 1877. It was followed in 19515 by The Poetry of George 
Gissing, the first complete edition of Gissing's poems, written during the early stages 
of his writing career, when he thought of himself as a poet first and a novelist later. 
The series was concluded in 1997 with the publication of George Gissing's Memorandum 
Book, which covers the final years of his literary activity, from 1895 to 1902, offering 
fascinating glimpses of "the man who suffers and the mind which creates." 

My discovery of Gissing dates to the summer of 1961 when, during a cycling tour 
of England, I picked up from a bookseller's shelf at Windermere a copy of Gissing's 
Bom in Exile, a neat edition bound in red cloth published by Thomas Nelson in 1910. 
With the benefit of hindsight I may claim that this little book, bought on impulse 
long before I decided to embark upon the study of English literature, proved to be 
the ideal introduction to an author whose rediscovery and reappraisal after a period 
of relative neglect was about to take off 

In the same year (1961] Arthur Young published his edition of The Letters of George 
Gissing to Eduard Bertz, 1887-1903, which was not only a monument to the friendship of 
the correspondents, but also an extraordinary record of the author's views, literary 
and personal, and a source of several revealing comments made by Gissing on his 
own works. The next year saw Jacob Korg's edition of George Gissing's Commonplace Book, 
the first of a series of private papers, documents and notebooks held by private 
collectors or libraries, which had remained unpublished rill then, but would 
systematically be made available over the next three decades by the new breed of 
Gissing scholars. The first major revaluation of Gissing's reputation was soon to 
follow when in 1963 Korg published his study, George Gissing: A Critical Biography. The 
two Americans were joined in 1964 by the French scholar, Pierre Coustillas, 
publishing his "Bibliography of Stories by Gissing," followed two years later by his 
bilingual edition of The Private Papers of Henry Ryecroft (Gissing: Les Carnets d'Henry Ryecroft). 

After this concerted early push, from the mid-sixties Gissing studies went from 
strength to strength: The Gissing Newsletter (renamed The Gissing Journal in 1991) was 
started in 1965 as a quarterly publication providing a platform for articles and 
reviews on the works, life and times of George Gissing. With this venrure too, Pierre 
Coustillas was associated from the first, and he has been responsible for a steady 
stream of books, introductions and articles, particularly characterized by his 



impressive and untiring efforts to establish the relevance of the factual circumstances 
and personal experiences of the author for his fiction. Apart from his editions of 
Gissing's lettets to Gabrielle Fleury (1964), to Henry Hick (1973), and Edward Clodd 
ll97i\ the pinnacle of Coustillas's early editorial activities was reached in 1978, with 
the publication of Gissing's Diary. This truly amazing document, covering the last 
week of 1887 until the second week of November 1902, allows us to reconstruct in 
fine and at times disconcerring detail, the life of Gissing, the author, and of Gissing, 
the man. Until the recent completion of that crowning achievement of Gissing 
studies in the second half of the twentieth century, the nine volume edition of The 
Collected Letters of George Gissing (1990-97) by Paul Mattheisen, Arthur Young and Piètre 
Coustillas, the Diary remained the most frequently consulted book by those seeking 
to retrieve the biographical and factual circumstances televant to the conception and 
cteation and our understanding of Gissing's stories and novels. 

Notwithsranding the varying focus and different emphasis of each individual 
study, there appears to be a general agreement among modern Gissing scholars, viz. 
that he was one of those writers who did not so much invent the raw material of his 
novels as recycle, or rather (re)write, the material supplied by the lives of himself and 
those about him for literary use. 

From the publicarion in 1912 of Morley Roberts's The Private Life oj" Henry Maitland, a 
fictionalized biography of Gissing, to John Halperin's critical biography, Gissing: A life 
in Books (1981) and continuing until the present, there has been steadily growing 
intetest in the biographical details of Gissing's life, which has been well served by the 
impressive list of personal documents published o vet the last 35 years. On the one 
hand it is the sensational nature of the crucial events of his life that may account for 
the often one-sided and biassed critical focus on the writer's life to the detriment of 
the kind of reading emphasizing the autonomy of the litetary work, or, say, an 
inquiry into the generic parameters of the work. On the othet hand, what has 
emerged from the increasingly known facts of the writer's life is that they did 
conttibute essentially to the tone and substance of his fiction. What is especially 
intriguing in this context in view of Gissing's lifelong supptession of some of the 
more shameful episodes of his life, is that he preserved the greatet part of his Diary, 
thus documenting a grear many of his idiosyncrasies and foibles, in addition to his 
domestic concerns and a detailed account of his literary efforts. One is tempted to 
conclude that his reservations about broadcasting-though only after his death-the 
particulats of his unhappy life, as recorded in the Diary and other petsonal papers, 
were not strong enough for him to decide on, or leave instructions for, its timely 
destruction. If we turn this argument on its head, we might go so far as to claim that 
Gissing wittingly used his various personal notebooks as repositories or inventories 
of experiences and observations that might sooner or later be used for rhe making of 



PREFACE 

his novels, and as such were both antecedent and complementary to his works. 
There is no doubt that Gissing's declared adherence to the school of strict veracity, 

of realism, was to a large degree derived from the example of Dickens, whose art he 
praised for its "wonderful truth in observation," its "trustworthy veracity" and the 
"exactitude of observation." Surely, in praising Dickens for his subtle power to paint 
accurately the human beings, no less than the social conditions he saw about him, 
Gissing was simultaneously asserting one of his own fundamental artistic strengths: 
the accurate portrayal of people, places and practices that he had witnessed and 
observed in person. There is evidence in abundance that throughout his career he 
was guided by the principle of verisimilitude in fiction. 

Obversely, he was quire prepared to admit that invention was the weakest of his 
various weak points, which helps to explain his lasting dependence on his notebooks 
and the multitude of notes, accumulated over all the years of his literary activity. It 
was the solidly real facts of life, laboriously gleaned during extensive prowls about 
the East End, his regular attendance at the police courts, from newspaper reports, or 
in temporary lodgings in the most out-of-the-way corners of London, that he came 
to rely on as the indispensable building bricks for his books. How greatly he valued 
those alternative sources of realistic details taken from life, is revealed in a letter to 
Thomas Hardy, written two months before his death. In it he laments the 
inadequacy of his final novel, Veranilda, which he pathetically dismisses as 
"rubbish-mere effort of the imagination." One feels that this harsh, and only half-
accurate judgment is due to the novel's lack of verifiable, observed reality, despite the 
ten years of exhaustive research prior to the actual composition of the book. 

It would be a mistake to conclude from Gissing's recognition of the primacy of 
the principle of veracity in his art that he underestimated the function and power of 
the imagination, seemingly content merely to transcribe reality. Persuasive and 
successful portrayal of life for him ultimately depended on the shaping power of the 
imagination to mint and fuse the chaotic images and experiences of everyday into an 
artistic order, capable of evoking the original impulse to create. Neither the 
completest set of verifiable data, nor the most careful forethought and planning 
finally determined an author's success, but that minting and fusing power defined 
by Coleridge as the primary imagination, dissolving, diffusing, and dissipating, 
always in order to recreate. Thus, by that definition, any act of creation involves a 
transformation or recreation of what is familiar, real or given. 

The American Notebook (1877) and the Huntington Memorandum Book (1895-1902) stand 
at the beginning and at the end, respectively, of Gissing's career as a writer. Both 
books, in their attractive mix of literary, domestic and topographical information, 
allow us a glance of a writer's preoccupations, of the seeds of character, situation, plot 
and dialogue for future elaboration and use in the finished products of his art. 
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Conversely, I chose to collect Gissing's poems-many of which are occasional, i.e. 
triggered by special occasions-so that they may be read as shedding light upon some 
crucial periods of his life, in particular his early teens when he began to think of 
himself as a writer, or rather a poet, and the immediate aftermath of his 
imprisonment at Manchester and the voyage to and arrival in America in 1876. 

The editorial procedure adopted statts with the attempt to ttanscribe the original 
texts exactly as they were written, retaining e.g. Gissing's late Victorian spelling and 
punctuation and his frequent use of dashes in enumerations and between sentences. 
Ampersands, though, have consistently been expanded to "and". His use of initials 
for the titles of books, newspapers and magazines has been allowed to stand 
unexpanded, unless it would unduly baffle the educated reader of today. Textual and 
explanatory notes are provided to assist the leader in recreating the historical, 
culrural, topogtaphical and personal context of the notebook entties. Special 
emphasis has been given to matching the various hints and suggestions for literary 
composition to the passages in Gissing's novels and stories, in which he turned them 
to good use. Full bibliographical informarion is given to expand the compact 
notation Gissing favoured in making these entries. Cross-references to major Gissing 
documents, such as the Diary and his collected correspondence and the as yet 
unpublished Scrapbook, have proved indispensable to the elucidation attempted in 
these pages. Yet all these editorial principles were never rigidly applied, the first 
priority always being to maximize the accessibility and comprehension of the 
original. The recreation of the substance and tone of Gissing's (literary) world has 
been my constant endeavour in preparing these editions. 

In 1989, David Grylls in a significant article ("George Gissing and Biographical 
Criticism") made an important distinction between a critic directly and exclusively 
encouraging biographical readings, often through a reductive equation of life and 
art, and his facilitating such readings, by establishing credible parallels between the 
work of art and the artist's life, as one of a whole range of critical approaches. In the 
footsteps of those scholars who effectively put Gissing's name back on the map of 
English literature, I should modestly like to offer these editions of the two Gissing 
notebooks and of his poems in the spirit of such a "facilitating" critic: may they 
contribute to a responsible and discreet elucidation of Gissing's texts, with the help 
of the biographical information preserved in these (private) papers. 
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Introduction American Notebook 

George Gissing bought the small notebook (4.75 x 3 inches) now held by the Beinecke 

Rare Book and Manuscript Library at Yale University, at Chicago in early March 1877, 

when he was 19 years old, from H.D. Chapin's Cheap Book House at 91 Madison 

Street. A label giving the details of its provenance is pasted on the inside of its back 

covet. On the front cover Gissing wrote in Indian ink Notes - G.R.G. -1877, thus naming 

the note-cum-commonplace book that has since come to be known as the American 

Notebook. 

Pierre Coustillas and Patrick Bridgwater have suggested1 that the American Notebook 

be grouped together with five similar personal documents, all of which enable us to 

reconstruct Gissing's reading, the literary subjects he was planning, his responses to 

news items from papers and magazines, and the names and addresses of editors, 

publishers and the publications that he considered as potential outlets for his work. 

Thus the American Notebook is the first in a series to which also belong (a) a notebook 

Gissing started in 1895, now in the Huntington Library, (b) a scrapbook covering 

the peiiod 1880-1903, held by the Lilly Library, (c) the Commonplace Book (1887-1903)2, 

(d) the Diary (1887-1902)3 and (e) the notebook entitled Extracts jrom My 

1 Pierre Coustillas, Patrick Bridgwater, George Gissing at Work: A Study of His Notebook "Extracts 
from My Reading" (Greensboro: ELT Press, 1988)7. 

z George Gissing's Commonplace Book, ed. Jacob Korg (New York: The New York Public Library, 
1962). 
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Reading4, in which Gissing exclusively entered quotations that he found worthy of 

preservation. 

The American Notebook may be briefly described as follows: it is signed 1877,92 pp., 

written on both sides, brown leather covers, numbered in the author's own hand 1-

47 (i.e. one number for two adjacent pages); there is no page 4 and the long entry 

consisting of a discussion of the authorship of the Iliad and Odyssey, together with 

translation notes on book x of the Iliad is in reverse order and upside down: it starts 

on p.44 L(eft) and ends on p.35 R(ight). 

Gissing had suddenly left Waltham, Massachusetts, where he had not quite 

completed his second m o n t h as an assistant teacher at the local High School. A brief 

announcement in the Waltham Sentinel for March 9, 1877 stated that: "We regret to 

learn that Mr Gissing... left town.. . unexpectedly on Thursday of last week [March 1] 

in a distracred state of mind in consequence of a disappointment he had suffered. His 

departure is a great loss to the school for he was a man of great scholarship and his 

high character, and the interesting general manner of conducting the lessons of his 

classes won the respect and affection of his pupils. The School Committee will find it 

difficult to fill the position thus left vacant." 

The precise circumstances of his hasty departure from Walrham have remained a 

mystery until the present day, despite manifold spéculations about the reasons for 

his disappearance, ranging from amatory disappointment to fears of discovery of his 

criminal record. The very first entry in the American Notebook confirms that he made 

his way to Chicago, where he spent the next four months and his movemenrs during 

the remainder of his year in America can easily be traced from the itinerary that is 

found on pp. 1-2. 

3 London and the Life of Literature in Late Victorian England: The Diary of George Gissing, Novelist, ed. 
Pierre Coustillas (Hassocks, Sussex: The Harvester Press, 1978]. 

4 See: note 1. 



INTRODUCTION 

Gissing had arrived ar Boston, Massachusetts, on Sunday, Seprember 10, 18765 

after the most traumatic experience of his life. In his fourth year at Owens College, 

Manchester (the predecessor of Manchester University) where he had disringuished 

himself as perhaps the most promising classicist of his generation, he became 

infatuated with Nell (Marianne Helen) Harrison, who combined employment in the 

manufacturing of clothes with a life of prostitution. To make matters worse, she 

would over rhe years resort to alcohol with increasing frequency. The young Gissing, 

always an idealist, felt a strong urge to save this girl, whom he regarded as a victim of 

the social conditions of his days and to that end he began giving her sums out of his 

scholarship money. When his own funds had become exhausted, he made up the 

shortage by rifling the pockets of his fellow-students. These thefts continued 

through the spring of 1876, unti l he was caught red-handed on May 31, stealing 

money from another srudent's coat. A week later he was convicted and sentenced to 

one month 's hard labour and expelled from Owens College in disgrace. This meant 

that he had in effect destroyed all his ambirious hopes of an academic career and one 

may fairly say that the disaster and its consequences marked h im for rhe rest of his 

life. He never recovered from this self-inflicted blow. 

As neither Gissing himself nor his relatives had any hopes of finding suitable 

employment for h im in England after the debacle, it was deemed advisable that he 

seek his fortune across the Atlantic. Through a fund set up by friends in Manchester 

and family friends in Wakefield (to which the Principal of Owens College also 

contributed) he was enabled to sail to America, leaving Liverpool on August 29th, 

1876. 

5 "Mr Gissing" is among the names on the passenger list published on the fronr page of 
the Boston Evening Transcript, September 11, 1876: "Arrival of R. M. S. Parthia. The Cunard 
steamship Parthia, Captain McKay, which sailed from Liverpool the 29th and 
Queenstown the 30th of August, arrived ar Cunard wharf, East Boston, at 7.30 A.M. 
Sunday, having on board the English mails and 168 cabin and 149 steerage passengers." 

Gissing was to use his experiences on board the Parthia for rhe description of Arthur 
Golding's voyage to America in his first published novel, Workers in the Dawn (1880). New 
edition by Piètre Coustillas, Hassocks: Harvester Press, 1985, vol.11, 419-21. 



INTRODUCTION 

From one of his first letters from America, addressed to his brother William6, we 

learn that he found accommodation in a "splendid boarding-house" with about 10 

other people at 71 Bartlett Street, Boston (Mass.) and that he was hoping to get a place 

on the staff of the Atlantic Monthly with the help of one of his new American friends, 

who knew the editor. This is the earliest indication that he was thinking of a career as 

a journalist or freelance writer in order to support himself Although by the end of 

October the Boston Commonwealth had published Gissing's "'Elaine'-Rosenthal and 

Tojetti," his hopes of a more permanent position in the world of journalism did not 

materialize, so that when in December his funds were starting to run low, he began 

to look around for alternative employment, which he found as an assistant teacher of 

French, German, English and Latin at Waltham High School, 10 miles from Boston. 

He would be paid an annual salary of $800. 

In view of the paucity of letters or any other personal documents related to the 

year he spent in America, it would seem to be high time for this, almost the last of 

Gissing's known writings to have remained unpublished, to be made available to 

Gissing scholars and general readers alike, for the light it may throw upon 

biographical and professional questions connected with this crucial year, when he 

seriously embarked upon his career as a writer. 

Above all the Notebook provides us with a detailed record of the books he was 

reading. There are references to over 100 titles in English, French, German, Italian, 

Latin and Greek. His major interests appear to have been French romantic literature 

(Sand, Musset and Balzac), political economy and statecraft and the relationship 

between a cultured élite and the populace. Two of these focuses may be regarded as a 

natural continuation of the twin emotions that had fuelled his love for Nell Harrison 

in the opening months of 1876 in the first place: his sense of outrage at the social 

injustice that turned innocent girls into fallen women and his infinite capacity for 

self-deception, resulting from a reckless tendency towards idealization at the 

expense of more sober appreciation of reality. Nevertheless, the frequent references 

6 George Gissing, "To William", October 5, 1876, The Collected Letters of George Gissing, vol. I, 
Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas eds. (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University 
Press, 1990) 46. 
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to Arnold, the high priest of culture, whose emphasis on the need to establish first 

"the firm, intelligible law of things" before any radical change in the organization of 

society could be undertaken, may indicate that Gissing was not yet ready to join any 

of the groups or individuals that were advocating an immediate and radical social 

revolution. 

In fact, it would be very hard to find any reference to social evils, quite apart from 

a desire to denounce them, in the short stories he was about to publish in America. 

The real awakening of his social conscience had to wait until his return to England 

and his move to London. Besides, his position as an English exile in democratic 

America made radical action not just improbable, but in fact impossible. That he did 

not unreservedly take to all manifestations of democracy in practice, he makes clear 

in another letter home: "... They carry democratic notions here to a great extent. It is 

quite common for a workman to go up & slap his master on the back & ask him how 

he is. Worse than that, no servant-girl will think of cleaning boots, so we have to have 

them blacked in the streets, & the result is that the Americans have almost always 

dirty boots on."7 It would be hard not to notice the distinct distaste he felt at this 

instance of fraternization, which, apart from its most undesirable practical 

consequences (boots must be clean), is presented almost as a violation of one's 

privacy. 

Yet, the Notebook is more than just a collection of fine sentiments and lofty 

thoughts; it contains in addition a good many ideas for stories that he might like to 

write one day. Despite the brevity of these entries, Gissing's preference at the time for 

material of a melodramatic nature seems clear: deceived husbands, orphans, 

poisoned wives, women of the town, suicides, secret marriages-they are all seen as 

instances of the inevitable pathos of human life and the reality and ineradicability of 

evil, which stimulated his imagination and continued to fascinate him as a writer for 

the rest of his life. 

Insofar as we are able to assess the effects of his inglorious flight from England and 

the enforced farewell to the girl he loved upon his feelings for her, there is no doubt 

7 Collected Utters, vol. 1,46, "To William," October 5,1876. 
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at all of his continuing and deep affection for her. In the poem "A Farewell," dated 

August 1876, obviously addressed to Nell on the eve of his sailing for America, 

Gissing had wrirten in the final stanza: 

O peace, my love, and let safe sleep 

Lie calm upon thy breast; 

Forget thy sorrows, cease to weep, 

And lay thy heart to rest. 

In yon' new world I seek a home 

Far, far from England's shore; 

Wait bu t a while and thou shalt come, 

With me to weep no more!8 

Although none of his letters to her have survived, we do know that they 

corresponded, because Gissmg recorded in his Diary for March ist, 1888, when he had 

gone up to London to arrange for Nell's funeral-she had died the day before-: "... I 

found all my letters, away back to the American time-"9 In this context the 

quotation from George Sand's Jacques on p. 2R can be read as a justification, slightly 

desperate perhaps, of the very real sacrifices he had made in his search for happiness 

with Nell: "Il n'est qu 'un bonheur au monde, c'est l 'amour; tout le reste n'est nen, et il 

faut l'accepter par vertu." (my italics). A similar sentiment is expressed in the Balzac 

quotation on p. 10L ("Les grandes passions sont rares comme les chefs-d'oeuvre ..."), 

bu t the passage that perhaps reveals most clearly the extremity of his youthful 

infatuation, is the one in which he illustrates his identification with Christ loving his 

enemies: "... mais quand tu te sentiras, toi, noble et honnête homme, violemment 

épris d 'une misérable courtisane, sois certain que ce sera de l'amour, et n 'en rougis 

pas! C'est ainsi que le Christ a chéri ceux qui l'ont sacrifié!" This seems to be as much 

a fleeting, bu t frank recognition of Nell's true nature ('miserable courtisane') as an 

admission of his own (proud) helplessness in the face of the violent passion that still 

held h im in its grip. 

8 George Gissing, Verses by G.R. Gissing: 1869 to [1882], Manuscript notebook, Beinecke Library 
of Rare Books and Manuscripts, 76-78. 

9 London and the Life of Literature in Late Victorian England: The Diary of George Gissing, Novelist, ed. 
Pierre Coustillas (Hassocks, Sussex: The Harvester Press, 1978), Thursday March ist, 1888, 
p.23. 
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The chronology of the entries cannot be established with absolute certainty-for 

one thing, it is very likely that some of the earliest entries were copied from notes he 

had taken in the Boston Public Library- bu t the dates that are mentioned, in 

conjunction with some shrewd guesswork based upon indirect evidence, allow the 

reconstruction of the following time scheme: 

DATE 

early March 1877 

March-July 1877 

March 31,1877 

May 11,1877 

May 20, 1877 

May 31,1877 

June 2,1877 

early July 1877 

mid-July 1877 

August 24(7), 1877 

late August, 1877 

ENTRY/EVENT 

atrival Chicago 

stays at Chicago 

Punch poems 

Burns at t ide in N.Y. Tribune 

Prize of Shakespeare 

article in [N.Y.] Tribune 

Romeo andjuliet in N.Y. Tribune 

Tyndall's speech 

goes to New York 

Engaged by a travelling 

photographer at Troy N.Y., 

Nor th Adams, Mass. and 

Greenfield, Mass.11 

Back in Boston: end of 

photographic interlude. 

Petremant (Boston) 

Boston Public Lib. 

PAGE 

P iL 

P iL 

p.5R 

P-6R 

P- 8L 

P-9R 

P- 11L 

P- l R 

P- iRand 

P.45R10 

P- iRand 

P.45R 

P- l R 

P- 18L 

P- 18R 

10 There is a discrepancy between the two dates given for Gissing's visit to North Adams, 
on p. lR and p. 45R respectively. As his hiring as a photographer's assistant can be dated 
with some precision to the third week of July 1877 and the itinerary on p. lR suggests that 
the business activities wete statted in North Adams, they must have travelled thete 
straight from Troy. Gissing's ineptitude for the commercial job is thus further 
demonstrated by his inability to date his otders correctly! The date given on p. 45R is 
therefore incorrect. 

11 See: Gissing, Geotge, New Grub Street (London, 1891), chapter 28: Whelpdale's account of 
his adventures in America. 
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P- 25L 

P" 23L, 23R 

P- 20R 

P- iL 

P-46L 

P- i R 

P- î R 

late August, 1877 F. Radford, Boston 

Mauprat, Valvèdre,12 

Lucrezia Floriani 

late August, 1877 visit to Portland, Me. 

drawing: Off Portland 

September, 1877 Returns to Boston 

October 3, 1877 Lands at Liverpool 

Now if we at tempt to correlate the time scheme above with what has long been 

recognized as a reliable, barely veiled autobiographical account of Gissing's 

American experience, viz. the adventures related by the journalist Whelpdale in 

chapter 28 of New Grub Street, together with the resulrs of recent research into these 

scantily documented months , the following points emerge: Gissing devoted most of 

his t ime and energy during his stay in Chicago to reading1^, writing and trying to 

find publishers for his first efforts in the field of fiction. In fact, it has been 

established beyond doubt by Pierre Coustillas1* and Robert L. Selig1? that some 

twenty stories in all were written dur ing the nearly nineteen weeks he spent in 

lz See: "Letter to Ellen," August 20, 1886, in: Letters of George Gissing to Members of His Family, 
eds., Algetnon and Ellen Gissing [London: Constable, 1927) 184. 

13 After his very enthusiastic appreciation of all that the Boston Public Library had to offer, 
he must have turned with similar expectations to the Chicago Public Library. This had 
opened its doors as recently as January ist, 1873, after the old Chicago libtary had been 
destroyed in the calamitous fite of 1871. The core of its new holdings was formed by a large 
collection of books donated by the people of England as "a mark of sympathy, and a token 
ofthat sentiment of kinship which ... must evet exist berween the different branches of 
the English race." One of the most zealous ptomoters of the cause of a free public library, 
was the Mayor of Chicago, Joseph Medill (1823-1899), who was to be the editor-in-chief of 
the Chicago Tribune from November 1874. His brother Samuel John Medill was the 
managing editor, who accepted Gissing's first story for publication in the Tribune. 

14 Pierre Coustillas, "Bibliography of Stories by Gissing," English Literature m Transition, 1880-
1920, vol. 7 (1964), 64-65. 

15 Robert L. Selig, "Annotated Bibliogtaphy: Gissing's 1877 Short Stories in the United 
States," English Literature in Transition, 1880-1920, vol. 33:3 (1990), 295-296. 

Also: Robert L. Selig, "A Chicago Pretzel and a Gissing Feast," The Gissingjournal, volume 
XXVII, Number 2 (April 1991): 13-19. 
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Chicago, thus tallying with the claim he made in a letter to his brother,that he 

"wrote a story every week, whilst in Chicago."16 

In addition, Gissing's preoccupation with gett ing into print is amply illustrated 

by several references to newspapers, periodicals and other publications and their 

publishers and editors in the opening pages (p. 2R and p. 3R) of the Notebook: the 

National Weekly (Chicago) and its proprietor, J. M. Hill, the Independent (New York), 

Galaxy (New York), Saturday Nyht (Philadelphia), its editor Lemuel Clarke Davis and its 

proprietor James Elverson, Frank Leslie (New York), one of the most prominent 

newspaper tycoons of the period, who owned such successful publications as Frank 

Leslie's New Yorkjoumal, Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper, and Frank Leslie's Sunday Magazine, 

and lastly, John Wien Forney (Philadelphia), the owner of the Philadelphia Press, Sunday 

Morning Chronicle, and the Daily Morning Chronicle. Although no Gissing stories have so 

far been reclaimed from Philadelphia papers or periodicals, a thorough and 

exhaustive search of the files might yet prove rewarding. 

The dates and the duration of Gissing's stay in Chicago may be determined by the 

following considerations. As there is nothing to suggest that he did not travel 

straighr to Chicago from Waltham, he mus t have arrived there no larer than 

Saturday, March 3rd. The discovery of rhe pirated tale in the Troy Times can be dated to 

the day of its appearance, viz. July 14, 1877, or very soon thereafter, which would 

make it at least 19 weeks after his arrival in Chicago. We should, however, bear in 

mind that Gissing made the discovery in New York, where he may have arrived only 

a few days before, so that the length of his stay may be pu t at not quite 19 weeks. 

Having decided to hurry on to Troy N.Y., "up the Hudson by steamboat,"17 in the 

hope of selling more of his stories to an editor, who apparently had thought one of 

them good enough to steal it, he was rudely disappointed and reduced to keeping 

himself alive on peanuts, before he was engaged by rhe photographer, whose clearly 

1 George Gissing, "To Algernon Gissing," February 7, 1880, The Collected Letters of George 
Gissing, vol. I, 1863-1880, eck, Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustilhs 
(Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press) 238. 

17 George Gissing, New Grub Street (London, 1891) ch. 28. 
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fictitious name is given by Whelpdale as Mr Freeman Sterling. The liberal generosity 

and unfailing kindness of the man is effectively evoked by his apt name and he must 

have reminded Gissing of that other American benefactor, Samuel J. Medill, the 

managing editor of the Chicago Tribune, whose practical sympathy and "compassion 

had saved a desperate Gissing from starving in the streets of Chicago."18 

Some time during the third week of July 1877 Gissing must have been taken on by 

the photographer and embarked on his short-lived and rather fruitless commercial 

mission, which consisted in house-to-house canvassing, in search of orders for the 

reproducing of old portraits. When in New Grub Street Gissing, through his 

mouthpiece Whelpdale, confesses: "I don't think I got half-a-dozen orders," the 

accuracy ofthat claim is fully substantiated by the entries that we find on p. 45R of 

the Notebook, which appears to have been used as Gissing's order book. Although he 

has optimistically entered the numbers from 1 to 6, there are in fact only four names 

of clients, one of whom, besides a copy of his own portrait, also ordered a 

reproduction of his wife's portrair. Another client apparently ordered two 

reproductions of the same portrait, which brings the total number of reproductions 

ordered through Gissing to six. What is, perhaps, most revealing of all is that one 

cannot escape the conclusion that Gissing seriously tested his suitability for the job 

of commercial traveller only during the first few days of his engagement. The orders 

he got in North Adams, rheir first stop after Troy, are misrakenly dared August 25, on 

p. 45R. The itinerary on p. lR, however, reads correctly: North Adams, Mass. 

July/77.19 As there is no record of any further orders after July 25, he must have given 

up almost as soon as he started, which makes Freeman Sterling's continued 

willingness to support his hopelessly inadequate assistant over the next five weeks all 

the more remarkable. They finally parted at Boston, on or around August 24, giving 

Gissing a chance to make the final arrangements for his return to England, which 

18 Robert L. Selig, "Gissing's Benefactor at the Chicago Tribune: An Identification from a 
Passage in New Grub Street," Études Anglaises, T. XXXVIII, No 4 (1985), 440. 

19 See: footnote 10. 
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among other things, must have involved storing his belongings and negotiating a 

loan to pay for his return fare from Robert Petremant, a fellow-lodger at the Battlett 

Street boarding-house in the previous autumn. Having embarked the steamer 

Spain20 at New York on September 22,1877, jus t over a year since he had set out from 

England, he reached Liverpool on Ocrober 4,1877. 

Though the extent to which Whelpdale's account of his American adventures is 

matched by the factual record of Gissing's movements during the late spring and 

summer of 1877, as preserved in the American Notebook, will not surprise those of his 

readers, who have learned to expect and recognize the intimate interdependence of 

his life and work as one of the most appealing aspects of his fiction, there is 

nevertheless something puzzling about the tepeated references to the threat of 

starvation and complete lack of money at the time. One wonders whether these 

particular hardships-so frequent and constant a feature of Gissmg's life over the 

years-were in any way based upon the young writer's own serious shortage of funds. 

For, let us consider the evidence: a conservative estimate of Gissing's income for the 

period January-September 1877 alone amounts to a sum of around $500. There was 

his teacher's salary for January and February, $130 for two months , plus the proceeds 

of the twenty short stories he published2 1 (estimated at ca. $325), and the sum of $45 

that he received for the sketch he wrote for Appletons'Joumal, which comes to a grand 

total of $500. If we leave out of account any additional income he may have earned 

from his photographic "efforts", the fact remains that $500 ought to have been more 

than sufficient to keep a single person. If we pu t the rate of exchange in 1877 

20 The steamer Spain arrived in Liverpool on October 4'h 1877, at 4 a.m., having crossed the 
Atlantic in thirteen days, leaving New York on September 22. On p. 1 R of his American 
Notebook Gissing gives the date of his atrival as October 3,1877. (See: index to Lloyd's List for 
1877 and passenger list in: The [Liverpool] Daily Courier, Octobet 4,1877). Also, c£ note 139. 

21 C£ George Gissing, "To Algernon," February 7, 1880, The Collected lenen o/George Gissing, 
vol. I, 1863-1880, eds., Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas (Athens, 
Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1990) 238: "Whilst in Chicago I wrote a story every week 
(three columns) for the leading daily paper, for each of which I was paid 18 dollars...." 

As it is doubtful that Gissing should have got $18 for the stories he published in the 
obscuter magazines, I have put the total income from the stories at $325. Also, see: Robert 
L. Selig, George Gissing: Lost Stones jrom America (Lewiston: Edwin Meilen Press, 1992) 10. 
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at £ i = $4.8o22, Gissing's American income would have been equivalent to ca. £105 in 

nine months. 

Now, with regard to the size of incomes in the last quarter of the nineteenth 

century in England, it has been established^ that the avetage earnings of a working-

man's family of four and a half persons was reckoned at about 30s. a week (£78) in 

1882. In 1875, of the 215 white-collar workers employed by the Mersey Docks and 

Harbour Board, in middle-class occupations such as commercial clerks, accountants, 

cashiers and book-keepers, 179 received no more than £150, and 96 of these were in 

receipt of less than £100. Furthermore, to put Gissing's "poverty" in perspective, the 

average salary of a professor at Owens College in Manchester in 1875 was £ 5 0 0 . ^ And, 

to end with a striking example of the level of contemporary American incomes, the 

first Secretary and Acting Librarian of the Chicago Public Library, who entered upon 

his duties in July 1872, was appointed at a salary of $600 per annum. 

Gissing in his first lettet from America^ reported to his brother William that he 

paid $10 per week for room and board. And, after his move to Waltham, he found 

himself a very comfortable place, living with a private family, for which he only paid 

$8 a week, including washing. Given Gissing's fairly minimal needs, one is hard pu t 

to account for the persistent complaints about threatening bankruptcy, actual or 

imagined. Or should we resort to educated guesswork in order to explain his poverty, 

such as his continuing to send money to Nell in Manchester?16 Or, missing a month 's 

22 Cf Gissing's letter "To William," October 5,1876, "... You get grapes for 10c (5J.)...." 

23 See: J. A. Banks, Prosperity and Parenthood (London, 1954). 

24 See: Jones, David R., The Origins o/Civic Universities: Manchester, Leeds, and Liverpool (London: 
Routledge, 1988) 133. 

25 George Gissing, "To William," October 5,1876, Collected Letters, 46. 

2<s It is tempting to think of the arrangements Arthur Golding makes on behalf of Carrie 
Mitchell prior to his departure for America, in Gissing's first novel Workers in the Dawn 
(1880). In his farewell letter to Carrie, Golding writes: "... lest you should come to want in 
the future I shall make arrangements that you may teceive one pound per week-as long as 
I am able to pay it." (Workers in the Dawn, vol.11, part III, chapter XVI). It has long been 
recognized that for many factual details in his narrative Gissing drew chiefly from his own 
experiences. According to Pierre Coustillas in his introduction to the novel "the Arthur-
Carrie relationship derives from his [Gissing's] own grim experiences with his firsr wife, 
Marianne Helen Harrison (Nell)." 
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salary in Waltham, as a result of his sudden departure? The riddle remains. 

Another unsolved problem connected with the American Notebook is the difficulty 

of deciding how much of it was written in America, and where the English entries 

begin. For there is no doubt that Gissing continued to use the Notebook after his 

return to England. Thete appeat to be good reasons for assuming that from p. 25L 

onwards we are dealing with entries made, either during his rerurn voyage on board 

the steamet Spain, or after his arrival in England. Another crucial factor in my 

argument is the date of Matthew Arnold's recommendation of Stopford Brooke's 

Primer o/ English Literature. Arnold's article, praising Stopford Brooke's book, was 

entitled "A Guide to English Literature"27 and appeared in December 1877 (my italics). 

Gissing had been back in England since October 4th, which only allows one to 

conclude that the entries on p. 25L and after (with a few obvious exceptions) were 

indeed made in England.28 The references, drawings and addresses on the few last 

pages of the Notebook, specifically, pp. 45L, 45R, 46L, 46R, 47L and 47R, clearly form an 

exception, in that they unquestionably belong to the yeat in America. 

However, many of the teferences to books on English and European 

constitutions, political systems and political economy (pp. 29L, 30R, and 32R) would 

seem to belong to the first few months after his return to England and his move to 

27 Matthew Arnold, "A Guide to English Literature," Nineteenth Century, II (December 1877) 
843-853. 

28 In Gissing's letter to Algernon of May 4, 1881, he is pleased to record at long last the 
arrival of those possessions of his that he had left in America as a security for the loan to 
pay for his return voyage to England: 

"First & fotemost I have to give you astonishing intelligence. At length my packages 
have atrived from America, & I have spent two days in setting my new acquisitions in 
otdet. It is like a ptesent to me, so completely had I forgotten what the boxes contained. 
Now at length I feel the satisfaction one has in completing a long & miserable phase of 
one's existence: with all my possessions once more around me I feel that in a certain sense 
a new period begins for me. Among the papers are all my stories published in Ametica, & a 
vast heap of MSS of, I fear, but little positive value. I am also glad to have once mote 
father's old portmanteau, with all its various associations. Such of my clothing as was left 
has come in a fearfully moth-eaten condition, excepting a few articles of under-clothing 
which I can use ...," in: The Collected Letters of George Gissing, vol.2, 1881-1885, eck-, Paul F. 
Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 
1991)31-32. 

The edirors in a footnote to this letter mistakenly conclude that Gissing's diary (i.e. the 
American Notebook) was among the papers he got back in May 1881. 
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London, when he tried without success to find regular and congenial employment, 

and had to settle for occasional tutoring and working as a part-t ime clerk at a London 

hospital. About this t ime he must have seriously started his preparations and 

preliminary reading for the first novel he ever wrote29 , which may well have been on 

a social/political subject, set in London. We can never be sure of the subject and title 

of Gissing's first venture into novel writing, because he destroyed the manuscript 

after failing to persuade the publishers to print it. It is against this background that 

the books on London streets (p. 32R) strike one as quite probably the fruit of research 

undertaken in the British Museum Reading Room, with regard to his projected 

novel. The date of Gissing's application for admission to that august institution is 

November 23, 1877, only six weeks after setting foot in England, thus neatly 

supporting our theory. 

All in all, there seem to be sufficient reasons for assigning the entries from p. 27L 

onward to November and December of 1877, when he had become a regular visitor of 

the Reading Room. This conclusion is further confirmed by rhe references to less 

accessible, and specifically English, periodicals and publications like the Examiner and 

the Retrospective Review on p. 33L, and Leisure Hour on p. 34L. In addition, there is 

incontrovertible proof that an entry was made in the spring of 1878: the quotation 

from rhe Natal Mercury in the Dispatch of March 31,1878, on p. 34R. 

Finally, there is the question of the dating of the translation notes to Homer's 

Iliad. From Gissing's correspondence we learn that in the period June-September 

1878 he was sending translation notes to his brother Algernon, to help h im in his 

preparations for the B.A. examination. Although the first notes he sent were on bk. 

xxiv of the Iliads0 it does not seem unduly rash to assume that Gissing compiled the 

Greek notes on bk. x of the Iliad (pp. 44L-35R, in reverse order and upside down) from 

Paley's book in rhe British Museum for the benefit of his brother. They may Therefore 

be taken to belong to the summer of 1878, and they must have formed the last entry 

z9 In a letter to his brother Algernon (January 30, 1878) we have the first reference to it: 
"Am getting on well with my novel, which progresses at the rate of about 12 pp. (foolscap) 
a day." (CLGG, vol.1) 73. 

3° See: George Gissing, "To Algernon," June 21,1878, CLGG, 95. 
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in the little notebook that he had bought in Chicago. 

Thus, besides the American entries, which make up about 60 per cent of the 

American Notebook, at least 40 per cent of its contents may with a reasonable degree of 

certainty be assigned to the early London period from October/November 1877 to 

the summer of 1878, when Gissing was trying to establish himself as a writer under 

very difficult circumstances. As a record of the most formative sixteen months of his 

life the notebook is unique, documenting not only the practical aspects of a writer's 

life, but also, and more engrossingly, those singular character features, the 

prodigious intellect and emotions, that were to remain unchanged and unbroken, 

the inspiration and foundation of his art, despite their often self-destructive 

impulses, through all the vicissitudes of his brief life. 





George Gissing s American Notehook: 

Notes - G. R. G. - 1877 

p.lL(e/t) 

Chicago March - July 1877 

Dalton 28 Spring 

Sill 4 Locust 

Necky 145 Stated 

491/2 Each St. 

44 Each St. x 8 l 6 a _ ° l t a 

p.iRfigfit] 

New York July 1877 

TroyN.Y. July 1877 

North Adams Mass. July /77 

Greenfield Mass. Aug. /77 

Boston Mass. Aug. Ijy 

Portland Me. Aug. /77 

Boston Sept. /yy 

Liverpool Oct. 3/77 

p.zL 

Patronyms-

31 This, and the two preceding addresses, all in downtown Chicago, in all probability were 
the locations of boarding-houses. Gissing may have tried one of these upon his arrival in 
the city in March 1877. 
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Hypoth. Senrs.3z-

Accents-

Sainte-Palaye33 

Millot34 

Rodulfe Glaber35 

Gaufridi3fi 

p.2R 

"Il n'est qu 'un bonheur au monde, c'est l 'amour; tout le reste n'est rien, et il faut 

l'accepter par vertu." 

Jacques - George Sand37 

3 2 Gissing re turned to the subject of Greek g rammar in Deiuil Quarrier (1892); in a 

conversation wirh Quarrier, the feminist Mrs Wade remarks: "I couldn ' t pass an exam, in 

the hypothetical sentences; b u t I pick up the sense as I read on." 

33 La Cu tne de Sainte-Palaye, Jean-Baptiste de. Projet d'un .glossaire de l'ancienne langueJrançaise. 

Paris, 1756. 

Sainte-Palaye (1697-1781}, born ar Auxerre, gave u p a diplomatic career for scholarly 

pursuits . He s tudied early French history and went on to compile a dictionary of French 

antiquit ies wi th a complete glossary of the variations of the language. 

In: The Oxford Companion to French Literature, Sir Paul Harvey and J.E. Heseltine eds., OUP, 

1959-

34 Sainte-Palaye, Jean-Baptiste de La Curne de (1697-1781). 

Histoire Litteraire des Troubadours, etc., Paris, 1774. éd. Millot, Claude François Xavier (Abbé) 

(1726-1785). 

"Le méri te de cet ouvrage appart ient spécialement à M. de Sainte-Palaie. Je n'ai fait que 

met t re en oeuvre... les marériaux qu'i l a rassemblés.. . J'ai suivi ses traductions, en d o n n a n t 

au style une tou rnure plus libre et plus variée." - Avertissement. 

35 Rodulphe (Glaber), of Cluny, see: Rodulfus Glaber 

Raoul Glaber. Les cinq livres de ses histoires (900-1044), pub . par Maurice Prou. Paris, 

1886. 

"Chronique de Raoul Glaber" in: Collections des mémoires relatifs à l'histoire de France... par 

M. Gui20t, Paris, 1823-1835. 

3 6 Gaufridi baron de, see: Gauffidi-Fos, baron de Réfutation des Pensées philosophiques, par 

les seules lumières de la raison et les principes de la saine philosophie ... Par M. le baron de 

Amsterdam, 1751. 

37 Sand, George. Jacques. Paris, 1834. 
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Funk - Philander Griggs -

Gorbutt3 8 - Goggin - Flipp -

Dryfuss - Debeer -

Pendergrass - Potwin^s -

Scroggie -

Nat. Weekly40 162-4 Clark 

J.M. Hill. Bost. Clothing4 1 Clark 

F.Leslie42 537 Pearl S N.Y. 

p.3L 

Plot. 

3° In chapter 8 of New Grub Street (1891) Gissing introduces "Mr Gorbutt [who] deemed himself 
a poet; since his accession to an income he had published, at his own expense, a yearly volume 
ofverses;" 

In ch. 3 of The Nether World (1889) the name of Gorbutt is used for a man "in Goswell Road 
[who] wanted a man to clean windows an' sweep up, an' so on;-[fot] fifteen bob a week." 
When John Hewett goes after the job, he finds a crowd of five hundred men standing outside 
Gorbutt's door. 

39 A marginally modified version of Potwin, viz. Patwin, is used for an editot of a publication 
called Will-o'-the-Wtsp in ch. 20 of New Grab Street (1891). 

4 0 Undet the pseudonym G. R. Gresham, Gissing published the short stoty "A Terrible 
Mistake" in the Chicago National Weekly (5 May, 1877,10], of which James M. Hill was the part-
time proprietor Hill at the same time kept a clothing store, the "Boston Square Dealing 
Clothing House." The Lakeside Annual Directory of 1876-77 lists it at 141 Clatk, only a few doors 
away from the National Weekly's office. 

See also: Robert L. Selig, "Annotated Bibliography: Gissing's 1877 Short Stories in the 
United States," English Literature in Transition, vol. 33:3,1990: 295. 

4 1 See note 40. 

4 2 Leslie, Frank (1821-1880), born as Henry Carter in Ipswich, England, he srarted life as a 
wood-engravet and became a pioneer publisher of illustrated journals. "Ftank Leslie" was at 
firsr a pseudonym which he employed on sketches and engravings, but after he had 
emigrated to New Yotk in 1848, he adopted the name Frank Leslie, although his name was not 
legally changed until 1857. In 1855 he bought out an unsuccessful publication, the New York 
Journal, which appeared under a new name, Frank Leslie's New Yorkjournal. His next publication, 
Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper, was to give him enduring fame, and was first issued in 
December 1855. Othet publications: Frank Leslie's Monthly (1857), Chimney Corner, Lady's Journal, 
Suniay Magazine, Pleasant Hours, Jollyjoker, and many more, all bearing the name of Ftank Leslie. 
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Woman secretly marries a wealthy man. He finds out from her friends that her sister 

is fallen woman. He breaks with his wife. Then discovered that the sister has 

reformed and holds honourable position. 

Consistency*! m a bad or foolish course is not meritorious. I had rather have a man who 

preaches an absurd doctrine and violates it in practice, than one who is consistent in 

following such a course. 

At 14 yrs. a girl is competent by law to chose [sic] her own guardian. 

p.3R 

Man fishes a letter out of river and finds it is from lady et 

Character who brags he [sic] he has done, and a friend always shows them to be 

impossible by mathematics. 

"Independent"« Box 2787 N.Y. 

Galaxy« W.C. Church, Box 3201 N.Y. 

« Ct. "Consistency is always admirable, in itself, & more than ever when it is displayed in a 
cause whose end is the elevation of humanity." (George Gissing, "To Algernon," May 9, 
1880, Collected Letters of George Gissing, vol. I, eds., Paul F. Mattheisen et al. (Athens, Ohio: Ohio 
UP, 1990) 271. 

44 Henry Chandler Bowen (1813-1896), originally a silk merchant from New York, 
together with some of his friends founded the Independent in 1848, as a weekly journal of 
Congregationalism with strong anti-slavery principles. Later he became its publisher and 
finally its sole proprietor. He was also the owner of the Brooklyn Union. H. W. Beechet(i8i3-
1887), the celebrated Congregationalist minister and ardent champion of the abolition of 
slavery, was the first editot of the Independent, and when he was succeeded by his assistant, 
Theodore Tilton (1863-70), the latter made it a secular periodical interested in such 
reforms as woman suffrage, and drew contributions from Harriet Beechet Stowe and 
Gatrison. 

« The Galaxy was a New York monthly, founded in 1866; its editot was William Conant 
Chutch, who fot a brief spell was assisted by Clemens ("Mark Twain"). In addition to 
fiction, the magazine was distinguished fot its literary criticism, historical and political 
articles, and scientific essays. It numbeted Henry James among irs more prominent 
contributors. The lattet's Galaxy essays on Musset (June 1877) and on George Sand 
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"Sat. Night", Davis and Elverson. Phil.46 

J.W. Forney.47 S.W. corner 7 * and Chestnut Sts. Phil. 

[NB There is no page 4 in the American Notebook MS] 

P-5L 

Fitzgerald Fussey - foorman 

Jonathan Vanpelt - who meddles in stocks 

Fanny Vanpelt - his daughter 

Rich. Vanpelt - his nephew 

Frank Millard - » 

Emily Hart - his ward 

Lady found dead in private box at theatre. 

("George Sand's analogy with Goethe" - July 1877) must have greatly stimulated Gissing's 
abiding love of these authors. However, it seems probable that Matthew Arnold's essay on 
George Sand, which had appeared in The Fortnightly Review (Vol.XXI, N.S., pp. 767-781), in 
June 1877, was his first introduction to the French novelist. 

See: George Gissing at Work: A Study o/HLS Notebook-"Extractsjrom My Reading", Pierre Coustillas 
and Patrick Bridgwater ed. (Greensboro, NC: ELT Press, 1988) 36. 

Also, cf. notes 86,95 and 134. 

4 James Elverson, newspaper publisher; born in England 1838; came to America in 1847; 
Agent of Associated Ptess; one of the founders, in 1865, and from 1879 sole proprietor of 
the popular Philadelphia Saturday Night, a weekly srory paper, carrying on the dime novel 
tradition. It consistently maintained a big circulation-over 100,000-berween 1865-1885. 
He became owner of the Philadelphia Inquirer in 1889. Died 1911. 

Lemuel Clarke Davis (1835-1904), entered newspaper life and in 1869 became editor of 
Philadelphia Inquirer. He later edited the Public Ledger. 

4 7 The Philadelphia City Directory for the yeat 1876 lists a John W. Forney, publisher. His 
business address is given as: S 7th cfornet] Chestnut. His home address was at 618 Locust. 
His son, John W. Forney Jr., who is also listed in the Directory, presumably acted as editor of 
one of his father's publications. John Wien Forney (1817-1881) was a leading Philadelphia 
newspaper proprietor and journalist, who established the Philadelphia Press in 1857. He 
was a great political editot of the Press, always candid and coutteous, never angry or 
vituperative. He founded the Sunday Morning Chronicle (1861). In November 1862 he began 
publishing a daily edition (the Daily Morning Chronicle). In 1878 he founded and edited at 
Philadelphia a weekly magazine called Progress. 
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àjiÉQCDTOÇ EQCDç - Aeschylos.48 

p.5R 

"Wherever affection can spring, it is like the green leaf and the blossom-pure, and 

breathing purity, whatever soil it may grow in." 

Romolct» 

Punch5° 

Le chagrin stimulait tant (dit-on) 

L'appétit de la chaste Didon, 

Qu'à la fuite d'Enée 

La belle délaissée 

Dîna du dos d 'un dodu dindon! 

Un vieux duc (le meilleur des époux) 

Demandait (en lui tâtant le pouls) 

À sa vieille duchesse 

4s Choephoroe ('The Libation-bearers'), I.600. Translation: loveless lust. 
The Choephoroe was the second part of The Oresteia, first presented in 458 BC. 
Cf. Aeschylus, with an English translation by Hetbett Weir Smith, vol.11, Loeb Classical 

Library (London: Heinemann, 1963) 218-19: "But... who can tell... of the reckless passions 
of women of hardened soul, co-mates with the woes of mortals? Inordinate passion, over
mastering the female, gains fatal victory over the wedded unions of brutes and men alike. 
(Choephoroe. 594-601). 

49 Eliot, George. Romok. Bk. Ill, ch. L. London, 1863. 

5° "Vers Nonsensiques à l'Usage des Familles Anglaises," (par Anatole de Lestet-Scouère), 
Punch, or the London Charivari, vol. LXXII, March 31, 1877. This is one of a series of cartoons 
that appeared during the first six months of 1877. Anatole de Lester-Scouère was the 
pseudonym of George Louis Palmella Busson Du Maurier (1834-1896), arrist and novelist, 
bom in Paris. He spent his childhood thete and in London, and became between 1856 and 
i860 an art student in Paris and Antwerp. He contributed drawings to illustrated editions 
of Meredith, Hardy and Henry James. From 1864 he worked as a cartoonist fot Punch, in 
which he also published prose and verse. Gissing's appreciation of Du Mautier's art is 
further demonstrated by the following quotation from The Crown o/Life: 

"... she [Mrs Jacks] was of that tall and gracefully commanding height which has 
become the English ideal in the last quarter of our century-her portrait appears on every 
page illustrated by Du Maurier." 
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(Qu'un vieux catarrhe oppresse) 

'Et ton thé, t'a-t-il ôté ta toux?" 

"Tant il est vrai que ce qui nous attache le plus aux femmes est moins la débauche 

qu 'un certain agrément de vivre auprès d'elles!" 

J.J. Rousseau?1 

"Là où il y a beaucoup à plaindre, il y a beaucoup à pardonner, et là où l'on trouve à 

pardonner, sois certain qu'il y a quelque chose à aimer." 

"Consuelo"52 

Trace the gradual seduction of a masculine minded woman. 

p.ffR 

5 1 Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), Les Confessions, seconde partie, livre septième. In: J.-J. 
Rousseau, Oeuvres Complètes, T.i, Écrits autobiographiques, éd. Gagnebin, Osmont et Raymond 
(Paris, N.R.F., Bibliothèque de la Pléiade, 1959) 323. 

52 Sand, George. Consuelo. Vol.III, Ch.XCVIII. Paris, 1842. 
Cf George Gissing, "To Ellen Gissing," August 20, 1886, in: Letters o/George Gissing to 

Members o/his Family, eck, Algernon and Ellen Gissing (London: Constable, 1927) 184-85. 
"Is not Consuelo purely delightful? ... Geotge Sand is a tight splendid woman ... Ah, I read 

it first-and indeed Geotge Sand at all fitst-in the free library of Boston (U.S.A.). There I 
tead ten 01 a dozen of the novels sttaight away. What a joy to look back on that first 
revelling in pure artistic work!" 

In view of Gissing's great enthusiasm for the American public libraries, he must have 
been a regular visitor of the Chicago Public Library too, after his arrival in the city. The 
new Chicago Public Library that had been founded after the calamitous fire of October 9, 
1871, which destroyed a major part of the town, had opened its doors on the first day of 
January, 1873. The core of its new collection of books and othet items had arrived from 
England, as "a Gift by the people of England ... intended to be a mark of sympathy now, 
and a token ofthat sentiment of kinship which,... must ever exist between the different 
branches of the English race." One of the most prominent supporters of the plans to set 
up a library in Chicago, was its Mayor, Joseph Medill. After he finished his term of office in 
November 1874, he took over the editorial management of the Chicago Tribune. It was his 
brothei, Samuel Medill, also serving on the staff of this paper, who accepted Gissing's fitst 
story for publication in the Tnbune. 
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N. Y. Trib. May i l / 77. "Burns53 is to have a statue erected to his memory at 

Kilmarnock, Scotland. The E. of Eglinton was asked for a subscription and refused, 

saying that 'he had the bad taste to neither appreciate Burns' character nor poems'." 

Carrie'* - Ermina55 - Eleazer -

Justus - May - Gussie -

Barbaras5 _ Camilla - Augusta -

Rufus - Ella - Virginia57 _ 

53 Gissing always was a great admirer of Burns, to w h o m he refers in one of his earliest 

letters from America: "I have jus t wri t ten an essay on Burns & Heine as song-writers, & it 

is going to be shown to the editor." [William Dean Ho wells of the Atlantic Monthly]. Cf 

Geotge Gissing, "To William," 5 Ot t . 1876, Collected Letters of George Gissing, vol. I, eds., Paul F. 

Mattheisen et al., vol. I (Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1990) 47. An early essay on Burns wri t ten 

by Gissing while he was a s tuden t at Owens, is now in the Nat ional Library of Scotland. Cf. 

George Gissing 's ïssay on Robert Bums, ed. Jacob Kotg (Lewiston/Queenston/Lampetet: Edwin 

Meilen Press, 1992). 

54 In Gissing's first novel, Workers in the Dawn (1880), which in impo t t an t tespects is 

autobiogtaphical , the hero, Ar thu t Golding (a fictional self-portrait) devotes his life to 

trying to save the pretty, b u t uneduca ted Carrie Mitchell, who works as a "mant le-hand" , 

from selling herself in the streets. Carrie Mitchell is cleatly a fictional port tai t of Nell 

Harrison, Gissing's first wife. In 1898 Gissing used the name again for Carrie Waghorn in 

The Town Traveller. 

5 5 In a slightly modified fotm the n a m e occuts in ch. 23 of The Nether World: "As leading lady 

he had the dis t inguished Miss Erminia Wallcott." 

5 6 Gissing used the name at least fout times; there is a Barbara Pendle in his early short 

story "The Artist's Chi ld" (Alliance, Chicago, June 30, 1877), Miss Barbara Denyer in The 

Emancipated (1890), who t h rough marriage will become Mrs Musselwhite, there is Barbara 

Cartwright, one of the five misses Cartwright in A Life's Morning (1888), and finally there is 

Barbara, the daughter of a "licensed victualler" in the shot t story "Simple Simon" (1894). 

57 In two of Gissing's (al though the a t t r ibu t ion remains controversial) American short 

stories he used the name Virginia. There is a Virginia Morales, a beautiful eighteen year 

old girl wi th a sweet voice and a "melancholy aspect," in "The Death-Clock" (Chicago Daily 

Tnbune, April 21, 1877). In a sequel, "The Serpent-Charm," tha t appeared a week latet 

(Chicago Daily Tribune, April 28, 1877), the narraror Dr Vargrave tells the story of a very 

beautiful and loving w o m a n that nevertheless "had all the elements of the setpent in her." 

Also, there is a Virginia Madden (darting furtively into tail way refreshment rooms for a 

tot of brandy) in The Odd Women (1893). 
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Amanda?8 - Theodore - Theresa -

Edgars - Kare60 - Eveline61 -

Dorothea - Rachel - Ferdinand -

Agnes6z - Leonora6^ - Alida -

Nicholas6* - Flora - Eleanor6 ' -

P-7L 

Plot. Mother supposed ro die in Hospital and leaves child at Depart1; of Charities. 

Child adopted by rich people. Mother turns up and claims. 

Man loves a woman who deceives him in everything, till at last he discovers her. 

58 There is an Amanda Wilkes in the short story "In Honour Bound," written in 1853 and 
published in the English Illustrated Magazine, April 1895. It was later included in the volume 
Human Odds and Ends (1897). 

55 in Workers in the Dawn (1880) a young dissenting clergyman, Edgar Walton Heatherley, 
devotes his life to relieving the miseries of the poor. In the later novel, The Whirlpool (1897), 
one of Harvey Rolfe's friends, Edgar Abbott by name, loses his money in the Britannia 
crash and commirs suicide. A third character with the name of Edgar is Edgar Stratton in 
ch.2 of Isabel Clarendon(i886). 

0 In Demos (1886) Emma Vine's eldest sister, Kare Vine (Mrs Clay), is a widow with two 
children. 

6 1 Miss Eveline Cloud is a character in the short story "Our Learned Fellow-Townsman" 
published in the English Illustrated Magazine, May 1896. 

6 z Gissing used the name Agnes la Grange for the heroine of one of his early American 
stories, "The Picture," that appeared anonymously in the Chicago Daily News, on 14 August 
1877. In The Odd Women (1893) Agnes Brissenden, well-educated and of a wealthy family, 
marries Everard Barfoot. Gissing used the name again for a character in his novel Sleeping 
Fires (1895), Agnes Forrest, later Lady Revill. 

63 In chapter 7 of Gissing's The Crown o/Life (1899) there is a well-behaved little girl of two or 
three, whose name is Leonora Orway. 

4 In ch. 9 of Demos we are inrroduced to Nicholas Dabbs, the landlord of the "Warwick 
Castle," "nor a man to lose anything by failure to acknowledge social distinctions." 
Godwin Peak's father in Bom in Exile (1892) is called Nicholas too. 

5 Gissing used the name for Eleanor Cartwright, who has "musical faculties," in A Life's 
Morning (1888), and again, in The Emancipated (1890) for Eleanor Spence, a gentle and 
intellectual woman, taking a great interest in the study of people's character. 
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"What art thou doing here, O Imagination [?] 

Go away, I entreat thee by the gods, as thou 

didst come, for I want thee not. But 

thou art come according to thy old fashion. 

I am not angry with thee; only go away." 

Marcus Antoninus 6 6 

p./R 

"Aimer est le grand point; qu' importe la maîtresse? 

Qu' importe le flacon pourvu qu 'on ait l'ivresse?" 

A. de Musset6? 

"C'était dans la nui t brune 

Sur le clocher jauni , 

La lune 

Comme un point sur u n if" 

A. de Musset68 

Someone at French Academy said: "Musset s'absente trop." Another replied: "Il 

s'absinthe trop." 

6 6 Marcus Aurelius, Antoninus. (121-180). The quotation is taken from The Thoughts of the 
Emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, translated by George Long (London, 1873) Book VII. 17. Cf. 
"The record... on which his fame chiefly rests is ... his Journal, or Commentaries, or Meditations, 
or Thoughts, for by all these names has the work been called." In: Matthew Arnold, "Matcus 
Aurelius," Essays in Criticism, First Series (London, 1865). 

67 Musset, Alfred de. (1810-1857). "La Coupe et les levies" (1832). 
Cf "Thete can be little doubt that Gissmg owed his intetest in Musset to Henry James's 

essay "Alfred de Musser," which first appealed in the Galaxy in June 1877. In that essay 
James quoted the ptesent entry and the three other Musset entries in Gissing's Amencan 
Notebook." In: George Gissing at Work: A Study of His Notebook-'Extracts of My Reading', eck, 
Piette Cousrillas and Patrick Bridgwater (Greensboro, 1988) 37. 

6 8 Musset, Alfred de. "Ballade à la lune" (1829). 
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p.8L 

"Les plus désespérés sont les chants les plus beaux; 

Et j ' en sais d'immortels qui sont de purs sanglots." 

A. de Musset6? 

Trib. May 20/ 77. At Quincy Mass. a prize of Shaksp.'s works offered to best reader in a 

class. Man writes to paper in a rage, saying that the prize has a tendency to promote 

playgoing and intemperance. 

"L'amour, c'est la possession. Etre maître d 'une créature humaine, conquérir une 

âme, multiplier son coeur par un coeur qui n'est pas moins vôtre pour battre dans 

une autre poitrine, étendre 

p.8 R son existence par d'autres existences dépendantes et soumises, cela certes est 

grand et beau!" 

Dumas - Trou de l'Enfer?0 

Surnames. 

Goldthwaite - Sexton - Barstow71 

Earle72 - Post - Pike -

69 Musset, Alfred de. "La Nuit de Mai" (1835). 
Cf ...How fair/Are the songs that are sung in despair!/ The full heart of loveliness 

throbs/In the song that is born of our sobs! 
Poems of Alfred de Musset, vol.11, translated by Marie Agathe Clarke (1905}. 

7 0 Dumas, Alexandre. (1802-1870). LeTrou de l'enfer. Paris, 1851. 

7 1 Barstow Square, north of Westgate, at Wakefield, was very close to Gissing's birthplace. 

7 2 "Too Wretched to Live" was published anonymously in the Chicago Daily News, 24 April 
1877. Robert L. Selig in his George Gissing: Lost Stories jrom America (Lewiston: The Edwin 
Meilen Ptess, 1992) argues convincingly in favour of an attribution to Gissing. In "Too 
Wretched to Live" Arthur Melville marries Jessie Earle. In Gissing's short story "Cain and 
Abel" (1880) an avaricious couple by the name of Earle, "living in a small house in the west 
of London," take in Cain Charnock as a lodger. The latter falls in love with their daughter, 
Winifred Earle. 
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Butterfield73 - Pugsley -

Sentimental Songs in Music Halls. 

p.<?L 

Plot. Man becomes adept in poisoning. Teaches his misttess. They poison his wife and 

then proceed to the other members of the family. The misttess insists on marrying 

the man, and ptoceeds to kill her own husband. The man however keeps h im alive by 

antidotes. At length he narrowly escapes poisoning; flees for his life, and lives in 

constant terror. 

"Il me semble que l'affection mal placée diffère de l'affection partagée autant qu 'une 

etreur diffère d 'une vérité; il me semble que si l'exaltation et l'ardeur de nos 

sentiments nous abusent au point 

p,9 R de croire que c'est là de l 'amout dans toute sa puissance, nous apprenons plus 

tard, en goûtant les délices d 'un amour vrai, combien nous nous en étions imposé à 

nous-mêmes." 

George Sand - Indiana?* 

May 31st/ 77. "Marvelous dramatic novelty" announced at Booth's Theatre, N.Y. 

Romeo and Juliet, Juliet by 7 different ladies. Bah!75 

73 Gissing used the name for a Mrs Butterfield, a minor character in his novel Thyrza (1887), 

ch.XIX. 

7 4 Sand, George. Indiana. Paris, 1831. 
The first period of her literary output was signalled at the outset by a liaison with Alfred 

de Musset. It was characterized by the novels Indiana (1831), and Mauprat (1837) and was 
romantic par excellence. Her theme was passion, and the right of the individual to follow his, 
or rather her, heart and defy conventional morals: it was "l'amour", as she said of Indiana, 
"heurtant son front aveugle à tous les obstacles de la civilisation." 

75 In the New York Daily Tnbune of May 31,1877 there appeared the following advertisement: 
"Booth's Theater. Extra. This (Thursday) afternoon, May 31, Benefit of Mr George 

Rignold, when Romeo andjuliet will be presented. Romeo by Mr George Rignold, Mr F.B. 
Warde as Mercutio, by kind consent of Mr Augustin Daly. 
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p.ioL 

Plot. Young, enthusiastic man marries and is deceived by his wife. Loses all faith in 

women and becomes wild.f?] Woman of the town falls in love with h im and reclaims 

him. 

"Les grandes passions sont rares comme les chefs-d'oeuvre. Hors cet amour il n'y a 

que des arrangements, des irritations passagères, méprisables, comme tout ce qui est 

petit." 

Balzac - "Hist, des Treize"7 5 

p.ioR 

"A force de s'intéresser à tout, le Parisien finit par ne s'intéresser à rien.' 

Balzac - Lajille auxyeux d'or.77 

"We have a distinguished journalist on board. I scandalized h im by saying that I 

thought that in a hundred years newspapers would be abolished by general consent 

as a nuisance. A gazette of authentic news would be published by authority, and that 

would be all." 

Juliet by a CONSTELLATION OF ARTISTES, Miss Adelaide Neilson, Miss Ada Dyas, by 
kind permission of Mr Lester Wallack, and Miss Fanny Davenport, by courteous consent 
of Mr Augustin Daly. Miss Maude Granger, Miss Marie Wainwright, and Miss Grace 
D'Urfy. All of whom have volunteered. Seats for this remarkable performance may be had 
at Box Office of Theater." 

On page 5 of the same issue the following, related news item was found: "Booth's 
Theater. Mr George Rignold [lessee and manager of Booth's Thearer] will take his benefit 
this afternoon at Booth's Theater, and will then and there essay the unparalleled feat of 
laying out six Juliets, seriatim. The pluck and endurance of the young hero are worthy of 
wonder if not admiration, and his extraordinary venture will be watched with breathless 
interest." 

George Rignold (1835-1912) was an English actor who had come to America with the 
Theatre Royal, Manchester in 1875 in the name part of Henry V. About this production 
Henry James wrote: "Mr George Rignold, a young English actor ... has made a very 
charming impression. He plays the part in the most natural fashion ... with admirable 
vigour and taste. He is worth looking at and listening to." 

76 Balzac, Honoré de. (1799-1850). Histoire des Treize. Paris, 1831. 

^Balzac, Honoré de. "La fille aux yeux d'or." (1831). (Third episode of Histoire des Treize). 
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Froude: "Leaves from a South African Journal"78 

p.n L 

"Every day I grow more convinced the [sic] all political questions resolve themselves 

into one: what object do the ruling powers set before themselves? Is it to produce a 

noble race of men, or is it to produce what they call wealth? If they aim chiefly at the 

second they will not train the just. Every wise man, whether Solomon or Plato, 

Horace or Shakspere, has bu t one answer on this "subject", whete your Treasure is 

there will your heart be. Ler wealth be the sublime end of out existence, and England 

will become a huge grazing farm, managed on economical principles, and the 

p.n R people, however rich they may appear, will be steadily going down to what 

used to be called the Devil." 

Froude: Short Studies e tc / ' 

June 2 Tyndall80 at recent meeting in London advocated opening of libs, on Sun

days.81 Several clergymen present said (unintentionally) "We do not desire to invade 

78 Froude, James Anthony (1818-1894). Short Studies on Great Subjects. London, 1867. 
Scribner, Armstrong & Co. advertised on May 19, 1877 in the New York Daily Tribune: 

"Published this day. A new volume by Froude. The third series. Short Studies on Great 
Subjects... the volume concludes with "Leaves from a South African Journal," sketches 
written by Mr Froude during his recent visit to South Africa." 

79 Froude, James Anthony. Short Studies on Great Subjects. London, 1867. 

8 0 Tyndall, John (1820-1893), natural philosopher, appointed professor of natural philo
sophy in the Royal Institution in 1853. As a lecturer and writer he did perhaps more than 
any other person of his time for the diffusion of scientific knowledge. 

8 1 In a note to the following passage from a letter (May 16, 1880) by Gissing to his brother 

Algernon: 
-"The Sunday League subsists for the not-unmeritorious object of obtaining the 

opening of Museums &c. on Sunday, as a countervail to the Public Houses",- The 
National Sunday League is defined as an institution "supported by academics from 
various universities and by leaders in literature, science, and fine arts, [that] petitioned the 
queen to allow all gardens, museums, and galleries to be open on Sunday afternoons. They 
argued that most people were unable to visit these duting the week, that the Sunday 
opening would be good for the working classes, and that true education would tend to 
reverence toward the Deity." (The Collected Letters o/ George Gissing, vol. I, eds., Paul F. 
Mattheisen et al., Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1000) 274. 
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the time set apart for the pulpit. We only want half of Sunday for intellectual 

improvement." 

p.i2L 

Buckle82 

Cp.2 Must be wealth before there can be learning. Arabs in own country barbarous, 

but when in 7 t h cent. conq4 Persia; in 8 th cent, most of Spain; in 9 t h cent, part of India 

character underwent great change. So contrast Egyptian civilization with state of rest 

of Africa. All this due to difference of soil. Diod. Siculus, who trav4 in Egypr 19 cents. 

ago says once conri 18,000 cities. Reckless use of wealth and labor 

p. 12 R in Egypt 2,000 men occupied 3 years in carrying single stone from Elephantine 

to Sais. Canal of the Red Sea cost lives of 120,000 Egypts. To build one of the pyramids 

req4 labor of 360,000 men for 20 yea r s - In Peru erection of royal residence took 20,000 

men 50 years, and that of Mexico took 200,000 men. 

"Je ne pense pas qu'il y ait de pays dans le monde où, proportion gardée avec la popu

lation, il se trouve aussi peu d'ignorants et moins de savants qu'en Amérique." 

Tocqueville83 

82 Buckle, Henry Thomas (1821-1862), brilliant amateur historian of civilization, died in 
Beytout after travelling in Egypt. Major work: History of Civilisation inEngland, vol.i, London, 
1857, vol.ii, 1861. The work was republished as History o/Civilisation in England, France, Spain, 
and Scotland, 3 vols. 1866. From a letter to his btother Algernon, dated March 9. 1879, we 
may conclude that Gissing owned this three volume edition: "-I should very much like all 
Buckle, if it could be sent; but I feat it would cost more than I could afford just now. By the 
bye, Sutton is the name of a carrier. I understand he carries goods very cheaply, &, if he has 
an agency in Wakefield, he might pethaps carry the 3 Vols, at a reasonable figure." (Collected 
Letters o/George Gissing, Vol. 1,158). 

Gissing is hete quoting from vol. I, chapter 2: "Influence Exercised by Physical Laws over 
the Organization of Society and over the Character of Individuals." pp. 41,45-46,49,88-89, 
92,117. 

He returned to the subject of Buckle in 1891, in his novel Denzil Quarner, in which he 
described the library of the Poltetham Litetary Institute as a place "which admitted works 
of irreligious and immoral tendency... to whose catalogue of late thete had been added ... 
that nototious book, Buckle's History of Civilization." (Denzil Quarrier, ch. IV). 

83 Tocqueville, Alexis Charles Henri Maurice Clérel, comte de (1805-1859). De la democratie 
en Aménque, 2 vols., Paris, 1835-1840. 
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P.13L 

"When men are too curious to know the practices of past ages they generally remain 

very ignorant of their own." - Descartes84 

Bacon divides all knowledge into Memory, Reason, Imagination.8? 

"Le sentiment de la vie idéale, qui n'est autre que la vie normale telle que nous 

sommes appelés à la connaître." 

G. Sand85 

P.13R 

"Love is everywhere, except in hell." - Wolfram von Eschenbach87 

Hor. Walpole88 tried to coin the word "serendipity" = quality of always and 

immediately finding what you want. Derived from Prince of Serendip in a fairy tale. 

84 Descartes, René (15516-1650). In his Discours de la Méthode (1637), Part I: "...lorsqu'on est 
trop curieux des choses qui se pratiquaient aux siècles passés, on demeure ordinairement 
fort ignorant de celles qui se pratiquent en celui-ci." 

85 Bacon, Francis (1561-1626). In: The Advancement o/Learning, second book, I, 1, ed. William 
Aldis Wright (Oxford, 1500) 85. 

8 6 The phrase is quoted by Matthew Arnold in his essay "George Sand", first published in 
The Fortnightly Review, June 1877. 

Le sentiment de la vie idéale, qui n'est autre que la vie normale telle que nous sommes 
appelés à la connaître; -"the sentiment of the ideal life, which is none othet than man's 
normal life as we shall some day know it,"- those wotds from one of her last publications 
give the ruling thought of George Sand, the ground-motive, as they say in music, of all her 
strain. It is as a petsonage inspired by this motive that she intetests us. 

8 7 Cf mmne Lst allenthalben, wan ze helle. (Titurel, I.51.3). Wolfram von Eschenbach, writer of 
German medieval romances. His major work, Parzival, was written between 1200 and 1210 
and is heavily indebted to Chretien de Troyes' Conte du Graal. 

8 8 Horace Walpole in a letter to Mann (28 January 1754) says that he formed it on the title 
of a fairy story, The Three Princes of Serendip, because rhe princes: "were always making 
discoveries, by accidents and sagacity, of things they were not in quest of." 

Serendip is an ancient name of Ceylon (Sti Lanka). 
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"Ubi sacra sancta acutis ululatibus agitant. "8? 

P.14L 

"I must tell you I have actually been to learn dancing here, and have been twice to 

school; I must pay the master a ducat. No one could get me into it, however, so I have 

lost all my trouble, and can do nothing." 

Letter of Alb. Dürer?0 

"Man weiß erst daß man ist, wenn man sich in Andern wiederfindet." 

Letter of Goethe's?1 

P.14R 

"Nur das Gesetz kann uns die Freiheit geben." - Goethe?2 

°9 Catullus, Gaius Valerius (C.84-C.54 BC), Roman lyric, erotic and epigrammatic poet, who 
is ranked among the greatest lyric poets of all time. The quotation is taken from liber 63. 
24, OCT, ed. R.A.B. Mynors (1958). Translation: "Where they (=Mamads) are celebrating 
their inviolable rites with fierce, wild shouts." 

?° Dürer, Albrecht (Nürnberg, 1471-1528), "To Willibald Pirkheimer," 13 Oct. 1506 / 
Venice, in: Humanismus und Renaissance in der deutschen Städter und an den Universitäten, ed. Hans 
Rupptich, Leipzig: Philip Reclam, 1935, pp. 136-37. 

Pirkheimer was a prominent humanist, who served on the city council of Nürnberg. 
He was an exact contempotaty and close friend of Dürer's. He is the subject of one of 

Dütet's chalk drawings. 
Pierre Coustillas, in an article entitled "Gissing's Reminiscences of His Father: An 

Unpublished Manuscript," (in: English Literature in Transition, 1880-1920, vol.32:4 [Greens
boro, NC, 1989] 419-439), first published the following incident, wtitten down by Gissing 
in 1896, and revealing his early fascination with Dürer's art: 

"The Book-Club to which he [Gissing's farher] belonged once circulated a life of Albett 
[sic] Düter, with good illustrations. This book rejoiced me, and gave me the love of Dütet 
I have had ever since. When the time came fot sending it away, I must have looked 
regretful, fot Father said- 'I can't afford to buy it; I wish I could.' At once my instinct of 
delicacy was moved; I felt ashamed at having appeared to ask him to go to such expense; 
and I teplied hurriedly, 'No, no-of course nor,-I didn't mean that.'" 

9 1 Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von (1749-1832). "An Auguste zu Stolberg." 13 Feb. 1775. 
Letter 290 in Goethes Bne/e. Vol. II (1771-1775). Weimar, 1887. p.234. 

5 2 Cf James Anthony Froude, "On Progress", Short Studies on Great Subjects (London, 1867): 
"Das Gesetz soll nur uns Freiheit geben." 

Original source: Goethes sonnet: "Narur und Kunst" 11.12-14: 
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Old philanthropist who has got so into habit of rebuking people for misdeeds that 

he can never keep quiet. 

How the vulgar live under the tyranny of n a m e s t If you ask them to explain some 

process etc., they think they do enough if they give you the name of it, and think you 

stupid if you do not understand. 

p. 151 

"The heritage a great man leaves the world is to force it to explain him." 

Hegeln 

Balzac called tea: "boisson fade et mélancolique."?' 

M. Arnold says that business of criticism is "simply to know the best that is known 

and thought in the world, and by in its turn making this known, to create a current 

of true and fresh ideas. Its business is to do this with inflexible honesty, with due 

ability; bu t its business is to do no more, and to leave alone all 

Wer Großes will, muß sich zusammenraffen; 
In der Beschränkung zeigt sich erst der Meister, 
Und das Gesetz nur kann uns Freiheit geben. 

93 C£ "You can see at once that the man [=William Henry Stewatt, the Wakefield lawyer to 
whom Algernon was articled] is wholly in bondage to mere names; with him the name is 
everything." 

George Gissing, "To Algernon," 21 Nov. 1879, The Collected Letters of George Gissing, vol. I, 
eds., Paul F. Mattheisen et al., vol. 1 (Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1990) 218-19. 

94 Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich (1770-1831). ^Notizen und Aphorismen, 1818-1831,' 
Varia (54): "Ein grosser Mann verdammt die Menschen dazu, ihn zu explizieten." in: 
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Werke 11: Berliner Schriften, 1818-1831, Redaktion Eva 
Moldenhauet und Katl Markus Michel (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp Verlag, 1970) 574. 

95 Quoted by Matthew Arnold in his essay "George Sand", which was published in the 
Fortnightly Review, N.S. XXI, pp.767-81, June 1877. 

She (Geotge Sand) made me sit by her and poured out for me the insipid and 
depressing beverage, boisson/ade et mélancolique, as Balzac called it, for which English people 
ate thought abroad to be always thirsting,-tea. 
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p. 15 R questions of practica! conséquences and applications, questions which will never fail to have due 

prominence.given to them."?6 

"The thing [culture] call it by what name we will, is simply the enabling ourselves, 

whether by reading, observing or thinking, to come as near as we can to the firm, 

intelligible law of things, and thus to get a basis for a less confused action and a more 

complete perfection than we have at present." 

M. Arnold«7 

p.HTL 

"The two noblest of things, sweetness and light." 

Swift: Battle of the Books»8 

"The true business of the friends of culture now is, to dissipate this false notion, 

[want of fire and strength] to spread the belief in right reason and [in] a firm 

intelligible love [sic] of things, and to get men to try, in preference to staunchly 

acting with imperfect knowledge, to obtain some sounder basis of knowledge on 

which to act." 

M. Arno ld» 

p.itfR 

"The functions of a disinterested literary class-a class of non-political writers, having 

no organized and embodied set of supporters to please, simply setting themselves to 

observe and report faithfully, and looking for favor to those isolated persons only, 

96 Arnold, Matthew. "The Function of Criticism at the Present Time", The National Review, 
November 1864. Also in: assays m Criticism, First Series (London, 1865). 

97 Arnold, Matthew. Culture and Anarchy: An Essay in Political and Social Criticism. London, 1869. 

9 8 Swift, Jonathan (1667-1745). The Battle of the Books [Episode of the Spider and the Bee] 
(1704). Also cf p. 20L. 

99 Arnold, Matthew. Culture and Anarchy. (London, 1869). The square brackets in the 
explanatory insertion [want of fire and strength] are Gissing's. 
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scattered all through the community, whom such an at tempt may interest-are of 

incalculable importance." 

M. Arnold1 0 0 

Culture is "A fresh and free play of the best thoughts upon our stock notions and 

habits." 

M. Arnold101 

P.17L 

"Culture places human perfection in an internal condition.' 

M.Arnold1 0 2 

"Es ärgert die Menschen, daß die Wahrheit so einfach ist." 

Goethe10^ 

Tourgéneff104 [sic] speaks of a man having the "air of his own statue erected by na

tional subscription." 

Idea: One-handed man trying to turn spring tap and fill cup from it. 

100 Arnold, Matthew. Preface to the 1874 edition of Higher Schools and Universities in Germany. 
In: The Complete Prose Works of Matthew Arnold, vol. VII, ed. R.H. Super (Ann Arbor: The 
University of Michigan Press, 1970) 92. 

101 Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy (London, 1869). 

102 Matthew Arnold, Culture ani Anarchy (London, 1869). 

103 Cf Die Menschen verdrießt's, daß das Wahre so einfach ist; sie sollten bedenken, daß 
sie noch Mühe genug haben, es praktisch zu ihrem Nutzen anzuwenden, (vol. 12, p. 
406/294) "Maximen und Reflexionen", in: Goethes Werke (Hamburger Ausgabe), 14 vols., 
Hamburg, 1948-60. 

104 Three years later, in 1880 Gissing was corresponding with Turgenev, who had been 
looking for an English contributor to a periodical, VyesmikEvropy, published in Petersburg. 
In the years 1881 and 1882 Gissing wrote a total of eight articles for this journal. For this 
episode, see Pierre Coustillas, Gissmn and Turgenev (London: Enitharmon Press, 1981). 
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p.i/R 

"The wilder a man is or has been himself, the more scrupulously fastidious he is 

about the almost prudish nicety of the women that belong to him." 

Broughton: Red as a Rose etcI05 

Plot. Man marries thoughtlessly selfish woman. She drives h im to such expenses that 

he commits a crime to support them. Is discovered and his wife sees her folly.106 

p.i8L 

"Gegen die Dummhei t kämpfen selbst die Götter vergebens.' 

Goethe107 

Examinee once said-man going down to Jericho "and immediately thieves sprang up 

and choked him." 

105 Broughton, Rhoda. (1840-1920). Red as a Rose is She (1870). Miss Broughton, who 
dominated the field of best-selling fiction during the 1870s and 1880s and was dubbed 
Queen of the Circulating Library, in this novel attacked the ludicrous Victorian propriety 
which was shocked at the mention of 'legs' and yet exhibited colossal nudes in dining 
rooms. Together with her contemporaries, M.E. Braddon (1837-1915) and Ouida (1838-
1908), she is credited with popularizing the novel of sensation, full of implausible, 
sensational and lurid events, not shying away from gtaphic depiction of love-making. 

Also, cf Rhoda Nunn in The Odd Women (1893). 

0 6 On October 4, 1894 Gissing began and finished the short story "Their Pretty Way", 
which was published in Lloyd's Weekly Newspaper (September 15, 1895) and reprinted in 
George Gissing: assays and Fiction, ed. Pierre Coustillas (Baltimore, 1970). In it a young 
husband, Joseph Rush, "cashiet to a firm of wholesale cheesemongers" is married to 
Theresa Rush, a young woman with "but the vaguest ideas of domestic economy." Her 
vanity and jealousy prompts her to compete with othet lower middle-class wives, who are 
always trying to live above their means and conspicuous by the vulgarity of their tastes. 
Finally, Rush is driven to embezzlement to satisfy his wife's vanities. He is arrested and 
sent to prison "for many months." Thus, after 17 years, Gissing fleshed out a plot that he 
had first thought of in Chicago. 

107 Gissing quotes the same aphorism in a lettet (March 9,1879) to his brother Algernon: 
'As Goethe says: "Against stupidity, even the gods fight in vain.'" The editots ofThe Collected 
Letters of George Gissing who have pointed out that the lines are nor from Goethe, but from 
Schillet's The Maid of Orleans (1801), III, vi. [V.2318]. 

Schiller's original reads: "Mit der Dummheit kämpfen Götter selbst vergebens." 
[editot's italics]. 
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Petremant1 0 8 

White, Payson and Co. 

Bedford St. 

Boston. 

p.iSR 

Dictionary o/Phrase and Fable105 

by E. Cobham Brewer. 

Boston, Pub. Lib. 

"Je m'en vay chercher un grand peut-estre.' 

Rabelais110 

"Now blessings light on him that first invented sleep! It covers a man all over, 

thoughts and all, like a cloak!" 

108 Cf. Tbe Collected Letters of George Gissing: volume one 1863-1880, eck, Paul F. Mattheisen, 
Arthur C. Young, Pierre Cousrillas (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1990) 85: 

"Robert Petremant was the American who had custody of the belongings Gissing had 
stored in America to secure a loan. In his American notebook, Gissing gives his address as 
"Pettemant/White, Payson & Co/Bedford St./ Boston." The City Directory lists him as a 
designer boatding at 71 Bartlett Street (Gissing's own address while living in Boston] and 
White, Payson, and Lecompte as commission merchants with two addresses: 43 Avon and 
30 Bedford Street." 

In the manuscript notebook Verses by G.R. Gissing: 1869 to [1882], there is a sonnet entitled 
"On a Bunch of Hot-house Flowets ptesented to me on Christmas Morning". At the 
bottom Gissing has added the words: "Given to Petremant. Xmas day. 1876." 

109 Brewer, E. Cobham. A Dictionary o/Phrase and Fable. London, 1870. 
Cf George Gissing, "To Algernon," July 11, 1879: "I have just bought a capital little 

book called: "A Dictionary of Phrase & Fable." The title explains what it is. It is of 
admirable usefulness on all occasions." 

110 Reputedly, the phrase was used by Rabelais (i494?-i533) in a letter written on his 
deathbed, addressed to Cardinal de Chânllon. Rabelais' calmly contented attitude to his 
approaching death is further demonsttated by his famous last words: "Tirez le rideau, la 
farce est jouée." [Let the curtain fall, the farce is finished], (cf Jean Plattard, La Vie de Francois 
Rabelais (Paris et Bruxelles: Les Éditions G. van Oest, 1928) 222-23. 
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Don Quixote111 

"O thou art fairer than the evening air, 

Clad in rhe beauty of a thousand stars." 

Marlowe112 

P.19L 

"No pleasure is comparable to [the] standing upon the vantage-ground of truth. ' 

Bacon1 r3 

"Of all the paths lead to a woman's love 

Pity's the straightest." 

Beaumjont] and Fletcher1 lâ> 

"Commonly we say a judgment falls upon a man for something in h im we cannot 

abide." 

John Seiden113 

"Why / Should every creature drink bu t I? 

1L1 Cervantes, Don Quixote (1615). Pt. ii, ch. 68. 
Also c£ Laurence Sterne, Tristram Shandy (1767). Bk. iv, ch. 15: 
"God's blessing," said Sancho Panza, "be upon the man who first invented sleep-it covers a 

man all over like a cloak." 
A similarly exalted appreciation of sleep is to be found in Gissing's novel A Life's Morning 

(1888): "Blessed state! How enviable above all waking joys the impotence which makes us lords 
of darkness, the silence which suffers not to reach out ears so much as an echo of the farce of 
life." 

112 Marlowe, Christopher. (1564-1593). Faustus, II.1328-29. 

113 Bacon, Francis (1561-1626). "Of Truth", in: Bacon's Essays, edited by Richard Whately, 
Archbishop of Dublin (London: Longman, 1864) 1-3. The phrase goes back to a passage in 
Lucretius' De Rerum Natura II. 1-10, which Bacon quotes again in his Advancement of Learning 
I.8.55. 

1 1 4 "Of all the paths that lead to a woman's love / Pity's the straightest." Beaumont and 
Fletcher, The Knight of Malta P1619). Act i, sei, I.73. 

113 John Seiden (1584-1654). Scholar-jurist. Selden's Table Talk, compiled by the Rev. Richard 
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Why, man of morals, tell me why?" 

Cowley116 

p.i<?R 

"By labor and intent study (which I take to be my portion in this life), joined with the 

strong propensity of nature, I might perhaps leave something so written to after 

times, as they should not willingly let die." 

Milton1 1 7 

"Compound for sins they are inclined to 

By damning those they have no mind to.' 

Hudtbros118 

"Be to her virtues very kind; 

Be to her faults a little blind." 

Prior119 

p.2oL 

"The two noblest things, which are sweetness and light.' 

Battle ofthe B[oo]ks - Swift120 

"There is nothing which has yet been contrived by man, by which so much happiness 

is ptoduced as by a good tavern or inn." 

Dr Johnson1 2 1 

1 1 6 Cowley, Abraham (1618-1667). The Mistress, or Several Copies ofLove-Verses (1647), "Drinking". 

117 Milton, John. The Reason o/Charch-Government. 1642. 

118 Butler, Samuel. (1612-1680). Hudibros (1663-1678). pt I, c. 1,11. 213-14. 

119 Prior, Matthew. (1664-1721). Poems on Several Occasions. (London, 1707, 1709, 1718, etc.). 
"An English Padlock". 

120 Swift, Jonathan (1667-1745). The Battle of the Books (1704). 

121 James Boswell (1740-1795), The Life o/Samueljohnson (1791). Entry for 21 March 1776. 
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"Claret is the liquor for boys; port for men; bu t he who aspires to be a hero must 

drink brandy." 

Dr Johnson1 2 2 

p.20R 

Character-Beautiful face, with insipid character. (Mabel G.' 

An unmarried woman living virtuously123 with a single man is worthy of more 

respect than one who is married. 

Father's t reatment of son when he gets to a reasonable age. 

"Quand tu verras deux époux, excellents l 'un pour l'autre, s'aimer d 'une manière 

paisible, tendre et fidèle, dis que c'est de l'amitié; mais quand tu te sentiras, toi, noble 

et honnête homme, violemment épris 

p.21 L d 'une misérable courtisane, sois certain que ce sera de l'amour, et n 'en rougis 

pas! C'est ainsi que le Christ a chéri ceux qui l 'ont sacrifié!" 

Lucrezia Floriani124 

122 Boswell's Life. Entry for 7 April 1779. 

123 Jacob Korg in his pioneering study, George Gissing: A Critical Biography (Seattle: University 
of Washington Press, 1963), on page 19 mistakenly transcribes "vittuously" as 
"outwardly." 

124 George Sand, Lucrezia Flonani (Paris, 1847). 
The novel incorporates the episode in George Sand's life when she lived for some time 

in the island of Majorca with the dying Chopin. 
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Helvétius125 in De l'Esprit 1758, says: "If a sage descended from Heaven and in his 

conduct consulted only the light of reason, he would universally pass for a fool. He 

would be, as Socrates says, like a physician whom the pastry-cooks accused before a 

tribunal of children of forbidding pies and tarts. He would 

p.21 R certainly be condemned. 

"God has conceded two sighrs to a man: 

One[J of men's whole work, time's completed plan, 

The other, of the minute's work, man's first 

Step to the plan's completion." 

Sordello126 

"Zum höchsten Dasein immerfort zu streben.' 

Goethe1 2 7 

"Es küsst sich so süsse der Busen der Zweiten 

Als kaum sich der Busen der Ersten geküsst." 

Goethe1 2 8 

125 Helvétius. De l'Esprit: Essays on the Mind and its Several Vacuities. London, 1759. 

1 2 6 Browning, Robert. (1812-1889) Sordello. Bkv, U.85-88, London, 1840. 
The text has 'completeness' for Gissing's 'completion'. 

127 Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von (1749-1832). Faust, Zweiter Teil (1832), I.4685: Zum 
höchsten Dasein immerfort 2u streben. -

In: Goethes Werke, Hamburger Ausgabe, Band III, "Dramatische Dichtungen" 
(Hamburg: Christian Wegner Verlag, 1949) 148. 

C£ Gissing's letter to his sister Margaret (April 16, 1882): "... "Faust," one of the most 
glorious & wonderful of all books; a book you will read again & again till you are grey-
haired, & with more appreciation than ever when you do reach that stage." 

128 Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von (1749-1832). "Wechsel" 11. 10-12: 
Geh, ruf sie zurücke, die vorigen Zeiten, / Es küßt sich so süße die Lippe der Zweiren, 

/ Als kaum sich die Lippe der Ersten geküßt. 
In later versions derBusen occurs as a variant of die Lippe. 
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p.22L 

Bastard12? in love, rejected on account of his birth. 

In Boston when Jenny Lind1}0 was singing a girl bought a ticket and said: "There goes 

half a month 's earnings, bu t I am determined to hear her." Jenny Lind heard of this, 

the girl was found and $ 20 given her. 

xiç oïôev el TO t,r\v uév èOTL 

XCCTGCIVEIV, 

T ô xctTÖaveiv Ôè tx[v; 

Euripides131 

p.22R 

Commonplaces about "the women.' 

l z9 Pierre Coustillas in his George Gissing: Ussays and Fiction (Baltimore: 1970) published for 
the first time from a manuscript in the Carl H. Pforzheimer Library Gissing's short story 
"The Quarry on the Heath." The story can be dated to the autumn of 1881 and it relates 
the incestuous love of Harold Cuthbertson and Bertha Lashmore, both of whom are 
ignorant of their true blood relationship. Harold is the son of a "young orphan cousin" 
seduced by Bertha's father, the Reverend Lashmore, when he was still a young man. 
Lashmore's implacable resistance to Harold's desire to marry his daughter, eventually 
results in Harold's death by drowning. Could this have been the development of the 
intriguingly concise plot summary Gissing entered into his Notebook in Chicago in 1877? 

130 Lind, Jenny (1820-1887). Operatic and oratorio soprano admired for her vocal control 
and agility and for the purity and naturalness of her art. After her debut on the London 
stage (1847) she became known as "the Swedish nightingale." The American showman 
and entrepreneur, Phineas Barnum (1810-1891), sent an agent to Europe to sign the latest 
musical sensation fot an American tout. The cautious soprano required Barnum to 
deposit $187,500 in a London bank to guarantee the contract. Barnum's inspired 
promotion and Jenny Lind's golden voice made the tour a ttiumphant success. She opened 
in New York on Sept. 11,1850, and gave 95 concerts in 19 cities. 

131 Euripides, Fragmenta, 638. Translation: Who knows whether to live is to die, or to die is 
to live. 
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Molière1?2 reminds us thar medieval physicists believed that opium induced sleep 

"quia est in eo virtus dormitiva." 

Cicero after an ancient bust. 

"The pure spirit of man, which men call God.' 

Swinburne 1 ^ 

A little child once asked its French governess what the Pyrenees were, and rec4 for 

reply: "Ma petite, quand vous serez plus âgée vous saurez 

p.23 L toutes ces choses. En attendant, priez le bon Dieu!" 

"Elle fut la seule femme que j 'aimai; jamais aucune autre n'attira mon regard et ne 

connut l'étreinte de ma main. Je suis ainsi fait; ce que j 'a ime, je l'aime éternellement; 

dans le passé, dans le présent, dans l'avenir." 

Mauprat'34 

No man is capable of friendship who has not his thoughts set already on some high 

object. In 

132 Molière (1622-1673), Le Malade Imaginaire (1673), Troisième intermède. In: Molière, 
Oeuvres Complètes, T.2, textes établis, présentés et annotés par Georges Couton (Paris, N.R.F., 
Gallimard, Bibliothèque de la Pléiade, 1971) 1173. 

133 Swinburne, Algernon Charles (1837-1909). Songs be/ore Sunrise (1871), "Blessed Among 
Women", cf. stanza 19: "To the pure spirit of man that men call God,...." 

134Sand, George. Mauprat. Paris, 1836. 
Cf. Matthew Arnold, "Geotge Sand", Fortnightly Review, N.S. XXI (June 1877), pp. 767-81: 

"Even three or four only out of George Sand's many books might suffice to show her to us, 
if they were well chosen; let us say, the Lettres d'un Voyageur, Mauprat, Francois le Cliampi, and a 
story which I was glad to see Mt Myets, in his appreciative notice of Madame Sand, single 
out for praise.-Valvèdre." 

Arnold refers to F. W. H. Myers' article, "George Sand," Nineteenth Century I, 221-41 
(April, 1877). Like Arnold, Myets was an inspector of schools. He contributed an 
affectionate atticle on Arnold a few days aftet his death: "Matthew Arnold," Fortnightly 
Review XLIV, 719-28 (May, 1888). 
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p.23 R love it is different. That is itself the object. 

"L'homme, surtout l'homme dont l'intelligence s'est exercée à la réflexion, ne peut 

point passer auprès d'un autre homme à la manière d'un fantôme pour se perdre 

dans l'éternelle nuit." 

Valvèdre1" 

"Oh may I join the choir invisible 

Ofthose immortal dead, who live again 

In minds made better by their presence 

So to live is heaven-

To make undying music in the world, 

p.24 L Breathing as beauteous order that controls 

With growing sway the growing life of man. 

So we inherit that sweet purity 

For which we struggled, groan'd and agonised 

With widening retrospect that bred despair. 

That better self shall live till human time 

Shall fold its eyelids, and the human sky 

Be gathered like a scroll within the tomb, 

Unread for ever. This is life to come, 

Which martyred men have made more glorious 

For us who strive to follow. May I reach 

That purest heaven, and be to other souls 

That cup of strength in some great agony, 

Enkindle generous ardor, feed pure love 

J35 Sand, George. Valvcire. Paris, 1861. 
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Beget che smiles that have no cruelty. 

p.24 R Be the sweet presence of a good diffused, 

And in diffusion ever more intense; 

So shall I join that choir invisible, 

Whose music is the gladness of the world." 

George El io t^ 6 

Ugly, despised and miserable man has trances in which he seems to possess love and 

treasures. Sees a girl who resembles something seen in dreams. Pursues her, and her 

scorn kills him. 

(see "Hesperus", by Carulle Mendès) 1 ^ 

P.25L 

F. Radford^8 

286 Washington St. 

Boston. 

Fellow talking on board the "Spain" 1« about cities. "A city in its oldest sense is a 

cathedral town," he said. "In fact, you see, that's the derivation1'»0 of the word -ci-ty-, 

' 3 6 Eliot, George. Complete Poems - Semes ofckneal life. Boston, n.d. "Oh May I Join the Choir 
Invisible" (1867). The poem was a great favourite with the English Positivists, in whose 
services it was either read, or sung. The composer, Henry Holmes, composed a cantata of 
Eliot's poem, which was performed by the choir of the London Positivist Society in 1883. 
See: T. R. Wright, The Religion of Humanity (Cambridge: CUP, 1986}. 

137 Mendès, Catulle. (1841-1909). Parnassian poet, novelist, playwright. Born at Botdeaux, 
lived in Paris after 1859. 

' 3 8 In the 1877 Boston City Directory thete is an entry for Frederic H. Radford, bookkeeper, 
boarding at 199 Harrison Avenue, an address quite close to zS6 Washington Stteet, which 
must have been his business addtess. The same Directory lists the firm of Calkins & Co., 
printers, at 286 Washington Stteet. In view of Radford's occupation, it seems reasonable to 
assume that he may have been involved in arranging the financial details of Robert 
Pettemant's loan to Gissing, to pay for the latter's fare back to England. 

Gissing used the name Radford for a minor character in ch. 7 of The Odd Women, a Miss 
Radford, a shop assistant in a draper's shop, and a colleague of Monica Madden's. 

139 Lloyd's List of October 4th 1877 reports the steamer Spain to have arrived in Liverpool 
from New York. On p. lR of his American Notebook Gissing gives October 3td as the date of his 
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you know, the place which is a 'see'"!!! 

"Rolling stone gathers no moss." No, says Art Ward,1'*1 bu t it gets polished. 

p.25R 

arrival in Liverpool. The steamer did in fact land at Liverpool at 4 a.m. on October 4th. The 
passenger list of the Spain published in the New York Tribune, September 22, 1877 lists a Mr. 
Kiching, while the List of Passengers of the Spain that appeared in The Daily Courier (Liverpool), 
Octobet 4,1877 gives the name as Mt Kitching. We cannot but conclude that these slightly 
modified versions of Gissing's name were a deliberate, if pathetic attempt on his part, to 
obscure his identity and his whereabouts upon his return to England. It teveals at once an 
obsession with his criminal past and a determination to conceal it from the world at large. 

The Spam was a passenger steamet owned by the National Steamship Company Limited, 
which was founded in Liverpool in 1863. The company's principal object was to accelerate 
the substitution of powerful screw steamers for sailing vessels in the American and othet 
trades, and as a first step it established lines from Liverpool to New York, and from New 
York to Liverpool, of steamers of large size and great capacity, fitted for grain, flour, 
provisions and all other kinds of freight, and also the conveyance of passengers. The 4,512 
ton Spain, built in 1871, was the first ship of the National Line with two funnels and four 
masts. During her trials she reached a speed of 14V4 knots, and on one occasion in 1872 she 
steamed from Queenstown (=Cobh) to New York in the fasr time of 9 days 1 hout 17 
minutes. In 1877 the saloon fare by the National Line steamers varied between ten and 
fifteen guineas. The steerage fare was six pounds and when required included, as customary, 
a rail ticket from New York to Boston, Philadelphia or Baltimore. 

140 That Gissing continued, somewhat snobbishly, to enjoy the chance of ridiculing other 
instances of etymological naivety, may be demonstrated by the following paragraph from a 
letter to Algernon (February 27, 1884) CLGG, vol.11, 199: "You remember that over the 
proscenium of the Haymarket is written 'Summa ars est celate artem.' A fellow behind me 
there the other night explained very loudly to a companion that this rune meant: 'The 
Summit of art is to excel nature,' & went on to explain the detivation of excel from celate." 

141 Btowne, Charles Farrar (1834-1867). American humorous moralist, born in Maine, who 
wrote undet the pseudonym "Artemus Ward." He purported to describe the experiences of 
a travelling showman, using his own comic spelling. In 1866 Browne sailed to England, 
arriving in London in the middle of June. His reputation already established among British 
readers through the London publication of his early books, he began writing by late 
summer a series of eight Artemus letters for Punch, at the invitation of Mark Lemon, rhe 
magazine's editot. His honorarium was fifteen guineas per lettet. The first appeared in the 
issue of Sept. 1,1866, the last on Nov. 3rd. By November he was lecturing to full audiences in 
Egyptian Hall. For six weeks he performed without interruption, but duting this time he 
grew progressively weaker from tuberculosis. He left fot the island of Jetsey in January 1867 
in hopes of finding relief from the English winter. He died, however, his career at its zenith, 
in Southampton on 6 March, 1867, at the age of thirty-two. 
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"Proud word you never spoke, bur you will speak 

Four nor exempt from pride one future day. 

Resring on one white hand a warm, wet cheek 

Over my open volume you will say, 

'This man loved me!' then rise and rrip away." 

Landor'42 

"Obscenity, which is ever blasphemy 

againsr rhe divine beauty in life." 

Shelley - Defence of Poetry1« 

$.261 

"For any particular action whatever in itself is neither good nor evil; what we are now 

doing-drinking, singing, talking, none of these things are good in themselves, bu t 

the mode in which they are done stamps them with irs own nature; and that which is 

done well, is good; and that which is done ill, is evil." 

Plato's Banquet (Shelley)1^ 

^ Landor, Walter Savage. (1775-1864). 

"Proud Word You Never Spoke", The Works ofWaher Savage Landor. London, 1846. 

r « Shelley, Percy Bysshe. (1792-1822). 

A Defence o/Poetry. Written in Pisa in 1821, first published in Essays and Letters, in 1824. The 
editors of Geojge Gissing at Work: A Study of His Notebook-"Extracts jrom My Reading" mistakenly 
transcribe "blaspheming" instead of "blasphemy". 

'<W The Works ofPercy Bjsshe Shelley in Verse and Prose. 8 v., ed. Harry Baxton Forman. London, 
1880. vol. VII, pp.162-235. 

Pierre Cousrillas and Patrick Bridgwater, the editors of George Gissing at Work: A Study of His 
Notebook-'ïxtractsjrom My Reading" (Greensboro, 1988), include in ir (p.42) a transcription of 
this entry from the American Notebook, to which Gissing appended the following comment: 

"(So it is that Protestantism was advance on R. Catholicism, inasmuch as former denied 
efficacy of mere Works and demanded Faith. Plato of course means the spmt in which 
things are done. It is quite possible that what men call a crime may often, from the higher 
standpoint, be a virtuous act.)" 

According to the editors "the quotation in itself throws sufficient light on Gissing's 
reasons for noting it down. He was obviously thinking of his own transgression in 
Manchester-stealing was apparently evil, but a theft committed in the name of social 
justice could assume the colour of a 'virtuous act.'" 
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A man is never so hot in argument as when he [is] not quite sure that he is right. 

f.z6R 

Diplock - Swiney -

Mayficld - Chatt -

Fleshpot - Hulks -

Crassweller - Lavender -

Maxted - Parfitt - Allwright -

Taffin - Mee -

Balkwill - Widdowson^s -

Chipper - LiUywhite1^6 - Myrtle 

Yapp - Tippett - Tubbs1*? -

Smeed - Gadding -

Tweedle - Chasemore -

Tripe - Bland - Freemantle1*'3 -

Spinks - Tidy - Brownjohn -

Callow - Squibb -

Fanny Miles - Beebee -

Andrew Pink - Sheen -

'45 cf. Edmund Widdowson in Gissing'sTheOddWomen(i893). 

'4fi Gissing used the name Lilywhite for a clergyman, "a man of forty-well-read, of 
scientific tastes, an active pedestrian," in his novel Born in Exile (1892). 

147 There is a Mrs Tubbs, who runs an eating-house called the "Imperial Restaurant and 
Luncheon Bar," in Gissing's The Nether World (1889), ch. IV. 

14a William Gissing in one of his letters to George (December 19, 1878), in his capacity as 
his brother's lirerary critic, refers to a character, Albert Freemantle by name, from 
Gissing's untitled novel, written before Workers in the Dawn, which was never published and 
whose manuscript has not survived. 

"Albert Freemantle would rather appear to be chief chatacter, & a card he is too, 
admirable in his way, for his every thought, word, & action irritates the reader. We must 
have such a charactet in every book. He has done nothing sensible, kind or noble yet & I 
expect never will do. He must fall." CLGG, vol.1, 136. 
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P.27L 

Manual of Eng. Lit. by Stopford Brook1'*? [sic]. Macmillan. 

Recommended by M. Arnold1 5 0 

"Der [sic] Liebe braucht gar keine Erklärung, nur der Haß. ' 

Richter - Blumen etc.1'1 

Maria Angelica Kaufmann152 [sic] (the painter) had addresses paid to her by Eng. 

artist. She refused h im and he det on revenge. Selected handsome young man from 

lowest ranks-been valet-

1*9 Brooke, Stopford A. (1832-1916). English Literature. (London, 1876). (In the Literature 
Primers series, ed. J.R. Green). 

Arnold was greatly interested in the series of primers prepared by distinguished 
scholars for the use of school children and brought out by his publisher Macmillan. He 
promised Stopford Brooke that he would review his book. Arnold's discussion of it was 
published in the newly founded Nineteenth Century, in December 1877. 

150 Arnold's discussion of the book was published as a signed atticle: "A Guide to English 
Literature," Nineteenth Century, II (December, 1877), 843-53. The Primer was very successful, ir 
sold 25,000 copies in the first ten months, and nearly half a million by 1916 Arnold praised 
the book in these words: "Mr Stopford Brooke has published a little book entitled A Primer 
o/Enalish Literature. I have read it with the most lively interest and pleasure. I have just been 
saying how very desirable is a good guide to English literature, and what are a good 
guide's qualifications. Mr Stopford Brooke seems to me to possess them all." 

151 Richtet, Johann Paul Friedrich (= Jean Paul). 1763-1825. 
Blumen-, Frucht- uni Domenstücke, oder Ehestand, Tod uni Hochzeit des Armen-advokaten F. St. 

Siebenkäs. 3 v., 1796. 
See: Paul, Jean. Werke. Ed. Gustav Lohmann. Band II. München: Carl Hanser, 1959. 6g. 

152 Kaufffnann, (Maria Anna) Angelica (1741-1807). Painter of the early Neoclassical 
movement who is best known for her decorative wall paintings foi residences designed by 
Robert Adam. In 1763, during a visit to Rome, she was induced by Lady Wentworth, wife of 
the English ambassador, to accompany her to London and arrived rhere in 1766. She was 
well received wherever she went and was particularly favoured by the toyal family. One of 
her close friends was Sir Joshua Reynolds, with whom het name was romantically linked. 
In 1766 he painted her and she returned the compliment with het "Potttait of Sir Joshua 
Reynolds," aged 46. In 1767 she married an adventurer who posed as a Swedish count (the 
count de Horn), from whom she was soon separated. Her name is found among the 
signatories to the petition for the establishment of the Royal Academy, of which she 
became a member. 
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P.27R and passed h im off to her as Count Horn. Man became accepted suitor and 

married her. Rejected artist disclosed his deceit, and low husband got rid of by 

payment. 

Germ, löffeln153 = to make love (lit. to spoon) 

"We trample[J pass and prize the flowers of May, 

Yet grass is green when flowers do fade away." 

Rob1: SouthwellI54 

P.28L 

"Against Writers that Carp at other Men's Books 

The readers and the hearers like my books, 

Bur yet some writers cannot them digest; 

But what care I? for when I make a feast, 

I would my guests should praise ir, nor rhe cooks.' 

Sir J. Harrington1 5 5 [sic] 

Sir Henry Wotton1 5^ defined an ambassador as "an honest gentleman sent to lie 

abroad for the good of his country." 

p.2«R 

153 Cf Traut, Mädchen, leichten Rittern nicht! / Manch' Ritter ist ein Bösewicht. / Sie 
löffeln wohl und wandern / Von einer zu der andern, / Und freien keine nicht. 

154 Southwell, Robert. (1561-1595). A.B. Grosart, The Complete Poems o/ Robert Southwell, 
London, 1872. 

155 Harington, Sir John (c.1561-1612), Epigrams, bkl, no. 5. 

15S Wotton, Sir Henry (1568-1639), "Written in the Album of Christopher Fleckmore" 
(1604). 
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The profile took its other name from the Comptroller General Silhouette. '57 In Paris a 

blank physiognomy is called a face à la silhouette. 

History of Chilperic^8 - good for play. 

Boucher,15? a French artist of 18th cent worked in a boudoir hung round with rose-

coloured satin. Found nature too green and badly lighted. His friend Lancret, lfio rhe 

fashionable drawing-room artist of the day answered: "I agree with you entirely. La 

nature manque d'harmonie et de se'duction." 

P.29L 

"Thou wilt not discover any means of enlightening h im whom God delivers over to 

error." 

Koran161 

In Servia a bride's mou th is sealed by a piece of sugar, to denote that she should utter 

little, and only what is good. 

Ranke1 6 2 

157 Etienne de Silhouette (1709-67) was the French finance minister for four months in 
1759. His name became a by-word for injurious parsimony; any mode or fashion that was 
plain and cheap was styled "à la Silhouette". 

'5 8 Chilperic I (b. 539-d. September 584), a Frankish king of the Merovingian dynasty 
whom Gregory of Tours, a bishop and contemporary historian, called the Nero and the 
Herod of his age. 

159 Boucher, François (1703-1770). Paintet, engraver, and designer whose works are 
regarded as the petfect expression of French taste in the Rococo period. Influenced by 
Rubens and Watteau, he is stylistically chatacterized by his use of delicate colouts, gently 
modelled forms, facile technique, and frivolous subject mattet. Among the most 
renowned of his pupils was his friend and patron, the King's mistress, Mme de 
Pompadour, to whom he gave lessons in engraving and drawing. 

160 Lanctet, Nicolas (1690-1743), a distinguished painter in the style of Watteau. 

161 Koran, Sura XVIII, v. 17. 

162 Ranke, Leopold von. (1795-1886). German historian. 
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Delacroix - "Review of the Constitutions of the principal European States." l63 

Michelet - "Abridged Hist, of France."1** 

P.29R 

Sabinus and Ep(p)onina l65 - see Early Hut. o/France. 

Pelagius166 

Orig. state of Aryans - Oxf Essays 1856. Compv c Mythology. Max Müller. l6? 

Plot- "In Search of a Friend." - Man leaves his misrress, of whom he has become tired 

because she is not intellectual, and forms an idea that friendship, devoid of passion, is 

true happiness. Travels in search of a friend. His 

163 Delacroix, Jacques Vincent. (1743-1832). 
A Review of the Constitutions oj" the Principal States of Europe, and of the United States of America. 

London, 179z. 

164 Michelet, Jules. (1798-1874). History ofVrana, translated by G.H. Smith. 2 vol. London, 
[1844-47]. 

Also: The History o/France, translated by W.K. Kelly. 2 vol. London, 1844-46. 

165 Sabinus, Julius d.79. 
Cf Catt, John (1732-1807). Epponma: a dramatic essay. Addressed to the Ladies. London, 1765. 

166 Pelagius (c. 354-after 418). British monk and theologian whose heterodox theological 
system known as Pelagianism emphasized the primacy of human effort in spiritual 
salvation. The rigorous asceticism of his adherents in Rome, where he arrived in c. 380, 
acted as a teproach to the spiritual sloth of many Roman Christians, whose moral 
standatds greatly disttessed him. He stressed the essential goodness of human nature and 
rejected the atguments of those who claimed that they sinned because of human weak
ness. He insisted that God made humans free to choose between good and evil and that 
sin is a voluntary act committed by a petson against God's law. Some of Pelagius' disciples 
denied the church's doctrine of original sin and the necessity of infant baptism. 

Pelagianism was opposed by Augustine, bishop of Hippo, who assetted that human 
beings could not attain righteousness by theit own efforts and were totally dependent on 
the grace of God. 

Pelagius figures in Gissing's historical novel Veranilda, published posthumously in 1904. 

157 Müllet, Friedlich Max. (1823-1900). "Comparative Mythology", Oxford assays. 1856. 
London, (1856). pp. 1-87. 
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p.30 L mistress, who loves him, laments his desertion and rejects addresses of another 

suitor. This suitor eventually falls in with the former and becomes his friend. They 

return together to the town and have éclaircissement. Larter gives up his love (whom 

he has at length persuaded ro marry him.) Former recovers his lost affection. 

P.30R 

Creasy, Sir E. - Imperial and Colonial Constitutions [Institutions] of the Brirranic 

Empire, including Indian Instits. 1872.l6S 

Fonblanque, Albany. - How we are governed; or the Crown, the Senate, and the bench; 

a handbook of constitution etc. of Great Brirain. i85p. l69 

Freeman Comparative Politics. 1873.I7° 

" Growrh of Eng. Constit from earliest times. 1873 

p.311 

Subject. - Vesalius,1?1 the great anatomist, plundering graves and gibbets for subjects. 

168 Creasy, Sir Edward Shepherd. (1812-1878). 
The Imperial and Colonial Constitutions o/ the Brittanic Empire, including Indian institutions. 

London, 1872. 

169 Fonblanque, Albany de Grenier. 
How we are governed; or the Crown, the Senate and the Bench; a handbook of constitution, government, 

laws and power o/Great Britain . London, 1859. 

17° Freeman, Edward Augustus. (1823-1892), Regius Professor of Modem History at 
Oxfotd. 

1. Comparative Politics. Six Lectures read before the Royal Institution in January and 
February, 1873. New York, 1874. 

2. The Growth of the English Constitution/rom the earliest times. London, 1872. 

V1 Vesalius, Andreas (1515-1564). Flemish anatomist, court physician to Charles V and 
Philip II, author of De humani corporis/ahrica libri Septem (1543), the first modern study of the 
anatomy of man, bteaking radically with the work of Galenus. 
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Subject. - Alboin,172 the first King of Lombards, killed by his wife, whom he made 

drink out of her father's skull. 

Plot.- Two young people marry and live in poor lodging house. Man becomes 

dissipated and leaves his wife, who, through strange circumstance, rises high in 

society and has good offer of marriage. Husband returns. Live togethet again, and 

husband by his dissipation brings wife to suicide. 

P.31R 

Man marries wife and leaves her. Gets rich, and returns with a mistress. Wife regains 

influence, but mistress murders h im for his money, which he has left her by will. 

Young man leaves his family in the country and goes to city. Gets good position in 

merchant's office. After a t ime hears that father is on point of being ruined for want 

of small sum of money. Steals it and sends. Is discovered. The father visits h im in 

prison, and commits suicide. 

P.32L 

"But when the ethereal portion of a man of genius is obscured, the earthly part 

assumes an influence the more uncontrollable, because the character is now thrown 

off the balance to which Ptovidence had so nicely adjusted it, and which, in coarser 

natures, is adjusted by some other method." 

"The Attist of the Beautiful"173 - N. Hawthorne 

172 According to Paulus Diaconus (ca.720-799), the historian of the Lombards, Alboin died 
at Verona on June 28,573, having been poisoned by his wife Rosamund. 

173 Hawthorne, Nathaniel (1804-1864). Mosses from an Old Manse, vol.II, "The Artist of the 
Beautiful" (Boston, 1873) 240-273. 

Gissing's father, Thomas Waller Gissing, is known to have possessed a copy of 
Hawthorne's Mossesfrom an Old Manse (London: George Routledge, 1851). 
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P.32R 

Books on London Streets. 

Stow - Survey of London and Westminster. '74 

Pennant -Some Account o/London.^ 

Smith - Antiq Rambles through London.17* 

Pauli - Pictures of Old England. 177 

Stanley - The Study of Modem History in London. '78 

Cunningham - Handbook/or London. l79 

Timbs - Curiosities of London. l 8 ° 

Mackay - History of London.lSl 

Polit. Economy for Beginners - Mis Fawcett182 

174 Stow, John. (15257-1605). A Survey of the cities of London and Westminster, and the borough of 
Southwark... London, 1754-55. (Original edition: 159%)-

x75 Pennant, Thomas (1726-1758). Some Account of London. 2nd ed. London, 1791. 

176 Smith, John Thomas (1776-1833). An Antiquarian Ramble in the Streets of London, with 
anecdotes of their mote celebrated tesidents. Ed. by C. Mackay, 2 vols., London, 1846. 
Smith was an attist and engraver, patticularly interested in the history and character of 
London. He eventually became Keeper of Prints and Drawings at the British Museum. 

*77 Pauli, Reinhold (1823-1882). Pictures o/ Old England, translated by E.C. Otté 
(Cambridge/London, 1861). Original title: Bilder aus Alt-England (Gofha/Osnabriick, i860). 

178 Stanley, Arthut Penthyn (1815-81), Dean of Westminster and leading advocate of 
teligious toleration. 

The Study of Modern History in London. A Lecture. Lectures delivered to the Young Men's 
Christian Association from November 1853 to February 1854. (1854). 

'79 Cunningham, Peter (1816-1869). Handbook/or London, past and present, 2 vis. London, 1849. 
This is the earliest historical survey of the city of London attanged in alphabetical fotm. 

180 Timbs, John (1801-1875). Curiosities of London. London, 1855. 

181 Mackay, Charles (1814-1889). A History o/London etc. London, 1838. 

182 Fawcett, Dame Millicent (Garrett) (1847-1929). PoliricalEconomy/or Beginners. By Millicent 
Garrett Fawcett. London, 1870. The book became a classic and was still in use at her death. 
Mrs Fawcett was the leader of the non-militant suffragists in England for ovet 50 years. 
She also was a foundet of Newnham College (Cambridge) in 1871, the first university 
college for women. 
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P-33L 

"Bibliographie des Ouvrages relatifs à l'Amour." l83 

Falstaff s Letters. James White. l 84 

see Lamb in Examiner185 Sept.5,1819. 

Character - A man of no reticence, who annoys people by undesired confidences. 

Secret Hist, of Clubs. Ned Ward.186 

see Retrospect. Review18? Ill 318. 

183 Bibliographie des ouvrages relatifs à l'amour, aux femmes et au mariage, indiquant les auteurs de ces 
ouvrages, leurs éditions,... et les prohibitions ou condamnations dont certains d'entre eux ont été' l'objet, pat 
M. Le C. d'I***. [i.e. Jules-Léopold Gay (1809-C.1885)], Paris, 1861. 

184 White, Jem (1775-1820). Author of Ordinal Letters &c. o/SirJohnFalstajf(i796). Although 
written by White he undoubtedly had some help from Charles Lamb (1775-1834), whom 
he had befriended at school (Christ's Hospital). Gissing's reference is to Lamb's review of 
Falstojfs Letters that appeared in Leigh Hunt's Examiner. White was known as "Sit John" 
among his fiends and was commemorated by Lamb in the essay: "The Praise of Chimney-
Sweepers", in which he describes the annual feast that White otganized for the children 
employed as chimney sweepers, White himself acting as waitet. 

185 The Examiner; weekly paper on politics, litetature, music and the fine arts. (1808-1881). It 
was edited by Leigh Hunt. Charles Lamb contributed a review of James White's Falstajfs 
Letters in September 1819. 

1 8 6 Ward, Edward (1667-1731). The Secret History of Clubs: etc. London, 1709. 
Definitely a journalistic genius, whose fame rested on his periodical The London Spy 

(1698-1700), which was the product of Ward's natural love for describing the low life of his 
day. 
187 The Retrospective Review, vol.111, Ed. Henry Southern, London, 1821. pp.317-33 2. 

The review article that Gissing refers to hete, treats of a number of late 17th and 18th 
century parodies of Samuel Butler's Hudibras. Ned Ward, who is described as "an 
industrious retailet of ale and scurrility', was the authot of Vubjus Britanniens: or the Bntish 
Hudibras (London, 1710) and Hudibras Redivivus: or a Burlesque Poem on the Times (London, 1705). 
For the anti-Whig tendencies of the latter work he was twice condemned to stand in the 
pillory. The anonymous author of the article dismisses Ward as a very sorry imitator of 
Butler, but admits that he possesses a vein of low humour and a considerable shrewdness 
of observation, which is evident in his truthful and realistic descriptions of scenes and 
manners. 

Also, see notes 118 and 186. 
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P-33R 

Names 

Félicitas Squibbs1 8 8 - Miss Chick 

Chad18» - Tipple - Diamond - Quelch 

P-34L 

Leisute Hour '9° 

56, Pat. Row 

Very young man falls into society of an older lady who takes interest in and polishes 

him. 

Great pleasure in conversing with an educated foreign girl: Her natural familiarity 

with foreign language, literature, customs, etc. produces the same impression as a 

highly cultured English lady. 

P.34R 

Life of John Leyden. 

Scott's Miscel. Prose1?1 

188 A minor character by the name of Squibbs ("very dirty, very sleepy, and seemingly at 
odds with mankind") puts in the briefest of appearances as one of the patrons of the 
public house described in the opening chapter of The Nether World (18851). 

189 There is a Miss Chad, "middle-aged, short and slim ... and, as regards her fearures, 
plain yet pleasing," in what Gissing himself termed his "novelerte" "All for Love" (1880). 
Hers is a most suitable name for the gossiping chattetbox that she is. 

190 Leisure Hour. Popular magazine, with a preference for "serial stories of strong domestic 
interest". 1rs office was at 56, Paternoster Row, London. 

Cf A Handbook/or Writers and Artists. London, 1898 
Was Gissing considering its suitability as an outlet fot his short stories? 

'91 Scort, Sir Walrer (1771-1832). The Miscellaneous Prose Works o/ Sir Walter Scott, vol.4, 
Biographical Memoirs, "Memoir of John Leyden", pp. 142-223. Edinburgh, 1827. 
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"The Delilahs of his Imagination.' 

Lockhart's Scott.'S2 

According to the Natal Mercury the recent fighting in Zululand has caused so much 

distress to Cetewayo W and his advisers, and such loss of life among his troops, that, 

by advice of the witch-doctors, an emetic has been administered to every one of the 

surviving soldiers "so as to bring out the evil in their hearts which causes them to 

fight and kill each other." 

Dispatch, w March 3 isc/78 

P-35L 

There is in Brit. Museum a copy of letter addressed to late J.J. Monteiro1?? by King of 

Congo, in which his majesty begs the traveller for a piece of soap to wash his clothes 

with.1?6 

''92 Lockhart, John Gibson (1794-1854). Memoirs of the Life of Sir Walter Scott. (7 v., Edinburgh, 
1837-38). In the autobiographical chapter I {"Memoir of His Eatly Years Written by Himself') 
Scott uses the phrase wirh reference ro Bishop Percy's Reliques of Ancient Poetry: "[they] still 
continued in secrer the Delilahs of my imagination ..." In chapter III Lockhart bottows the 
phrase in his description of a small Edinbutgh book-shop containing "some ofThe small old 
volumes, datk with tarnished gold/ which were already the Delilahs of his imagination;" 

J93 Cetewayo, also spelled Cetshwayo (1826-1884), last great king of the Zulus (ruled 1873-79) 
whose strong military leadership and political acumen restoted the powet and prestige of the 
Zulu nation. As absolute ruler of a rigidly disciplined army of 40,000 men, Cerewayo was 
considered a threar to British colonial interesrs; the Zulu War (1879) and subsequent 
destruction of Zulu power removed that thteat. 

194 cfr T m s j , t e m 0f n e w s from the Weekly Dispatch, editor A.W. Dilke, March 31,1878: The KajJIr 
Outbreak in South Africa. The Transvaal newspaper De Volksstem publishes a rumour that 
Cetewayo, the Zulu King, has summoned several regimenrs together, but his object in doing 
so is unknown. 

'95 Monteito, Joachim John (d.1878). Traveller in Africa, friend of Livingstone. He studied 
the working of the slave trade in the 1860s and wrote travel literature on Angola. His Angola 
and the River Con̂ jo was published in London, in 1875. A new edition came out in 1965. 

^6 Gissing is quoting from a story in the Weekly Dispatch of Sunday Match 31,1878: 
An A îcan Explorer. There is in the British Museum a copy of a curious letter addressed to 

the late Mr J.J. Monteito by the King of the Congo, in which his Majesty begs the traveller for 
a piece of soap ro wash his clothes with. The King was evidently a petson of considerable 
promise, and with European sympathy and encouragement his example might have 
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Woman who has weakened her mind by reading romances, and acts in daily life 

accordingly. 

Plot: Young man comes from country to town. Ardent love of learning. 

Becomes bitterly set on gaining wealth to enjoy the luxuries of life. 

p.35 R Throws off a country love. Grows rich in business. Marries rich woman. 

Commits frauds and poisons self on detection. 

H ° g g 1 9 7 once writing angrily to a friend began "Damned Sir", and ended "Yours 

with disgust". 

Vecelli - Habiti Antichi et Modemi. ' s 8 

p.441 

Paley. Iliad.1» 

Know little about Homer. All ancient poetry (epic) used to be assigned to h i m - Blind 

and lived either at Chios or Smyrna. Internal evidence of Iliad points to remote 

told most beneficially on his subjects, even if he had confined his innovations to the matter 
of soap. We know, however, from the experience of highly civilised countt ies, that the rise of 
an enlightened zeal for soap among many sections of the population is still but a dream in 
the mind of the sanitarian. Thus, one is teluctantly compelled to conclude that the 
prospects of soap on the African continent must have been somewhat damaged by tecent 
events. Imagine the King of Congo asking Mi Stanley for a piece of the article! In 
consequence of his "atrocities," that gentleman, instead of "opening" a continent has closed 
one. To expect any beneficial tesult from the contact of Europeans with barbarous Africans, 
our travellets must be of a very different mould from that of certain persons whose chief 
qualifications for theit task seem to be muscularity, brag and sensational "go," and who lack 
that most valuable negative qualification expressed in the native name bestowed on 
Monteiro, and which may be translated -"The white man who never hurt the black man." 
The ttaveller, the news of whose untimely death at Delagoa Bay has attived in England, was 
a friend of Dr Livingstone, with whom he once purposed to explore the Congo river. 

197 Hog& James (1770-1835), "the Etrrick Shepherd." Best known for his The Private Memoirs 
and Confessions o/ajusrijied Sinner (1824). 

^ Vecellio, Cesare (ca. 1530-1600). Habiti antichi, et modemt di tutto il mondo. Veneria, 1598. 

W Paley, Frederick Apthorp (1815-1888). The Iliad of Homer, zv., with English notes, ed. F.A. 
Paley (London, 1866-71). 
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antiquity. Men are barbarians and fight. Slight acquaintance with working in iron, 

doubtful allusion to writing, rude geography. All the same there are apparent 

modern-isms of idiom and diction. A few inst[ance]s of true Attic use of article; irreg. 

ofdigamma; 

P.44R 

words of late coinage. Wolf200 (supported by Thirlwall201 and Grote202) maintainfs] 

that the present form [is] not older than Pisistratus. Circumstances under which 

handed down render purity impossible. Herodotus dates about BC 800; not to be 

trusted. So-called unity of the Iliad has been exagg4 Whole of 9 t h bk. seems insertion, 

because whole poem goes on a supposition that Agam. has not off! satisfaction to 

Achilles. Iliad only a remnant of a great body of e p i c s -

P.43L 

Note that the writers previous to Plato when speaking of Homer seem far offener to 

refer to other wotks than to the Iliad and Odx Yet Plato and after h im never speak of 

any other bu t our Homer. Can it be that the Iliad was epitomized from general mass 

of Cyclic poetry not long before Plato's time? Theory supported by mixture of Attic 

allusions and semi-Attic idioms. Tradit. stories of Solon, Pisistratus and Lycurgus 

would still hold true of other poems. Present Iliad, then, is only part 

P.43R 

of a wide subject. At least 60 of plays by Aeschylus, Soph., and Eurip. taken from other 

parts, only two from Iliad and Odx Curious, if Iliad and Od. were the orig. poems rhat 

2 0 0 Wolf, [Christian Wilhelm] Friedrich August (1759-1824). Professor of classical 
philology at the University of Halle from 1783 to 1806, thereafter worked in Berlin. His 
Prolegomena ad Homerum (1795) virtually created the question in its modern form, of the 
authorship of the Homeric poems, with particular reference to the composition of the 
Iliad. 

2 0 1 Thirlwall, Connop (1797-1875). Historian and Bishop of St David's, Carmarthen, 
Wales. Friend and school-fellow of George Grote. Author of History o/Greece in 8 volumes 
(London, 1835-1844). 

2 0 2 Grote, George (1794-1871). English historian of Greece whose History o/Greece in 12 
volumes (London, 1846-56) was quickly recognized as the best Greek history in any 
language. The authority of this extensive work temained unchallenged for almost half a 
century aftet it appealed. 
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the spurious ones were so much more attractive. Wolf says no writing in Homeric 

age. Iliad no doubt comp4 from detached ballads. 

Pres arrangement due to Aristarchus. Unity of design brought about by prevalent 

genius of rhapsodists. 

Could Homer write? In 

P.42L 

Hist, of Bellerophon, 2°3 Proems sends to lobâtes a tablet on which were noXXa 

or\\iaxa XvyQa.10* Maybe alphabet, characs. or pictures. Uncertain. 

Khapsoàists were people with great memory. Went about singing at feasts from 

memory. In Homer two are menr i Phemius and Demodocus. 

List of Homeric poems. 

Thebaid, Epigoni, and Cypria brought hist, of Achaean race to 

P.42R 

opening of Iliad. - /Ethiopis, Lesser Iliad, Iliu Persis and Nosti fill bet. end of Iliad and 

beg. of Odyssey. 

Rhapsodising begins in Chios. 

QóJTTCO, to stitch together. 

Or f romQOßooc, staff or wand. 

About 24 cent. BC. the Alexandrine Grammarians arranged old poems into order-

Hence Cyclic poets. Iliad and Odyssey only ones preserved. 

zoi Homer tells the story of Bellerophon in the Iliad, bk. 6, 155-221. 
Proems, king of the Argives, had a wife Anteia who tried to tempt Bellerophon, and 

when he refused, told Proems that he had tried to seduce her. Proems then sent 
Bellerophon to Lycia (in later accounts the king of Lycia, Iobates, was Proems' father-in-
law) with a letter to the king asking for his execution. 

2°4 Iliad, 6. 168-69. Cf. Homer, The Iliad, with an English translation, by A.T. Murray, Loeb 
Classical Library (London: Heinemann, i960) 274-75. This is the only passage in Homer 
which suggests knowledge of the ait of writing. 
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Homeridae in Chios, looked 

P.41L 

on Homer not as man but divine progenitor. General name for all. Prob, date of Iliad 

bet. 850 and 776 BC. Grote2°5 thinks that small Iliad predj?] the enlarged. Bks 1, 8, 

11-22 first written and were an Achilleis. 

Greeks adopt Phoenician Alph1: 

X 2 o 6 

Called AoXcuveia. Advs. ofDolon. Abounds in temaikable 

p.41 R words. Only early tragedy taken from Iliad is from X Rhesus of Euripides.2 0 7-

7 Powders, as with fine flour. 

30 OTEcp. a br immed helmet. 

37 r |6eie prps rt. feQ. familiar. 

38 OXQ. Are you going to urge? 

44 Epic use of subj. for contingent future. 

48 8Jt. in one day. 

56 Sacred watch[er]-band. 

P.40L 

61 How wil[le]st thou that I perform this errand? Am I to stay beside the watch 

and wait thee to join us; or hie me after thee again, when duly I have charged 

them? 

205 Gissing took most of the notes on pp. 42 L, 42 R and 41 L of the Notebook from George 
Gróte's History o/Greece. Vol. II, Part I. Continuation of Legendary Greece. Chapter XXI. 
"Grecian Epic. - Homeric Poems." (London, 1846-56. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1859) 
118-209. 

206 "rhese a r e Gissing's translation notes to Homer's Iliad, bk X. They are largely taken 
from/based upon Paley's annotations in his The Iliad o/Homer, with English Notes, vol. I 
(London, 1866) 340-366. 

2 0 7 Paley's note teads: "It is rather remarkable, that the only existing Greek tragedy taken 
directly from the Iliad, tteats of this adventure of Dolon, viz. the Rhesus, commonly 
ascribed to Euripides." 
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yciQ = doubt and surprise. 

65 & n a g t £ i v =à(xçoT£iv, à u ^ Q o t e i v 

67 Name each man as the son of his father. 

69 Be not haughty. 

70 Zeus sent us at our birth. 

P.40R 

79 He did not yield to. 

94 My courage seems to leave me. 

98 uevo iv . Ep. subj. future. 

ôi)0|x. Nom. 

"Close at hand sitteth the foe; nor know we whether by chance in the shades 

of night he be eager to combat." 

104 Not, I trow, will Zeus bring al! his designs will [sic] not for Hector.208 

P-3<?L 

108 And let us besides rouse others also in their turn. 

111 Perhaps someone would go. 

122 Not through sluggishness, bu t because he is in habit of looking up to me, 

waiting my movement.2 0 9 

127 For that is where. 

153 èXr\X. were fixed in the ground on their spikes. 

164 Untiring. 

166 But there is no dealing with you. 

à\ir\%. Act. for pass. 

p.39 R <I)ç œç 

183 And as when dogs keep anxious watch by night. 

208 Paley reads: "Not, I trow, all his designs will Zeus bring to a successful end for Hector." 

205 Paley: "Not because he gives way to slothfulness, nor through foolishness of mind, but 
because he is in the habit of looking to me (as the senior), and awaiting my movement." 
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189 And their attention const'r turned towards the plain to hear the Trojans if 

they came. 

196 Thrasymedes. 

197 COITOL = ßaaiX/nec 

204 Is there no one now who will have confidence in himself to go. 

210 Now that they have conq4 (as they think) the Ach. host. 

P.38L 

215 i>JtÓQQT|vov connected with è(QQr|v, male. 

224 "When two go together it may be that one perceives before rhe other how 

there may be gain; but, even if a man should have petc4 it by himself, yet 

perchance his mind is more sluggish and his counsel slight." 

X8 in Epic sense = it may be that. Gnomic Aorist. 

[226] ßQaaowv either ßgaotic or ßgaxuc. 

P.38R 

229 \xaka very. 

237 And do not you, through a sense of duty, leave behind the better man and 

take as your comp, the inferior, complying with your feeling of deference, 

when you look to his bitth; no, not even though he be more kingly." 

242 CCÙTôV by his own judgment. 

251 Is waning. 

253 Either bvo undecl. "more than two parts," or as nom., "two of (three) parts. ["] 

But art. then out of place. 

P37L 

258 (pàkoç ridge on helm. 

xvvér] prop, a dog-skin cap. 

263 èvT. It was strongly sttung with leather thongs. 

264 8/. projected. 

266 EX.. Town in Boeotia. 

268 Zx. To be taken to Sc. 

file:///xaka
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280 Even if I stir. 

286 When he went to Thebes as envoy from Achaeans. 

292 f|viv Rt. ëvoç, year. 

317 LIOUVOç the only male. 

P.37R Aorist [?] 

331 All your life long you shall glory in your steeds. 

344 A little way in the plain. 

346 nach in the comp4 = getting past and ahead. 

If he outstrips us in speed[,] press h im hard with the spear and so drive h im 

into a strait, as it were, in the direct1! of the ships and away from his own men, 

lest towardfs] the city he should escape. Gen, Ace, and Dat. of time 

p.3<a 

351 óaaov OIIQCX Jte^ovxai em, 

as great a distance as mules' furrow-lengths go to [.] 

Accent not thrown back on e m because t ' intervenes. 

353 auxoyuov once [?]210 

JtnxTÖv many 

veioio gov4 by old [?] 

365 When he, Dolon, in his flight was on the point of coming among the Grecian 

guards, who would have challenged and stopped him, and thus taken the 

prize out of the hands of Diomede. 

P.36R 

368 Should anticipate in [?]211 

373 èûÇou =EllÇOU 

397 LIETÔ Gcp. Among themselves. 

416 As for the guards you ask about. 

417 JiVQ. ta%. Those who have hearths and homes. 

2 1 0 Paley: "grown in one piece". 

2 1 1 Paley: "should anticipate him in boasting" 
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Troj. watch lax; only inhabs. of city awake; allies, trusting [to] them, are gen. 

asleep. 

43 2 Yonder lie, apart from others the Thracians, the 

p.35 L last comers, and therefore the outermost of all." 

435 TheStrymon 

442 Ye shall bring me. 

P.45L 

[drawing of a rwo-master at sea] 

P.45R 

N.Adams212 

1. Harriet Leroy 

copy. Near Dennis Sullivan 

Liberty St. 

$ * r Aug. 25 $1.75 

2. Mr Charles King 

E. Quincy St. N. Adams. 

$3 

3. William Boocock [sic] 

E. Quincy St. N. Adams. 

212 Three of the people who were photographed (or who had their portraits reproduced) 
could be positively identified from the North Adams City Directories for 1874 and 1885: 1. 
Charles W. King, boards Union Street (1874); 2. William Bocock, pedlar, 44 E. Quincy St. 
(1885) ; 3. Alex. Northup, retired farmer, Sourh Ashland St. (1885). Harriet Leroy was most 
probably the wife of John Leroy, an inhabitant of the city (1874). 

The Y brothers, Alvah, George and Walter, were well-known itinerant photographers 
in the atea. Theit home was in Ashfield, Massachusetts, about 35 miles from North 
Adams. They are known to have taken photographs from 1822-1907 (theit father must 
have founded the business) and there are records showing that they took pictures in 
North Adams. It has proved impossible to identify the teal photographer behind the mask 
of Mr Freeman Sterling. Was it Alvah Y, George Y or Waltet Y? The mystery of the 
generous photographer must remain unsolved. 
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4. and wife $5 for both 

Eyes blue | dk. blue 

Hair sandy | black 

5-

6. Alex. Nor thrup 

AshtonSt. N.Adams. 

Two for $9 

Changed by brother John last summer. 

P.46L [drawing: headland, two trees, sea] 

Off Portland, Me. Aug. 1877. 

P.46R 

Washington Greenback 

John Prenderfield 

Yard & '/4 of velvet. 4 per y4 

P-47L 

German by Class. [?] 

Burgess Hill, Finchley Rd, N t h , Swiss Cottage Station, St John's Wood 

Roger Williams.213 

213 Williams, Roger (of New England), 1003-1683. Born in London, arrived in 
Massachusetts in 1631, after taking orders in the Anglican Church. In The Bloudy Tenent of 
Persecution/or cause of conscience (1644) he challenged the views of the theocratic Massachusetts 
hierarchy, and pleaded for a complete religious and political liberty. Founder of the 
earliest settlement of Rhode Island at Providence (1636), where he carried out his apostolic 
labouts among the Indians, living with them "in their filthy smoky holes ... to gain their 
tongue", which resulted in his A Key into the Language of America (London, 1643). He became 
an intimate friend of Milton and Cromwell during his return to England for a spell in 
1643-44. Variously been numbered among the Levellers, Anabaptists and Seekers, 
believing in the fundamentals of Christianity but in no creed, and espousing a mysticism 
that held to an indwelling God of Love. His is the statement: "Persecution of men's bodies 
seldom or never do these men's souls good." 
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Purchas his Pilgrimes - Hudson. 214 

Travels etc. of Capt. John Smith.21? 1629 

Generall hist, of Virginia etc.2161627 

[upside down] 

113 Each 

44 Each 

P.47R 

label in right top corner: 

From 

H.D. Chapin's Cheap Book House, 

91 Madison St., 

Chicago, - Ills. 

Libraries Purchased 

Lettres d 'un Voyageur. 

See: Covey, Cyclone. The Gentle Radical: A Biography of Roger Williams. 1966. 

214 Purchas, Samuel [15777-16x6). 
Purchas his pihjrimes: in five bookes: the first, contayning the voyages and peregrinations 

made by ancient kings ... and others, to and thorow the remoter parts of the knowne 
world ...: the second, a description of all the circumnavigations of the globe: the third, 
nauigations and voyages of Englishmen, alongst the coast of Africa ...: the fourth, English 
voyages beyond the East Indies ...: the fifth, nauigations, voyages, traffiques, discoueries, 
of the English nation in the Easterne parts of the world ...(London, 1625-1626). 

215 Captain John Smith (1580-1631), set out with the Virginia colonists in 1606 and is said 
to have been rescued by Pocahontas (1595-1617), the daughter of an Indian chief in 
Virginia, when her father was about to kill him in 1607. Smith became head of the colony 
and explored the coasts of the Chesapeake. It was he who gave the name "New England" to 
the area on the Kennebec River that had been settled by the Plymouth Company. He was 
the author of The General History of Virginia, New England, and the Summer Isles (1624) and The True 
Travels, Adventures and Observations ofCaptameJohn Smith in Europe, Asia, Ajrica, and America (1630). 

116 See note 215. 
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Mauprat. François le Champi. 

Valvèdre.21? 

[upside down] 

Grant S12 Cooper. 

Carruthera 2.26 Civ.bl4 

72 Each S 53 Each. 

11 Each S I 208 Middle 

2 1 7 Cf. note 134. 
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IntYoduaionMcmorandum Book 

In December 1961 the Parke-Bernet Galleries offered for sale what was described in 

their catalogue as "a fundamental Gissing document." The item in question was a 

small notebook (109 x 6y mm), containing 96 pages, bound in black paper over 

cardboard. The notebook was ostensibly pu t up for sale by an anonymous 

"Continental Lady", a disguise behind which was hiding George Gissing's younger 

son, Alfred Gissing (1896-1975), who, in order to eke out his meagre income, ever 

since the thirties had steadily been disposing of his farher's literary documents and 

private papers. The norebook was acquired by the Henry E. Hunt ington Library and 

Art Gallery at San Marino, California, where it has remained until now (shelf mark 

HM 26182). In the world of Gissing scholarship it has become known as the 

Hunting ton Memorandum Book (HMB). 

Most of Gissing's petsonal documents, collections of data, and papers have by 

now been published with the exception of the Scrapbook, currently held by the Lilly 

library, containing ideas for novels, stories, settings, characters, situations, localities, 

together with a great number of newspaper cuttings, whose substance has quite 

often found its way into Gissing's works. Examination of the contents of the loose-

leaved Scrapbook1 has shown that from rhe time he started wotk on Demos (late 1885) 

1 Cf George Gissing, "To Algernon," 1 May 1890: "Little by little you will have large 
accumulations of material; of course you keep considerable note-books. Mine are 
becoming portentous." 

Also: George Gissing, "To Bettz," 5 March 1891: "Yesterday I was looking all through my 
bundles of'notes'. Heavens! I have material for all the rest of my life." 
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Gissing had become ever more conscientious in the accumulation of factual material 

for inclusion in his novels. His earlier novels had been prepared with scant 

preparation, bu t he was growing more and more dissatisfied with this older method. 

Consequently, his later approach was characterized by laborious preliminary study, 

involving no little research. This would often take h im to particular parts of London 

in search of the details he needed. He was well aware that his ability to invent was 

"the weakest of [his] various weak points"2 , and he may have sought to compensate 

this weakness by the infusion of a mass of realistic detail. 

Realistic details he found not only in the streets and slums of Lambeth and 

Clerkenwell, among the furnaces and foundries of Birmingham and Dudley, the 

music-halls and boarding-houses of London, bu t also in police reports and through 

visits to the police courts and finally, libraries and reading-rooms (e.g. British 

Museum, Exeter, and Brixton) which had always been indispensable to him as a 

source of verifiable data. 

Gissing's foolscap Scrapbook is the somewhat unwieldy repository of all of this 

disparate material, the earliest of which can be dated to 1880, while the last addition 

to the collection is a review from the Athenäum, of 22 August 1903, jus t four months 

before his death. A mere glance at the shape and volume of the material will suffice to 

make clear that Gissing could not have carried it about with him, whenever he set 

out on his journeys, abroad and at home, to inspect and collect material for use in the 

novels and short stories.3 For that purpose he used a simple notebook, that he could 

easily put into one of his pockets, and into which he jot ted down, mostly in pencil, 

whatever he deemed promising or useful. Upon his return home he would usually 

2 "To Bertz," 4 Nov. 1889, Collected Letters of George Gissing, eck Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. 
Young, Pierre Coustillas, vol. 4 (Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1993) 139. 

3 When Gissing travelled to England in April 1900, he specifically visited Lincoln, which, 
disguised as Hollingford, he wanted to use as the setting for Our Friend the Charlatan. In a 
letter to Clara Collet (4 April 1900) he writes: "I am in England for Easter. It was necessary 
to see cettain people, & get new material for a book. From Wakefield I go next week for a 
few days to Lincoln-a town I am going to use." (C£ Collected Letters of George Gissing, eds. Paul 
F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas, vol. 8 (Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1996) 27. 
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copy what he had entered in his notebook into the Scrapbook and cross our* the 

notebook entries once they had been transferred to the Scrapbook or any other more 

substantial and permanent repository. The habit of keeping such a notebook went 

back to the year Gissing spent in America (September 1876-September 1877), where 

driven by hunger he first tried his hand at writing short stories for the Chicago Tribune. 

The HMB in many respects resembles the so-called American Notebooks, the chief 

difference being that very few of the entries in the American Notebook can be traced in 

Gissing's published work. 

Occasionally Gissing would transcribe the notebook jottings into another one of 

his private documents, viz. the Commonplace Book (CPB).6 There are in fact 15 such 

entries (sometimes marginally modified, abbreviated or expanded) which occur in 

the MSS of both books, but on the basis of chronological evidence, both internal and 

external, we conclude that most of these were first recorded in the HMB. In 1962 Jacob 

Korg pointed out the paramount importance of the CPB for the composition of The 

Pnvate Papers o/Henry Ryeao/t (PPHR). Korg went so far as ro claim that the CPB alone was 

the actual counterpart of the fictional PPHR7, at a t ime when he was still unaware of 

the existence of the HMB, so recently arrived in America. 

Pierre Coustillas was the first scholar to establish, in 1966, in his introducrion to 

his bilingual edition of Les Carnets d'Henry Ryeao/t8 the significance of the HMB as an 

4 In the transcription of the HMB below everything crossed out by Gissing has been 
indicated. Although he was not always entirely consistent, occasionally omitting to cross 
out entries he had used, it has been possible in the large majority of cases to establish 
where and when the notebook entries were incorporated into his work. The crossing out 
was mostly done in ink, which lends additional support to the theory that Gissing would 
cross out the pencil-written entries he used, while actively engaged in writing at his own 
desk. It should not surprise us that he did not always cross out his shopping-lists, 
itineraries and train times. 

5 George Gissing's American Notebook: Notes - G.R.G - 1877, ed. Bouwe Postmus (Lewiston/ 
Queenston/Lampeter: Edwin Meilen Press, 1993). See above: pp. 19-72. 

6 Cf George Gissing's Commonplace Book, ed. Jacob Korg (New York: New York Public Library, 
1962). 

7 Cf George Gissing's Commonplace Book, ed. Jacob Korg (New York: New York Public Library, 
1961) 11. 

8 Cf George Gxssmg: Us Carnets d'Henry Ryeao/t, ed. Pierre Coustillas (Patis: Aubier-Montaigne, 
1966) 60-2. 
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additional source of the PPHR. However, Coustillas in his explanatory notes to the 

book, could only identify ten explicit links between passages from the PPHR and 

entries in the HMB. 

A thorough study of the HMB has now revealed that its importance as a source 

book for the PPHR is not greatly inferior to that of the CPB. Forty-two of the HMB 

entries found their way straight (or only marginally modified) into the PPHR, 

compared to 57 items taken from the CPB. The most striking difference being the 

greater finesse and elaboration of subjects in the CPB, while in the HMB Gissing 

needed to limit himself to recording the barest outlines or ideas for an essay. A good 

example is the minimal HMB entry: "Brook Farm", which in the CPB is expanded as 

follows: "Following sentence of Hawthorne, written at Brook Farm (American Note 

Books, Aug 12.1841) is good refutation of a vulgar idealism. 'Oh, labour is the curse of 

the world, & nobody can meddle with it without becoming proportionately 

brutified. Is it a praiseworthy matter that I have spent five golden months in 

providing food for cows & horses? It is not so.'" Oddly enough there is also the 

counter example of brevity in the CPB ("Why is it so painful to me to see even a 

blackguard humiliated?") paralleled by the more expansive entry on [pp. 72-3] of the 

HMB. 

The HMB is a good example of the kind of notebook used by Gissing when en route. 

Starting with the first entries, made during his Whitsuntide visit to Edward Clodd at 

Aldeburgh in 1895, we can date, with precision, all the other occasions and journeys 

undertaken-primarily, but not exclusively-with a view to collecting some of the raw 

material for his books. They are listed below: 

i.Edward Clodd's Whitsun party, combined with a search for suitable holiday 

accommodation at Yarmouth (31 May - 5 June 1895). 

2. Holiday with Edith and Walter, at Gorleston (19 July 1895 - 13 August 1895). 

3. Visit to Cromer (8 August 1895). 

4. Visit to Henry Hick at Romney (30 September - 2 October 1895). 

5. Visit to Wakefield, where he leaves his son Walter in the care of his mother and 

sisters (8 - 13 April 1896). 

6. Trip to North Wales (13 - 18 April 1896). 
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7. Trip to Leeds (from Wakefield) on a (school)bookbuying expedition for his sisters 

(21 April 1896). 

8. House hunt ing at Dorking (5 May 1898). 

9. Departure for France, to begin "married" life with Gabrielle Fleury [6 May 1899). 

10. "Honeymoon" on Normandy coast (8 - 26 May 1899). 

11. Holiday with Gabrielle Fleury and Mme. Fleury in Haute Savoy and Switzerland 

(18 July - 25 September 1899). 

12. Journey to England, with visits to Wakefield, Lincoln, St Neots, London and 

Sandgate (2 April - 1 May 1900). 

13. Departure for St Honoré-les-Bains (25 May 1900). 

14. Stay at East Anglian Sanatorium, Nayland, Suffolk (24 June - 10 August 1901). 

15. Stay with Mme. Saglio, Fourchambault, Nièvre (November 1901). 

16. Winter at Arcachon on the advice of his doctor (December 1901 - 24 April 1902). 

17. Move to St Jean de Luz (24 April 1902). 

18. Trip to Paris (22 May 1902). 

19. Rents flat at Boulogne-Billancourt (June 1902). 

That Gissing always was and remained first and foremost Gissing the writer, whatever 

he did and wherever he wenr, comes out clearly in the letter of acceptance for the 

invitation from Edward Clodd in April 1895. "I shall use this opportunity to collect 

some east-coast 'material' that I am in need of, chiefly at Yarmouth,"? he writes, thus 

demonstrating his ability to combine business with pleasure. The notes he made of 

his walk up the Blythe valley, he later turned to good use in the poetically evocative 

passage recording a wide-wandering dream of summer England in the PPHR (Winter 

9 Cf. The Letters of George Gissing to Edward Clodd, ed. Pierre Coustillas (London: Enitharmon 

Press, 1973) 33. 
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23). The details descriptive of the interior of an East Anglian public house jot ted 

down in the HMB during the Whitsun holiday at Aldeburgh, were incorporated two 

years later into The Town Traveller to describe a small private room at an inn at Dulwich 

where Mr Gammon and Polly Sparkes enjoy a "coarse and plentiful" dinnet. 

Not always did Gissing allow so much time to lapse before he made use of his 

notes. Most of the material he collected during his trip to Wales in the spring of 1896, 

was worked into The Whirlpool only five weeks afterwards, thus emphasizing perhaps 

the somewhat desperate need for realistic detail in order to get on with the book that 

he had been seriously working on from the early months of that year. However, rhe 

first fleeting glimpses of the central theme of his new novel can be traced to the HMB 

entries dating from the summer of 1895 when Gissing, cooped up with Edith and his 

son Walter in the Gorleston boarding-house, inevitably came to face and ponder his 

responsibilities as a father and Edith's as a mother, as never before. There cannot be 

any doubt that in the brief entry: "Duty of understanding children", we have the kernel 

of The Whirlpool. 

The transformation of this at first sight unpromising note into Gissing's last grear 

novel, may serve to tenew our sense of awe and wonder at the ways of the novelist's 

imagination. Notwithstanding all our attempts to establish significant links 

between the material world and experience of the author and his creations, rhe exact 

workings of the shaping spirit of his imagination may always remain largely 

mysterious. 

In June 1901, Gissing asked Gabrielle Fleury to send him from Paris the three "MS 

books (cahiers]"10 which he needed to begin the revision of An Author at Grass11, during his 

stay in the sanatorium at Nayland. The identification of two of these three books has 

not been a problem since Jacob Korg published rhe CPB in 1962 and the publication 

10 C£ The Letters of George Gusing to Gabrielle Fleury, ed. Pierre Coustillas (New York: NYPL, 
1964) 135. 

11 C£ George Gissing, "To Gabrielle Fleury," [June 7, 1901], The Letters of George Gissing to 
Gabrielle Fleury, ed. Pierre Coustillas (New York: NYPL, 1964) 135. 
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by Coustillas and Bridgwater of "Extracts from My Reading,12 another notebook kept by 

Gissing, covering the years 1880-18515, a n d exclusively consisting of literary 

quotations, from authors ancient and modern. Ou t of a total of 166 quotations a 

mere four found their way into either An Author at Crass or PPHR, which is a measure of 

the relative influence of this second notebook. This leaves us with the question of the 

third cahier. 

In 1966, in his bilingual edition of the PPHR, Pierre Coustillas tentatively 

identified the HMB as one of the source books for the PPHR, pointing out in the same 

breath, however, that its size required us to think of it as a carnet rather than a cahier. 

By 15188 this early reservation had become a growing conviction that the HMB could 

no longer be considered to be one of the three original cahiers. By way of an alternative 

explanation Coustillas pu t forward the theory that Gabrielle Fleury destroyed the 

third cahier, because it may have contained observations, remarks and entries that she 

found offensive to her sense of national identity and personal pride. In support of 

this thesis Coustillas has argued1^ that the first (unpublished) version of "An Author 

at Grass" indeed revealed a distinct anti-French bias. Coustillas further claimed that 

Gabrielle's inexcusable intervention was, however, curiously balanced by her 

decision to preserve at least some of the material from the third cahier that she 

deemed innocuous and uncontroversial enough. To that end she copied 31 entries 

from the lost book for inclusion in the CPB, under the heading "Some Remarks of 

G.G." As thirteen of these entries formed the basis for as many of Ryecroft's 

reflections, it is perfectly obvious that Gissing needed the cahier that was later to be 

destroyed by his wife. 

How does this plausible argument affect the function and status of the HMB? If 

one accepts Coustillas' theory, it follows that the HMB never was one of the three 

original cahiers. Its small size had argued against that view from the start. To any 

Frenchman or Frenchwoman, the HMB would be a carnet, not a cahier. But this 

conclusion does not in any way detract from the importance of the HMB as a portable 

12 George Gissing at Work: A Study of His Notebook "Extracts jrom My Reading", eds. Pierre Coustillas 
and Patrick Bridgwater (Greensboro, NC: ELT Press, 1988). 

13 Cf. George Gissing at Work: A Study of His Notebook "Extracts from My Reading", eds. Pierre 
Coustillas and Patrick Bridgwater (Greensboro, NC: ELT Press, 1988) 20-1. 
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notebook, whose jottings would sooner or later be transferred to the more spacious 

and bulky receptacles such as the Scrapbook, the CPB, or the third cahier, now presumed 

lost. 

It is remarkable that in their introduction of George Gissing at Work, the editors 

repeat Coustillas' conviction-first expressed in ipóé^-that the CPB is the source for 

the majority of the essays in the PPHR, thereby continuing to underestimate the 

weight and variety of the subjects taken from the HMB. It is hoped that the notes to 

this edition of the HMB may serve not only to trace the use to which Gissing put the 

observations, memories and anecdotes entered into it, but also in so doing achieve an 

upgrading of its importance for Gissing's writings. 

For most of his books written and/or published during the period covered by the 

HMB (The Paying Guest (1896), The Whirlr>ool{i$97), Charles Vkktns: A Critical Study (1898), The 

Town Traveller (1898), The Crown of Life (1899), Our Friend the Charlatan (1901), The Private 

Papers of Henry Ryecroft (1903), Veranilda (1904) and Will Warburton (1905)) Gissing turned 

to these notes for ideas, characters, phrases, settings or just a name. The single work 

that was written without any reference at all to the HMB, was By the Ionian Sea (1901), 

which was largely a revision and expansion of the extended entries in the Diary1* 

recording Gissing's second visit to Italy in the autumn of 1897. In view of the absence 

of any reference to that trip, we may safely conclude that Gissing had left his little 

notebook at home and relied on his Diary instead. 

If the number of entries from the HMB is minimal in The Paying Guest (3) and The 

Crown of Lift (2), at the other end of the scale we find The Whirlpool with thirty and the 

PPHR with over forty "borrowings." Our Friend the Charlatan, with eight borrowings, 

occupies a respectable place in the middle. But any attempt to chart the relative 

importance of the HMB for any of the novels, cannot stop at a mere number count. It 

is the nature of the borrowing that is equally significant. E.g. the surname Sparkes for 

Polly, the dashing and fiery heroine from The Town Traveller, could not be more 

14 Cf. George Gissing: Us Carnets D'Henry Ryecroft, ed. Pierre Coustillas (Paris: Aubier-
Montaigne, 1966) 61. 
15 George Gissing, London and the Life of Literature in Late Victorian England: The Diary of George 
Gissing, Novelist, ed. Pierre Coustillas (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 1978) 455-73-
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appropriate. Yet the original Qanet) Sparkes, who worked as a domestic servant of the 

Gissing family in November 1895, one day after her arrival at Epsom was diagnosed 

by Gissing to be an "entire & hopeless failure"16, an opinion which remained 

substantially unchanged by the end of her month 's service, when he dismissed her as 

"[t]he useless idiot woman named Sparkes."1? What prompted him to hatk back to 

this infuriating episode we shall never know, bu t the most likely explanation must 

be the suggestive potentialities of her surname, as preserved in the HMB. By the time 

his imagination had finished "processing" the mere name into the character of his 

novel, there was a wide chasm separating the idiotic Janet Sparkes from the 

immensely vital, clever and atttactive Miss Polly Sparkes. 

Another illustration of the importance of the nature of the borrowings may be 

found in the realization that it was Gissing's own experiences at Nefyn that were 

given-with hardly any imaginative modification-to Harvey Rolfe in The Whirlpool 

Though the point that Patrick Parrinder made in his edition18 of the book- that the 

reader should resist the temptation to identify Harvey Rolfe with Gissing 

himself-needs to be made again and again, it is as necessary, without becoming 

unduly reductionist, to insist on the legitimacy and frequency of an author's using 

his characters (at least in part) either as mouthpieces for his own views or as actors 

acting out his own unsolved dilemmas. 

The importance of the HMB for the PPHR has already been set out above. The seeds 

for many of Ryecroft's reflections were stored in it and it is fascinating to follow the 

transformation of a minimal entry (e.g. "The Eng. Sunday"] into the lyrical celebra

tion of the blessings of the English Sunday in the PPHR, Summer 4. Or, to see the 

fiddling succinctness of "Perhaps the play I love best" turned into a patan of Shake

speare's unsurpassable mastery of the English tongue (PPHR, Summer 27). At other 

16 Cf. George Gissing, "To Algernon," 3 Nov. [1895], Collected Letters of Geoijje Gissirtg, eds., 
Paul Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Cousrillas, Vol. 6 (Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1995) 
47: "New arrival seems to be entire & hopeless failure. Think of fleeing somewhere 
abroad." 

17 Cf. London and the Life of Literature in Late Victorian England: The Diary ofGcorgt Gissing, Novelist, 
ed. Pierre Coustillas (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 1978) 395. 

18 George Gissing, The Whirlpool, ed. Patrick Parrinder (Hassocks, Sussex: Harvester Press, 

1977) xviii. 
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times the workings of the imagination upon the material entered into the notebook 

are as effective as they are suggestive, e.g. the purely descriptive phrase "Tettered bark 

of young wych elm", which is transmuted, through the addition of the simile, into 

the much more evocative and symbolical image of "a bush of wych elm; its tettered 

bark, overlined as if with the character of some unknown tongue" (PPHR, Spring 3). 

Besides being a record of his professional concerns, the HMB documents-albeit 

discreetly-Gissing's domestic and personal circumstances in the years from 1895 to 

1902. This period was overshadowed by the growing discontentment with the state 

of his marriage to Edith Underwood, finally culminating in its breakup after not 

quite seven years in September 1897. After spending a productive autumn and winter 

in Italy, where he wrote Charles Dickens: A Critical Study and collected the material for his 

book of travel, By the Ionian Sta, Gissing returned to England in the spring of 1898, 

settling at Dorking where he took a house for a year. In July ofthat year he met the 

woman with whom he was to spend the last years of his life, a time of relative stability 

and happiness, but always clouded by serious worries about his health. 

Of all the entries in his Diary, it is the one for 9 August 1896 that is the most 

revealing in its merciless analysis of the relationship with his wife and son Walter, 

respectively. In the privacy of his Diary he admits that "no wise and strong could have 

got into [this situation]. Talk of morals! What a terrible lesson is the existence of this 

child, born of a loveless and utterly unsuitable marriage."1? His strong sense of guilt 

and remorse must have been compounded by the tragic realization that only seven 

months had passed since Edith had given birth to their second son Alfred. In a later 

note on the inside of the back-cover of the Diary he reminds himself (or his future 

editor?) that this passage must be deleted. He must have found the idea unbearable 

to acknowledge to the world at large this, the gravest of all faults. 

However, at about the same time, Gissing, in his typical fashion, seeks ro compen

sate the failure of his second marriage, through the crearion of Harvey Rolfe, the long 

enduring model father in The Whirlpool. In a key passage Rolfe rakes comfort from the 

'» Cf. Diary, 418. 
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fact that "he had not committed the most woful of all blunders", and expresses his 

"joy that he was not guilty ofthat crime of crimes, the begetting of children by a 

worthless mother."20 Thus Gissing seems to have vicariously shifted his own sense of 

guilt and worthlessness squarely onto Edith alone. In the words of one Gissing critic 

writing The Whirlpool was "a way of feeling that he ha[d] gained control over the 

awkward subject by nailing it between the boards of a book."21 He must have known 

full well the disastrous consequences of such a deceptive and fallacious feeling. 

The growing disenchantment with Edith is chronicled sporadically in the pages 

of the HMB. Examples of female savagery, ignorance, vulgar speech and stupidity are 

recorded, but-without exception-these traits are attributed to a nameless "She". 

Even while his suffering has become quire unendurable, Gissing makes an effort to 

create a sufficient distance between it and his registering consciousness, in order to 

turn these painful experiences into the promising raw material of his art. It was a 

solution that had been tried and tested by Osmond Waymark, another early alter ego 

of Gissing's, in The Unclassed (1884), thirteen years before the actual collapse of 

Gissing's second marriage. 

That Gissing did not always look to art for compensation of his marital 

unhappiness, becomes apparent from the entry dating from the disastrous summer 

holiday at Yarmouth/Gorleston in 1895, when the drawn-out miseries of his life with 

Edith apparently led him to look with almost voyeuristic delight at more attractive 

women. The vivid and charming impression of a young girl on the beach at 

Gorleston is rendered with a strongly sexual excitement, which anticipates Joyce's 

equally suggestive portrait of Gerty MacDowell on Sandymount beach in Ulysses. 

There are glimpses too in the HMB of Gissing, the dutiful brother, buying school-

books at Leeds that his sisters need for the boys' school they had set up at Wakefield. 

Gissing, the long-suffering patient, worried about his health, keeping a precise 

record of his weight after leaving the sanatorium at Nayland. Gissing, the "born 

exile" and restless traveller, copying the details of itineraries and time-tables, ever in 

20 C£ Whirlpool, 336. 

21 C£ Gillian Tindall, The Bom Exile: George Gissing (London: Temple Smith, 1974) 186. 
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search of health, at Muralto, Arcachon, St Honoré, and St Jean de Luz. There is the 

penny-pinching Gissing, who keeps an exact account of his holiday expenses in 

Switzerland, so that he may charge a third of the cost to his mother-in-law. 

We are impressed again by Gissing's virtues as a loyal correspondent, wriring to 

friends old and new, in the new world(s) (Elson, Dr Zakrzewska, Champion) and the 

old (Roberts, Hick, Meredith, Wells and Clodd). On the domestic front we learn the 

brand of tea he preferred (souchong), his surprising partiality for silk handkerchiefs 

and his use of a cane. And, finally, there is a never-ending stream of new titles: books 

to be read and/or bought. 

Above anything else a detailed examination of the HMB reveals that Gissing's life 

was lived for and through his books. His courage and determination to continue 

writing in spite of his steadily deteriorating health are illustrative of the victorious 

power of his imagination over adverse material circumstances. This edition seeks to 

celebrate and commemorate, however modestly, these qualities by drawing 

attention to Gissing's painstaking literary preparations. 





The Huntington Memorandum Book 

[inside front cover] 

mackintosh 142.95 

key 25 

napkin King's X 3.45 20 

gloves Wake[field].7-30 5.00 

Epsom time table 
[?] shirts 

[upside down] 
Dominic 25.10 

[?] 

Bures22 12.19 

L'pool 2.25 

[p-l] 
Water-bottles encrusted with white advt. of whisky. 23 

3 [?] almanacs; each an advl: sewing-machines, insurance, grocer. 24 

Small tray, painted with advc. of gin.25 

22 Bures, on the Great Eastern Railway in Suffolk, was the railway station nearest (a distance 
of about four miles) to the East Anglian Sanatorium in Nayland, where Gissing stayed from 
24 June until 10 August 1901. Clearly he first travelled to Liverpool Street Station and then 
continued on his journey to France where he was to join Gabrielle Fleury, who was staying 
at Autun. Cf George Gissing, "To Edward Clodd," 17 June 1901, The Letters of Geoige Gissity to 
Edward Clodd, ed. Pierre Coustillas (London: Enitharmon, 1973) 74: "I go to Nayland next 
Saturday, I think... Neatest railway station, Butes. But probably you know the district. It is 
said to be very dry and sunny." 

23 Cf Town Traveller, 129: "The water-bottle on the table was encrusted with a white enamel 
advettisement of somebody's whisky, and had another such tecommendation legible on its 
base. The ttay used by the girl in attendance was enamelled with the name of somebody's 
btandy. On the walls hung thtee brightly-coloured calendars, each an advertisement: one of 
sewing machines, one of a popular insurance office, one of a local grocery business." 

Also: Scrapbook, "Ideas". 

2 4 Cf Town Traveller, 129; Scrapbook, "Ideas". 

2 5 Cf Town Traveller, 129; Scrapbook, "Ideas". 
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Church Times for lodgings.26 

Golden pollen of palm willows.27 

Tertered bark of young wych elm.28 

Smooth olive green young ash.2? 

Alder. Trunk like hazel, bu t crossed with dashes, horizontally.30 

Worth Jew's eye. - gahping - funny -

Ladder - sit on table - child on table - salt - sneeze on Friday31 - cross-eyed person -

16 On leaving Clodd's Whitsuntide party (31 May-3 June 1895) at Aldeburgh, Gissing went 
on to Yarmouth, where he stayed for a day looking for lodgings. At Gorleston, a suburb of 
Yarmouth, he found what looked like a suitable place for his summer holidays. 
Unfottunately, things did not turn out well when he went there in July 1895. Cf Collected 
Letters of George Gissing, vol. 6, 'To Clata Collet," 1 August 1895, p. 8: "We stayed at Gorleston 
for ten days, and it was an unspeakable time. My experience of evil landladies is large, but 
this woman went beyond all example-a mete savage, who ended with the coatsest abuse 
and insult, so that we had to escape with the aid of the police. Yet the lodgings were 30/- a 
week, and I had foteseen no such hotrors." See: "The Tout of Yarmouth Bridge," Human 
Odds and Ends, 216-17. 

27 Cf Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Natute. Science.", where the entty is dated April 
[1895]: "The palm-willows a mass of golden pollen standing out among leafless trees 
(April)." Also: Ryecrojt, Spting 25, 75: "I saw the sallow glistening with its cones of silvery 
fur, and splendid with dust of gold." 

2 8 Cf Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Nature. Science." Also: Ryecro/t, Spring 3, 10: "Hard 
by stood a bush of wych elm; its fettered bark, overlined as if with the character of some 
unknown tongue, made the young ashes yet more beautiful." 

19 Cf Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Nature. Science." Also: Ryecrojt, Spring 3,10: "When 
I had looked long at the flower, I delighted myself with the grace of the slim trees about it-
theit shining smoothness, their olive hue." 

30 Cf Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Natute. Science." Also: Ryeao/t, Autumn 25, 222: "I 
looked at an aldet...." 

31 Cf Atheneum (1848) 142: 
"Ifyou sneeze on a Monday, you sneeze for danger; 
Sneeze on a Tuesday, kiss a stranger; 
Sneeze on a Wednesday, sneeze for a letter; 
Sneeze on a Thursday, something better; 
Sneeze on a Friday, sneeze for sorrow; 
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May32 - umbrella - burn rags or string - pass on stairs - washing water - crossed 

knives - dry letter at fire - boots on table.33 

[upside down] 75. 6"2o34 

[P-3] 

Sneeze on a Saturday, see your sweetheart tomorrow; 

Sneeze on a Sunday, and the devil will have domination over you all the week!" 

3 2 Cf. George Gissing, "To Edward Clodd," 5 May 1895, George Gissing 's Letters to Edward Clodd, ed. 

Pierre Conseillas (London: Enitharmon, 1973) 34-5: "I wonder whether you are aware of the hold 

that grosser superstition still has on the women of the London lower classes. It is easy to imagine 

the case of a fairly sensible workman driven mad by his wife's imbecility in this matter;... My 

notebook contains a long list of these exasperating barbarisms, still operative. Especially vile is 

that one which forbids the bringing of may-blossom into the house. Think of it!" Also, 

Commonplace Book, 6y. "A special stupidity and vulgarity is that London superstition which 

forbids having May blossom in the house." 

33 Cf. Scrapbook, "Slang (Journalistic & Advertising English/London Vulgarisms & Super

stitions)": "It is unlucky to: Pass under a ladder. / Sit on the table. / Spill salt. / Help another to salt 

('to sorrow'). / To sneeze on a Friday. / To be looked at by a cross-eyed person. / To bring May 

into the house. [See: Commonplace Book, 63.] / Open an umbrella over your head in the house. / 

Look at the moon through glass. [See: "A Capitalist," House of Cobwebs, 43.] / To b u m rags in the 

house. / Pass a person on the stairs, and it leads to a quarrel. / Wash your hands in another 

person's dirty water, and it leads to quarrel. / Sneezing thrice: 'Once a wish, rwice a kiss, three 

times a sorrowful letter.' / Turn your money on seeing the new moon. / Lucky to sneeze on a 

Monday; unlucky on Friday. / Crossed knives on table indicate a quarrel. / To dry a letter at the 

fire. / To b u m string. / To let child stand on a table. / To put boots on table.' 

Given Edward Clodd's interest in superstitions (see note 3z), Gissing must have copied into 

his notebook a selection of the superstitions collected in his Scrapbook, with a view to showing 

them to Clodd at Aldeburgh. The succinctness of the entries in the Huntington Memorandum Book, 

compared to the more extensive notation in the Scrapbook, would seem to support this 

conclusion. In addition, it is striking that the entries in the Huntington Memorandum Book are in 

ink, whereas the majority of the entries are in pencil. We may therefore safely assume that 

Gissing was working at his own desk, when he transferred the Scrapbook entries on superstition 

into the HuntingtonMemorandumBook. 

One of the major nineteenth-cenrury works on superstitions was: John Brand, Observations on 

Popular Antiquities, chiefly illustrating the origin of our vulgar customs, ceremonies, and superstitions, new and 

revised edition (London: Chatto and Windus, 1888). The modem standard work is: A Dictionary of 

Supersririons, ed. by Iona Opie and Moira Tatem (Oxford: OUP, 1989). 

Also: Scrapbook, "Slang (Journalistic & Advertising English/London Vulgarisms & Supersti

tions)": 'Ah, that's worth a Jew's eye.' (Cf 'Shall be worth a Jewess's eye.' Merchant o/Venice)." [II. v. 4z.] 

"Don't stand gahping at me! (In the ordinary sense, the word is pronounced 'gape')." 

"Use of the word 'funny', in contemptuous and maledictory sense: 'He's a Jitnny feller, he is!'" 

34 This may have been Gissing's weight on 9 Oct. 1901. Cf the table on [p.70] below. 
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S[ir]. Hjenry]. T[rueman], Wood.35 - [Crossed out.] 

"Insolent capon!"35 - [Marked with a cross and crossed out.] 

Bos worth Park. 37 Lord Hunt ingtower-

"Oh, that [is] the brazen hussy that goes about in public. I'm his private wife!" 

[Crossed out.] 

Ruskin's divorce (H. H u n t p 8 [Crossed out.] 

35 Wood, Sir Henry Trueman (1845-1929). Secretary, later Chairman of the Royal Society ofArts, 
British Commissioner at the Chicago Exhibition in 1893. Wood joined Clodd's Whitsun party 
on Sunday, June 2,1895, for dinner. Gissing thought him a man of no account. Cf. Diary, 375. 

36 Cf. Diary, 375: "Edward Clodd once reed abusive letters from Ruskin, apropos of his 
treatment of Christianity. In one of them Ruskin wrote: 'If you came into my study and made 
watet on the hearth-rug, your behaviout would not be more offensive to me than this book of 
yours is.' When Clodd read this letter to Cotter Morison, the lattet exclaimed 'Insolent capon!'" 
Also, cf. Edward Clodd, Memories (Watts & Co., 1926) 111,246-47. 

37 The reference is probably to William Lionel Felix, Lord Huntingtower (1820-1872). He was 
the only son of Lionel William John, 8th Earl of Dysart. In 1851 Huntingtower married his 
cousin Kathetine Elizabeth Camilla Burke (d. 1896). 

Cf. Diary, 375: "A doctor, accustomed to attend to Lady Huntingtower at Bosworth Park 
(don'r remember the date) was one day called in to see a young woman of sprightly kind 
somewhere in the neighbourhood. She talked much of "Huntingtowet", and seemed to make 
out that he was her husband. At length, as they lunched together the doctor told her plainly 
that she could not be lady H., as he knew that lady. "Oh", said she, "that is the brazen hussey 
[sic] that goes about in public. I am his private wife." 

Edward Clodd reveals that Gissing heard rhe story from Sir Benjamin Ward Richardson 
(1828-1896) during the Whitsunride gathering at Clodd's house at Aldebutgh in 1895. Cf 
Edward Clodd, Memones (Watts & Co., 1926) 272: 'He [Ward Richardson] was a born taconteut, 
and, therefore, a welcome guest at Whitsuntide. I recall two of his stoties, both of them about 
specialists. One of them was summoned from Edinburgh to the bedside of a lady who (foi the 
concealment of the real name) shall be called Lady Strangeways. After leaving her, duty took 
him to a house some distance away from Strangeways Castle to see another patient, who spoke 
mote than once of "My husband, Lord Strangeways." "Excuse me, madam," said the doctot, "I 
have been attending Lady Strangeways at the Castle." "Oh," she replied, "that's the hussy who 
goes about with him in public. I'm his lotdship's private wife.'" 

38 Cf Diary, 375: "By the bye, Holman Hunt's account of Ruskin's divorce is this. Ruskin matried 
merely to please othet people, and aftet the wedding told his bride they were merely to be btothet 
and sister. Impotency may or may not have had anything to do with it. Wife sued fot nullity." 

William Holman Hunt (1827-1910) was the driving force behind the original Pre-Raphaelite 
movement, together with Millais and Rossetti. His works are among the most remarkable and 
powerful paintings produced in nineteenth-century England. Ruskin hailed in Hunt an artist whose 
expressional purpose and technical power were the most perfect which the world had produced. 
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"If you came into my study and made water, etc."39 [Marked with a cross and crossed 

out.] 

J. Morley promised memoir of Morrison [sic]-Macmillan and Longmans refused 

"Service of Man."-*0 

Bernard Harrison.*1 

Lymphatic temper. Starts of mirth, followed by deep depression. 

Watson and L. F. A[ustin]. Almighty told me I am to be poet laureate. Long telegrams, 

sent on by A. to Hutton.43 

[p.5] [Whole page crossed out.] 

In 1848, John Ruskin {1819-1900), the most influential art theorist and critic of his age, 
married a distant cousin, Euphemia Gray. The marriage was in every way disastrous. It had 
been arranged by the parents of the bride and groom; it was never consummated, and in 1854 
it was annulled when Effie fell in love with Ruskin's friend, the Pre-Raphaelite painter John 
Everett Millais. 

39 Cf. note 36. 

4° Cf Diary, 375-76: "John Motley promised to write a memoir of Cotter Morison, to be prefixed 
to a collection of papers. But he has backed out of it." Also, cf. Clodd's Memoties (1926) 116-17. 

See: Collected Leners of George Gissing, eds. Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas, 
vol. 6 (Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1995) 30: "This was James Augusrus Cotter Morison (1832-1888), 
whose book The Sen-ice of Man: an Essay Towards the Religion of the Future (1887) was an important 
contribution to the English positivist movement, in which [he] had participated all his life ... 
Gissing had met him eatly in his London yeats." 

41 Cf Diary, 376: "Bernard Harrison, my old pupil, now an art student at Paris, has been converted 
to Roman Catholicism." Bernard Harrison (1871-1956) was a son of Frederic Harrison. Togethet 
with his brothet Austin, he was taught by Gissing in the early eighties. He later became a painter 

4Z See [p. 6] below. 

43 Cf Diary, 376: "Austin told of Will Watson's madness. Once, in a hotel, in presence of a 
stranger, Watson told Austin that the Almighty had declared to him he was to be Laureate. 
Shortly after, he sent Austin long incoherent telegrams, abusing his publishers - Macmillans; 
these Austin sent on to [R.H.] Hutton [editot] of the Spectator. It appeals that Watson will nevet 
talk about anything but his own poetry." 

Watson, Sit William (1858-1935), prolific but minor poet. 
Austin, Louis Frederic (1852-1905). Literary journalist and membet of the Omat Khayyam 

Club. Attended Clodd's Whitsun party at Aldeburgh. 
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Valley of the Blythe.- A stream glistening and rippling in breeze over sunny brown 

bottom. Great leaves of water lily floating. The flags rustling and waving. Meadows a 

sheet of gold - buttercups. Scent from hawthorn a mass of snowy blossom.44 

GP4 
The "Lotus" on a sunny reach, 

And friends aboard her, frankly human, 

Chatting o'er all the t ime can teach, 

Of heaven and earth, of man and woman. 

An eddy in the silent flow 

Of days and years that bear us-whither? 

Befall what may 

We know not, bu t 'tis well to know 

We spent this sunny day together.45 

[p-7] 
Norwich (Thorpe) f 4.10 4.20 5.20 f41 

I 5-1 Yarmfouth].46 \ 5.1 5.5 6.4 

44 cf. Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Nature. Science.": "Valley of the Biythe. 4* [sic] June '95. 
Bright, breezy day. A little stream rippling and glistening in breeze over sunny brown bottom. 
Great leaves of water-lily floating flowerless. The flags rustling and waving. Meadows a sheet 
of gold with buttetcups. Strong scent from hawthorns a mass of snowy blossom.' 

Diary, 376: "On Wednesday [5 June 1895] I left early, for Southwold. Walked from 
Southwold to Wenhaston, up Blythe valley. Splendid day." 

Gissing used the entry for Ryecro/t, Winter 23, 283: "This is the valley of the Blythe. The 
stream ripples and glances over its brown bed warmed with sunbeams; by its bank the green 
flags wave and rustle, and, all about, the meadows shine in pute gold of buttetcups. The 
hawthorn hedges are a mass of gleaming blossom, which scenrs the breeze." 

In Will Warburton (p. 218) Bertha Cross and het mother spend a fortnight by the sea at 
Southwold. 

4 5 The poem was first published in Edward Clodd, Memories (London: Watts & Co., 1926); 
reprinted in The Letters of George Gissmg to Edward Clodd, ed. Pierre Coustillas (London: Enitharmon 
Press, 1973) 36. 

See also: The Poetry of George Gissing, ed. Bouwe Postmus (Lewiston/Queenston/ Lampeter: 
Edwin Meilen, 1995) 145. Cf. p. 327 below. 

Cf Diary, 375: "On Satutday we sailed in Clodd's boat, the "Lotus", to Orford, and had our 
lunch in the banqueting room of the Castle. Splendid view from the top; Sunday we boated to 
Iken, up the rivet, and ate there on the cliff; petfect weathet. On Monday morning we sailed up and 
down for a couple of hours, returning for lunch. This being our last day, I was asked to write some 
verses to celebrate the holiday. They were copied seven times, and each copy signed by all of us." 

4e Cf Diary, 31 July 1895: "All went by the 'Yarmouth Belle' up the river to Norwich... Back by 
train to tea." 
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Yarmfouth]. 9-5 
,} Cromer4? 1 1 . K ,} 

Cromer TS 555] 
7-4« J Yarmfouth]. 

page crossed 

555] 
7-4« J 

[p.8] [Whole page crossed out.] 

other. Low wall and ornamental iron railings. Pilastered porch. 

Strathclyde. Also double fronted, bu t smaller. No porch. With pilastered Buff brick. 

Close fence of unpainted lath. 

Asphalt pavement of the Brighton Road, bu t no brick villas. The milestone: l z m. to 

Westm[inster]. Br[idge]. 13 m. to Standard and Cornhill.48 

[p.9] [Whole page crossed out.] 

When train begins to move it makes an "L" noise-"Ell-ll-ll!" 

4 7 Cf Diary, 383, 8 August 18515: "The first very fine day since we left home. I went alone to 
Cromer, and spent a few hours there." 

Gissing used Cromer as the setting for one of rhe episodes in The Crown of Life, is>8f£ 

4 8 On 27 June 1895 Gissing started his "story for Cassells", bur, not untypically, he made a 
new and vigorous start five days later on rhe short novel that was to become The Paying 
Guest. The book was finished in a fortnight, on 16 July 1895, just before going away on 
holiday to Gorleston. 

These notes were used in the description of "Runnymede", the Mumfords' suburban 
villa at Sutton. Cf The Paying Guest, 25-6: "Runnymede" (so the Mumfords' house was 
named) srood on its own little plot of ground in one of the tree-shadowed roads which 
persuade rhe inhabitants of Sutton that they live in the country. It was of red brick, and 
double-fronred, with a porch of wood and stucco; bay windows on one side of the 
entrance, and flat on the other, made a contrast pleasing to the suburban eye. The little 
front garden had a close fence of unpainted lath, a characteristic of the neighbourhood ... 
Occasionally [Emmehne] walked along the asphalte [sic] pavement of the Brighton Road-a 
nursemaids' promenade-as far as the stone which marks twelve miles from Westminster 
Bridge." 

Gissing's "Standard" is a reference ro rhe National Standard Theatre, at 204 Shoteditch 
High Street, a popular place of entertainment. 
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Gerda.49 

Duty of understanding children.50 

Inability to understand why women should take more precautions in bathing than 

men. - And women wear more, too!51 

Hatred of country people.52 

49 Gerda Leach, a musical friend of Alma Rolfe's, is a minor character in The Whirlpool (pp. 
186-88): "Gerda sang a little, but was stronger on the social side, delighting in festivities 
and open-air amusements." 

5 0 By the end of April 18516 - after his trip to Wales and a visit to Wakefield where he had 
left his elder son, Walter, with his mother and sisters-Gissing started work on his next 
novel. To his German friend, Eduard Bertz, he wrote in a letter of May 9, 1896: "I have got 
to work again, quite seriously, & have done three Chapters of my new book, which may 
perhaps be called "Benedict's Household."-The theme is the decay of domestic life among 
certain classes of people, & much stress is laid upon the question of children." He teturned 
to the subject of The Whirlpool in a letter to Hetbert Stunner (4 Oct. 1896): "You would 
pethaps care to hear that in the novel at which I am now working I try to deal with the 
subject of patental responsibility." 

Besides parental responsibility, the education of children is the othet majot theme of 
The Whirlpool. Cf Whirlpool, 156-57; 384. Without any doubt there is a direct connection 
between Gissing's domestic situation-particularly his decision to have his son Waltet 
temoved from the evil influence of his mother and to have him brought up by his sistets at 
Wakefield-and Harvey Rolfe's agonizing over the education of his son in The Whirlpool. 
Gissing's views on the matter are expressed unequivocally in a letter to his sister Margatet 
(31 July 1896): "I think with uneasiness of the great labour he [Walter] imposes upon you-
the infinite minutiz-the ceaseless anxiety .... This wotk of education-especially with the 
very young-is the highest of out time; no labour is more worthy of respect...." 

51 Cf. Scrapbook, "Mrs Twills". Although Gissing here keeps a discreet silence about the 
model for Mrs Twills, it is evident that these observations are based upon the exasperating 
conduct of his wife Edith, during their summer holiday spent on the Notfolk coast. In his 
correspondence at the time, he variously described his wife as ignorant, savage, stupid and 
vulgat, with sane moments. What is temarkable is that Gissing managed to contain the 
fury and pain caused by Edith's behaviout, in favour of an aloofness or artistic egotism, 
cultivated for the express purpose of turning his personal suffering inro the taw material 
for his art. One is reminded of Osmond Waymark, a character from one of Gissing's early 
novels, The Unclassed (1884), who in chapter 25, "Arr and Misery", claims that "the attist 
ought to be able to make material of his own sufferings, even while the suffering is at its 
height. To what other end does he suffer? In very deed, he is the only man whose misery 
finds justification in apparent result." In Septembet 1895, about a month after their 
rerurn from Great Yarmouth, Gissing revised The Unclassed for republication, cutting away 
about a third of the original book and adding a preface. 

On [pp. 70-1] rhere are similarly critical observations of a nameless "She", doubtlessly 
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Young girl on G[orleston]. sands.53 Legs bare in whole length, with 

[p. 10] [Whole page crossed out.] 

something white drawn tight round loins. Round waist a red petticoat rolled. Blue 

blouse, tarn o' shanter, and brown hair f ly ing- Perfect shape of legs- Girl as tall as a 

woman. Grace in running. 

Her only act of self-sacrifice was when, in a rage, she refused a meal.54 

Disuse of domestic needlework and cheapness of slop-made things a cause of 
demoral izes 

[p. r 1] [Whole page crossed out.] 

On the harbour side at 7.35 p.m. group of fishermen tarring big ropes-passing it 

(dipping) through tar vat. Hands and arms thoroughly t a r r e d - Brutal language. -

Smacks moored, rocking on the tide. 

Anchoring a steam tug. 

The piles of tree-ttunks and old masts lying endwise along harbour side. 

Whybrow - Mortem 

[p.12] [Whole page crossed out.] 

also based on (memories of) Edith on holiday; e.g. "The husband ashamed ever to return 
to holiday place, because of wife's meanness." 

52 Cf Scrapbook, "Mrs Twills". 

53 Gissing arrived at Gorleston with his wife and son on 151 July 1895. They put up at 1 
Sunrise Terrace, where they had taken rooms with a Mrs Bunn. Cf. Our Friend the Charlatan, 
387-88: "Leonard informed him that Mrs Woolstan was staying at Gorleston, neat 
Yarmouth, het address Sunrise Terrace!... Arrived at Yarmouth, he jumped into a cab, and 
was driven along the dull flar road which leads to Gorleston. Odour of the brine made 
amends for miles of lodgings, for breaks laden with boisterous rrippers, for ttam-cars and 
piano-organs. Here at length was Sunrise Terrace, a little row of plain houses on the top of 
the cliff, wirh sea-horizon vast before it, and soft gteen meadow-land far as one could see 
behind." 

54 Cf Scrapbook, "Mrs Twills". 

55 c£ Scrapbook, "Mrs Twills". 
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Pays more than anybody, and has worst rooms in the house. 

o 50Z651 

86 

2 0 / -

o 502652 

86 July25. [1895] 

The vulgar rustic of to-day lives on maxims and knowledge which have lasted for 

thousands of years - no progress.56 

The lake for Birmingham water - Radnorshire.57 

[p. 13] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Child: "Why is Sunday called Sunday, when it always rains?" Idea of gloom.58 

Organ playing "Addio bella NapoIi."59 - As a child he was at Naples. 

5 6 Cf. Ryecro/t, Autumn 17,199-203; especially 201: "The worst feature of the rustic mind in 
our day, is not its ignorance or grossness ...." 

57 The Birmingham Corporation Reservoirs are situated in the Elan Valley, with much 
beautiful hill scenery, to the south west of the town of Rhayader in Radnorshire. The Elan 
reservoirs were completed in 1892-96 and comprise a chain of five narrow lakes, each with 
its dam, extending some 9m from North to South. 

5? Cf Whirlpool, 385: "Never again, when rain was falling, would Hughie tutn and 
plead.Tather, tell the sun to come out!'" 

59 Gissing listened to the song during his stay in Palazzo Swift, at Venice, in February 
1889. Cf. "To Ellen," 5 February 1889, Collected Letters of George Gissing, Vol. 4, p. 35: "Now I am 
waiting fot something. I look away past S. Maria, & presenrly see a gondola wirh four red 
lamps coming silently hitherwards. It dtaws neat to our side, & moors itself just in front of 
a large hotel, two houses distant. I listen intently. There is soft touching of violins, & the 
deep rich note of a violin cello; then suddenly begins a prelude of music, & in a minute is 
followed by an outburst of singing voices, a chorus, & their song is the "Addio a Napoli." 
When the song is finished, there is clapping of hands from the windows of the houses ... 
Again a soft ptelude, then one voice only begins to sing, a woman's voice, exquisitely rich 
& true. This is 'stteet' music, but such a voice I have never heard anywhere but in great 
concert halls, never." 

Gissing's novel The Emancipated (1890) is set in Naples and is based upon his stay in that 
city from October 31 to Novembet 29,1888. 
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Orgreave [n1. Lichfield)60 

"The wind mmmng everything I've got on."6 1 

Withederden62 - Sparkes63 -

[p. 14] [Whole page crossed out.] 

"If I pu t it down for a day or two, I forget all I've read. My memory's awful bad for 
reading."64 

"A doctor's wife as I know she has a di 'mond and one amethys' - lovely!"65 

Long talk about rings. Experience with jewellers, when lost rings given them to alter 

et?- Three women talking, and often all at once; generally paying no heed to what each 

other says. 

The strange common idea of the 

[p.15] [Whole page crossed out.] 

vulgar that gentlefolk "starve" themselves for external appearances. "Oh, he's one of 

those half-starved" et1;66 

60 In the short story "The Elixir," written in 1898, Gissing created a Radical politician by 
the name of Orgreave. The name is included in the list of surnames in the Scrapbook, 
"Names/Surnames", together with two other names entered on this page, viz. Withenden, 
Sparkes and Orgreave (in this order). 

61 C£ Scrapbook, "Slang (Journalistic & Advertising English/London Vulgarisms & 
Superstitions)". 

See note 60. In the Scrapbook, "Names/Surnames", Gissing gives the name as Withenden. 

3 c£ Diary, 392, 23 October 1895: "There came, for an interview, a young woman called 
Janet Sparkes, who has replied to the advt for servant." Gissing later used the name for 
Polly Sparkes in The Town Traveller (1898). Cf note 60. 

6 4 C£ Our Friend the Charlatan, 397: "Another couple went by them talking loudly the same 
vernacular. 

'If I put it down for a day,' said the young woman, 'I forget all I've read. I've a hawful bad 
memory for readin'." The remark is overheard by Dyce Lashmar and Iris Woolstan, who 
have gone for an evening walk on Gorlesron Pier. 

5 C£ Our Fnend the Charlatan, 396: "I know a young lady," sounded in rhe feminine voice, 
"as 'as a keeper set with a di'mond and a hamethyz lovely!" The words are spoken by a 
Cockney girl, out for a walk on Gorleston Pier. 

66 C£ Scrapbook, "Mrs Twills". 
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"I don ' t believe in sea-bathing. Why, there's the old bath-woman crippled with 

rheumatics."6 7 

Is Swift's Moot Park near to Farnham?6 8 

The man had little knowledge bu t much poetry. What does it profit us to be 

scientific?6? 

Lang's70 remarks on Mid. N. Dream. The good old simplicity. 

[p. 16] [Whole page crossed out.] 

How many people in congregl attach least meaning to a single sentence?71 

Queen of Sheba. She might have made many excuses for not going to Sol1} She might 

have thought "I shall have something to pay." People are dreadfully afraid of having 

to pay. (very solemn). 

6 7 Cf. Scrapbook, "Mrs Twills". 

6 8 Once called Compton Hall, Moor Park was bought and renamed by the diplomat and 
ambassador, Sit William Temple (1628-1699) after his retirement from public office in 
1681. It lies a little to the south of Waverley, near Farnham, and is also associated with 
Jonathan Swift, who was Temple's secretary during most of the last decade of his life. At 
Moor Park Swift supervised the education of the eight-year-old child, Esthet Johnson, 
who was perhaps Sir William's natural daughter. Stella (as he later called Esrher Johnson, 
after she had joined him in Ireland) was his first and only "petfect" pupil. Swift's 
important prose works A Tale of a Tub and The Battle of the Books were also written there. 

69 Cf Whirlpool, 385: "But pethaps he would be doing far better if he never allowed the 
child to hear a fairy-tale 01 a line of poetry. Why not amuse his mind with facts, train him 
to the habit of scientific thought?" 

7° John Lang (born 1825) was a neighbour of Gissing's mother and sisters at Stoneleigh 
Terrace, Agbrigg, Wakefield in the 1880s. He was the manager of Messrs. George Cradock 
and Co., wire rope manufacturers. He helped Margaret Gissmg with her German lessons. 

7 1 During his summer holiday in Yarmouth (19 July-13 August 1895), Gissing attended a 
church service on July 25. Notes to that effect are ro be found in his Scrapbook, "Subjects for 
Essays": "Quicunque Vult. The seaside congregation (Yarmouth). Lessons: Queen of Sheba. 
Who does believe, ot think of Athfanasian). Creed? - 'Unto whom I swate in my wrath!' Nice 
idea of God!" 
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Wie der Herrgott in Frankreich l eben / 2 

[p-17] 
The speech of the vulgar is sounding more vulgar than ever. Dialects are lost, and 

more sluttishness of speech results - mixture of depraved dialect and debased 

education.73 [Crossed out.] 

Women's feeling with regard to widows.74 [Crossed out.] 

Hone7 5 Romney7 6 51.20 

Tailor77 Ashford 10.33 

Note paper Charing X 12.10 

Toys. 

Shorter78 

[p. 18] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Chceacman7? 

72 Cf George Gissing 's Commonplace Book, 42. The phrase is attributed to the Emperor 
Maximilian I (1459-1519). 

73 Cf The Whirlpool, 29: "I know the poor things can't help it," pursued Mrs Abbott, with 
softer feeling, "but it turns me against them. From seeing so little of their father, they 
have even come to talk with a vulgar pronunciation, like children out of the streets-
almost. It's dreadful!" 

7 4 Cf Scrapbook, "Mrs Twills". z"* 

7 5 A.J. Hone, envelope maker and stationer, 173 Upper Thames Street. 

76 On Monday, 30 September 1895, Gissing went to Romney, to stay with his old friend 
Henry Hick. He returned to London on Wednesday October 2. Cf Diary, 390, 2 October 
1895: "Reached London about 12 ...." 

7 7 Cf. Diary, 390, 2 October 1895: "Reached London about 12, and made some purchases." 

7 Cf. Diary, 390, 2 October 1895: "Left my second ten sketches for the Sketch with Shorter's 
substitute." The Assistant Editor of the Sketch at the time was John Malcolm Bulloch (1867-
1938). 

79 Gissing used the name for a character in his short story "The Foolish Virgin" (written 
from 30 Octobet to 4 November 1895, published 1896). He had used it before in A Life's 
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Write to: Dr Zak.80 Mrs Travers.87 

Roberts."* 

Hilliard.8' 

Leave latch-key. 

Coals.-Diary-Will8" -

Welsh Guide.85 - Stones.8* -

Cheque book. -

8 0 Cf Diary, 407,9 April 1896: "Wrote to Dr Zakrzewska." 
Gissing had got to know Marie Elizabeth Zakrzewska (1829-1902) during his stay in Boston in 

the winter of 1876-77. She was of Polish descent and born in Berlin. After emigrating to America 
in 1853, she graduated from a medical school in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1856. She held the chair of 
obstetrics in the New England Female Medical College (1859-61). She was the founder and 
director of the New England Hospital for Women and Children at Boston, from 1862 until her 
death. With William Lloyd Garrison she was a leader of the abolitionist movement, and the 
outstanding woman physician in New England. "[0]n Saturday evenings she held literary 
gatherings at het home, to which Gissing was invited." (Cf. Collected Letters, eds. Paul F. 
Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas, Vol. 6, p. 61). 

81 Cf Diary, 407, 8 April 1896: "Wrote to Mrs Travers." Gissing first came into contact with the 
Travers family of Dorney House, Weybridge, through a letter sent to him by Miss Rosalind 
Ttavers in March 1895. Later she sent him flowers and asparagus and in July 1895 he was invited 
to lunch with the family. They were great admirers of his work and Gissing found them 
"excellent people." Mrs Florence Travers, ne'e Ellicott (1851-1921), was a daughter of the Bishop of 
Gloucester. (Cf Collected Letters, Vol. 5, p. 326). 

8 2 Morley Roberts (1857-1942) befriended Gissing when they were classmates at Owens College, 
Manchester He was a great traveller, who lived and worked in Australia (1876-1879) and 
America (1884-1886). Upon his rerurn to England he became a journalisr, novelist and prolific 
writet on a variety of subjects. He and Gissing remained close friends for life. In 1912 Roberts 
published his "fictional biogtaphy" of Gissing under the title: The Private Life o/Henry Maitland. 

83 John Northern Hilliard (1872-1935), a journalist living in Rochester, New York, wrote an atticle 
("An Eminent English Writer: Mr George Gissing and His Work"), which appeared in The Union 
and Advertiser (Rochester), 21 March 1896, Supplement, p. 3. A copy of the article was sent to Gissing 
shottly aftet publication. It may be safely assumed that the projected letter was to be a note of 
thanks. Cf Pierre Coustillas, "A Confession Unwisely Revealed: The Uneasy Relationship berween 
Gissing and John Northern Hilliard," The Gissiryjoumal, vol. XXIX, number 1, January 1993,1-20. 

In spite of his intention to teply to Hilliard without delay, it seems he did not get round to it 
until after his return to Epsom. Cf. Diary, 409, 3 May 1896: "Wrote to Roberts, and to Hilliard 
(Rochester, USA)." 

84 Cf. Diary, 26 Sept. 1895: "Late at night made out in tough the draft of my will." Later that week 
he discussed his will with Miss Collet and during his stay with the Hicks at Romney he got them 
to sign it (1 Oct. 1895). When he ttavelled to Wakefield in the spring of 1896 (April 8), he must 
have shown the will to his mother and sisters. 

85 Cf Diary, 406,28 March 1896: "Bought Black's Guide to Wales." Gissing obviously bought the 
guide in view of his projected trip to Wales in seatch of material for The Whirlpool. 
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[p. 19] [Whole page crossed out.] 

{ ColwynB[ay].87 1.26 p.m. 

AfonWen 3.54 

{ AfonWen 4.15 

Barmouth 5.25 
Latin Primers.88 

Historical Atlas.89 

Meiklejohn's Readers.^0 pts 2 and 3 

Philips'1/-Atlas.?1 

Whitaker.?2 

Kindergarten Colour Books. 

European Primer. 

Miall's Object Lessons.93 

[p.20] 

Spruner's Ethnolog! Tables. (English)^ 

8 6 Cf George Gissing, "To Clement Shorter," 8 April 1896: "Herewith I send you three more 
stories (not of a series). Will you kindly acknowledge receipt of them to the address above." [8 
Westfield Grove, Wakefield]. 

7 Cf Diary, 407,13 April 1896: "Left Wakefield (boy staying behind) at 9 o'clock, and journeyed 
to Colwyn Bay." 

88 Cf. Diary, 21 April 1896: "In morning went to Leeds to buy some schoolbooks for girls." 
Gissing refers to his sisters, who had started a preparatory school for boys. 

5 Koeppen, Adolphus Louis. The World in the Middle Ages, an historical geography ... accom
panied by... six colored maps from the historical atlas of C. Spruner. 1854. Cf note94. 

9 0 Meiklejohn, John Miller Dow. The English Readers. London and Edinburgh, 1878. 

9 1 Hughes, William (1817-1876). Philips'Atlas of Physical Geography, London: George Philip and Son, 
[1887]. 

9 2 Whitaker's Almanack. By J. Whitaker. Containing the usual astronomical and other pheno
mena. Also a large amount of information respecting the government, finances... and statistics 
of the British Empire. 

9 3 Miall, L.C. Object Lessonsjrom Nature: A First Book of Science. 2Pts. London: Cassell&Co., 1891. 

9 4 Spruner von Merz, Karl (1803-1892). Historico-geographical Atlas of the Middle Ages;... New York: D. 
Appleton and Co., 1855. A ttanslation of Spruner's Atlas had appeared in England in 1854: Louis 
Adolphus Koeppen, The World in the Middle Ages, an historical geography ... accompanied by... six 
colored maps from the historical atlas of C. Spruner. Spruner's work (particulatly his Tabellen zur 
Geschichte der Deutschen Staaten und Ihrer Geschichtlichen Geographie, Gotha: Justus Perthes, 1845) 
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"And after this Abraham buried Sarah his wife in the cave of the field of 

Machpelah."95 [Gen. 23:19.] [Crossed out.] 

Swathed corpse of Sarah lying flat, with n imbus round head. [Crossed out.] 

Abbey Square (trees amid). Close by are rhe Cloisters (very green grass) and the town 

walls with King Charles Tower (Rowton Moor).?6 [Crossed our.] 

[p.21] [Whole page crossed our.] 

Quinet "Hist, de mes Idées."97 

The grossly selfish man who sincerely imagines himself liked by everybody.?8 

Where dead heather-bells" told of the glory that was past, and the glory to come. IO° 

was of great value to Gissing in the preparation for the writing of his historical romance 
Veranilda (1904). 

Also, c£ Diary, 389, 22 Sept. 1895: "Busy all day with Spruner's Atlas ...." 

95 This text is found in one of a series of mosaic panels in the notth wall of the nave of 
Chester Cathedral (Abbey Church). They date from 1883 and were therefore fairly new 
when Gissing saw them in April 1896. The next entry records Gissing's wonder at the most 
striking feature of the mosaic. 

96 This is a reference to Chester Cathedral and the city walls of Chester. On the wall of the 
Tower an inscription reads: "King Charles stood on this Tower September 24th, 1645, and 
saw his army defeated on Rowton Moor." Cf Diary, 407, 13 April 1896: "Had two houts in 
Chester.... View from Chester to Colwyn seen at its best." 

97 Edgar Quinet (1803-1875). Ftench poet, historian, critic, and politician. His central 
interest lay in the meaning of history and the role which religion played in the unfolding 
of events. Histoire d'un enfant (Histoire de mes Idées) was originally published in 1858. A 
posthumous edition was brought out by his wife in 1903 (Paris: Libtaitie Hachette et Cie). 

9 8 In OurFnend the Charlatan, Mr Lashmar uneasily reflects that his son Dyce may be one of 
the men of to-day whose character and conduct are defined by: "[a] habit of facile 
enthusiasm ... totally without motal value ... the lack of stable purpose, save only in 
marters of gross self-interest." He feats thar his son is not unlike those "most radically 
selfish of men" who are capable of persuading themselves that their prime motive is to live 
fot others. C£ Our Friend the Charlatan, 5-6. 

99 c£ Whirlpool, 157: "As he sat at the foot of the piled stones, his hands touched a sprig of 
1 ' • L ' " 1 * i ^ r f , . n l . r i f l 1 n n c u ' i r h rfrv msflinp". colourless bells, which had clung 
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Great pennywort-leaves - Blazing gorse - Promise of foxgloves - Stitchwort - Ferns -

Primroses abundant 1 0 1 -

[p.22] [Whole page crossed out.] 

A little grey town, set amid heath and pasture beneath the mountains and the sea.: 

The sheep with her little long-tailed lamb, which looked at me distrustfully as I 

passed. I O3 

Ant-like quarrymen scratching from year to year on side of mountain, and doing 

each his little best to spoil its beauty. 

[p.23] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Journey from Chester. Widening of the Dee estuary. The first seagulls. 

100 These notes ([pp. 21-28] Huntington Memorandum Book) were made during the trip to 
Wales, particularly during Gissing's stay at Nefyn, 15-18 April 1896. They were 
incorporated into Part the Second, chapter II, of Trie Whirlpool, 145-57. Cf. Diary, 407-08. 

101 Cf. Whirlpool, 150-51: "The pedestrians took theit way along a winding road, between 
boulder walls thick-set with the new leaves of pennywort;... Beyond the street they began 
to climb; at first a gentle ascent, on either hand high hedges of flowering blackthorn, 
banks strewn with ptimroses and violets, and starred with the white stitchwott; great 
leaves of foxglove giving promise foi futute days." 

102 Cf Whirlpool, 106, 151: "Beneath them lay the little grey town, and beyond it the gtassy 
cliffs, curving about a blue bay." The reference is to Nefyn, a small town in 
Caernarvonshire. See: "To Algernon," 22 April 1896: "The place I found in Wales is Nevin 
(properly Nefyn), 7 miles across the promontoty from Pwllheli ... The coast scenery is 
really grand. You go to Pwllheli by train, & then drive by coach to Nevin. Lodgings ate to 
be had; & I shall cettainly use the place before long. Not far off, a great mountain falls 
sheer into the sea. There is fine sand, shells, rocks with seaweed pools, cliffs-everything 
one wants at the seaside. I had the beach absolutely to myself No river to convey 
pollutions. The sole industry a little quarrying on the mountains. People, I am told, come 
in the summet, chiefly from Birmingham. I only hope the place may not be found out by 
the wealthy multitude. At present, it is perfect." 

103 Cf Whirlpool, 151: "Just above was a great thicket of flowering gorse; a blaze of colour, 
pure, aerial, as that of the sky which illumined it. Through this they made their way, then 
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The bagman angry with the Welsh language. "What's the use of it?" (What's the use 

ofyou?)104 

The tresses of the larch. 105 [In the margin:] Bodvean.106 

Splashes of sunlight on deep moss and lichened splinter of grey crag. Here and there 

a tree felled by the wind, with verdure clinging about its rent root.10? 

[p.24] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Far off, the music of the waves. 

Moss glistening with the drops of the night.1 0 8 

The fir scents.10? 

1 0 4 Cf. Whirlpool, 151: "He [Rolfe] had wished to speak Welsh, but soon abandoned the 
endeavour. He liked to hear it, especially on the lips of children at their play. An old, old 
language, symbol of the vitality of a race; sounding on those young lips as in the time 
when his own English, composite, hybrid, had not yet begun to shape itself." 

105 C£ Whirlpool, 152: "Ovethead, the larch-boughs dangled green tresses ...." 

106 Cf Whirlpool, 150: "Mrs Abbott wished to climb Cam Bodvean, the great hill, clad in 
tender green of larch-woods, which overlooked the town." Also: Diary, 408: "Frid. Ap. 17. 
[1896.] Unbroken sunshine, till half-past four, then cloudy. In morning climbed Cam 
Bodvean and lay on top in the glorious air for two hours." 

A good month later Gissing was working his Welsh impressions into The Whirlpool; cf 
Diary, 411: "Frid. May zz. [1896.] Wrote only iV^p.; very hard work; description of Cam 
Bodvean." 

107 Cf Whirlpool, 152: "Now and then they came out into open spaces, where trees rent 
from the soil, dead amid spring's leafage, told of a great winter storm; new grass grew 
thickly about the shattered trunks, and in the hollows whence the roots had been torn. 
One moment they stood in shadow; the next, moved upwatd into a great splash of 
sunshine, thrown upon moss that still glistened with the dews of the night, and on splints 
of crag painted gteen and gold with lichen. Sun ot shadow, the sweet fir-scents bteathed 
upon their faces, mingled with many a waft of perfume from little woodland plants." 

1 0 8 Cf Whirlpool, 152. 

109 Cf Whirlpool, 152. 
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The peak of Eifl, churning cloudlets from the western breeze, to float in fleecy rank 

athwart the blue heavens.110 

Snowdon invisible. Great mounta in shapes looming faintly at moments through 

[p.25] [Whole page crossed out.] 

grey haze.111 

Below, in the wood, the scream ofajay, or long laugh ofwoodpecker.112 

Buffeting of gusts about the craggy height. Or again, soft whispering among the tree 

tops.113 

Mountain flanks and the broad lowland mapped with wall and hedge into tilth and 

pasture; plots of smoothness and fertility won by toil of generations.- Then the 

echoed blasting from the 

[p.26] [Whole page crossed out.] 

quarries; toil again. And the scattered cottages, far and wide, lonely, each with its 

garden patch, each a Home. : '4 

110 C£ Whirlpool, 154: "Northward rose a noble peak, dark, stem, beautiful in the swift fall 
of curving rampart to the waves that broke at its foot; loftier by the proximity of two 
summits, sharp-soaring like itself, but unable to vie with it. Alone among the nearer 
mountains, this crest was veiled; smitten by sea-gusts, it caught and held them, and 
churned them into sunny cloudlets, which floated away in long fleecy tank, far athwart 
the cleat depths of sky. Fatthet inland, where the haze of the warm morning hung and 
wavered, loomed at moments some grander form, to be imagined rather than descried; a 
glimpse of heights which, as the day wore on, would slowly reveal themselves and bask in 
the btoad glow under crowning Snowdon." 

111 Cf Whirlpool, 154. 

112 Cf Whirlpool, 155: "Below, in leafy hollows, sounded the cry ofajay, the laugh of a 
woodpecker." 

113 Cf Whirlpool, 154: "As they issued fom the shelter of the wood, a breeze buffeted about 
them, but only for a moment; then the air grew still, and nothing was audible but a soft 
whispering among the boughs below." 

1 1 4 Cf. Whirlpool, 155: "Nowhere could be discovered a human form; but man's dwellings, 
and the results of his labour, painted the wide landscape in every direction. On mountain 
sides, and across the undulating lowland, wall or hedge mapped his conquests of nature, 
little plots won by toil of successive generations for pasture or for tillage, won from the 
reluctant wilderness, which loves its fern and gorse, its mosses and heather. Near and far 
were scattered the little white cottages, each a gleaming speck, lonely, humble; set by the 
side of some long-winding, unfrequented toad, or high on the green upland, trackless 
save for the feet of those who dwelt there." 

Also: Ryecrojt, Autumn 17, Z02. 
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Distant bleating of lambs. l x5 

What is great difference, intellectually, between h im and the cottaget yonder? 

hoary 

Stunted larches at the top, matted with grey-green lichens, their "rosy plumelets."116 

The cairn of splintered stones on the top.11? 

[drawing of oddly twisted tree]118 

[p.28] 

The delight of having such a shore quite to oneself ll9 

115 Cf. Whirlpool, 155: "from far heath and meadow trembled the bleat of lambs," Also: 
Ryecro/t, Spring 15,46: "from the pasture of the farm below came a bleating of lambs." 

1 1 6 Cf Whirlpool, 154: "The larches circling this stony height could not grow to their fall 
stature; beaten, riven, stunted, by fierce blasts from mountain or from wave, their trunks 
were laden, and their branches thickly matted, with lichen so long and hoary that it gave 
them an aspect of age incalculable." 

The "tosy plumelets" Gissing borrowed from Tennyson's In Memoriam, pi: "When rosy 
plumelets tuft the larch /And rarely pipes the mounted thrush;" 

117 Cf Whirlpool, 154: "Lasr of all came a slippery scramble on broken stones, to where a 
shapeless cairn rose above tree-tops, bare to the dazzling sky." 

118 Cf. Whirlpool, 152-53: "It was a latch tree, perhaps thirty feet high; at the beginning of its 
growth, the stem had by some natutal means been so diverted as to grow horizontally for 
a yard or more at a couple of feet above the ground; it had then made a curve downwards, 
and finally, by way of a perfect loop across itself had shot again in the true direction, 
growing at last, with straight and noble trunk, like its undistotted neighbours." 

1 1 9 Cf Whirlpool, 152: "Mrs Abbott gazed upward with unspoken delight. 
"There are no paths," said Harvey. "It's honest woodland. Some day it will be laid out 

with roads and iron benches, with finger-posts, 'To the summit.'" 
"You think so?" 
"Why, of course. It's the destiny of every beautiful spot in Brirain. There'll be a pier 

down yonder, and a switchback railway, and leagues of lodging-houses, and brass bands." 
"Let's hope we shall be dead." 
"Yes-but those who come aftet us? What sott of a world will it be for Hugh? I often 

think I should be wrong if I taught him to see life as I do. Isn't it only preparing misery for 
him? I ought to make him delight in piers, and nigger minstrels, and switchbacks. A man 
should belonp ro his rime." 
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Where the speculator has not yet set his hoof 

The drive. Lanes mantled with golden gorse.120 Dog violets. Primroses. Young ferns 

bet. stones. Foxglove roots,- The larch woods.1 2 1- Sloes. [Crossed out.] 

Portdynllaen.122 

[p. 29] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Small innkeeper's wife and daughters, picked up by coach to go to Caernarvon 

market on Saturday. All dressed in latest fashion. lzi 

The father of hero, after years of subduing rage, breaks into righteous fury. It ends in 

his death. "He died of his unbearable temper," says wife. 

The man who meets temper with temper, and t r iumphs. 1 2 4 

120 Cf. Whirlpool, 106,144: "and on Tuesday afternoon Harvey drove the seven miles, up hill 
and down, between hedges of gorse and woods of larch, to the little market-town where 
Mary Abbott would alight after her long journey." 

121 Cf Whirlpool, 106,144. 

122 Port Dinllaen is an attractive fishing village, on a headland of Caernarvon Bay. It was 
formerly scheduled as a steamer port for Ireland, but its place was eventually taken by 
Holyhead. The approach is by footpath from Morfa Nefyn. Cf Diary, id April 1896,407-08. 

123 On Saturday, 18 April 1896, Gissing left Nefyn by the 9 o'clock coach that took him to 
Pwllheli, whete he boarded a train for Caernarvon. On its way to Pwllheli the coach must 
have picked up the inn-keeper's wife and daughtets Gissing mentions in this entry. 

1 2 4 Cf Whirlpool, 356: "... yet he knew too well the danger of once mote yielding, and at 
such a crisis. The contest had declared itself-it was will against will; to decide it by the 
exertion of his sane strength against Alma's hysteria might be best even for the moment." 
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[P-3o] 

Gaston Boissier's book on Italy.125 [Crossed out.] 

"The Banner of Israel."125 

British Empire is the 5 t h great Mon., proph4 by Daniel. 

England is Tars his h. 

Proof that England has inheritance of Ephraim. Her great extension and power. 

Regenerated Ephraim was to be in "the isles of the sea," and "north and west." 

She will restore Judah to Palestine. 

Ezek. prophs. power of Gog 

[P-3i] 
under Prince of Rosh, Meshech and Tubal (38. 2-3) coming in battle agst. Israel when 

resettled in Palestine. "The merchants of Tarshish, with all the young lions thereof' 

will resist. The "young lions" are Brit. Colonies. 

[Woman holding these views. Vainly in love. Has Jewish blood. Marries a base 

fanatic.]12? 

Victoria lineal successor of David. 

Irish tradition that Jeremiah went to Ireland from Egypt, bringing one of King 

Zedekiah's daughters. Hence royal line of Britain. 

[P-32 

125 C£ Diary, 413,19 June 1896: "Reading Gaston Boissier's 'The Country of Horace and of 
Virgil.' 

(Marie Louis Antoine) Gaston Boissier (1823-1908), The Country of Horace and Virgil, 
translated by D. H. Fisher (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1896). 

lz6 The ianner of Israel. A weekly journal, edited by Philo-Israel, advocating the identity of 
the British Nation with the lost Ten Tribes of Israel, etc. London, 1877, etc. 

127 On 19 November 1899 Gissing started work on a new novel, provisionally entitled 
Oracles. A few days later he changed its title to Among the Prophets. In a letter ro Bertz (11 Dec. 
1899) he wrote that it was "an atttactive subject-the restless seeking for a new rely ion, which 
leads people into Theosophy, Spiritualism, and things still more foolish." To Clara Collet 
(29 Dec. 1899) he wrote about the novel, that it dealt "with new religions and crazes of 
various kinds." He finished the book in February 1900, but asked his agent, Pinker, to 
hold it ovet as he felt dissatisfied with it. In a letter to Pinker, dated 13 March 1901, he 
asked him to burn the two typed copies of Among the Prophets. These notes (on pp. 30-35 of 
the Huntington Memorandum Book) may be all that is left of the discarded novel. Cf. Marilyn B. 
Saveson, "Gissing's 'Indispensable' False Starts: An Annotated Checklist of his Discatded 
Novels," Gissing Newsletter, Vol. XXVI, Number 1, January 1990,13. 
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There exists a library on Anglo-Israelism.12 

Chapl. of House always reads Ps. 67. Remarkable choice, showing we are the chosen 

people. 

Diff. bet. House of Judah and House of Israel; i.e. bet. the Jews and the Lost Ten 

Tribes.lz» 

Ten Lost Tribes=House of Joseph=House of Israel=Ephraim. 

Absurd idea that Jews=the entire Abrahamic race. 

[p.33] 
"Abrahamic covenant" to be enjoyed by Ephraim. Israel in "the latter days," before 

the Millennium, i.e. in our own days, "the present dispensation." At the Millennium, 

Israel and Judah will be reunited for evermore. 

[Seeing power of 0[ld]. T[estament]. in England, one could half believe all this.] 

Agreed the Second Advent is very near; so, by prophecy, Israel must now be a great 

multi tude, living in "the isles afar off," and in "the West." 

128 Cf Diary, 492: 8 May 1898: "Reading some queer books about Anglo-Israelism." 
On May 5,1898, in his efforts to find a suitable place to live, Gissing suddenly decided 

to go to Dorking, where he rented a furnished apartment for a week from Mr Edward 
Richardson, at 24 Horsham Road. There was another lodger at the same address, a Mr 
Churchill, a former organist and music teacher, from whom Gissing borrowed these 
sttange books about Anglo-Israelism. He musr have been the James Churchill, listed as a 
Professor of Music at 6 High Street, Dorking, in the Dorking Post Office Directories for 
1874 and 1882. 

While lodging at Horsham Road, Gissing rounded off his hunt for a suitable house 
successfully: he took the house at 7 Clifton Terrace, Dorking, for a year at a rent of £42. 

129 cf. Crown of Life, 179: "'The English ate an Old Testament people; they never cared abour 
the New. Do you know that there's a sect who hold that the English are rhe Lost Tribes-
the People of the Promise?'...'I suppose,' said Piers, 'the English are the least Christian of 
all so-called Christian peoples.' 

'Undoubtedly. They simply don't know the meaning of the prime Christian virtue-
humility.'" 

Also: Ryecro/t, Winter 20, 274: "We are essentially an Old Testament people; Christianity 
has nevet entered into out soul;" 
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[P-34] 
Isaiah 54. Prophecy of reestab1; of Israel. Personal application of: "For thou shalt 

forget the shame of thy youth, and the reproach of thy widowhood shalt thou 

remember no more." 

[Inrellectual results of sex misery. He goes to mystics; she to the prophets.] 

End of present dispensation is near. Milien, will come when nations join to reinstate 

Jews in Palestine. The "seven times" of Jewish dispersion draw to an end. 

[P-35] 
[Her pleasure in grand language of prophets. A fine woman astray.] 

Gog the P. of Rosh = Russia. 

Mrs Boughton. 15» Effingham R4Reigate. '3° [Crossed out.] 

Mr Wilson^ 1 

Paget Prize Plate C° 

Watford [Entry crossed out.] 

Continental Traffic Manager 

L.B. & SCR. [London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway.] 

London Bridge Terminus, S.E. [Crossed out.] 

[P-3<5] 

[drawing] 

130 Cf. Diary, 17 May 1898: "A Mrs Boughton applies for place of housekeeper. Too 
respectable, I fear." Mrs Kate Boughton, née Huntington (1860-1922), worked for Gissing 
during the whole year he stayed at Dorking (May 1898-May 1899]. Cf. Collected Letters of 
George Gissing, vol. 7,93. 

131 Wilson was the manager of the Paget Prize Plate Co. In that capacity he could give 
references for Mrs Boughton, or he may have been a friend of hers. In his address book 
Gissing wrote: c/o Mr Wilson. 

13Z Cf All the wedding presents are listed (two columns!) in TheTimes, 21 April, 1899, p. 10. 
Archibald Philip Primrose, fifth Earl of Rosebery, was rhe Liberal Prime Minister of 

England from March 1894 until June 1895. One of his country seats, The Durdans, was 
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Marriage of Rosebery's daughter, 1899. Newspaper column of presents1^2- frightful 

poverty of imagination; biscuit tins, umbrellas, card cases etfi- Bride cake "6 feet 

high." [Crossed out.] 

Men at a removal, swearing because they are not enough tipped (poor widow) and 

[Crossed out.] 

[p.37] [Whole page crossed out.] 

banging furniture about. 

6 new blankets 

9 old " 

(padlock?) 

4 quilts 

Mal la l l i eu^ /Velv ick 

3 Vols, of Plato in Golden T r e a s u r y . ^ 

about a mile from Epsom. Besides being a leading politician, Lord Rosebery was one of the 
most celebrated and successful horse racers of the day, winning the Derby in 1894 and 
1895. Gissing complained about his associations with the sporting fraternity in a letter to 
Clara Collet (30 May 1895): "Last night, when midnight drew near and one thought peace 
had come, suddenly breaks forth a cannonade-at the Durdans, I suppose,-with uproar of 
fitewotks from snobbish little villas roundabout. Rosebery seems to me the disgrace of the 
country. He must be very sparingly endowed with btains, and in moral perception totally 
lacking." Cf. George Gissing 's Commonplace Book, 54: "On Jubilee Day I heatd a workman by the 
bonfite on the downs say of Lord Rosebury [sic]-'He was Prime Minister, & won the Derby, 
& married the tichest heitess of the year.' What a British ideal!" 

Also, Gissing expressed his disgust of fashionable weddings through Piers Otway in The 
Crown of life, 169. 

1J3 At Saddleworth, in the West Riding of Yorkshire, David and Henry Mallalieu set up the 
firm of "D. & H. Mallalieu", woollen manufacturers. Henry Mallalieu's son, Frederick 
William (1860-1932) was MP for the Colne Valley constituency, Yorkshire from 1916 to 
1922. Cf. D.F.E. Sykes, The Huguenot Ancestry of the Mallalieus o/Saddleworth (1920). 

134 The Trial and Death of Socrates ..., translated into English by F.J. Church. London: 
Macmillan and Co., 1886. Part of the "Golden Treasury Series." 

The Phaedrus, Lysis and Protagoras of Plato, a new and literal translation, mainly from the 
text of Bekker, by J. Wright. London: Macmillan and Co., 1888. Part of the "Golden 
Treasury Series." 

The Republic of Plato, translated into English, with an introduction, analysis and notes 
byJ.L. Davies and D.J. Vaughan. Third edition. London: Macmillan and Co., 1866. Part of 
the "Golden Treasury Series." 
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[p.38] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Martin Bros.'35 

Guernsey. 

"Carlyle dealt with the philosophy of clothes in a ponderous vol. which few people 

have ever finished."130 

D. Tel. May 4.99. "London Day by Day."137 

Cold bath - tea - G's food. ]38-

[P-3S>] 
S' Gingolph1 3? 

135 A. Martin & Son, Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 1 Dunolly Terrace, Collings Road, 
Guernsey. The firm made valuations of furniture and other effects, which they could also 
pack, store and ship when required. Gissing may have been thinking of Guernsey as a 
place suitable for settling down with Gabrielle Fleury and her mother: conveniently 
halfway between Dorking and Paris. 

Gissing was apparently toying with the same idea, when he wrote in a letter to Clara 
Collet (6 April 1901): "Now & then, my thoughts have turned to the Channel Islands, as a 
sort of half-way station between France & England. Do you know anything about 
education in Guernsey or Jersey?" 

In August 1889 Gissing had taken his sister Margaret for a holiday to the Channel 
Islands. They first stayed for nine days at Hotel du Gouffre in Guernsey, and then spent a 
fortnight on Sark. 

1 3 6 Carlyle, Thomas (1795-1881). Sartor Resartus: The Life and Opinions of Herr Teufelsdróckh. 
Boston, 1836. 

'37 Cf Daily Telegraph, Thursday, May 4,1899, p. 9: "'London Day by Day': Either a walking-
stick or an umbrella is now considered an indispensable part of a gentleman's attire, but 
few of those who carry these articles know how to use them effectively. Catlyle dealt with 
the philosophy of clothes in a ponderous volume, which few people have ever finished; 
but it has been left to Professor Pierre Vigny to illustrate in a practical manner the 
philosophy of the walking-stick. Last night, in the Salle Bertrand, Warwick-street, W., he 
gave an exhibition of what can be done with it as a weapon of defense as well as ornament, 
and gained the applause of an audience which comprised many of the best foilists and 
escrimeurs in London." 

Also, cf George Gissing's Commonplace Book, ed. Jacob Korg (New York: NYPL, 196z) 56. 
From 1-6 May 1899 Gissing was staying at the White Hart at Lewes, before departing 

to Fiance where he was to meet Gabrielle and her mother at Rouen. In the evening of 
Sunday, 7 May 1899, they went through a private ceremony in their hotel to put the seal on 
their special relationship. Also, cf. note 300. 

138 This may be a reference to the honeymoon spent in the Hôtel des Terrasses at S. Pierre 
en Port (May 8-26, 1899). 
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Hôtel Suisse 

" du Lac 

" de France 

[p.40] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Vorreste ricordarmi alla Signora quando la vedete, e dirle che io sono felice ch'ella si 

sia ristabilita, e che mi è dispiaciuto tanto di non averle potuto dire addio.1 4 0 

Count LyofNikolaivitch Tolstoi. I 4 1-

Yasnaia Poliana 

Gouv'. de Toula. 

Russia. 

Björnstjerne Björnson.142 

c/o H. L. Braekstad 

Nat. Lib. Club. S.W. 

[p.41] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Solduno - Ponte Brolla - Tegna - Cavigliano - Intragna - Losone.14^ 

139 Cf Diary, 516, 28 July 1899: "Fine railway journey from Annemasse to Martigny, along 
south shore of Lake Geneva: exquisite light. A long stop at Evian, whence we looked across 
to Lausanne. Beautiful position of St Gingolf a little further on." 

140 These may have been Gissing's parting words intended for Signora Simona, the 
proprietress of the Villa Muralto, Via Sempione 20, Muralto. On 16 September 1899 
Gissing, Gabrielle and her mother decided to leave the Villa Muralto, on account of the 
bad quality of the food. Cf Diary, 518. Editor's translation: Would you please give my 
regards to the Mistress, and tell her I am happy she has recovered and that I am very sorry 
not to have been able to say good-bye. 

141 Cf Diary, 520: 21 October 1899. See also: notes 308 and 314. 

142 Among the names of recipients of presentation copies of The Crown of life on [p.92] of the 
Huntington Memorandum Book we find Björnson (1832-1910), Norwegian poet and playwright 
and friend of Ibsen. Braekstad was the Norwegian vice-consul in London. In 1871, when 
still a bookseller in Trondheim, he had sold Henrik Ibsen's Dyte (Poems), to young 
Edmund Gosse. Cf. Ann Thwaite, Edmund Gosse: A Literary landscape (London: Secket & 
Watburg, 1984) 107. 

'43 The itinerary of a round trip from Muralro (Locarno). Owing to a gap in the Diary thete 
is no record of it, but Gissing and Gabrielle stayed for a week at the Villa Mutalto at 
Mutalto from 9-15 September 1899. 
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M. Recordon1** 

Régime 

D'Arcis1« 

Henrik Ibsen 

Drammen 

Christiania 

[p.42] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Tarsilla Janka 
Muralto1^ 
Villa Janka 

Telegram 55 
Boat fr 8.10 

Beer 45 
Dinner i-75 
Stamp 1 0 

Tabac 2.40 

Powder 8 0 

CofFee 1.20 

Galettes 2 0 

1 4 4 Cf Diary, 518: 151 Sept. 1899: "Thence walked to Cannobio, and up to the Badia, where 
we spent the afternoon with the Recordon family." Mme [Charles] Recordon was the 
proprietress of the Villa Badia at Cannobio, on the Italian shore of Lago Maggiore. 
Gabrielle and Mme Fleury had passed a month there on holiday two years before. (See: 
Diary, 565.) 

Also: Pierre Coustillas, "An Eerie Incident in Gissing's Life," Gissing Journal, Vol. XXXI, 
Number 4, October 1995, 39-41. 

'45 Cf. Diary, 518, 16 Sept. 1899: "Vain attempt to appoint meeting with M. D'Arcis at 
Cannobio; he telegraphs this morning that he can't come." Mme Amélie d'Arcis (1854-
1941) was one of Gabrielle's Swiss friends. She lived at 136, Chêne Bougeries, Geneva. 
(Diary, 565.) Her husband, Charles Arthur d'Arcis, M.D. (1853-1921), translated Eve's Ransom 
into Italian. (The editor is indebted to Pierre Coustillas for kindly supplying this 
information.) 

1 4 6 Cf Diary, 518:9-15 September 1899. 
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[p.43] [Whole page crossed out.] 

1.6b 

Chocolat 85 
Pain *5 
Gateau 40 

« 80 

Cacao 2.0 

Billets Paris'47 143.10 

Hotel 7.50 

Portier 50 

Dinner 6.75 
Omnibus 3.50 

Milk 30 
Maman 10.0 

Croissants 20 

[p.44] [Apart from the first, all items struck out separately.] 

Whale 6 o'clock Tuesday 24 th. M* 

Coc3 to Lond. to taatc 3wcetnc33 of retirement. 

Purchases. x49 

Ink Green's History. 15° 

paper-clips Gregorovius.1*1 

147 These must have been the tickets for the return journey from Locarno to Paris via 
Lucerne on 22 September 1899. The price of the outward bound rickets (Paris-Samoens) is 
found on the inside of the back cover (143.25). 

148 Cf George Gissing, "To Gabrielle," 21 April 1900: "... in the evening [of the 24th] shall 
go to Whale's house at Blackheath." 

149 Gissing's shopping-list during his visit to London in the spring of 1900. 

150 John Richard Green, History o/the English People, 4 vols. (London: Macmillan and Co., 1877-80). 

151 Ferdinand Gregorovius {1821-91), Geschichte der Stadt Rom im Mittelalter. Vom fimftcn 
Jahrhundert biszumsechzehntenjahrhundert, 8 Bde. (Stuttgart, 1859-72). Gissing read the book in 
the spring of 1897, while staying in Budleigh Salterton. It was this work that gave him the 
idea fot his historical novel Veramlda, that was to remain incomplete upon his death and 
was published posthumously in 1904. 

Also, cf Whirlpool, 48. 
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Rail guide Map 

Cotton shirts. Newspapers to order. 

Overcoat Writing paper. 

Summer suit Tea. 

Loose collars. Rene's pipe.1 5 2 

Thin socks Cane. 

Tooth powder Comb - brush. 

White shirt. Annandale's. 

MS. paper Silk hanks. 

Jägers15^ - strap 

Bank 

Sacher -Masoch^ 20 Bloomsbury St. 

Autographs: Spencer, Ruskin.155 

[p.45] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Bullen. Stories.156 

152 Cf. "To Gabrielle," 20 April 1900: "... René, I notice what you say about his pipe" 

x53 cf. [p. 60] below. 

x54 c f notes 166 and 198. 

'55 Cf Pierte Cousrillas, ed., The Letters of George Gissing to Edward Clodd, London: Enitharmon 
Press, 1973, 61: "It happened that Gabrielle was an autograph collector and, with typical 
generosity, Clodd selected for her no fewer that twenty-one letters from such well-known 
public figures as Herbert Spencer, Alfred R Wallace, Grant Allen, Walter Besant, Prince 
Kropotkin, W B Yeats, Charles Kingsley and Henry James." 

Also, cf George Gissing, "To Clodd," 6 May 1900, The Letters of George Gissing to Edward 
Clodd, 63 : "I am bidden, moreover, to thank you very heartily indeed for the really splendid 
collection of autographs you enabled me to bring back to my wife; she is very grateful, and 
wishes it were possible to thank you fot yout kindness by word of mouth. If fate is decent 
to us all, some day you will look through the autograph-albums of which I spoke to you, 
and thete will be shoutings of joy!" 

1 5 6 Gissing wanted to find out about Bullen's plans for a second volume of his short stories, 
after the publication of Human Odds and Ends by Lawrence and Bullen in November 1897. 

x57 James B. Pinker (1863-1922) became Gissing's literary agenr in 1899, after Gissing had 
grown dissatisfied with the services of William Colles. Gissing got to know him through 
H. G. Wells, who was Pinker's neighbour. Pinker established a reputation for effectiveness 
and reliability and he counted many of the prominent writers of his day among his clients. 
While in London, in April 1900, Gissing managed to see Pinket twice, having long talks 
with him. Pinker strongly urged the transfer of Gissing's books out of the hands of 
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Pinker. '57 Berger1?8 - domaine public1?? - Humplebee - cheque160 - Shortridge161 - Illusts. 

Dorking. Shirts. -Ask if things insured.162 

Lawrence and Bullen to another publisher. (Cf "To Eduard Bertz," 7 May 1900, The Letters of 
George Gissing to Eduard Bertz, 1887-1903, ed. Arthur C. Young, New Brunswick, N. J.: Rutgers 
University Press, 1961, p. 283). See also: note 159. 

158 Adele Berger (1866-1900) was an Austrian writer, who in 1892 translated New Grub Street 
under the title Ein Mann des Tages. It was serialized in the Pester Lloyd, a Budapest daily paper, from 
December 29, 1891 to April 30, 1892. In 1986 Berger's translation served as the basis for a 
revision by Wulfhard Heinrichs and Helga Herborth. Their version appeared under the title 
Zeilengeld (Nördlingen: Franz Greno, 1986). 

155 cf. "To James B. Pinker," 21 Feb. 1900: "Will you kindly let me know how long after 
publication an author retains his right to make translators pay?" 

Also, "To Eduard Bertz," 11 March 1900: "Do you happen to know what is the period 
during which (under the Berne convention) an author has the right to make translators pay? I 
have been astounded to discover that my agent, Pinket, is absolutely ignorant of the subject. 
There is no hurry about this; I ask only our of curiosity. On the 18 August of this year, the works 
of Balzac fall into the domaine public. French copyrighr lasts fifty years after rhe aurhor's death. I 
wish we had such a law in England. (It is for 42 years after publication, or 7 years after aurhor's 
death-whichever be rhe longer period." Ir seems likely Gissing broughr up rhe subject again, 
when he met Pinker in April 1900. 

160 "Humplebee" was a short story Gissing had wrirren in August 1899. In October 1899 he 
wrote to Pinker, his agenr, saying he would send him the MS. It was published in The Anglo-
Saxon Review, IV (March 1900). On 9 April 1900 Gissing wrore from Wakefield (9 Wentworth 
Terrace) rhe following letter to Pinket: "I have received a cheque for £31. 10 for "Humplebee" in 
Anglo-Saxon Review, & have acknow-ledged it. Of coutse they ought to have addressed it to 
you, but you will make a note of it. / The letter was sent on from yout office to Paris, & thence 
returned to me. Please let everything for me be addressed to Wakejield (as above) until I see you 
again." (Collected Letters, Vol. 8, p. 29). 

161 Gissing met John Wood Shottridge (b. 1852, in Bamsley, Yorkshire-d. 1921) on 20 
November 1888 in a restaurant neat Pompeii, and spent several days walking with him and 
visiting his home, Villa Cozzolino, neat Sorrento, where he lived with his family and brother 
Herbert. He was a nephew of Dt William Wood, the Gissings' physician at Wakefield. He 
corresponded with Gissing as late as August 1903. Cf Collected Letters o/George Gissing, Vol. 5, 264. 

162 Cf Diary, 512-13, 22 April 1899: "Said good-bye to Dorking. Mrs Boughron remained ro see 
the furniture removed to warehouse. (F. Kendall, High Street.) I am to pay 2/6 a week. Insured 
for £100." Gissing's furnirure and his books remained ar Kendall's unril January 1901, when 
they were finally moved to Paris. (Cf "To H. G. Wells," 13 Jan. 1901: "Jusr now, I am in fearful 
disorder, for all my books have just arrived from their warehouse house [sic] at Dorking." 
Collected Letters, vol. 8,127). 

Frederick Kendall & Co. advertized themselves as "upholsterers and ball furnishers", at 33 
High Street, Dorking. In a letter to Gabrielle Fleury (January 29, 1899) Gissing had discussed 
the removal of his furniture on leaving Dorking: "Yes, there is agarde-meubles at Dorking, and I 
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Museum. Classical Books - Class, flora - Names of country houses -

Visit Alb' R4, Regent's Park. Woodpecker Lane, New Cross[.] Rose of Kent, close by. l63 

[p.46] [Whole page crossed out.] 

"The Patriot" l 64 

Wardfe] Fowler's Roman Festivals. l65 

must make enquiries about it. It would save a great deal of money. You shall hear about this. I 
fear it would be impossible to find a room in a house which would be perfectly safe. I should 
always feel uneasy." Cf. The Letters of George Gissing to Gabrielle Fleury, ed. Pierre Coustillas 
(New York: NYPL, 1964)98-9. 

163 Cf. Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Natute. Science." 
Also: Scrapbook, "Citizen, etc.", whete Gissing entered the following outline of a short story: 

The Rose o/Kent. 
Inn so-called by Kentish roadside. The family of "degenerates" - except one. The father, failed 
as actor, became writer. The elder daughter sings old Eng. songs. Younger daughter (Rose) 
went away at 17 with man - but through all adventures remained chaste. At opening of story 
she goes to live at an inn, kept by her uncle and aunt - ruined farmers. (The gloomy man and 
courageous wife.) Last, a son, who has married badly, and has children growing up to waste. 

The wholesome young man who wooes [sic] eldet daughter - she refusing to marry because 
of care for fathet and btothet's childten. Fait at Lincoln, where lover has his home. Reciter 
giving entertainment. Wind and trouble. Reciter and girl dine on Sunday with man and his 
brothet (married) - the simple, healthy household. 

Seducer of Rose still pursuing her - lost sight of her. Lives now and then at inn; 
unknown to uncle and aunt, but knowing them, of course. At last, Rose wooed by a wealthy 
man of Kent, whom she would marry but for entteaties of seducer. The harm made to 
interpose, by sister. Seducer, a windbag, threatens suicide, and pretends to do it - whereupon 
Rose, thinking him dead, kills herself. 

Rose - the undisciplined modern girl, all nerves. Her seducer an example of wild vanity 
(something like "Plato Road"). [Cf. George Gissing, "The Pessimist of Plato Road," A Victim of 
Circumstances (London: Constable, 1927)]. 

1 6 4 Johnson, Samuel. The Patriot. Addtessed to the Electots of Great Britain. London: 1774 On 7 
April 1775 Johnson returned to the subject of patriotism in a tavern conversation recorded by 
Boswell in his Life o/Samuel Johnson: "Pattiotism having become one of our topics, Johnson 
suddenly uttered, in a srrong determined tone, an apophthegm at which many will start: 
'Patriotism is the last refuge of a scoundrel.' But let it be considered, that he did not mean a real 
and generous love of our country, but that pretended patriotism which so many, in all ages and 
countries, have made a cloak for self interest." Cf Crown of Life, 180: "Johnson defined 
Patriotism, you know, as the last refuge of a scoundrel;" 

165 William Warde Fowler (1847-1921), The Roman Festivals of the Period of the Republic, 1899. 
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Sacher 20 Bloomsbury St.1 

Peterborough]. Cathedral, noble amid hideous modern town.1*7 

Annandale's Dicty.168 3/6 

Fairyland of Science. Buckley. l69 Price? 

Bywater.170 

[p.47] [Whole page crossed out.] 

The optician's tricks. Two pairs of glasses. 

Glory of "Fighting Mac."1?1 

1 6 6 Cf Diary, 519: 8 Oct. 1899. 

167 xhis observation found its way into An Author at Grass, but was omitted from The Private 
Papers. C£ Gissing: Les Carnets d'Henry Ryecroft, ed. Pierre Coustillas (Paris: Editions 
Montaigne, 1966) 51. Also: Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Nature. Science". 

l6i Charles Annandale, A Concise Dictionary o/the English Language, literary, scientific, etymological, 
and pronouncing, etc. (Based on Ogilvie's Imperial Dictionary), London: Blackie & Sons, i88d 
[1885]. 
169 Arabella Button Buckley, afterwards Fisher, The Fairy-land of Science, London: Edward 
Stanford, 1879. The book was priced at eTs. 

170 Ingram Bywatet, ed., Aristotelis De Arte Poerica Liber, Oxford, 1898. 

171 Major-General Sir Hector Archibald Macdonald (1853-1903) distinguished himself in 
many campaigns, but above all in the final battle of Omdurman (2 Sept. 1898), when a 
Sudanese brigade under his command, manoeuvring as a unit with the coolness and 
precision of the parade ground, repulsed the most determined attack of the Mahdists. 
After this battle Macdonald's name became famous in England and Scotland, the populat 
sobriquet of "Fighting Mac" testifying the intetest aroused in the public mind by his 
career and personality. In the spring of 1900 he was on active service in South Africa, 
fighting in the Boer War. To Gissing, whose hatred of war-mongering, jingoism and 
imperialism is well attested, Macdonald and the public's idolatry of his exploits, 
represented tendencies he had decried in his novels The Whirlpool (1897) and The Crown of Life 
(1899): "We ought to be rapidly outgrowing warfare ... Yet we're going back-there's a 
military reaction-fighting is glorified by everyone who has a loud voice, and in no country 
more rhan in England." (p. 289). 
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Decanal?1/2 

Author's view of servant difficulty.'73 

"Hymenial." The Umtata Herald.174 

At Wakef! in many years not more than 4 months of leafage. May-August. Smoke and 

cold. '75 

[p.48] [Whole page crossed out.] 

In a letter to his friend Clara Collet (May 21,1900) Gissing's uncompromising anti-war 
stance is expressed without any reservation: "I do not pretend to have studied the merits 
of the case berween Briron and Boer, but I am only too sure that a just and great cause has 
tarely declared itself in blind violence against all who venture to criticize it. This reckless 
breaking with the fine English tradition is sad proof of what evil can be wrought by 
inculcating a spirit of vulgar pride and savage defiance. I am sick at heart when I read of 
these things... I entreat you, dear Miss Collet, to reflect on this sign of the times and not to 
allow youtself to be carried away by natural patriotism, which, just now, may lead one into 
sheet berrayal of one's country's berter hope." (see: letters of George Gissing to Members of his 
Family, ed. Algernon and Ellen Gissing, London: Constable & Co., 1927, 369). 

1 7 2 An uncommon adjective Gissing needed to look up in a dictionary? Its meaning is: "Of 
or pertaining to a dean or deanery," and it was applied to the south side of the choit of a 
cathedral or other church, being that on which the dean usually sits. 

173 Cf In the Year qfjubilee, 52-3; Whirlpool, 366; Our Friend the Charlatan, 59-60, 105-06; Will 
Warburton, 68, 290-91, 295. 

1 7 4 Cf. Scrapbook, "Ideas". The Umtata Herald (11 Feb. 1899-25 June 1904) was published at 
Umtata, a town in the Cape Province of South Africa. In an account of a wedding at 
Umtata (The Umtata Herald, Sarurday, January 13, 1899), entitled "Hymenial," the South 
African journalist contused the relatively recent botanical term "hymenial" = pertaining 
to the hymenium or spore-bearing surface in fungi (firsr recorded use: 1874) with the 
oldet (fitst tecorded in 1602) adjective "hymeneal" = pertaining to marriage. 

175 Cf Ryecroft, Spring 8,18: "I think with chill discomfott of those parts of England where 
the primrose shivers benearh a sky of thteat father than of solace ... but that long 
deferment of the calendat's promise, that weeping gloom of March and April, that bittet 
blast outraging the honout of May-how often has it robbed me of heart and hope." 
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Robb - Toy - Cranleigh - Rawcliffe - Drax - Kingswell - Romans - Grounsell - Poplar 

- Godbehere - Wrycroft176 - Tomblin - Pentelow - Reuben Hedge (pub. house) -

Aukland - Milestone.177 

Chr. name - Alban. 

[p.49] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Time when I couldn't afford butter. 178 

Corn on Nellie's right forefinger from cutting bread. x79 

The seriousness of little things in life. E.g. a collar stud. How can life be merely a 

dream? 

Lilac first to come into leaf and blossom. 

Paying 1/6 a week, in old days, for child to be taught domestic service.180 

Idleness due to long school years. 

[P-5°] 

1 7 5 In the first draft of An Author ot Grass Gissing used this name for his protagonist. Later he 
changed Wrycroft into Ryecroft. Also, c£ Mr Wrybolt in Our Friend the Charlatan. 

177 These names were incorporated (in precisely the same order) into the lists of names in 
the Scrapbook, "Names/Surnames". Robb became the Conservative M.P. for Hollingford in 
Our Friend the Charlatan, and, in the same novel, Lady Ogram's maiden name was Arabella 
Tomalin, a minor adaptation of the name entered here. Rawcliffe was the name used for a 
young lodger in one of Gissing's last short stoties, "Miss Rodney's Leisure" (written early 
1902, published Christmas 1903). 

178 C f " j 0 Algernon," 8 April 1887: "... have long since dispensed with butter." 

x79 Nellie was Gissing's sister Ellen. C£ Scrapbook., "Ideas". Also: Ryecro/t, Spring 1, 4: "The 
penholder shone with its new varnish, now it is plain brown wood from end to end. On 
my forefinger it has made a callosity." 

180 Cf Ryecroft, Spring 16, 49: "The other day she told me a story of the days gone by. Her 
mother, at the age of twelve, went into domestic service; but on what conditions, think 
you? The gitl's father, an honest labouring man, paid the person whose house she entered 
one shilling a week for her instruction in the duties she wished to undertake." 
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Civiliz1) in minutiae - natural shaped boots and stockings with big toes.181 

[Crossed out.] 

Clarkson and his carriage.182 [Crossed out.] 

"When the Heart is Young."18^ [Crossed out.] 

1 8 1 Cf Scrapbook, "Ideas". 

1 8 2 Cf. Scrapbook, "Ideas". The anecdote is recorded in Henry Clarkson's Memories of Merry 

Wakefield, 2nd edit ion (Wakefield: W. H. Milnes, 1889) 144-47. Clarkson (1801-1896) was a 

surveyor and the son of a p r o m i n e n t Wakefield woollen mill owner. He resided at 

Alverthorpe Hall. 

1 8 3 "When the Hear t is Young", by the Manchester-born poet, Charles Swain (1801-1874), 

from the volume Songs and Ballads (London/Manchester, 1867). In 1884, it was set to music 

by the American composer Dudley Buck (1839-1909). It became one of the most popular 

songs of the period. 

WHEN THE HEART IS YOUNG 

Oh! merry goes the time when the heart is young, 
There is nought too high to climb when the heart is young; 

A spirit of delight 
Scatters roses in her flight, 

And there's magic in the night when the heart is young. 

But weary go the feet when the heart is old, 
Time cometh not so sweet when the heart is old; 

From all that smiled and shone, 
There is something lost and gone, 

And our friends are few-or none-when the heart is old. 

Oh! sparkling are the skies when the heart is young, 
There is bliss in beauty's eyes when the heart is young; 

The golden break of day 
Brings gladness in its ray, 

And every month is May when the heart is young. 

But the sun is setting fast when the heart is old, 
And the sky is overcast when the heart is old; 

Life's worn and weary bark 
Lies tossing wild and dark 

And the star hath left Hope's ark when the heart is old. 

Yet an angel from its sphere, though the heart be old, 
Whispets comfort in our ear, though the heart be old; 

Saying, "Age, from out the tomb, 
Shall immortal youth assume. 

And Spring eternal bloom, where no heart is old!" 
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Carriers. Neale and Wilkinson 32 St Mary Axe E.C. Handbook post free. 

The man at Lincoln who declared at breakfast table that he often made a breakfast of 

apples. Observing half contemptuous [Crossed out.] 

[p.51] [Whole page crossed out.] 

smile on hearers' faces, he added, bluffly, "I can make a good breakfast of a couple 0' 

pounds o/apples. (Bettering his position by increasing the quantity he ate.) l84 

The rough, bluff manner of Lincoln folk.l85 

The common nor th country error - "I want this taking up to the house." 

Humour of the tap. Man comes in and orders drink just as landlord 

[p.52] [Whole page crossed out.] 

(a ftiend of his) is going out. Guest shouts: "Hye, Rasdall, l83 I want a word with you." 

Landlord replies, facetiously, "I won't take anything, thank you." "Who asked you?" 

toars guest. And repeats it several times, amid great laughter. Then landlord: "I was 

before with you, there! That's one to me! I got in before you, there!" And so on, 

twenty times, with air of immense jocosity, and amid general laughter. 

[p.53] [Whole page crossed out.] 

lS4 Cf. Ryecro/t, Summer 21,133-34: "At an inn in the north I once heard three men talking 
at their breakfast on the question of diet. They agreed that most people ate too much 
meat, and one of them went so far as to declare that, for his part, he rather preferred 
vegetables and fruit. 'Why,' he said, 'will you believe me that I sometimes make a breakfast 
of apples?' This announcement was received in silence; evidently the two listeners didn't 
quite know what to think of it. Thereupon the speaker, in a rather blustering tone, cried 
out, 'Yes, I can make a very good breakfast on two or three pounds o/apples.'" 

Gissing must have witnessed the incident duting his stay at the Satacen's Head, 298 
High street, Lincoln, from 13-18 April 1900. The hotel was owned by one William Rasdall. 

In Our Friend the Charlatan Dyce Lashmar, in his capacity of Parliamentary candidate, sets 
up his headquarters at the Saracen's Head in Hollingford. Cf Our Friend the Charlatan, 183, 
221,356-57, 360. 

185 Cf. Scrapbook, "Ideas": "The kindness of northern people, utterly lacking in tact ...." 
Also: Ryecro/t, Winter 14, 258: "The rude man of the north is ... but just emerged from 
batbarism... But the frank brutality of the man in all externals has been encouraged, rather 
than mitigated, by the coutse his civilization has taken, and hence it is that... he seems 
even yet stamped with the half-savagery of his folk as rhey were a century and a half ago." 

186 wi l l i a m Rasdall was the owner of the Saracen's Head, Lincoln. The same entry is found 
in the Scrapbook, "Ideas". Cf. note 184. 
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Outside a chapel - A-a-a-a-a-ally-Ioo-oo-yah! l87 

The English virtue-the magnificent vittue of Common Sense!188 

St Neots 

TheWoolpack.18» 

Houses plastered with buffor dull pinlt salmon tint here and there. 

The osier-beds (palm-willows) by the slow Ouse. Masses of celandines. 

[p.54] [Whole page ctossed out.] 

Here no "monuments ." Noth ing beautiful made by man-except church and a 

cottage or two or old garden. People have merely lived the decent lives, tranquil and 

laborious, which have built up English freedom.190 

Godmanchester Vicarage.191 Tithe rent charge £29. Net yearly value from 187 acres of 

glebe £304. 

187 Cf Scrapbook, "Ideas". 

188 Cf Ryecroft, Summer 20, 132: "This characteristic of theirs [Englishmen] they call 
Common Sense. To them, all things considered, it has been of vast service; one may even 
say that the rest of the world has profited by it not a little." 

189 The Woolpack was a public house in Church Street, St Neots. The landlord in 1900 was 
a Mr Lawson. 

190 Q£ Scrapboo]̂  "Localities & Notes on Nature. Science." See: Ryecroft, Winter 23, 285: "A 
pathway leads me by the winding of the river Ouse. Far on every side stretches a homely 
landscape, tilth and pasture, hedgerow and clustered trees, to where the sky rests upon the 
gentle hills. Slow, silent, the tiver lapses between its daisied banks, its grey-green osier 
beds. Yonder is the little town of St Neots. In all England no simplet bit of rural scenery;" 

Also: Letters of George Gissing to Gabrielle Fleur/, ed. Pierre Coustillas, 131: "Ah! if you had 
been with me at St Neots! The delicious silence of the fields! No sound but the latks 
singing! And the sense that no hateful city was anywhere near!" 

In Will Warburton, Gissing situates The Haws, the house whete Will Warburton's 
mothet and sistet live, at St Neots. It stands "[o]n rising ground, overlooking the green 
valley of rhe Ouse." (Cf Will Warburton, 50-1). 

191 In 1900, the Vicar of St Mary's, Godmanchestet, was Arthur Sloman. Crockford's Clerical 
Directory for 1900 gives his gross income as £349, i.e. inclusive of a tithe tent charge of £30. 
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At Grass. 

To quit man's world is not hard-rather a blessing.1 '2 But 

[p.55] [Whole page crossed out.] 

the song of the lark - the summer fields - the chime from grey old towers - the plash 

of tide in sandy coves - the quiet of a scented garden -

Cross Keys at St Neots. Kept by 2 girls.x93 

Big houses in London divided into two, with kitchen at top.'94 

[p.56] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Wakefield. 

In 1863 culminated the hopes of Liberalism and Cosmopolitanism. J.S. Mill and 

Gladstone in ascendant. Bright, Darwin ef; great forces. Conservative and patriotic 

reaction began with F[ranco]. Prussian], war. (death of T.W.G.)1^ 

Ceylon Pudding. (Silon) 

10.43 11-59 
Victoria]. 12.55 Dork[ing]. «rj 

192 Cf Ryecro/t, Autumn 12, 182-83: "... for death inspires me with no fear ... I read the 
names upon the stones, and find a deep solace in thinking that for all these the fret and 
fear of life are over." 

193 Cf Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Natute. Science." In 1900 the Cross Keys hotel, 
Matket Square, St Neots was owned by Miss Edith Ellen Cranstone. St Neots owes much of 
its development to the Old Great North Road which passes through it, and which left a 
rich legacy of important coaching inns and courtyards. The Cross Keys is one of them. 

1 9 4 Cf Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Nature. Science." 

1 9 î Cf. Scrapbook, "Ideas". Also: Georae Gissing 's Commonplace Book, ed. Jacob Korg (New York: 
NYPL, 1962) 46: "Between 1850 & 1874 unexampled prosperity in England, & it was the 
time of predominant Liberalism. Bet. 1854 & 1874, the fortunes paying Income Tax increase 
from £287,000,000 to £515,000,000. Especially the trading middle class-just come to 
power-which was enriched. Hence resulted a revival of the English conservative instinct; the 
ptosperous class lost its intetest in political & social progress. In 1874 & in 1886, the 
country answered loudly to Conservative appeal." 

Gissing's father, Thomas Wallet Gissing, was born in Hales worth in 1829 and died of 
some respiratory disease at Wakefield in 1870. 
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Dorking].1?6 4.5 L[ondon]. Bridge 5.33 

iona|onj. a.— p. 14 

[p.57] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Sat. Savile1«7 

Monday 
Tuesday 

Wed. 
Thursd. 

Sacher. 74 Cheaps.1*8 

ƒ Whale1*»/Tailor. 
\ Dorking Dorking 

Bullen.200 7.30. Dofldng. Roberts 
Pinker 1 o'clock. 
Savile.201 

Frid. 

S.E.R. [South-Eastern Railway.] 

Redhill 10.33 a e P -
Tonb. J. 11.52 dep. [Tonbridge Junction, between Redhill and Ashford.] 

Sandgate202 1.23 arr. 

'S6 C£ note 199 below. 

'97 On 21 April 1900 Edward Clodd and Gissing dined together at the Savile Club. 

198 Qç "j0 Gabrielle," 21 April 1900: "On Sunday I hope to see Sacher (though he has not 
yet replied to my invitation.)" The meeting took place a day later-on Monday-at Slater's, a 
restaurant, at 74 Cheapside. Demetrius (Mitchi) Sacher-Masoch was the son of the 
Austrian novelist Leopold von Sacher-Masoch. The latter's divorced wife was a friend of 
Gabrielle Fleury's. Gissing had met young Sacher-Masoch for the first time at Paris in 
October 1899. Also: Diary, 519: "Sun. Ort. S. [1899]... In afternoon to call upon Mme Sacher-
Masoch, the repudiated wife of the novelist, who married another woman in Heligoland. 
Has a son in business in London." 

x99 cf. George Gissing's Letters to Edward Clodd, 61: "Then, on April 24: 'To Whale's dinner, 
Gissing and Shorter there.'" Also: "To Gabrielle," 21 April 1900: "On Tuesday I shall go 
down to Dorking, and in the evening shall go to Whale's house, at Blackheath, where I am 
to pass the night." 

2 0 0 Cf "To Gabrielle," 21 April 1900: "Yesterday I saw Bullen, and he invited me to dine 
with him next Wednesday." 

2 0 1 Gissing and Clodd again went to the Savile Club on Thursday, 26 April, to dine with W. 
H. Hudson. See: George Gissing's Utters to Edward Clodd, ed. Pierre Coustillas (London: 
Enitharmon, 1973) 61. 
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[p.58] [Whole page crossed out.] 

The Grove, Highgate. 2°3 

Ladbroke Grove and neighb42°4 

Young man doing day's work thro ' love agony of some kind. 

to1 /* in. black Lisle thread socks 2/-

[p.59] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Rev. o/Reviews2°5 4/3 to Oct. 15. 

Athenäum 9/- to Oct. 20. 

Pub. Opinion 6/6 to Oct. 26. 

[p.6o] [Whole page crossed out.] 

The invalid woman who will not allow her family to be sacrificed to her.: 

The Lincolnshire Poaching song20? (Chappell). "For it's my delight.' 

2 0 2 On 28 April 1900 Gissing travelled to Sandgate where he stayed with H.G. Wells and his 
wife until 30 April, when he went to Newhaven to cross the Channel on his way back to 
Paris. Cf Diary, 524. 

203 Cf Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Natute. Science": "The Grove, Highgate. Georgian 
houses, with avenue of trees.-" Also: Our Friend the Charlatan, 48: "For himself, he [Lord 
Dymchurch] had rooms at Highgate Grove, not unpleasant lodgings in a picturesque old 
house...." 

2 0 4 Cf Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Nature. Science." 

205 Record of payments made, during Gissing's stay in London in the spring of 1900, for 
publications he subscribed to until the autumn ofthat year: Review of Reviews, Athenäum, and 
Public Opinion. Cf. [p.69] below. 

2 0 6 Cf Scrapbook, "Ideas". 
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Incivi l i ty o f w o m e n . T h e t w o w h o c a m e i n t o Jaeger ' s a n d b u r s t u p o n m y t a l k i n g . 2 0 8 

Fortnight ly £ 5 6 . 1 4 . " * 

[p.6i] 

2 0 7 The Lincolnshire Poacher 

When I was bound apprentice, in famous Lincolnsheer, 

Full well I served my master for more than seven year, 

Till I took up wirh poaching, as you shall quickly hear: -

OhI 'tis my delight of a shiny night, in the season of the year. 

As me and my comrades were setting of a snare, 

'Twas then we seed the gamekeeper-for him we did not care, 

For we can wrestle and fight, my boys, and jump o'er everywhere:-

Oh! 'tis my delight of a shiny night, in the season of the year. 

As me and my comrades were fighting four or five, 

And taking on him up again, we caught the hare alive; 

We caught the hare alive, my boys, and through the woods did steer:-

Oh! 'tis my delight of a shiny night, in the season of the year. 

Bad luck to every magistrate that lives in Lincolnsheet; 

Success to every poacher that wants to sell a hate; 

Bad luck to every gamekeeper that will not sell his deer:-

Oh! 'tis my delight of a shiny night, in the season of the year. 

Cf. Early Ballads: Illustrative of History, Traditions, and Customs; ALSO Ballads and Songs of the 

Peasantry o/England, edited by Robert Bell (London: George Bell & Sons, 1885) 436-37: "It is 

often very difficult to trace the locality of countrymen's songs, in consequence of the 

licence adopted by printers of changing the names of places to suit their own 

ne ighbourhoods ; bu t there is no such difficulty about The Lincolnshire Poacher. The oldest 

copy we have seen, pr in ted at York about 1776, reads 'Lincolnshire, ' and it is only in very 

m o d e r n copies tha t the venue is removed to other counties." 

Chappell was the leading publ isher of music in London. 

2 0 8 Cf. Scrapbook, "Ideas". 

2 0 9 Pinker, Gissing's agent, wrote to h i m on 20 February 1900, that the Fortnightly Review 

had accepted By the Ionian Sea for serialization. The r ights were sold for 120 guineas. We 

m u s t assume tha t it was agreed to pay Gissing in two instalments of £03 each. Allowing 

for a deduct ion of P inke r s 10% commission from £63, we arrive at the s u m of £56.143. 

entered here. As the first part of By the Ionian Sea appeared in the Fortnightly for May 1900, it 

seems reasonable ro date this first payment to May 1900. 
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H.H. Champion 2 1 0 

215 Collins St. 

Melbourne. 

The shouting of the birds at Box Hill.111 [Crossed out.] 

Sandgfate].212 4.55 1 

Lond. B[ridge]. 7.20 J [Crossed out.] 

Paris 7.15 [Crossed out.] 

Letters for England posted at S. Lazar 213 up to 8.30 p.m. without extra stamp. 

[p.62] [Whole page crossed out.] 

210 Champion, Henry Hyde (1859-1928). A tragic and nearly forgotten figure in the British 
Labour movement, Champion was a well-to-do Scotsman who devoted his money, 
journalistic talent, and energy to the Social Democratic Fedetation (SDF), which 
eventually expelled him; to the Labour Electoral Association, which also expelled him; and 
finally to the Lndependent Labour Party, which insulted him. Eccentricity, 
impetuousness, and a belief in Tory Socialism when it was unfashionable sapped his 
influence within the British Labour movement. In 1894, humiliated and "fleeced", 
Champion emigrated to Australia where he died on April 30, 1928. (See: Biographical 
Dictionary o/Modem British Radicals, vol. 3,1870-1914, A-K, eds., Joseph O. Baylen and Norbert 
J. Gossman (London: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1988) 192-95. 

Champion was a friend of Motley Roberts and it was through him that Gissing became 
friendly with him too. After his emigration to Australia he founded and edited The Book 
Lover of Melbourne, for which he teviewed Gissing's novels. In January 1900 Champion 
had published a review of The Crown o/Life in The Book Lover which Gissing liked a lot. We 
know of at least thtee lettets sent to Champion by Gissing, one of which was dated 9 May 
1900. The ptesent entry is clearly connected with this letter. Cf Collected Letters of George 
Gissing, Vol. 6, eds. Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthut C. Young, Pierre Coustillas (Athens, Ohio: 
Ohio UP, 1994) 79. 

211 Cf Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Nature. Science.", where the entry is dated to 1900. 
Also: Ryecrqft, Spring 21, 64. Gissing was a regular visitor at Flint Cottage, Geotge 
Meredith's home at Box Hill. He went thete again for a visit during his trip to England on 
27 April 1900. Cf "To Edward Clodd," 27 April 1900, George Gissing's Letters to Edward Clodd, ed. 
Pierre Coustillas (London: Enitharmon, 1973) 61: "Metedith seems to me in much better 
health than when I saw him a yeat ago. There is no somnolence, and a good vein of 
sprightly talk, inclining to teminiscence. He kept me to dinnet and was abundantly 
kind." 

212 Gissing's return journey from the Wellses at Sandgate, via Newhaven, to Paris on 1 May 1900. 

213 Railway station in Paris. 
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Untenability of old idea that women should be bowed down to and held free from 

obligations. 

Domestic cleanness ett Yes, bu t in moderation.2 1 4 And how few women have the 

common sense to secure that. 

The tragedy of man imparting his moral and intellectual progress to a woman whom 

he wrongly thinks able to understand him.215 

[p.63] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Only envy the rich for their power of hospitality.216 

The scolding mistress, and mean, who is astonished that servant "takes no interest in 

her work."217 

How absurd to generalize about women!218 

2 1 4 Cf Scrapbook, "Ideas": "The country parson who preaches a sermon agst. 'too much 
house-cleaning.'" 

Cf. George Gissing, "To Ellen," 13 September 1888, Collected Letters o/ George Gissing, eds. 
Paul F. Mattheisen, Atthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas (Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1992) 239-
40: "Then again, she [Gissing's mothet] seems strangely to have had eyes for nothing but a 
few defects of kitchen management... Now, is it worth sacrificing this human ptogtess & 
peace for the sake of making sure that there is nothing in the kitchen that might not be 
bettet?... No, but then of course the inhabitants of a house must unite in recognizing that 
the mind is of more account than the body. Mothet would grant you that, hypothetically; 
but we know sadly enough that her practice is in ptecisely the opposite ditection. It is a 
sad, sad thing that anyone should be rendered incapable of spiritual activity by ceaseless 
regard for kitchen-ware & the back-door steps." 

2 1 5 After the evident failure of his effotts to (re)educate his two wives, Gissing may well 
have been thinking of his own (ttagic) fate. 

2 1 6 Cf. Ryecro/t, Wintet 3, 231: "That is one of the bittet cuises of povetty; it leaves no right 
to be generous." 

2 1 7 Mts Cross in Will Warburton. 

218 Cf George Gissing's American Notebook: Notes - G.R.G. - 1877, ed. Bouwe Postmus (Lewiston/ 
Queenston/Lampeter: Edwin Meilen Press, 1993) 40: "Commonplaces about 'the 
women.'" 

See: "To Gabtielle Fleury," [December] 18, [1898], Collected Letters of George Gissing, ed. Paul 
F. Mattheisen, Arthut C. Young, Pierre Coustillas, vol. 7 (Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1995) 
248: "Then again, I much dislike generalisations about women. They ate just as unfait as 
generalisations about men. A woman is an individual. I utterly resent the thought that 
Gabtielle should be classed among a multitude. She is herself; a woman, yes, but also a 
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The gentle, delicate-fibred husband who has become slave to coarse wife and 

daughters-all his hopes in life long over. 

[p.64] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Vand[enesse].219 22.95 (3) 

Vand[enesse]. 15 (1) 

Baggage . 1 0 

Pourboire . 2 0 

Omnibus 8.0 

Omnibus 8.0 

The Eng. Sunday220 - the French servant - Dickens said French Sunday 

"uncomfortable."221 

human being." 
Also, cf. Our Friend the Charlatan, 141: "I hate talk about women. We've had enough of it; it has 

become a nuisance-a cant, like any othet. A woman is a human being, not a separate 
species." 

219 Cf Diary, 524: "Frid. May 15. [1900] ... Left Gare de Lyon at 10.30, evening, and reached 
Vandenesse at 8 in morning, whence an hour's drive to St Honoré." 

Also, cf George Gissing, "To Edward Clodd," 6 May 1900, George Gissing 's Letters to Edward 
Clodd, éd. Piètre Coustillas (London: Enitharmon Press, 1973) 63: "Our departute is fixed for 
the 25th of this month, and we go to St Honoré (Nièvre) in the centte of Ftance, where we 
have taken the Villa des Roses until the end of October. This will be easiet, as regards 
journey, than going to the Alps; the distance is only six hours from Paris. The villa is roomy 
and comfortable; I hope to work there very steadily all through the months of sunshine." 

2 2 0 Cf Ryecro/t, Summer 4,85-7. 

2 2 1 Cf John Forster, The Life o/Charles Dickens, ed. A.J. Hoppe, vol. 1 (London: Everyman-Dent, 
1969) 442: Next day he [Dickens] took anothet long walk about the streets [of Patis], and lost 
himself fifty times. This was Sunday, and he hatdly knew what to say of it, as he saw it thete 
and then. The bitter observance of that day he always sharply resisted, believing a little 
rational enjoyment to be not opposed to either rest or religion; but hete was anothet matter. 
'The dirty churches, and clattering carrs and waggons, and the open shops (I don't think I 
passed fifty shut up, in all my strollings in and out), and the wotk-a-day dresses and 
drudgeries, are not comfottable. Open theatres and so forth I am well used to, of course, by 
this rime; but so much toil and sweat on what one would like to see, apart from religious 
observances, a sensible holiday, is painful.' At Arcachon (Dec. 1901 to January 1902) Gissing 
undertook for Chapman & Hall an abridgment of Fotstet's Life o/Dickens. 

Also, see: Charles Dickens, "To John Forstet," 22 and 23 Nov. 1846, The Letters o/Charles 
Dickens, ed. Kathleen Tillotson, vol. 4, Pilgrim Edition (Oxford: Clarendon, 1977) 660. 
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Nature's cruelty. The green-yellow little spider on cup of sparge, and the dead bee. 

frayed - dowdy -

Tea. z bis Rue du Havre. Souchong (5 francs). 

i4R[ue].Cavallotti.Z23 

[p.66] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Pine-wood under sunshine. Dark-roofed; no glint on leaves; a few trunks sunlighted 

down one side, and sun falling on moss below, in strips of bright green.224 

She prides self on having no habits. 

My dreams under a thousand forms, always suggest obstruction or embarrassment. 225 

2 2 2 Cf. [p.64] above: "Vand[enesse]. 22.95 [3)-" 

" 3 This was the address in Paris of Mme N. Mortier, a friend of Gabrielle's, whom Gissing 
mentioned in a letter to Morley Roberts of 16 January 1903. Gissing suggested she might 
translate Roberts' novel The Colossus. 

2 2 4 Ci. Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Nature. Science." 

225 Cf Jacob Korg, ed., George Gissing 's Commonplace Book (New York: NYPL, 196z) 26: "Twice 
or thrice a year I dream of my Farher, & always with one circumstance characterizing the 
dream. Though he appears to me in very different places, & under very different 
conditions, he is invariably, for a reason unknown, held beyond the possibility of intimate 
association ... I remember one dream in which he seemed to be living in the same house, 
but hopelessly shut away. At times I have felt a passionate desire to approach him, & have 
even done so with words of affection, but he never responded; his manner was always 
abstracted, unconscious, at best coldly aware of m e - Very strange, this characteristic of 
dreams about one long dead." Also, cf Pierre Coustillas, "Gissing's Reminiscences of His 
Father: An Unpublished Manuscript," English Literature in Transition, Volume 32, Number 4, 
1989, p. 419. 
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Her brother, who will never marry, frightened by the example of his parents.2 2 6 

[p.67] [Whole page crossed out.] 

The struggle over "going into society." 

Absolute disregard of other people's convenience et 

Her wrangling when he paid liberally or gave money et 

Father of heroine. Study of good man made hypocritical by weakness. 

The husband ashamed ever to return to holiday place, because of wife's meanness. 

[p.68] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Reciprocity of evil infl. bet. England and US.22? 

Bourget 31 Oct. the last number. 

Cartland (Birmingham)228 

116 Evidently the reference is to Herbert James Underwood (1847-1907), the brother of 
Gissing's second wife, Edith Underwood. He was the oldest of the six children of James 
Underwood and Annie Underwood, ne'e Neville. Herbert James Underwood was a 
monumental mason, like his father. Gissing was correct in pointing out his reluctance to 
getting married. Herbert James Underwood waited until he was 55, before he decided to 
take the plunge in 1902. In a letter to Clara Collet (23 Jan. 1897) Gissing described him as 
"the only one of Edith's telatives who has either sense or decency." (Collected Letters, Vol. 6, p. 
223). Also, cf Collected Letters, Vol. 1, p. xxxix. 

2 2 7 Cf. Ryecro/t, Summer 22, 136: "Easy to understand that some thete are who see nothing 
but evil in the influence ofthat vast commonwealth." [USA] 

228 James Cartland and Son Lim., Brassfounders, 68 & 72, Constitution Hill, Birmingham. 
The firm had showrooms in London at 57, Holborn Viaducr, E.C. 
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There is a sacredness about the meal of tea. It is prepared with smiles. It marks end of 

the domestic work-for mistress at all events.229 

a l l 
154 

UP-*] 
Athenäum to Ap. 19. 1902. 

Rev. of Reviews to Ap. 1902. 

Slippers - Razor - Marches - Note paper and env*23° 

L.C.Elson2 3 1 

811 Beacon Sr. 

Bosron, Mass. 

Aug. 3. [1901] weight in clothes stone 11.3V4 

without 10.8 V4231 

2 2 9 Cf. Commonplace Book, 26. Jacob Korg, the editor of the Commonplace Book, dates that entry 2 
June 1900. Also: Ryecro/t, Winter 6, 236-38. 

2 3 0 List of items Gissing brought with him on arrival at the East Anglian Sanatorium at 
Nayland, Suffolk, June 24,1901. 

2 3 1 Elson, Louis Charles (1848-1920), Boston-bom music critic and teacher, was music editor 
of the Boston Advertiser (1886-1920) and for forty years a teacher at the New England 
Conservatory of Music. Gissing first met him in Boston 1876. In letters to Rachel White (8 
December 1901) and Pinker (2 March 1902) Gissing refers to Elson's visiting him in the 
Sanatorium at Nayland. (Collected Letters, vol.8, 284,354). 

2 3 2 Cf George Gissing & H.G. Wells: A Record o/thetr Friendship ani Correspondence, ed. Royal A. Gettmann 
(London: Rupert Hatt-Davis, 1961) 191: "To Wells," 2 Aug. 1901: "Of myself I can only say that 
I have got up to 10 stone 9, without clothing-which I think I ought not to go beyond." 

Also, Henry Hick's Recollections of George Gissing, ed. Pierre Coustillas (London: Enitharmon, 
1973) 62: "To Hick," 8 Aug. 1901: "My weight (puris natutalibus) is now about 10 st. 8, and I 
don't think I can stand mote." 

C£ Suffolk Recotd Office, Bury St Edmunds Branch, Register of Patients 1896-Dec. 
1920, ID 507/6/1, East Anglian Sanatorium Company Ltd., p. 10, N° 138: Mt Geo. Gissing of 
Arundell St., Strand. C/o J. B. Pinker Esq., Effingham Ho. Complaint P. T. Came 246.01. Went 
10.8.01. Result: Slightly improved. Died 1906. [sic] 

233 Dr Robert Koch (1843-1910), Nobel prize winning, German bacteriologist (Betlin) and 
discoverer of the tuberculosis bacillus. He attended the International Tuberculosis 
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Koch on Sanatoria. 233 

[p-7°] 
F. G. Stringerz34 J. W. Fell235 

Dr Mabel Paine2?6 

Miss R. E. White237 

Miss Althéa Gyles238 

Congress, held in London, 22-26 July, 1501, where Dr Jane Walker, the Director of the East 
Anglian Sanatorium at Nayland, Suffolk, read a paper entitled "Sanatorium Treatment of 
Phthisis Among the Poor." It was published in Transactions of the Bntish Congres on Tuberculosis 
/or the Prevention of Consumption: London, July 22nd to 26th, 1901, vol. II (London: William Clowes 
and Sons, 1902) pp. 410-12. 

234 cf Suffolk Record Office, Bury St Edmunds Branch, Register of Patients 1896-Dec. 
1920, ID 507/6/1, East Anglian Sanatorium Company Ltd., p. 13, No 173: "Mt Stringer, 20 
Thames Street, Kingston-on-Thames. Complaint P[ulmonaty]. Tuberculosis]. Came 2-4-
01. Went 15-3-02. Result: Wotse." In another column there is the additional entry: "Dead." 

235 Cf Suffolk Record Office, Bury St Edmunds Branch, Register of Patients 1896-Dec. 
1920, ID 507/6/1, East Anglian Sanatorium Company Ltd., p. 12, N" 162: "Mt J. W. Fell, 6 
Plane Trees, New Pellon, Halifax. Complaint Pulmonary]. Tuberculosis]. Came 4-3-01. 
Went 6-1-02. Much improved." In a latei column thete is the additional comment: "Quite 
well." John William Fell (Bethnal Gteen, 1860-Dewsbury, 1909) kept in touch with 
Gissing. Cf Diary, 545: "Letter from J. W. Fell, who is seemingly strong and well after 
fearful wintet at Halifax. In his case the Sanatorium cure seems to have been genuine." 

2 3 6 Dr Mabel Paine (1874-1937) was resident medical officer at Nayland Sanatorium from 
1901 till 1903. She graduated M.B. and B.S. from the London School of Medicine fot 
Women in 1900. 

237 Cf. Suffolk Record Office, Bury St Edmunds Branch, Register of Patients 1896-Dec. 
1920, ID 507/6/1, East Anglian Sanatorium Company Ltd., p. 11: "Miss R. E. White of Craig 
Tag, Dundee, Newnham Coll. Cambtidge. Complaint Pulmonary]. Tuberculosis]. Came 
2-4-01. Went 10-09-01. Much improved." In another column thete is the additional 
comment: "Quite well." Rachel Evelyn White (1867-1943) was a teachet of classics at 
Newnham College. Gissing latet botrowed some of her character traits fot the heroine of 
his short story "Miss Rodney's Leisure." 

z3 8 Cf Suffolk Record Office, Bury St Edmunds Btanch, Register of Patients 1896-Dec. 
1920, ID 507/6/1, East Anglian Sanatorium Company Ltd., p. 14, N° 188: "Miss A. Gyles, 9 
Ctesswell Gdns, S. Kensington. Complaint ? P[ulmonary]. Tuberculosis]. Came 21-05-01. 
Went 22-05-02. Result: Improved." 

Alrhea Gyles (1868-1949), Insh artist and poet. She designed the covets fot Yeats's The 
Secret Rose (1897), Poems (1899 and later editions), and The Wind Among the Reeds (1899). Yeats 
wrote an essay on her in The Dome (1898), and a note on het vetse in A Treasury ojIrish Poetry, 
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Miss Walker M.D.239 

On leaving Sanatorium], weighed in clothes 156 lb. 

Weight 

Aug. H 72 K. 

Aug. 21 73 . 20024° 

Aug. 29 73 . 3OO 

Sept. 3 73.4OO 

Sept. 10 73 

Sept. 19 7 4 . 4 0 0 

Oct. 2 75 (nearly) 

eds. Stopford A. Brooke and T. W. Rolleston (London, 1900). Arthur Symons (1865-1945) in a 
letter to Rowland Strong of 29 July 1900 wrires that Miss Gyles at the time was in deplorable 
health and utter poverty. It is not made clear whether she is suffering from anaemia or 
consumption, but Symons indicates that henceforth Miss Gyles was to be passed from friend 
to friend, intermittently in hospital or in a nursing home, gradually receding into obscurity 
and squalor. Evidently, Miss Gyles was nutsed at the East Anglian Sanatorium, when Gissing 
was sent thete in the summer of 1901. We print the text (1898) of one of het poems: 

SYMPATHY 
The colour gladdens all your heart 
You call it heaven, dear, bur I-
Now Hope and I are far apart-
Call it the sky. 

I know that Nature's tears have wet 
The world with sympathy, butyou-
Who know nor sorrow yer-
Call it the dew. 

Cf W.B. Yeats, "A Symbolic Artist and the Coming of Symbolic Art," The Dome, n.s. Vol. I, 
No. 3 (Decembet 1898) 233-37. On the pages preceding this article four of Miss Gyles' drawings 
are printed ("A Knight and His Lady," "The Raven of Noah," "Lilith," and "Deitdté"). 

Also: Ian Fletcher, "Poet and Designer: W. B. Yeats and Althéa Gyles," Yeats Studies, Numbet 
1, eds. Robett O'Dtiscoll and Lotna Reynolds (Shannon: Irish Univetsity Press, 1971) 42-79. 

2 3 9 Dt Jane H. Walket (1859-1938) was the ditectot in chatge of the East Anglian Sanatorium 
in Nayland, Suffolk, to which Gissing was admitted on 24 June 1901. He left the institution on 
10 August 1901. Cf Mattha S. Vogelet, "People Gissing Knew: Dr Jane Walker," Gissing Journal, 
vol. XXIX, number 2, April 1993,1-10. 

240 Cf George Gissing, "To Wells," 21 Aug. 1901: "That I am not likely to lose here what I 
gained at Nayland is cleat from the fact that last week I gained a little mote than 1 kilo in 
weight." Also: GabtielleFleury, "To Clara Collet," 25 Aug. [1901]: "...in the last week he gained 
1 kilo 200...." 
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Oct. 16 76 
Oct. 26 77 
Nov. 6 75 
Nov. 13 76 
Nov. 2 1 7f 
Dec. 2 78 

[P-7i] 
Eng. lb. 453 gr. 

Now and then, lancinating pain jus t undet t ight (left, lately] last rib. [Crossed out.] 

Nev^rs].2*2 12.53 | Paris 8.50 

Pat[is]. 5.37 J Nev. 2.25 [Crossed out.] 

Noise in going to sleep.243-

Eczema.2<W-

Butning cheeks at 6" o'clock. 

[P-7*] 
Tannet - Ctickmay - Gt ew - Popplewell. 

Commercial Knowledge - A. Warren.2« Munay 2/6. [Crossed out.] 

^ 1 Cf. Gabrielle Fleury, "To Wells," 22 Nov. 1901: "George is now weighing 77 kilos." 

^ 2 Cf. Diary, 540: "After that we were guests [of the Saglios] at Tazières till end of 
November. I then went up to Paris, and saw Chauffard, who shook his head and advised 
the winter at Arcachon. To Arcachon I went." The nearest railway station for Tazières was 
Nevers. 

^ ï Gissing continuously complained of his inability to sleep during his stay at Atcachon. 

244 Cf Letters of George Gissma to Gabnelle Fleury, 23 Jan. 1902: "The forehead is better. Also: 20 
February 1902: "My forehead is considerably better." 

245 Warren, Algernon. Commercial Knowledge: A Manual of Business Metkods and Transactions. Lon
don: John Murray, 1901. In January 1902, while staying at Arcachon, Gissing began to 
think seriously about a new novel "that the expenses of 1902 may be provided for." (Letters 
of George Gissing to Gabrielle Fleury, 146). The thinking out of the novel that was to be Will 
Warburton was completed by the end of the month. In a lettet (22 Jan. 1902) to his agent 
Pinker, Gissing asks him to send Warren's book. (Collected Letters, vol. 8, 319). 
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The ideal of honesty and pride. Cannot bear to give pain or humiliate. Over-generous 

in payment of services. Excessive delicacy towards inferiors-yet vehement self-

respect. Opt imism as regards prosperity. Delight in giving.- English art of life-scorn 

of the little and inessential- Hatred of anything 

[p-73] 

underhand, mean complicities2*»5 etf- Can't bear to humiliate even a blackguard.*47 

Ms. paper - pens - ink - hair - Rubempré.2 4 8 [Crossed out. 

A. Saglio's24^ loss of 800 fr. and selling books. [Crossed out.] 

Art is the satisfying and abiding expression of the zest of life.25° [Crossed out.[ 

Valescure, S'. Raphael. ^ 1 

[p.74] [Whole page crossed out.] 

24,5 Cf Ryecro/t, Winter 25, 290: "I see the true-born son of England, his vigour and his 
virtues yet unimpaired. In his blood is the instinct of honour, the scorn of meanness;" 

2 4 7 C£ Commonplace Book, 6y: "Why is it so painful to me to see even a blackguard 
humiliated?" 

248 Lucien de Rubempré is the name of a young poet from Angoulême, who goes to Paris 
to make his fortune. He is a major character in Balzac's Les Illusions perdues (1837-43) a n d 
Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes (1838-47). It is not clear why Gissing should refer to him in 
this context. 

™>9 Alfred Saglio (1823-1893) was the manager of the foundry at Fourchambault. He was a 
relative of Gabrielle's. 

25° Cf Ryecro/t, Spring 20, 59: "It has occurred to me that one might define Art as: an 
expression, satisfying and abiding, of the zest of life." Also: Commonplace Book, 69: "Might 
one define Ait as a satisfying and abiding expression of the zest of life?" 

2 4 1 Cf Letters o/Geotge Gissing to Gabrielle Fleury, 150: "The W[illiamson]s have spoken to me of 
a place called Valescute, near St Raphael, which is called the Arcachon of the South. Do you 
know anything of it? It seems to be situated among pines, inland, and to have a climate 
less exciting than that of the Riviera. The Williamsons are going to make inquiries about it 
for me." (26 January 1902). 
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Bligny, Champrosay, Versailles, Forges les Bains, Ormesson, Buzenval, Noisy le 

Grand, Villiers s. Marne, Bois-Colombes - all in Seine et Oise.2 '* 

Je suis laid, et je souffre d'être laid. Je vois d'ici que ça te contrarie. Mais tranquillise-

toi. J'essaierai de me faire beau au dedans. 253 

Les étalages des bouchers le vendredi saint à Paris.254 

Bells go to Rome.2 5 5 

[p.75] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Il y a des engueulades! J'aime bien quand il y a des enges25e 

Fluctuation, proving struggle. 

S'agit to find a climate, to eat and sleep. 

Sea? - Objects to Medit., bu t not to Manche, and Ocean. 

2 5 2 Cf Letters of George Gissing to Gabrielle Fleury, 160: "I have just seen a map of France, where are 
marked all the places chosen for sanatoria. In the dept of Seine-et-Oise, I note the following: 
Bligny, Champrosay, Versailles, Forges-les-Bains, Ormesson, Buzenval, Noisy-le-Grand, 
Villiers-sur-Marne, Bois-Colombes. Is this list any use, I wonder?" (27 March 1902). 

253 Editor's translation: I am ugly, and it distresses me to be ugly. I can see from here that 
it's upsetting you. But set yout mind at rest. I shall try to make myself beautiful on the 
inside. 

Cf. the MS of George Gissing 's Commonplace Book (Berg Collection, NYPL) 45: "Anthiet's 
btothet had been obliged, for some official reason, to cut his hair very short. He wrote to 
his mothet: 'Je suis laid, maman, et je souffre d'être laid. Je vois d'ici que ça te conttatie. 
Mais ttanquillise-toi, j'essaierai de me faire beau au dedans.'" Korg omitted the entry from 
his edition of the Commonplace Book (1962). 

254 cf George Gissing 's Commonplace Book, 65: "At Paris, on night before Good Friday, there is a 
great slaughteting of beasts, and the butchers make exhibition of the meat on Friday-the 
shops being closed, but inside visible through the grillage. Sale begins on Sat. morning." 

255 cf George Gissing'5 Commonplace Book, 49: "Bells do not ring in Catholic countries from 
morning of Thursday to evening of Saturday-before and after Good Friday. In France they 
say: 'Les cloches vont à Rome.'" 

25 6 These words ["They are cursing and swearing, I love it when they are cursing and 
swearing."] were spoken by Cognât, one of Gissing's blackguardly fellow lodgers at 
Arcachon. 

Cf. MS of Gissing's Commonplace Book (Berg Collection, NYPL) 45: "Cognat's cry of delight 
in opening his newspaper: 'Il y a des engeulades [sic]! J'aime bien quand il y a des 
engeulades!'" The entry was omitted from Korg's edition of George Gissing's Commonplace Book 
(1962). 
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C'est la grande question, quand arrive la fin de saison, de savoir où envoyer les 
malades. 257 

You oiyht to have made much more progress.^8 

Cognât and Anthier exulting in humiliation of aristocrat as soldier. 259 

[p.76] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Life of Cruikshank. Blanchard Jerrold.2*0 

Hatred of uned. French (including peasantry) for Eng4 due entirely to newspapers-

esp. Petit Journal2 6 1 and Rochefort.262 

Man who says about everything: "What courage it requires!" For instance taking 

house. Never dared anything himself 

2 5 7 Gissing's notes of Dr Festal's findings and advice. See next footnote. 

258 On Wednesday April 23, 1902 Gissing said good-bye to his doctor at Arcachon. Dr 
Alfred François Festal (1858-1936) had been treating Gissing from December 1901 to late 
Aptil 1902. These must have been his final recommendations. Cf Diary, 542. 

259 Cf George Gissing's Commonplace Book, 65: "The malicious glee with which A[n]thier and 
Cognât spoke of humiliation of a rich man's son in military service. 'C'est bien ça. Ça lui 
apprend qu'il ne vaut pas mieux que les autres." Louis Marius Cognât (1878-1903) and 
Anthier were two young Frenchmen who were staying with Gissing at the Villa Souvenir 
in Arcachon. He wrote about them in his Diary for 8 April 1902: "Companions two young 
Frenchmen-Cognat, a Normalien, and Anthiet, in business;... Nevet have I lived so long 
in the company of blackguards. Cognar is an educated peasant; Anthier only to be 
described as a cad. Impossible to give an idea of the filthiness of their minds and the 
grossness of their talk. They are petty, envious, malicious; always jeering or sneering at 
someone or other." 

2 6 0 Jerrold, (William) Blanchard (1826-1884). The Life of George Cruikshank, in Two Epochs. 2 Vols. 
London: Chatto and Windus, 1882. 

2 6 1 Cf George Gissing's Commonplace Book, 46: "Hatred of England among French lower folk is 
due mostly to influence of the Petit Journal." 

2 ° 2 Henri, Matquis de Rochefort-Luçay (1831-1913), French journalist, republican 
politician and writet. In 1868 he established La Lanterne. He defended the Commune of 
Paris, for which he was exiled to New Caledonia (1872). After escaping from thete, he lived 
at Geneva until he was granted an amnesty in 1880. Upon his return to Paris he set up 
L'Intransigeant. 
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{ 747Arc[achon]. 

11.23 Bayonne 

[P-77] 
Arc[achon].l63 

S[t].J[ean].deL[uz]. 

Arcfachon]. 

S[t].J[ean].deL[uz]. 

I M ) : ? 

7-51 J 7 , 

2d class, 17 francs 

3d class, 11 " [Crossed out from top of page.] 

"Friend, I know nothing of your technical terms. My razor is blunt , and I want it 

sharpened!" 

[p.78] [Whole page crossed out.] 

"On n'est jamais honnête que par prudence - n'est-ce pas? Par temp[éramen] tout le 

monde est plus ou moins filou." Assent!26* 

"Prof- has detected the variability of a star in the constellation of Lyra."26* 

263 c£ Diary, 542, 24 April 1902: "With great gladness, said good-bye to Arcachon. Took the 
7.42am. train, and reached S. Jean de Luz at mid-day." 

After spending a month in St Jean de Luz in search of suitable lodgings, Gissing 
returned to Paris to fetch Gabrielle and her mothet. They then settled in St Jean de Luz in 
July 1902, staying until July 1903, when their year's lease expired. Very soon after their 
arrival Gissing started work on his novel, Will Worburton, making use of St Jean de Luz as a 
setting for some of its scenes. Cf Will Warburton, 131-32, 243-55. 

264 c f Commonplace Book, 65: "Rematked Thibault: 'On n'est jamais honnête que pat 
pruden-ce,-n'est-ce pas? Par tempétament, tout le monde est plus ou moins felon [sic].' 
And there followed a general murmur of assent-as to a commonplace." In all probability 
Thibault was a fellow lodger of Gissing's at the Villa Souvenir in Arcachon. Gissing had 
used the name (marginally modified) for one of the characters in The Crown o/Life: Thibaut 
Rossignol, Dt Derwent's personal servant. 

^ 5 Cf Atherueum, N° 3886, April 19, 1902, p. 502: "Science Gossip Mr Stanley Williams, of 
Hove, Brighton, has detected the variability of a stat in the constellation Lyra..." 

Also: Athenäum, N° 3897, July 5, 1902, p. 36: "Mr Stanley Williams, of Hove, Brighton, 
announces (Astr. Nach. No. 3796) a new variable star in the constellation Lyra..." 
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Migne's Patrologia Grxca et Latina.256 387 Vo (£210) 

"Ne vous expliquez point, si vous voulez vous entendre. ' 

Diderot (Paradoxe sur le comédien).26? 

[P-79] 
"A small child was chanting that primitive lay / 5 8 which strongly recommends the 

ladybird to go home as fast as she can, adding a purely gratuitous fabrication as to the 

charming condition of her house and family." [Crossed out.] 

Mile Julia 

Hôtel Julia 

Pont-Aven26» 

Finistère. 

2 6 6 Jacques-Paul Migne (1800-1875), French priest who edited and published hundreds of 
volumes of the writings of the Church fathers. Gissing consulted various volumes when 
preparing for Veranilda. 

Cf MS of George Gtssmg's Commonplace Book (Berg Collection, NYPL) 45: "Migne's Parrologia 
Graeca & Lat* consist of 387 vo. Adt4 fot £210." Korg omitted the entry from his edition of 
the Commonplace Book (1962). 

z67 Cf Diderot, "Paradoxe sur le comédien" (1773), Oeuvres, ed. André Billy, Bibliothèque 
de la Pléiade (Paris, 1951) 1035: "Et demeurez plus que jamais attaché à votre maxime: Ne 
vous expliquez point si vous vouiez vous entendre." [And more than ever you must remain attached 
to your maxim: ifyou want to be understood, do not explain yourself.] In an eatliet version of rhe 
work Diderot made clear that this was his adaptation of the Latin motto: Nil explicate, 
adding that it had long since been his favourite aphotism, the utility and wisdom of 
which he found confirmed every day. 

An identical entry occurs in the MS of George Gissing 's Commonplace Book (p.46); it was 
omitted from Korg's edition of the Commonplace Book (1962). 

z6s The tefetence is to the familial nursery rhyme: Lady Bird, Lady Bird, / Fly away home, / 
Your house is on fire, / Your children will burn. 

2<î9 Dr Festal, Gissing's doctor at Atcachon, had suggested either a resort on the Channel 
coast or on rhe Atlantic Ocean as suitable for his further recuperation (cf. note 236). Pont-
Aven, with its colony of paintets, was in all probability suggested as a likely place by the 
Williamsons (see next note). 
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Mrs Williamson2?0 

White Hall 

Hampton Court. 

[p.8o] 

Expl"î of the saignant idea about Eng. meat.2?1 

Ljouis]. C[ognat].272 

Aux soins de -

Madame Cognât 

7, rue Lacépède [In the margin: 90.70 

Paris. V. 3 
272.10] 

a.m. p.m. 

S1. Jean 8.31 "» Cambo 5.34 

Cambo273 9.59 J S'. Jean 7.51 [Crossed out.j 

Thro' ticket permits stop at Bordeaux. 

27° Alice Muriel Williamson (1869-1933) and her husband Charles Norris Williamson sent 
Gissing a bouquet of flowers when he was staying at Arcachon. The next day, Christmas 
Day 1901, Gissing called on the couple who had come down from Calais to Botdeaux in an 
automobile. There is a reference to Gissing in their book The Lightning Conductor (1903), a 
popular account of their motoring trip through France. Cf. The Letters of George Gissing to 
Gabrielle Fleury, ed. Pierre Coustillas (New Yotk: NYPL, 1964) 145. 

27J Cf Ryecro/t, Wintet 7, 240-42; Ryecrojt, Winter 8, 243: "Now, in this mattet of English 
meat." 

272 Cf note 259 above. 

273 Before finally deciding on S. Jean de Luz as a suirable resort, having spent the winter at 
the Villa Souvenir in Arcachon, Gissing toyed with the idea of going to Cambo, a small 
resorr in rhe Basque country. In a letter ro Gabrielle (25 April 1902), written from S. Jean, he 
informs her of his plan to visit Cambo: "Of course I shall go and have a look at Cambo .... 
Ptobably one day will be enough-unless I saw something which required thinking 
about." (Letters of George Gissing to Gabrielle Fleury, ed. Pierre Coustillas, 162). 

An entry in Gissing's Commonplace Book (p. 66) is based upon a visit to Cambo; the 
connection is established through Gabrielle's "Recollections": "The lirtle invalid at 
Maison Bortigatray. His father, at table, sends out foi bottle of wine. 'Faut-il la payer?' asks 
child anxiously. And the mother-'Naturellement! Il faut tout payed.' And she adds-
'Pauvre petit! Il n'y a qu'à se laisset vivte et il s'inquiète de tout.'" 
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S< Jean174 1.44 Bord. 8.28 

Bordeaux 6.21 Paris 5-19 1 

5 29 J 

5-19 1 

5 29 J 

[p.81] 
Villa Derraces275 

Villa Catalina (R. du Midi)27fi 

Arrival at S\ Jean 7 1 1 / 2 

May 5 73 Vi (600 g. clothing extra 

May 9 74 

May 17 74. 250 

May 22 74. 500 

Reri 400 f. 

Rimbault. 29.30 

Louise277 100 

Assurance. 25.35 

Train 272.10 

Omnibus 5 £. 

P. vitesse278 25.50 

Ebéniste. 184. 

Rent 412.70 

Coffre 40.60 

Baggage 16.35 

[p.82] [Whole page crossed out.] 

274 Cf. Diary, 546, 22 May 1902: "Left S. J de L by 1.44 train. Bordeaux to dinner. Walked 
about streets a little. Night at Hotel Commercial, oppfosite] station. Frid. May 23. Fog and 
drizzle at Bordeaux. Left by 8.28. Paris at 5.30." 

275 In the Stjcan de Luz Gazette ana Visitors List for Saturday, lz December [1903], there is a refe
rence to a local villa named "villa Dettas". As the pronunciarion of the name is similar to 
that of "Detraces", Gissing may have been misled by a name he had only heard. 

z76 Cf Diary, 543, 30 April 190z: "Went into S. Jean, and saw a villa which seemed likely-
Villa Catalina. Wtote to the owner about it-a Miss Watson at Pau." 

277 Gissing's servant at 13 Rue de Siam, Paris. Cf. Diary, 519: 11 Oct. 1899: "Our servant, 
Louise, down with diphtheria...." 

2 7 8 Cf Letters of George Gissing to Gabrielle Fleury, ed. Pierre Cousrillas, 151,4 Feb. 190z: "I like to 
think of you in my poor little srudy. Have you put my books on the shelves-those that 
came from Aurun by petite vitesse, and those you brought from Tazières? No doubt, you 
have." 
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Not only the monk, bu t the man of letters, has his fits of acedia.275 

Church bells only good far off And this applies to all things of men-I only care to 

view them from afar.28" 

The lack of music - gratitude to those ett2 8 1 

Health and joy in old days after good bout of work.282 

Old delight in reading a novel.283 

[p.83] [Whole page crossed out.] 

Bank holiday.284 

Towns without booksellers. 

We feel that ostensible is not the same as real writer.285 

279 Acedia: torpor; intellectual or spiritual lethargy; apathy. 

2 8 0 Cf Will Warburton, 232: "From away down the river sounded the bells of Lambeth 
Church, their volleying clang softened by distance to a monotonous refrain...." 

2 8 1 Cf. Ryecroft, Summer 26,147-48: "Of late, I have been wishing for music... It is well for 
me that I cannot hear music when I will; assuredly I should not have such intense pleasure 
as comes to me now and then by haphazard. As I walked on, forgetting all about the 
distance, and reaching home before I knew I was halfway thete, I felt gratitude to my 
unknown benefactor-" 

282 Cf Ryecroft, Winter 5, 234-35. 

283 Cf Commonplace Book, 46: "Reading in youth is so delightful and profitable because we 
have then no responsibilities and no preoccupations." 

2 8 4 Cf Ryecroft, Summer 8, 518: "I remember an August bank-holiday, when, having for 
some reason to walk all across London, I unexpectedly found myself enjoying the strange 
desertion of great streets, and from that passed to surprise in the sense of something 
beautiful." 

2 5 Cf Ryecroft, Autumn 21, 211: "Starvation, it is true, does not necessarily produce fine 
literature; but one feels uneasy about these carpet-authors. To the two or three who have a 
measure of conscience and vision, I could wish, as the best thing, some calamity which 
would leave them friendless in the stteets." 
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Autobiog. form only possible to D[ickens]. at maturity of his talent.2-86 

Thack[eray]'s Esmond and Lyndon.287 

Ch. Bronte288 acca world. 

[P-»4] 
Author at Grass.z89 

2 8 6 Cf George Gissing, Charles Dickens: A Critical Study (London: The Gresham Publishing 
Company, 1902) 59. 

Also: John Forster, The Life of Charles Dickens, The Fireside Dickens (London: Chapman & 
Hall, Ltd.; and Humphrey Milford: n.d.) 21-3,593. 

Around 1848 Dickens came to realize that only an open confrontation with the dark 
unhealed wounds and sorrows of his past by committing them to paper might serve to rid 
him of the burden. Thus the conception of writing his autobiography probably owed 
more to a deeply-felt psychological need than to the maturing of his talent. After 
attempting to write a straightforward autobiography, he found the demands of the genre 
too painful and instead used his own youthful experiences as the basis for the story of 
David Copperfield. David Copperfield always remained his favourite book, especially on 
account of its autobiographical elements. Yet it is well to remember Forster's watning not 
to assume "a full identity of Dickens with his hero, [nor] a supposed intention that his 
own characrer should be expressed in the narrative." 

287 Thackeray, William Makepeace (1811-1853). The reference is to two of his novels: Barry 
Lyndon (1844) and Henry Esmond (1852). 

288 Cf. Ryecrojt, Autumn 22, 215. 
Also, Commonplace Book, 29: "In no modern writet have I such intense personal intetest as 

in Charlotte Brontë. It has stirred me strangely to heat George Smith speak of his 
remembrance of her." 

2 8 9 This was the otiginal title of the work that was later published under rhe ritle The 
Private Papers of Henry Ryecrqft. It had fitst appeared, under its original title, in four 
instalments in the Fortnightly Review (May, Aug., Nov. 1902, Feb. 1903). Gissing wrote it at 
Saint-Honoré-les-Bains, from Septembet 1 to Octobet 23,1900. Howevet, during his stay 
at Autun (mid-August to mid-Octobet 1901) he revised and lengthened the work. Cf 
Gissing: Les Carnets d'Henry Ryecrojt, translated and edited by Pierre Coustillas (Paris: 
Montaigne, 1966) 35. Also: Diary, 530-33, 540. 
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Life without romance. Too late now. Others will love. Wailing of a violin, heartache. 

Yet what matter, once all over?290 

The blank hours-revival of old longings and passions-books a weariness.2?1 - Dose 

of medicine. O, the materialist result! 

Horror of a crowd. Hence, think with dread of America.292 

[P-85] 
Nowadays, cannot risk a classic quotation except in academic society. This is 
disheartening. 293 

Illusion of thinking that if we went again to a place we should feel as we did when 

there before.294 

xóxöave x a i nàtQOXÀoç, ö Jteg aéo jraXÀôv CCU,EïVCüV!295 

Future punishment? Why, every sin-every mistake-has its adequate punishment 

forthwith. 

[p.86] [Whole page crossed out.] 

290 Cf. Ryecro/t, Autumn 23, 218-19: "Nevertheless, my life is over .... Life is done-and what 
matter?" Also: Commonplace Book, 6y. 

291 Cf Ryecro/t, Spring 8, 20: "I remember afternoons of languor, when books were a 
weariness." 

2 9 2 Cf. Ryecro/t, Spring 16,47. 

293 C£ Whirlpool, 325: "Talking with travelled friends, he was wont to praise himself in 
humorous vein for the sober fixity of his life, and to quote, in that mellow tone which gave 
such charm to his talk, the line from Claudian, "Erret et extremos alter scrutetur lberos"[Let who 
will be a wanderer and explore farthest Spain]; for he [Basil Morton] had several friends to 
whom a Latin or Greek quotation was no stumbling-block." 

294 Cf Ryecro/t, Summer 10,104-05. 

295 Iliad, xxi. 107. [Translation: Even Pattoclus died, a man greatly superior to you!] 
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The glory of the country when I first went to Exeter. Town for years and years. Really 

had never seen country. Pear and apple trees eK2?6 

Ideal is to link age with youth.2?7 

Cracking of broom pods in July sun.2?8 

Dislike of the people.2?? Yet my odd delight in their music. 

[p.87] [Whole page crossed out.] 

The misery of a good young wife, who finds herself again enceinte. 

Landlady and barmaid blocking door of W[hite]. Hart. Surliness of everyone or rather 

insolent indifference.3°° 

2?6Cf Ryecro/t, Spring 9, 23-4. Gissing moved to Exeter in January 1891, staying thereuntil 
June 1893. 

2?7 Mark Storey in the "Introduction" to his edition of The Private Papers of Henry Ryecro/t (The 
World's Classics, 1987) seeks to establish a significant contrast between Henry Ryecroft 
and his ctearor by arguing that it was Gissing's lifelong ambition to bridge the gap that 
separates the present from the past, while Ryecroft seems to insist on the discontinuity 
between his past and ptesent selves. Stotey aptly quotes from a letter wtitten by Gissing to 
his sister Ellen (31 July 1886): "With me it is a constant aim to bring the ptesent and the 
past near to each othet, to temove the distance which seems to separate Hellas from 
Lambeth. It can be done, by gtasping firmly enough the meanings of human natute." 
(Collected Letters o/ George Gissing, vol. 3, 48-9.) Ironically, in Ryectoft Gissing cteated a man 
who subvetts his cteatot's long held conviction about the essential stableness and 
continuity of human charactet. 

2?8 Cf Ryecrq/t, Summer 10, 105: "... as I smoked a delicious pipe, I heard about me the 
crack, ctack, ctack of broom-pods bursting in the glotious heat of the noontide sun." 

2?? Cf. Ryecroft, Spting 16,47: "I am no friend of the people." 

3°° Cf. Ryecro/t, Summet 16,120-21: "One inn I temembet, where, having to go in and out 
two ot thtee times in a morning, I always found the front door blocked by the portly forms 
of two women, the landlady and the barmaid, who stood thete chatring and surveying the 
street.... This was the best "hotel" in a Sussex market town." On the eve of his sailing to 
France for the "wedding" cetemony in a hotel at Rouen, Gissing stayed at the White Hatt 
at Lewes (1-6 May 1899). 
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Jansénius read 10 times the folios of Sz. Augustine, and wished to be on desert island 

with Aug. alone.301 

"La plus expresse marque de la sagesse, c'est une esjouissance constante.' 

Montaigne.302 

[p.88] 

fastidious - fastidieux (assommant) 

ignoble - ignoble (disgusting) 

délibéré - deliberate (pondéré) (with decision) 

enervate - énerver (excite) 

Prévarication = betrayal of trust. 

Talent. In Fr. = ability of complete artist. In Eng. = capacity to become. 

Déception = disillusion, nevet deception. 

complexion. Physical structure (our physique) 

timide. Shy, not t imid (peuteux) 

Inconsistant, that won't hold together. 

[P-8p] 

3 0 1 C£ Sainte-Beuve, Charles-Augustin (1804-69), Port-Royal, Tome premier (Paris: Eugène 
Renduel, 1840) 307: "Saint Augustin l'occupe de plus en plus;... On assiste chez Jansénius 
au commencement de cette longue et irrassasiable étude qui lui fit lire comme il l'assutait, 
dix/où tout saint Augustin... et trente fois les traités contre les pélagiens. Il disait encore qu'il aurait 
passé agréablement sa vie dans une île déserte en téte-à-téte avec son saint Augustin;" [editor's italics.] 
Also: "To Bertz," 8 Sept. 1901: "Gabrielle & I are reading the history of Port-Royal by 
Sainte-Beuve." (Collected Letters, vol. 8, 245). 

Cf Ryecro/t, Autumn 8,171 : "I have been reading Sainte-Beuve's Port Royal, a book I have 
often thought of reading, but its length, and my slight intetest in the period, always held 
me aloof... One is bettet for having lived a while with "Messieuts de Port-Royal"; the best 
of them were, surely, not far from the Kingdom of Heaven." 

3 0 2 Montaigne, Essais (Livre Premier), chap. 26, "De L'institution des Enfants." 
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Omnibu3 7 £ 

Vand[cncage],—Fourchjambaultp1" 15.45 £ 

1500 £"| 304 n 
[p-9o] 
Anti-Tobacco league.3°6 

Proceedings ef-

Rue de Larochefoucauld. 

At top on right hand side. Seocan. 

Chez Mme Alix (Pfop. de l'auberge) 

A la dune 

Sc. Marie du Mont 

Manche. 

3°3 C£ Diary, 533: "Wed. Nov. 21. [1900]... We left St Honoré about three weeks ago, and went to 
stay for a week at Chasnay (Fourchambault), with the Eustaches." It seems reasonable to 
assume the Gissings travelled from St Honoré via Vandenesse to Fourchambault. 

3°4 xhis is the annual rent of the Villa Lannes at Ciboure, S. Jean de Luz. C£ Diary, 544: "Mond. 
May 12. [1902]... Went to see the rooms again at Mme Lannes', Place de la Mairie and decided to 
take them. Rent foré months, £ 1200, with tight to prolong for a second 6 months, at £ 300." 

Also: "To Mme Fleury," 12 May 1902: "Les six mois, de juillet à décembre, nous payer 
[sic] i2oo£ et nous sommes libres de nous réengager pour les six mois suivants, janvier-juin, au 
prix de 30of- i50of en tout." 

3°5 Annual rent of the flat at Boulogne. Cf Diary, 546: "Tuesi July 1. [1902]... Having decided to 
take a cheap flat as pied à terre at Paris, decided at length fot Boulogne, 6 rue de Billancourt, 
4th floor, to the right. Decent little place; tent only 675fr. On Satutday last [28 June 1902] did 
the removal." 

3°6 C£ George Gissing, "To Clara Collet," 2 Nov. 1900: "Does thete exist in England an Anti-
Tobacco League? If so I should like to know the addtess at London or elsewhere." (Collected 
Letters, vol. 8,107). 

In nineteenth century England thete were two otganizations fighting the evil of 
tobacco: in 1853 the British Anti-Tobacco Society was established and based in London. Its 
leading light was Thomas Reynolds, the secretary, at 10 Camden Square, N.W. Its official 
organ was The Anti-Tobacco Journal (1858). In 1867 the Btitish Anti-Tobacco and Anti-Narcotic 
League was founded at Manchester (24 Market Stteet) to continue the wotk of its London-
based forerunner. It was finally wound up in 1930 and its monthly publication was The Beacon 
Lyht. Cleatly it was the lattet otganization, whose address Gissing was interested in. Also, cf 
Will Warburton, 204. 
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(Carentan ou Chef du Pont, the stations/ 

[P-9i] 
SÏ Clair3°7 

Upton House 

RydeI[sle].ofW[ight]. 

Tooth brush 

Boots. 

[p.92] [The names marked with an asterisk are crossed out.] 

Bertz3°8 * Clodd3°9 

Wakefield^10 * Miss C[ollet]. 

Self Self 

McCarthy?11 * Miss W [ a r d p l z 

3°7 Colonel William Augustus Edmund St Clair (1854-1923) in 1886 married Louise 
Crawshay, a daughter of Walter Crawshay, of Le Chasnay, Fourchambault, Nièvre. St Clair 
was the brother-in-law of Mme Gabrielle Eustache of Le Chasnay, Fourchambault, Nièvre, 
with whom Gissing and Gabrielle stayed in the fitst week of November 1900. (Cf. Collected 
Letters, vol. 8, 394). 

308 The list of recipients ofptesentation copies of The Crown of Life. Cf. Diary, 520, 21 October 
1899: "Yesterday came copies of'The Crown of Life'. Sent ptesentations to Ibsen and to 
Tolstoi, also Bertz's copy." 

3°9 Cf. George Gissing, "To Clodd," 7 November 1899, The Letters of George Gissing to Edward 
Clodd, ed. Pierre Coustillas (London: Enitharmon, 1973) 57: "All the same, I shall send you a 
copy of it [The Crown o/Life]-for my pleasure, not foi yours. I await only the arrival of copies 
from America, for the few English ones I had to dispose of were sent to addresses 
rigorously indicated by piety or self-interest." On 28 November Gissing received his 
American copies and the next day he sent one to Clodd. 

From this passage we may conclude that the names in the second column on [p.92] 
wete those of the recipients of presentation copies of the first Ametican edition. 

310 The reference is to the presentation copy Gissing sent to his mother and sistets at 

Wakefield. 

311 Justin McCarthy (1830-1912), Irish historian, novelist and politician, leader writer for 
the Daily News. Gissing met him for the fitst time at a Cosmopolis dinner at the Savoy on June 
25,1896. 

312 Alice Hall Ward (1859-1939) was an English journalist living m Patis, correspondent of 
the Author. She was a close friend of Gabrielle Fleury's. 
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Miss Coll«?«* 
Tolstois 14* 

Björnson * 
Alg.315 

Clodd* 

Whale3 l f i* W e l l s î ^ * 

Merediths1 8 * 

Miss Ward 

Robert^ 1? * 

Ibsen 

D'Arcis 

Hudson32° 

[P-93] 
I: 2.05 II: 1.25 

3'3 Clara E. Collet (1860-1948), contributed to Charles Booth's massive sociological study, Life 
and Labour of the People in London; became a Labour Correspondent with the Labout Depattment of 
the Board of Trade in 1893. She lectured and wrote on Gissing's novels, before rhey first met in 
1893. Het friendship for the last ten years ofGissing's life was of great impottance to him. After 
his death she was appointed joint executor, with Algernon Gissing, ofGissing's will. 

3 '4 Tolstoi's copy, inscribed "To Counr Leo Tolstoi with sympathy and tespect./G. Gissing. 
Octobet 1899," is held by the Yasnaia Poliana Libiary. 

3*5 Algernon Gissing (1860-1937), Gissing's younger brorher. Doggedly pursued an 
unsuccessful career as novelist, with some thitty titles to his name. Gissing hardly ever refused 
ro lend him money, which was never repaid 

3 l S George Whale (1849-1925), solicitor and author. He was one of the guesrs at Clodd's 
Whitsun parry at Aldeburgh in 1895 and the founder of the Omar Khayyam Club, which Gissing 
joined in July 1895. 

317 H. G. Wells (1866-1946), novelisr. Gissing mer him towards the end of 1896 and they 
remained good friends until Gissing's death in 1903. 

3 1 8 Edward Clodd, who visited Meredith on 28 Octobet 1899, recotded rhe lattet's fitst 
impressions of The Crown of life in his diary: "[Meredith] [l]iked Gissing's Crown of life except the 
closing chaptet;" And three days later, in a letter to Gissing, Meredith said that he "had enjoyed 
the book, for the srory, the writing and the reflections. Irene is my love. I complain that you 
drop her midway for too long a space, and when she is recovered she is not moving. I speak 
plainly because you have given me a tight to her." Cf The Letters of George Gissing to Edward Clodd, ed. 
Pierre Cousrillas (London: Enitharmon, 1973) 55. 

3 '9 Morley Roberts (1857-1942). Novelist and lifelong friend of Gissing since theit student days 
at Owens College, Manchester. He wrote The Private Life of Henry Maitland (1912), a fictionalized 
biography of Gissing. 

3 2 0 William Henry Hudson (1841-1922). Naturalist and wtitet. His correspondence wirh Gissing 
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8.0 a.m. 9.50 a.m. 

8.25 11.15 

Cannobio.3 2 1 5.45 "1 

6.40 J [Crossed out from top of page.] 

J" Cannobio 
\ Locarno 

7-45 9.30 J" Cannobio 
\ Locarno 9.20 IO.50 

f Locarno322 

\ Bellinzona 
12.20 «r*5 f Locarno322 

\ Bellinzona 
1.25 J 

«rje 
1.25 J 

Fluelen TTf 
6.47 6-55 

r Fluelen 
\ Lucerne 

3-4° * * ? r Fluelen 
\ Lucerne JrJO 575© 

8-40/9-35 

[P-94] 
magnolia - palmetti - agave - pomegranates - lemons - flowering shrubs - bamboos 

- vines and peaches - falling to g r o u n d 3 2 3 

Le bon air vaut mieux que la bonne nourriture.3 2^ Crossed out from top of page. 

was published in Landscapes and Literari: Unpublished Letters of W.H. Hudson and Geoige Gissing, eds., 
Dennis Shrubsall and Pierre Cousrillas (Wilton/Salisbury: Michael Russell, 1985). 

3 2 1 On 19 September 1899 Gissing and Gabrielle rook a boar across Lago Maggiore ro Brissago 
and from rhere walked to Cannobio, where rhey spenr the afternoon wirh the Recordon family. 

3 2 2 Cf Diary, Sat. Sept. 23 [1899], 518: "Left Locarno early, in heavy rain and cloud. Travelled to 
Lucerne, and spent nighr rhere, Hôrel Monopol." 

323 Cf Diary, Sund. Sept. r/ [1899], 518: "Glorious day. The garden here [Hôtel Belvedere, Locarno] 
is very picturesque; in rhe middle a great magnolia, giving broad shade; then a lot of palmetti, 
agaves and flowering shrubs unknown ro me. Many pergolas, heavy with fruir, and also 
pomegranates and a few lemon bushes. Bamboos. Peaches abundanr. Every road abour here on 
the mountain side is bordered with vineyards, and peaches can often be picked up, fallen from 
trees." 

3 2 4 Cf. Diary, 518, 17 September 1899: "Remember a good mor of rhe man Simone [sic], at Villa 
Muralto: 'Le bon air vaut mieux que la bonne nourriture.' excellenr, considering the meanness 
of his pension." 

Quartermaster Lieurenant-Colonel Giorgio Simona was the owner of rhe pension "Villa 
Muralto." He was the author of Note di arte antica del Canton Ticino (Locarno: Tipografia Pietro 
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Perhaps the play I love best.325 

The hawkweeds.326 Names. 

How the mood for a book rushes upon one for auch auch [sic] a book. Never read 
again.32? 

Places that rise unbidden.3 2 8 

G.[oethe] and Schfiller]- One of books which give hope for world which has such 

brave spirits in it.32? 

[P-95] 

Pr déménagement à l'étranger - Faire un inventaire. Avoir un certificat du 

commissaire de police du quartier ou du maire dont la signature soit légalisée par le 

conseil suisse à Paris.330 

Giugni, 1913). He left Muralto in 1906 and moved to Locarno. Cf. Giuseppe Mondada, 
Muralto: 1881 Prima e Dopo (Locarno: Armando Dado, 1981) 23. 

3 2 5 Cf Ryecro/t, Summer 27,150: "To-day I have read The Tempest. It is perhaps the play that 
I love best...." 

3 z6 Cf Ryecrqft, Autumn 1,157: "I am busy with the hawkweeds; that is to say, I am learning 
to distinguish and to name as many as I can." 

3 2 7 Cf Ryecro/t, Autumn 2,158-59: "How the mood for a book sometimes rushes upon one 
.... Ah! the books that one will never read again." Also: Scrapbook, "Subjects fot Essays." 

3 2 8 Cf Ryecroft, Autumn 3, 160: "I am reading or thinking, and at a moment, without any 
association or suggestion that I can discover, thete rises before me the vision of a place I 
know." 

329 Cf Ryecro/t, Autumn 2, 158-59: "Not long ago, I awoke one morning and suddenly 
thought of the Correspondence between Goethe and Schiller;... A book which helps one 
to forget the idle or venomous chatter going on everywhere about us, and bids us cherish 
hope for a world 'which has such people in't.'" 

3 3 0 This entry is in the hand of Mme Janka, the proprietress of Villa Janka at Mutalto. Cf 
Diary, 518. Cf. [p.42] above. 
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Winter dream of summer England ." 1 

Harvesters. Envy of t h e m . " 2 Dream of Arcadia.333 

Folk songs - what they were, what they are.334 Cash is best.335 

Brook Farm.336 

[p.96] [upside down] 

Henri Bach 

31 Rue de Naples 

(R[ue]. Monceau) 

6 Rue Rembrandt 

29 Rue Tronchet337 

(Boul. Hausmann) 

Printemps. 

331 C£ Ryecro/t, Winter 23, 282-83: "Yesterday I half believed that the winter drew to its end; 
the breath of the hills was soft; spaces of limpid azure shone amid slow-drifting clouds, 
and seemed the promise of spring. Idle by the fire-side, in the gathering dusk, I began to 
long for the days of light and warmth. My fancy wandered, leading me far and wide in a 
dream of summer England...." 

332 Cf Ryecro/t, Autumn 16,196: "I stood to-day watching harvesters at work, and a foolish 

envy rook hold upon me." 

333 c f Ryecro/t, Aurumn 17, 201: "There is no help in visions of Arcadia." 

334 c f Ryecro/t, Autumn 17, 202: "They had their folk-songs, now utterly forgotten." 

335 Cf Ryecro/t, Autumn 17, 203: "The husbandman of the future will be, I dare say, a well-
paid mechanic, of the engine-driver species; as he goes about his work he will sing the last 
refrain of the music-hall, and his oft-recurring holidays will be spent in the nearest great 
town." 

33s Cf Ryecro/r, Autumn 17, 200: "'Oh, labour is the curse of the world, and nobody can 
meddle with it without becoming proportionately brutified. Is it a praiseworthy matter 
that I have spent five golden months in providing food for cows and horses? It is not so.' 
Thus Nathaniel Hawthorne, at Btook Farm." Also: Commonplace Book, 37. 

337 This was the address of Mme Hermine Lardin de Musset (1819-1905). She was a friend 

of Gabrielle Fleury's and Alfred de Musser's sister. 
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Tickets338 143.25 

Cocher 5.0 

Pourboire .30 

Tram 6.60 

Baggage •65 
3/155.80 

51.90 

Sixt339 9 . 5 o 

[inside back cover: various sums] 

120 : 40 

156 156 

400 451 

62,400 468 32.75 63 

780 _2 

624 126 

70,668 \6 

142 

20 à 15 [stamps?] 

10 a 10 

4.65Bagg[age]. 
20.40 to Bell[inzona]. 

3.45 to Locarno 

HM 26182340 

338 These in all probability are some of the expenses of the holiday trip to Samoens and the 
village of Trient, in the summer of 18951 (18 July - 30 August). Gissing used some of his Swiss 
experiences in Will Warburton (12-3,46). 

339 Cf Diary, 515, 28 July 1899: "We went first of all to Samoens, in the valley of the Giffre, and 
there (at the Hôtel des Glaciers) spent a week. Elevation is about 750m. Glorious scenery, but a 
damp situation. Made an excursion one day to Sixt, at the valley head, where is a good hotel in an 
old monastery." 

34° Shelf mark of the Memorandum Book in the Henry E. Huntington Libtary and Art Gallery, 
San Marino, California, USA. 



Appendix t 

HMB entries used in An Author at Grass and Ryecrqft 

Chapter 

l Spring 

3 Spring 

3 Spring 

8 Spring 

8 Spring 

9 Spring 

15 Spring 

16 Spring 

16 Spring 

16 Spring 

20 Spring 

21 Spring 

25 Spring 

4 Summer 

8 Summer 

lo Summer 

lo Summer 

lo Summer 

16 Summer 

2o Summer 

2i Summer 

22 Summer 

z6 Summer 

27 Summer 

1 Autumn 

2 Autumn 

2 Autumn 

3 Autumn 

8 Autumn 

12 Autumn 

16 Autumn 

17 Autumn 

17 Autumn 

17 Autumn 

Vagt 

4 

, . I 
10 J 

18 

20 

23-4 

46 

< 7 } 
47 J 

49 

59 

64 
75 

85-87 

98 

104-05] 

105 J 

120-21 

132 

133-34 
136 

147-48 

150 

157 

158-59 

158-59 

16b 

171 
182-83 

196 

201 

200 

202 

} 

Corn on Nellie's forefinger 

Tetteted bark... wych elm 

Smooth olive green ash 

At Wakefield... 4 months of leafage 

The blank hours. . . 

The glory of the countty.. . 

Distant bleating of lambs 

Horror of a crowd 

Dislike of the people. 

Paying... to be taught domestic service 

Art... zest of life 

The shouting of the birds.. . 

Golden pollen of palm willows 

The English Sunday 

Bank holiday 

Illusion of thinking. . . 

Cracking of broom-pods 

Peterborough Cathedtal (AaG) 

Landlady and barmaid 

The English virtue ... Common Sense. 

The man at Lincoln ... apples 

Reciprocity of evil influence... 

Lack of music. . . 

Pethaps the play I love best 

Hawkweeds 

Goethe and Schiller 

Mood for a book 

Places that rise unbidden 

Jansénius 

To quit man's world... 

Harvesters. Envy of them. 

Dteam of Arcadia 

Brook Farm 

Folk songs 
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17 Autumn 202 Each a Home 

17 Autumn 203 Cash is best 

17 Autumn 199-203 Worst feature of the rustic mind 

21 Autumn 211 Ostensible vs. real writer 
22 Autumn 215 Ch. Brontë 

23 Autumn 218-19 Yet what matter, once all over? 

25 Autumn 222 Alder 

3 Wintet 231 Envy the rich 

5 Winter 234-35 Health and joy... a good bout of work 

6 Winter 236-38 Sacredness about the meal of tea 
8 Winter 243 Explanation ... about English meat 

14 Winter 258 Rough, bluff manner of Lincoln folk 
20 Winter 274 Old Testament people 

23 Winter 282-83 Dream of summer England 

23 Winter 283 Valley of the Blythe 

23 Winter 285 St Neots 

25 Winter 290 Scorn of meanness 

Total numbet of items: 51 
42 (allowing for certain combinations) 
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CPB entries used in An Author at Grass and Ryecro/t 

Section Vagt 
2 Spring 9 "All places..." 
4 Spring 13 Quam parvo liceat produce« vitam* 
5 Spring 14-16 Johnson on poverty 
6 Spring Jonson on Bacon (Author at Grass) 
7 Spring 17 Homo animal querulum 

10 Spring 27 Wretched memories 
12 Spring 37 Tibullus 
12 Spring 39 Jung-Stilling* 
14 Spring Tennyson's funeral (Author at Grass) 
14 Spring Life is Life (Zack) (Author at Grass) 
14 Spring 43 Redhill Station 
15 Spring 44-5 Lion-huntress 
16 Spring 47 I do not love the people 
16 Spring 48 Stage of civilization 
17 Spring 50 Michelet 
18 Spring 54 Literary composition 
20 Spring 59 Art is ... zest of life 
22 Spring 70 Ignorance of educated people 

1 Summer 79-80 Little railway stations 
3 Summer 84 Hooker/Heavitree 
8 Summer 98 Shadow cast by cleat light 
9 Summer 101-02 Anabasis 

11 Summer 107-09 Early morning London (Mercier) 
13 Summer 114-15 Casual intetcoutse of the world 
15 Summer 118 Replete with lavatories 
17 Summer 123 Beefsteak (young proletarian) 
18 Summer 125 Sociability of the English 
19 Summer 128 Honey 
20 Summer Warburton's Divine Legation (AaG) 
20 Summer Dr Dodd (Author at Grass) 
20 Summer Mr Workman (Author at Grass) 
20 Summer 130 Jubilee 
23 Summer 141-42 Ambition to possess £1000 
25 Summet 146-47 Notice of landscape exhibition 
26 Summer 147-48 Gratitude... music 
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7 Autumn 171 Men's ability to subdue themselves 

12 Autumn 183 Grandeur in death 

15 Autumn 191-92 Blackberries 

17 Autumn 200-01 Brook Farm 

19 Autumn 205 Paestum 

19 Autumn 206 Italienische Reise 

21 Autumn 210 Effect plutocracy on literature 

22 Autumn 212-13 Trollope 

22 Autumn 215 Ch. Brontë 

23 Autumn 217 Life is over 

2 Wintet 229 Reading poetry 

4 Winter 233 Execution of Mrs Pearcy 

5 Winter 234-36 London at a distance 

5 Winter 236 Adapting to necessity 

6 Winter 238 Meal of tea 

9 Winter 245 1 
246 J 

Pathetic lit. of vegetarianism -
9 Winter 

245 1 
246 J Tastelessness of haricots, lentils ... 

16 Winter 262-63 My modest intellectual ambitions 

16 Winter 263 O mihi... re/erat sijupiter annosl* 

17 Winter 2 6 5 ] 

2 6 4 ] 

Frightful physical sufferings 

17 Winter 
2 6 5 ] 

2 6 4 ] Reading of history* 

18 Winter 26Z-69 Death of aeronaut 

19 Winter 271 Tennyson 

22 Winter 280 1 

278-80 J 

Manichaeism 

22 Wintet 

280 1 

278-80 J English Puritanism 

Total number of items: 60 

57 (allowing for combinations) 

NB The asterisked items are included in the original MS, but were omitted from 

Korg's edition of George G\ssing's Commonplace Book. 
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Agbrigg (Wakefield) 104 
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America 153 

Anglo-Saxon Review, Trie 123 

Annandale, Charles 125 

Anthier 145 

Arcachon 145, 146,148 

Villa Souvenir 146,147 

Aristotelis De Arte Poëtica Liber (Bywater) 125 

Ashford 105 

Athanasian Creed 104 

Athenäum 94,133,140 

Austin, Louis Frederic 97 

Australia 135 

Author 157 

Author at Grass, An 152 

Autun 93,150,152 

Bach, Henr i 161 

Balzac, Honoré de 

Les Illusions perdues 144 

Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes 144 

Banner of Israel 114 

Barmouth 107 

Barry Lyndon (Thackeray) 152 

Battle of the Books, The (Swift) 104 

Bayonne 146 

Bellinzona 159,162 

Berger, Adele 123 

Berne convention 123 

Bertz, Eduard 100,114,122,123,157 

Besant, Walrer 122 

Biographical Dictionary of Modem British 

Radicals t35 

Birmingham 109,139 

Bishop ofGloucester 106 

Björnson, Björnstjerne 119,158 

Black's Guide to Wales 106 

Blythe, Valley of the 97 

Boer War 125 

Boissier, Gaston 114 

Book Lover, The (Melbourne) 135 

Bordeaux 149,150 

Bosron 106,140 

Bosworth Park 96 

Boughton, Mrs Kate 116,123 

Boulogne 156 

Bourget, Paul 139 

Box Hill 135 

Braekstad, H. L. 119 

Brand, John 

Popular Antiquities 95 

Bright, John 131 

British Anti-Tobacco and Anti-Narcotic 

League (Manchester) 156 

British Anti-Tobacco Society (London) 156 

Brontë, Charlotte 152 

Buck, Dudley 128 

Buckley, Arabella Burton 125 

Budleigh Salterton 121 

Bullen, Ar thur Henry 122,132 

Bulloch, John Malcolm 105 

Bures 93 

Bywater, Ingram 125 

Caernarvon 113 

Cambo 149 

Cannobio 120,159 

Carentan 156 

Carlyle, Thomas 

Sartor Resartus 118 

CarnBodvean 110 

Cassell's $$ 

Cavigliano 119 

Champion , Henry Hyde 135 

Chappell 133 

Charing Cross Station 105 

Chauffard 143 

Chef d u Ponr 156 

Chester 108,109 

Chester Cathedral 108 

Chicago Exhibition (1893) $6 
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Christiania 120 

CKurch Times 94 

Churchill , James 115 

Ciboure, St Jean de Luz 

Villa Lannes 156 

Clarkson, Henry 127 

Clodd, Edward 93,95,97,122,132,135,137, 

158 

Memories 96,98 

Cognât, Louis Marius 145,149 

Cognât, M m e (Paris) 149 

Collected Letters o/George Gissing, The 94,97,102, 

ioe>, 116, 123,135,136,139, 140,143, 

154, 156, 157 

Colles, William 122 

Collet, Clara 94, 106, 114,117,118,125,139, 

156, 157 

Colossus, The (Morley Roberts) 138 

Colwyn Bay 107,108 

Commercial Knowledge (Warren) 143 

Concise Dictionary of the English Language 

(Annandale) 125 

Cosmopolis t57 

Cotter Morison, J. A. 96 ,97 

Counrry of Horace and of Virgil, The 

(Boissier) 114 

Coustillas, Pierre 93,138 

Gissing: Les Carnets d'Henry Ryecrojt t25 

Cranstone, Edith Ellen 131 

Crawshay, Louise 157 

Crawshay, Walter 157 

Crockford's Clerical Directory for 1900 130 

Cromer $$ 

D'Arcis, Amélie 120 

D'Aras , Charles Ar thur 120,158 

Daily News 157 

Daily Telegraph 118 

Darwin 131 

David Copperfield (Dickens) 152 

De Musset, Alfred 161 

De Musset, Hermine Lardin 161 

Dee 109 

Diary o/George Gissing, The (Coustillas) 96,98, 

103,105-107,109,110,113,115,116, 

118-120,123,124,132,137,143,146, 

147,152,155,157,159,162 

Dickens, Charles 137, 152 

Dictionary o/Superstitions, A 

(Opie and Tatem) 95 

Diderot 148 

domaine public 122 

Dome, The 141 

Dorking 118,123,131,132 

Clifton Terrace 115 

High Street 115 

Horsham Road 115 

Earl of Dysart 96 

Earl of Rosebery 117 

Early Ballads: Illustrative of History 

(Robert Bell ed.) 134 

East Anglian Sanatorium 93 

Eifl 111 

Ein Mann des Tages 123 

Elan Valley 

Birmingham Corporat ion Reservoirs 102 

Elson, Louis Charles 140 

English Literature in Transition 138 

English Readers, The (Meiklejohn) 107 

Epsom 106 

The Durdans (Earl of Rosebery) 117 

Essais (Montaigne) 155 

Eustache, M m e Gabrielle 155, 157 

Exeter 153 

Fairy-land of Science, The (Buckley) 125 

Fell, John William 141 

Festal, Alfred François 145,148 

"Fight ing Mac" 125 

Fletcher, Ian 142 

Fleury, Gabrielle 93, 118-123, !32> !36> 138. 

143,144,147,149,157,159,161 

Fleury, M m e Anna Senly 156 

Fleury, René 122 

Fluelen 159 

"For it's my Delight" (Lincolnshire 

poaching song) 133 

Forster, John 

Life of Charles Dickens, The 137 

Fortnightly Review 134 

Fourchambaul t 144,155,157 

Franco-Prussian War 131 
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Garrison, William Lloyd 106 

George Cradock and Co. (Wakefield) 104 

George Gissing & H.G. Wells 

(Royal A. Get tmann) 140 

George Gissing's American Notebook 

(Postmus) 136 

George Gissing's Commonplace Book (Korg) 95, 

105,117,118,131,138,140,144-149, 

151,152, 161 

George Gissing's Letters to Edward Clodd 

(Coustillas) 95 

Geschichte der Stadt Rom (Gregorovius) 121 

Giffre 162 

Gissingjourna! 106, 120,142 

Gissing Newsletter 114 

Gissing, Algernon 109, 113,127,157,158 

Gissing, Edith 100 

Gissing, Ellen 102,107,127,136,154 

Gissing, George 93-95,100,104-107, 119, 

122,147 

"Capitalist, A," House of Cobwebs 95 

"Elixir, The," Victim ofCircumstances, A 103 

"Foolish Virgin, The," Victim of 

Circumstances, A 105 

"Humplebee," House of Cobwebs 123 

Gissing, George 

"Miss Rodney's Leisure," House of 

Cobwebs 127 

"Pessimist of Plato Road, The," 

Victim of Circumstances, A 124 

"Tout of Yarmouth Bridge, The," 

Human Odds and Ends 94 

Among the Prophets 114 

Author ar Grass, An 116 

Benedict's Household 100 

By the Ionian Sea 134 

Charles Dickens: A Critical Study 152 

Crown of Life, The S9, " 5 , 117, 119,124, 

i*5,147,157,158 
Diary of George Gissing, The 

(Coustillas) 96 

Emancipated, The 102 

Eve's Ransom 120 

Human Odds andünds 122 

IntheYearqfjubilee 126 

Life's Morning, A 105 

Oracles 114 

Our Friend the Charlatan 100,103,108,126, 

129,133,136 

Paying Guest, The gg 

Private Papers of Henry Ryecro/t, The 94,98, 

102,111,112,115,125-127,129,130, 

135,136, 137, 139,140,144, 149, 

151-154,160,161 

Scrapbook 95 

Scrapbook, "Citizen, etc." 124 

Scrapbook, "Ideas" 93,126,127,129,131, 

133,130 

Scrapbook, "Localities & Notes on Nature . 

Science." 94,98, 124,125,130,131, 

133,135,138 

Scrapbook, "Mrs Twills" 100,101,103,105 
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Scrapbook, "Slang" 95, 103 

Scrapbook, "Subjects for Essays" 104,160 

Town Traveller, The 93,103,105 
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Veranilda 107,121,148 
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108-111,113,121,125,126,153 

Will Warburton 98,126,130,136,143,147, 

151,156,161 
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Gissing, Thomas Waller 131 
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Goethe 160 
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Gorleston Pier 103 
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Harrison, Austin 97 
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Hawthorne , Nathanie l 161 

Heinrichs, Wulfhard 123 

Henri , Marquis de Rochefort-Luçay 146 

Henry Esmond (Thackeray) 152 
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(Coustillas) 140 
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Mill, J. S. 131 
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Introduction to Gissing s Toctry 

Apart from a slighting reference to Gissing's verse by Jacob Korg, who dismisses it 

as "conventional and undistinguished",1 and Pamela White's summary verdict 

("Most of Gissing's poems are slight juvenile compositions not designed for 

publication."),2 very few critics have undertaken a more discriminating evaluation of 

the narure and achievement of Gissing's poetry. Not that it would have been easy to 

perform such a task, as the manuscript notebook^ containing most of the poems has 

so far remained unpublished. Now the larger, first section of this book is taken up by 

the poems preserved by Gissing in this notebook with marbled covers (grey, green, 

and reddish brown), measuring 5.75 x 8 inches. It has 110 pages, 93 of which are 

numbered and written. Yet an at tempt has been made in the second section, headed 

"Scattered Verses: Early and Late", to recover and bring together those poems that 

until now were only available in separate manuscripts or as published poems in a 

variety of not easily accessible sources. The Versa notebook contains 33 titles, which 

1 Jacob Korg, Geoge Gissing: A Critical Bto.grapky (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 15163) 

11. 

2 Index of English Literary Manuscripts, Volume IV 1800 1900, Part I Amold-Gissing, compiled by 
Barbara Rosenbaum and Pamela White (London: Mansell Publishing, 1982) 809. 

3 George Gissing, Verses by G.R. Gissing: 1869 to [1882], Manuscript Notebook, Yale Gissing 
collection (Beinecke Library of Rare Books and Manuscripts). 
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together with the additional 24 poems/ translations that make up the second section, 

brings the total number of Gissing's poems to 57. 

It is probable that in the Verses notebook Gissing only preserved the poems that by 

his own standards he judged to be a success. Thus we may assume that some of the 

early poems relegated in this volume to the second division, were perhaps never 

more than finger exercises of an aspiring poet. On the other hand some of the 

occasional poems included in "Scattered Verses" are as accomplished as the best 

pieces that Gissing thought worthy of preservation. 

To all intents and purposes Gissing's activities as poet came to an end in 1884 with 

his occasional poem "The Death of the Children", after which, aparr from the late 

(1900) translation of a passage from Homer's Odyssey, only the facerious "The Humble 

Aspirations of G. G., Novelist" was added to his poetic oeuvre, at a time when 

Gissing's achievement as novelist was at last beginning to be recognized by the 

English novel-reading public. 

The primary purpose of this publication is therefore to further and facilitate the 

study and appreciation of Gissing's verse by making it available for the first time in 

its entirety to a wider reading public, thus enabling it to judge for itself the evident 

technical finesse of the youthful poet's work and the recurrence in it of certain 

thematic concerns, which are intriguing not only in themselves, but also for the light 

they may throw upon one of the most crucial episodes in his life. 

The accepted biographical wisdom is that it was the needy circumstances of 

Gissing's life during his year in America (October 1876 - September 1877) that made 

him into the writer of fiction and novelist that we know. In the spring of 1877 hunger 

drove him into the arms of the editor of the Chicago Tribune, whom he asked for a job. 

There was no vacancy, but the editor suggested Gissing contribute a short story to 

the paper. He seized rhe opportunity with both hands, thus starting his career as a 

published author. The inauspicious beginning was to be characteristic of his entire, 

often desperately troubled, writing life. 

Yet the manuscript notebook with Gissing's verse, in which he recorded his 

earliest literary efforts, is there to hint that at first he did not think of himself as 

novelist or writer of short stories, but that it may have been his ambition from 

childhood to be a poet. 
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The first poem in this collection dates from April 1869, when Gissing was 11 years 

old and the notebook ends with a poem that he wrote in July 1882, when he had 

reached the age of 25. Over this period of thirteen years he composed a total of 48 

poems (including some of those collected in the second section), but a more detailed 

examination of the dates of composition shows that all bu t two of these had been 

completed by the beginning of 1877. This seems to lend support to the theory that it 

was the American experience that turned Gissing into a writer of prose, bu t only after 

he had decided no longer to pursue a career as poet. Nevertheless he submitted his 

poetry for publication to the editor of the Cornhill Magazine'* in September 1878 (almost 

a year after his return from America), and again as late as September 30, r883, bu t 

neither at tempt met with success. In the au tumn of 1883 he also approached 

Swinburne with a request for an evaluation of his poems, and, despite the latter's 

words of encouragement,? Gissing must have finally decided to dedicate himself 

entirely and without reservation to the novelist's art around this time. 

Further analysis of the dates of these poems tells us that after the limired bu t 

steady production of 32 poems in the years from 1869 to March 1876, rhere is a 

sudden, and on the face of it, inexplicable outburst of creativity in 1876: no fewer 

than 13 poems were added in a few months. It appears they were written in August 

and September 1876, immediately following on Gissing's imprisonment for theft in 

June/July. Until now a conspicuous gap existed in our knowledge of Gissing's 

otherwise well-documented biography for these months , without any doubt the 

most traumatic of his whole life. 

4 Cf. Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas, eds., The Collected Letters of George 
Gissing, vol. 1,1863-1880 (Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1990) 104. 

Also: The Collected Letters 0}George Gissing, vol. II, 1881-1885 (Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1991) 
165. 

5 "I certainly think that you have genuine power oflanguage, & that your expression of 
thought & feeling has more than the note of sincerity to make it remarkable." A. C. 
Swinburne, letter to George Gissing, Oct. 29, 1883, The Collected Letters of George Gissing, eds., 
Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas, vol. II, 1881-1885 (Athens, Ohio: 
Ohio UP, 1991) 172. 
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This fateful episode, unsurprisingly, has remained largely obscure as a result of 

his unceasing efforts to suppress the unpalatable truth. How far he was prepared to 

go in this respect, is illustrated by the fact that there is nothing to suggest that he 

ever told Gabrielle Fleury, the woman with whom he spent the last four, relatively 

happy, years of his life, about the events in Manchester. Apparently, he never got over 

the shock and he succeeded in keeping absolutely quiet about it. John Halperin, in 

the most recent biography of Gissing, writes: "This is a period of Gissing's life about 

which, understandably, he was absolutely silent later. Not a single letter written by 

him dur ing the summer of 1876 is known to exist."6 

Now, with the discovery of these 13 poems written shortly after his release from 

prison and immediately prior to his departure and voyage to America, we may have 

come into possession of the badly needed material that might enable us to 

reconsttuct and interpret with due caution Gissing's emotions caused by the 

unprecedented disturbance of his social and personal equilibrium. 

The use of this imaginative material for such an at tempt may be warranted by the 

nature of the relationship between Gissing's own life and his art. There appears to be 

general agreement that no writer used the events and experiences of his life more 

frequently, more fully, and more direcrly than he did. Halperin takes a quotation 

from Virginia Woolf as epigraph for his opening chapter: 

Gissing is one of those imperfect novelists through whose books one sees the life 
of the author faintly covered by the lives of fictitious people. With such wtiters 
we establish a personal rather than an artistic relationship. We approach them 
through their lives as much as through their work.7 

The assumption made by Woolf, like many biographical critics before and after 

her, is "that the life and personality of the author, down to the last apparently trifling 

6 John Halperin, Gissing: A Lift m Books (Oxford: OUP, 1982) 19. 

7 Virginia Woolf, The Common Reader (Second Series) (London: Hogarth Press, 1932). 



2. Gissing's lodgings at Waltham, Mass., in 1877; the house was owned by the 

Rev. Benton Smith, chaitman Waltham High School Committee. 

The Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University 
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National Maritime Museum, Loudon 

4. Liverpool Landing Stage ca. r877. 

National Museums & Galleries on Merseyside, Liverpool 
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Photograph by Elliott and Fry. 
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detail, may provide an essential key to the understanding and thus the appraisal of 

his poetry."8 That Halperin too subscribes to this critical approach is neatly 

summarized by his description of Gissing's works as "almost without exception parts 

of a spiritual autobiography, extracts from the story of his own existence.'^ 

Judging by the contents of the poems written in August and September 1876 

Gissing's state of mind mus t at times have bordered on suicidal despair. The barely 

veiled reference to suicide as a possible solution to his agonizing plight in the 

euphemistically entitled poem "To Sleep" seems the most unequivocal indication of 

the depth of his horror. It reads as if it has arisen directly out of the feelings of 

distress, shame and despondency consequent on the catastrophic expulsion from 

Owens College and the nightmare term of his imprisonment. In the concluding lines 

of the poem there is the ominous prediction that he may be about to discover the 

secret of the land of Death. 

Yet, these bouts of black depression alternated with more hopeful and confident 

moods; in the final stanza of "A Farewell" he attempts to console "his love" with the 

promise that in a little while she will join h im in America, once he has established 

himself there: 

In yon' new world I seek a home 

Far, far from England's shore; 

Wait bu t a while and thou shalt come, 

With me to weep no more! 

(II.21-24) 

What emerges from these lines besides their overt meaning, is that despite his ordeal, 

as he sailed for America, Gissing remained faithful to the girl who had been 

8 Alex Preminger, ed., Princeton Encyclopedia ofPoerry and Poena (London: Macmillan, 1975) 169. 

9 Halperin 6. 
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responsible in no small measure for the ruin of his academic career. There is a strong 

suggestion that they were looking forward to a reunion in America to start a new life 

together. In a curiously clairvoyant passage from the poem "On Leaving England," 

that he wrote as a boy of 14, Gissing seems to have anticipated the voyage that he was 

about to undertake:10 

Who would grieve to leave a country 

Choked with smoke and swamped with rain? 

Look upon the glorious ocean, 

Forward to the glorious West, 

Far away from smoke and trouble, 

There is pleasure, there is rest. 

(II.9-10,13-16) 

Desire for rest and retrear in the extreme is reflecred in the poem that is at once 

the earliest, the longest and most enigmatic of those written in the summer of 1876: 

"Narcissus." Gissing transformed rhe well-known classical myth into a pastoral 

elegy largely modelled on Milton's "Lycidas." In Gissing, as in many Victorian poets, 

we may discern "a tendency to be serious, reflective, and melancholic. Their thoughts 

often rurned towards death ...."11 

If it were, therefore, quire natural for the Victorian poet to try his hand at elegy, 

the genre must have been particularly suited to Gissing under the circumstances. 

However, it may seem slightly problematic to relate the story of Narcissus plausibly 

to Gissing's experiences during that fateful summer. Yet, if one assumes that he must 

have been beset by feelings of confusion between illusion and reality, a sense of 

profound isolation, a disturbing lack of self-knowledge and finally, an intense and 

growing fear of annihilation, it is no longer hard to understand why he should have 

10 Korg 27. 

11 Bernard Richards, English Poetry of the Victorian Period: 1830-1890 (London: Longman 1988) 
152. 
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been drawn to the figure of Narcissus, as the natural embodiment of his own worst 

fears and weaknesses, as well as his dearest yearnings, and as a symbol of the creative 

artist, who cannot but act in accotdance with the guiding awareness of his unique 

sensibility and power. 

The Narcissus that we encounter in Gissing's poem may be regarded as a very 

early instance ofthat typical Gissing protagonist: the exile. The usually self-imposed 

exile is strongly ambivalent in that it is both welcome and abhorrent. It is a condition 

necessary ro the health of the character who suffers from it and it is to be avoided or 

overcome on account of its alienating anti-social consequences. Perhaps the saddest 

feature of Narcissus's life, once he has become enamoured of his own reflection, is 

that he becomes so completely self-absorbed that his consciousness fails to register 

any external stimuli from either the natural, or the human environment to which he 

belongs. This inability to establish a vital connection with the world out there, 

might account fot the self-preoccupation, to the point of desttuctive self-obsession, 

so typical of many of the characters in his novels. Whether such a disposition was 

merely confirmed in Gissing by the incidents ofthat summer or whether it was the 

direct outcome of these events, remains a mystery. What we can say, is that the self-

sought isolation of Narcissus, who has grown utterly forgetful of his friends and 

flock alike, for the reader is intensified by the contrast with the unavailing efforts of 

his fellow-shepherds to persuade him to resume his daily responsibilities. His 

"heedlessness" is complete and his lack of responsibility seems to be incurable. But at 

the end of the poem Narcissus, who has for so long been contemplating his own 

reflection in the fountain of mutable beauty and love in this world, is miraculously 

transposed to the heavenly abode of the "deathless gods" and allowed to "lave his 

delighted senses / In the eternal spring of beauty and of love." Despite a semblance of 

a positive ending, it is impossible to ignore the saddening implication that 

fulfilment and satisfaction appear forever out of reach in this world. 
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However, a distinct change of tone may be noticed in some of the poems dating 

back to his early months in America. Morley Roberts has given us an account12 of 

how Gissing's principal friend in Boston, the abolitionist and poet William Lloyd 

Garrison, one morning in rhe very early hours invited him to pass judgment on a 

sonnet he had taken three whole months to write, thus presumably bowing to 

Gissing's superior poetic genius. Although the latter was not impressed by Garrison's 

sonnet, he must have expressed his literary opinon discreerly and with sufficient tact 

to be invited to join a little club in Boston, whose members were expected to make 

regular contributions in the form of poems to be read and discussed during the club 

meetings. The remarkably lighr-hearted set of verses, "The Candy Store," that we 

know for certain to have been produced at Waltham, near Boston, in January 1877, 

musr have been those shown to Roberrs, who qualifies them as "amusing, bu t of no 

great importance."1? Yet it is in this very poem that Gissing, under the semblance of 

facetious gaiety, comes closest to providing an explanation for the shocking and 

shameful incidents of the previous spring. The seductive shopgirl in the candy store 

is at once "beauteous" and "hateful", and so fatally beguiling that the young man, in 

his irrepressible desire for an infinite supply of her sweets, grows deaf and blind to all 

other (moral) considerations and admits that 

From that day began my sorrow,-

I was rhere upon the morrow, 

Every day that I could borrow 

Beg or steal a little cash; 

It is hard nor ro hear in the final l ine-O how could I be so rash!-of this seemingly 

jaunty stanza, Gissing's agonizing recognition (late, bu t accurate) of Nell's fatal 

attraction. Was it not he himself who " thought not of expenses", and "had no heed of 

consequences?" Towards the end of the poem he comes to apply the revealing 

11 Morley Roberts, The Private Life of Henry Maitland (London: Eveleigh Nash, 1912) 33-34. 

13 Morley Roberts, The Private Life of Henry Maitland, 34. 
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adjective "infernal" to the candy store, that sweet place of bliss. The bitter sweet 

consequences of his entanglement with Nell Harrison can never have been far from 

his mind when he created this sweet-shop idyll. Despite its humorous surface, its 

sprightly rhythm and its Byronic rhymes ("frost on" / "Boston", "fix, I" / "apoplexy"), 

"The Candy Store" is more deserving of our critical attention than Roberts suspected, 

on account of its highly revealing autobiographical dimension. For once, Roberts' 

judgment was perceptive and accurate when he predicted that Gissing's verse, "if he 

did not destroy it, might now be of no small interest to men of letters".1** 

It is from that shared conviction-80 years after Roberts first expressed it-that I 

have undertaken to present these poems to those readers who for too long have 

thought of George Gissing exclusively as a novelist and to those who come to his 

work for the first time. 

14 Morley Roberts, The Private Life of Henry Mairiand, 34. 
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Epitaph on the Tomb of 

Don Quixote and Sancho Panza 

1 

Here lies Don Quixote, stout of limb, 

Whose fame to all the world is known, 

For ne'er a knight e'er vanquished him -

For him the world doth make great moan. 

2 

Here Sancho Panza too is laid, 

A squire more faithful ne'er was seen; 

He never sighed for cruel maid, 

Nor fretted till he got quite lean. 

3 

This gallant knight and faithful squire 

In life inseparable were. 

As in life nought could their love tire, 

In death together they lie here. 

4 

As the world lost, when this knight died, 

A brave defender of the opprest; 

So in the squire they lost beside, 

His proverbs and his merryjest. 
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5 

And when Don Quixote died, the land 

Did lose a knight for e'er renowned; 

Whom all men feared, but death's cold hand 

Hath laid him here beneath this mound. 

GRG April / 69 
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1869 

Translation of the first of Virgil's Pastorals 

Tityrus - Meliboeus. 

Mel: You, Tityrus, reclining in the shade 

Of beech trees, hold your muse within the glade 

On slender pipe, whilst we in terror fly 

Our country's borders, and to exile hie. 

We leave our homes,your echoed verses ring, 

As idly you of happy loves do sing; 

Stretched at your ease within some pleasing grove, 

You sing of Amaryllis and of love. 

Tit: A god to us this quietness did give, 

For to me he a god is whilst I live; 

Oft the young offspring of my flock shall stain 

His altars, for on me his gifts did rain. 

My cattle from a tyrant's grasp he freed, 

And gave me power once more to tune my reed. 

Mel: I grudge not your good luck, I wonder more 

That wasteful fire has left you as of yore. 

Whilst vengeful sword destroys the dwellings here, 

No danger threatens you nor foes come near. 

Lo! I my weak goats drive with painful speed, 

From those wild rocks where they were wont to feed. 

This one I scarce can drive with my poor flock, 

Which yeaning left its young upon the rock. 

This evil to me often was foretold! 

I recollect, when heaven's thunder rolled, 

That oak was riven. The crow from the left 

Foretold it, sitting on the branches reft. 

But Tityrus, what god was that who gave 
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Yourself your liberty, and flock did save? 

Tit: I fool did think the city they call Rome, 

Like to this one of ours where oft we come, 

And drive the tender offspring of our flock. 

Thus pups to dogs they liken on the rock, 

And thus kids to their mothers I have known, 

Great to small things to place thus I was prone. 

But this proud city 'bove all others rose, 

As lofty cypress when by shrub it grows. 

Mel: But what great cause to Rome induced thee then? 

Tit: Liberty, which, though slow to come to men, 

Did come at last. I did not for it look 

Until my beard the blacker hairs forsook. 

And long it was to come when that was past. 

Then Galatea for this one was cast 

Away from me. Whilst Galatea still 

My love did keep, and all my mind did fill, 

No word would Amaryllis to me grant. 

Nor liberty I hoped for, nor did want 

Great gain, though many victims ready, went 

From my poor flock, and many cheeses sent 

To the proud city, truly I did come 

Back home, no heavier when I went to Rome. 

Mel: We wondered Amaryllis did bewail, 

And apples in the grove to pick did fail. 

You, Tityrus, were absent from this scene. 

These apples, she for your return did mean. 

For thee, O Tityrus, the pines did call, 

And streams for thee did whisper in their fall. 

Tit: What should I do? for neither could I go 

From slavery, nor any place did know 

Where I should seek a god. There first that youth, 

O! Meliboeus, that blessed shape of truth 
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I saw, to whom our monthly victims smoke. 

He answered me at once and my fears broke, 

"Let your bulls graze as they before have done, 

And your flocks be returned each single one." 

Mel: Old man so fortunate, thy lands remain, 

Enough for rhee, though naked swamps would fain 

Run o'er rhy land, a scanty harvest yields. 

Thy young shall not be lost nor seek srrange fields, 

Nor catch infection from the neighbouring sheep. 

Here 'twixt the stream and fount you joyful keep 

The shady air. The trees so near that stream 

Are full of flowers. The flowers with bees do teem, 

Whose buzzing oft persuades to happy sleep; 

From lofty rocks the lopper's song does keep, 

And mournful doves their cares do sing on trees, 

And turtle's cry is wafted on the breeze. 

Tit: The stags shall graze in air, and fishes roam 

Bare on the sands, all things desert their home 

For others, and the exile Parthus dwell 

At Arar, and the German then shall tell 

How Tigris drank, before I e'er forget 

That blessed youth, which once at Rome I met. 

Mel: But we sore parched, in orher lands must seek 

A dwelling, in Oaxis some must, weak 

With hunger, look for rest, in Scythia some, 

And some in Crete, and to all parts we'll come, 

With Brirons ever shut from human kind, 

For ever from our home and fields confined. 

After long years, our homes ne'er must we see? 

Nor of the fields around the rulers be? 

Did we these crops and plenteous harvests sow, 

That for these impious soldiers they should grow? 

Did we for Barbarians attend this land? 
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Behold! from feuds the happy peasant band 

Is broken up. Now I will store my pears, 

And place my vines. Go O! thou land that bears 

The fruit of my lost hours. My goats farewell, 

Ne'er shall I see you climb as ere I fell, 

And through green caves to browze; no more shall see 

You from the rocks to hang, and 'neath a sea 

Of woods and fields; no more I'll tune my pipe, 

No more of love I'll sing on osiers ripe. 

Tit: But hete with me this night from labours rest 

On leaves fresh plucked; you shall have apples, best 

We have to give, and chestnuts fresh brought in, 

The milk of goats and of the same the skin 

To lie on. Now the smoke from houses rise, 

And the sun's light from yonder mountain flies. 

GRG May /69 
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Wait Water (in winter) 

I stood upon a rock: with eager haste 

I caught the first glance of the wished for view; 

Below me smooth as glass the water lay 

And black as ink; the wind swept from the hills, 

And through the leafless woods it whistled shrill; 

Sending the leaves with which the path was strewn 

Into the air, like to the whirlwind when 

It drives the sand in columns to the sky 

In dry Sahara. Over the dark lake, 

From out the watery bed the bold screes rose, 

On whose bare sides no grass, nor any flower, 

Nor any vegetation met the eye, 

But bowed and stunted trees were scattered o'er. 

There as I gazed the mist upon the tops, 

Which long had sat and crowned those lonely hills, 

Crept silently and slow towards the lake, 

Crept like a spirit gliding down its sides. 

O'er Wastdale Head Great Gable proudly rose, 

The summit standing bare against the sky, 

The mist still moving slowly from the top. 

The sky grew darker, and soon heavy clouds 

Swept o'er the lake as if in eager chase. 

The wind sobbed loudly, and the tall trees bent 

Beneath its blasts, the lake so very black 

Grew blacker still as if to mock the sky. 

Large raindrops fell, and each one as it dropt 

Made dimples in the lake. The hills were hid 

Behind large clouds. I turned and left it then. 

1869 
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The Theatre 

Attend all ye who love the play and to the theatre go, 

I sing a theatre's history that stands in Bunkum row, 

How on one famous boxing night to suffocation cramm'd 

The people paying for the pit were in the boxes ramm'd 

'Tis getting near to eight o'clock, a thick crowd outside roars 

And with increased impatience waits the opening of the doors 

At last the doors are open flung and through the people rush 

And some are almost squeezed to death, tremendous is the crush. 

The shillings and the sixpences are banged upon the board, 

They've hardly time to throw them down "Move on!" the back ones 

roared 

They rush to get the nearest seats in hope to see the fun 

And up the gallery sreps like mad the shouting people run. 

The gallery's already full and almost coming down 

So great a cram had ne'er before been seen in any town 

The pit and boxes they are full, as full as they can pack 

And the bobbies now bring out their staves to keep the people back 

And many a hat about the floor beneath their feet was trod 

But the owners of them didn't care and struck up "Tommy Dodd." 

At last the curtain rises up and "Hats off" is the cry 

And at the sight the actors turn and whisper "Oh my eye" 

But still they stamp and shout hurrah as loud as they can bawl 

And half the people didn't know the play'd begun at all. 

In vain the actors raise their voice in hopes of being heard 

In vain the orchestra struck up "I would I were a bird" 
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But still they stamp and shout behind, the blackguatds of the town 

And the thunders of the audience nearly brought the gallery down. 

Once more the curtain rises and at last for good it fell, 

And with thankful hearts the audience bid the house that night, 

farewell 

And often will the people who arrived at home all right 

Tell all the tortures they endured on that eventful night. 

. GRG 1870 
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After the Battle of Hastings 

The sun's last ray has glittered 

On helmet, spear, and shield; 

And the pale-faced moon from the heav'ns 

Looks down upon the field. 

The victors are rejoicing 

By their watchfires far away; 

The conquered flee in terror, 

And dread the coming day; 

But the noblest minded warriors, 

The brave who scorned to yield, 

With their pale, cold faces turned to the moon, 

Recline on the hard fought field. 

The rising sun had seen them 

Preparing for the strife, 

Each bosom throbbed with gladness, 

Full of health, and full of life. 

They faced the foe like heroes, 

They fought, but fought in vain; 

The bravest and the noblest 

Are numbered with the slain. 

GRG. Aug 10. / 72 
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On leaving England 

Breezes, fill the swelling canvas! 

Billows bear us from the land! 

Far away from yonder island, 

Yon' low-lying, sea-beat strand. 

Nay, don't turn to gaze upon it, 

'Tis not worth another look; 

Never sigh at parting from it, 

'Tis not worth the breath it took. 

Who would grieve to leave a country 

Choked with smoke and swamped with rain? 

'Gainst the fogs which rest upon it 

Sun and breezes strive in vain. 

Look upon the glorious ocean, 

Forward to the glorious West, 

Far away from smoke and trouble, 

There is pleasure, there is rest. 

We will climb the lofty mountains, 

Far above the valleys fair, 

Up beyond the clouds around them, 

Till we stop for want of air. 

Then when we can see around us, 

Sun above and clouds below, 

When we cool our burning foreheads 

In the everlasting snow; 
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Then we'll think of one low island 

In the smoke and vapour roll'd 

Think of struggling, toil-worn creatures, 

And we'll grudge them not their gold. 

GRG Aug. 12. / 7 2 

astat. 14 
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Ravenna 

One evening, as beneath an oak-tree old 

I read, reclining, by the fading light, 

The sun departing tinged the page with gold 

And the wind whispered to the leaves, good-night; 

I read of emp'rors old and kings of might 

Who ruled in fair Ravenna. Fancy clear 

Peopled the landscape fading on the sight 

While on each passing breeze I seemed to hear 

The roar of Hadria's waves borne near and yet more near. 

There was a plain on old Italia's shore 

Where silver Padus rolls his winding stream; 

Green was the grass and fresh, and all things wore 

The semblance of a country in a dream 

Where all by worldly care unwearied seem. 

A little strand sloped gently to the beach, 

And there were stones that did outshine the cream 

Of foam, and glistening shells were scattered wide, 

And Ocean's flowers in wreaths by beauteous mermaids tied. 
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III 

Such bound'ry marked the hoary Ocean's sway, 

But on the land the scene was lovelier still; 

The rich and verdant plain stretched far away 

In hazy distance bounded by a hill 

Blue as the heavens, the source of many a rill. 

And Ocean gazing often raised his head 

And longed t' approach, restrain'd by Nature's will; 

And once he rose from out his wonted bed, 

And round the beauteous plain his mighty arms he spread. 

IV 

And thus did Ocean gain his wish'd-for prize 

Nor long alone unenvied sway possess'd; 

New rivals for his fair domain arise, 

The future monarchs ofthat country blest. 

A little band, by cruel war oppress'd, 

Expelled theit home, upon the deep were cast, 

And coasting in their skiffs they slow progress'd 

Along the shore, and reach'd the place at last 

Where Ocean had of late attained his conquest vast. 
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Their skiffs they guided 'mongst the beauteous isles 

Which still remained above the o'erflowing deep, 

And faces once again were lit with smiles, 

Which grief heart-rending lately forced to weep; 

Along the channels, which like serpents creep 

Between the islets, till a spot they found 

Broad, fair and grassy; joyful forth they leap, 

Theit shallops to the shingly shore they bound 

Forgetful of their pain they hail the blessed ground. 

VI 

The rolling years have run their course along, 

A lofty city graces Hadria's shore; 

For ever echoing with the busy throng, 

By weary war-worn warriors held no more, 

Nor wearing the rude garb which once it wore 

Lo where the mighty harbours spreading rise, 

Secure retreat when tossing billows roar, 

An emperor's fleet at anchor proudly lies, 

And all the haven rings with busy sailors' cries. 
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VII 

Behold her mansions, warriors' rich abodes, 

Where native wealth with eastern produce vies! 

Behold where temples to her country's gods, 

Exhausting worldly strength and art, arise! 

Majestic buildings towering to the skies! 

The gilded ships from srorms her havens keep, 

And, rising high, the mariner descries 

Her beacons, flashing far across the deep, 

When all the land and sea are hushed in drowsy sleep! 

VIII 

Ravenna's star still brightens. Lo where proud 

An emp'ror's palace rises! Soldiers, slaves, 

The glittering pageant and the cringing crowd 

That ever follows royalty; there waves 

Th' imperial banner; and unceasing raves 

The mighty multitude. War's victim here, 

Dragging along his weary fetters, craves 

A conqueror's mercy. Nations far and near 

Respect Ravenna's name, while many trembling fear. 
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IX 

Sovereigns though mighty all must bow to Death. 

Ravenna's high-born emp'rors passed away; 

They lived their lives and yielded up their breath, 

Their bodies mingling with the common clay,-

The tombstone marked the grave wherein they lay. 

Not so their city, fated still to be, 

Not yet hath shone Ravenna's brightest day; 

In happy peace she waits the hour to see, 

When Gothic slaves shall rise, from Roman fetters free. 

Nor distant is the day. A few short years,-

So short, and yet so full of changes great,-

In regal robes a Gothic King appears, 

Upon the throne where once the Caesars sate, 

In all the majesty and pomp of state. 

With joy the monarch new Ravenna hails,-

Rome's tyrants she had only learned to hate; 

The city free her country's fate bewails, 

The Goth, the Goth, she cries, while Roman empire fails. 
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XI 

Say what is earthly power but vanity? 

Existence but a journey to the grave? 

Man strives with man in blind insanity, 

And victor's laurels deck the sharpest knave. 

Once was the Roman hardy, true and brave, 

Farmer in peace, a hero in the strife, 

No tyrant ruled, then no man was a slave; 

But Rome grew old, with age's evils rife 

To worthier foes she yielded, such is earthly life! 

XII 

But fiercer battles thou hast yet to fight, 

Ravenna! Nobler triumphs yet to gain, 

Lo where advances, confident in might, 

A hostile army o'er thy sacred plain, 

Which 'neath their heavy trampling rings again. 

Now bowmen bravely your dread weapons wield! 

Now guardians of the walls each sinew strain! 

Now gallant youths march forth upon the field, 

And save your city's towers, yet ignorant to yield! 
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XIII 

'Gainst her fair walls each morn the foes renew 

Th'attack, but vainly all their powers engage; 

Still her defenders staunch, her bulwarks true 

Unmoved withstand the opposers' fiercest rage 

Beard their proud strength and dubious battle wage. 

Assault and sally fill the clouded day, 

Nor time doth seem the evils to assuage; 

Fast rooted is the hostile fierce array, 

And custom smoothes the wonted horrors of the fray. 

XIV 

Thrice beauteous spring in flowery garments dress'd, 

Tripp'd o'er the earth and cast her blessings wide; 

Thrice with his beams the sultry god oppress'd 

The lands, and winding rivers' courses dried; 

Thrice golden autumn came, and reapers plied 

Their sickles 'midst the scenes of rustic mirth; 

And thrice with icy breath and hasty stride 

Hoar winter paced upon the frozen earth,-

Ere yet Ravenna yielded to disastrous dearth. 
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XV 

She yielded, and in triumph slow proceed 

The conquering armies 'neath her portals proud; 

The brave Theodoric mounted on his steed 

Fierce glancing rode before th'excited crowd, 

Which hailed him king and victor, shouting loud. 

Low bent before him, as he passed along, 

The conquered, by war's troubles earthward bowed, 

Joyful he rode before the mingled throng 

And straightway on the throne he sate a monarch strong. 

XVI 

The strife is done, the brilliant triumph o'er, 

The dead alone possess the silent strand, 

The pale-faced moon in peace looks down once more, 

And pours her beams o'er Ocean and o'er land. 

The temples that within the city stand 

Shine bright beneath her and the ripples small, 

That tim'rous roll upon the sparkling sand, 

Bursting, in showers of glittering silver fall, 

Breaking the silence charmed that broodeth over all. 
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XVII 

A long, long calm succeeds the troubled days, 

And works of peace supplant the feats of war; 

Theod'ric now Ravenna's people sways, 

No raging discord nears, their joys to mar. 

Each morning they beheld the sun, afar, 

Slow from the Ocean raise his golden crest, 

While sunk before his beams th' opposing star; 

Each eve with long-drawn shadows sink to rest 

Behind the azure hills which bound the radiant West. 

XVIII 

Thus passed the happy years, and joy and rest 

Seemed evermore to be Ravenna's share; 

Too happy far to be with thoughts oppressed 

For future days; where any change was rare 

The day its own, the morrow bore irs care. 

But gathering clouds portend the dark event, 

Rejoice, blind mortals, tillyout foes appear! 

Jove from on high rhe message dread hath sent, 

And mourning for its monarch every head is bent. 
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XIX 

Now hurrying evils follow thick and fast,-

Death in her walls, the Roman at her gate,-

The shout of battle, and the trumpet's blast,-

Fast rushes on inevitable fate, 

And slowly sinks Ravenna's mighty state. 

Tyrants possess thee, gods desert thy halls, 

E'en Ocean quits where only furies wait, 

'Neath man's destroying hand thy glory falls, 

Thy destiny fulfilled, resistless ruin calls! 

XX 

Ravenna, fallen are thy battlements, 

The gloomy garb of tombs is thy attire; 

But lo! 'neath one among the monuments, 

O'er which burns Genius' everlasting fire, 

Sleeps the great master of th' Italian lyre! 

Not in thy monarchs proud and victories trust, 

For these will perish in oblivion dire; 

But when they fade away, as fade they must, 

Still will thy name be cherished for that sacred dust! 
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XXI 

O Time! great monarch, who in crumbling halls 

Swayest the sceptre o'er the subject lands! 

Each earth-born potentate before thee falls, 

All things unswerving bow to thy commands. 

O great and just one! Ever 'neath thy hands 

Worth is rewarded, crimes are brought to light; 

Nor mighty grief before thy empire stands, 

But thou subdu'st him, and his baneful blight 

Driv'st from the weary mind with joy and visions bright! 

XXII 

Great source of all! To thee all things return; 

Earth's riches, cities, kingdoms, all are thine. 

Thou nourishest thy offspring till they learn 

'Gainst thy all-ruling sceptre to combine 

Their earthly wisdom, and for freedom pine. 

But then on them thy mighty hand thou lay'st 

To check their upward striving, and their fine 

Heaven-towering mansions in their growth thou stay'st 

And where before was wealth and beauty all is waste! 

N.B. The preceding poem took the "English Poem" Prize, at the Owens College 

Manchester, in the_year 1873. GRG 
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The Ruin and the Ivy 

Lo! where yonder ruin's bending 

'Neath its mighty weight of years; 

E'en the boy the cattle tending 

In its shade to slumber fears. 

Yet it hath not always trembled 

When the merry breezes blew, 

Once within its walls assembled 

Gallant knights and ladies true. 

Once the noble lord, its master, 

Paced in state along its halls,-

Smiled with joy at each pilaster, 

Proudly viewed its shield-decked walls. 

Many ages he could number 

Of his sires that went before, 

'Neath his feet he saw them slumber 

When he paced the chapel floor. 

But at last with envy viewed it 

Time, who holds the world in sway; 

His resistless arm subdued it, 

And it sank into decay. 

When at length its glory faded, 

When the winds around it blew, 

By its massy columns shaded 

At its foot the Ivy grew. 
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Still beneath the years it crumbled, 

All it suffered none can tell, 

And the gentle Ivy grumbled 

As its old protector fell. 

"Good old Ruin! Thou hast hid me 

From the bitter piercing blast; 

I have loved thee,-never chid thee, 

Wilt thou leave me now at last? 

Can I in thy weakness aid thee? 

Thanks to thee my roots are strong. 

I could almost now upbraid thee, 

We must live together long." 

Then the Ivy upward springing, 

Round the ruin spread its arms, 

To its old friend lightly clinging, 

Whispering hushed his vain alarms. 

And the hoary Ruin brightened, 

In the grateful plant's embrace; 

Felt its weary burden lightened, 

And a smile lit up its face. 

Thus to-day they stand together 

Neath the blast together shake, 

And the ruin 'gainst the weather 

Struggles for the Ivy's sake. 

Dec. 1873 
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The Uut Sigh of the Moor 

The hill from which Abdallah, the last Moorish King of Granada, had the final view 

of his capital after its capture is known as "El Ultimo Suspiro del Moro", The Last 

Sigh of the Moor. 

At day-break from beneath Time's pinions flew 

Wan Sorrow and her sister laughing Joy, 

And floating towards the sunny vales of Spain 

One rested in Granada, and the other 

Lit on the banners of a host encamped 

Around the city. The long day they revell'd, 

And wearied fled at night-fall to their rest. 

Early the vaunting trumpets had proclaimed 

The invader's conquest; at high noon the sun 

Flashed brightly on the ranks, as through the gates 

The foeman passed in triumph; now at eve, 

Led by their weary monarch, the sad band 

Of Moorish warriors through the purple shades 

Which deepened on the wood-clad mountain rode 

Still upwards, never lingering to look back. 

But when they gained the summit the fresh breeze 

Blew o'er them, whispering of the happiness 

And freedom they were leaving. Then they turned. 

Already the dark hills began to veil 

The sun's bright chariot, and the city shone 

Like a charmed palace in a golden sea. 

That fickle sun, who, guiding his fresh steeds, 

Had kissed the Moorish banners as they floated 

And opened slowly to the morning breeze, 
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But now upon the conqueror's blood-stain'd flag 

Lavished its golden beauties! Abdallah 

Peering beneath his bended eye-brows viewed 

The palaces where he had spent his youth, 

The mighty halls which late beheld his pride 

And now, alas, his ruin. As he stood 

His lips were parted, but his grief repressed 

The words he would have uttered, and a sigh 

Burst from his bosom. Slowly he passed on, 

The mountain hid the valley, and for him 

The sun forever on Granada set. 

They passed, and a charmed silence held the heights; 

Then strove each airy cloud, each mountain ridge 

To hold the sun's last gifts, which, as in play, 

He scattered ere he vanished; but in vain, 

For slowly to his chamber in the west 

He gathered them and soon from Heaven's face 

The gorgeous hues had vanished. O'er the earth 

Night's gloomy veil then sank, and Nature slept. 

At the calm hour amidst unbroken peace 

Granada rested, and within alike 

Victor and vanquished, prince and slave, friend, foe 

Lay all unconscious of their joys or griefs. 

For through each chamber, hidden by the night, 

Had flown a gentle spirit, from whose wings 

A drowsy influence fell on those it passed. 

Blest Spirit! On whose altar in all lands 

Unnumbered offerings burn; upon whose name 

How many have in weary accents called, 

And when thou earnest welcomed thee. To him 
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Who still upon Life's battle-field contends, 

Courage thou givest, and renewest sttength 

To dare the morrow's combat. When at length 

Thou gently bathest the strife-wearied limbs 

In everlasting slumber, then no more 

Return the once loved dteams of earthly bliss, 

Far grander visions meet the warrior's gaze 

Than e'er his noblesr conquests could pourtray, 

And in thy starry mansions he beholds 

The everlasting victory of Peace. 

So wondrous was the silence, and the Moon 

Rose in a cloudy robe, which scarce concealed 

Her beauty; but at length when her clear eyes 

Peering from out her veil surveyed the night, 

The mantle slowly dropped, and as it fell 

Shed o'er the sleeping landscape glistening showers. 

Upon rhe mountain's crest, where Abdallah 

Had breathed his sad farewell, in the clear beams, 

Clad as a Moorish maiden, now there sat 

The spirit of the people which ere this 

Had held the region. O'er her neck and face 

Fell wildly the brighr locks, and with her hands, 

Made paler by the Moon, she hid her eyes. 

Around the robe which stately hung there shone 

A more than earthly radiance. Long she sat 

In silent majesty. At last she rose, 

And sadly gazed into the vale, where now 

Entranced the city lay; for round the walls 

A thousand streamlets caught the light of Heaven 

And flashed ir to the highest towers, whereon 
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It rested in mute glory. But the scene, 

So full of peace, so beautiful, to her 

Brought only wildest sorrow; then she spoke 

And the deep silence by her low, sad voice 

Seemed all unbroken; the winds ceased to sigh 

And as they passed her gently bore her words 

Through the long valley, and far up the hills, 

And whispered them throughout the leafy wood: 

"Once-glorious city! Many-towered Gtanada! 

Has then thy grearness fallen? Have thy portals 

Which I once thought would ctush the daring head 

That near'd to harm rhee opened to the foe? 

Where were the mighty souls that erewhile dwelt 

Within thy kingly palaces? Would they 

Have calmly watched, and in gay tournaments 

With the thick gathering enemy have spent 

The precious days, while all around thee rose 

The hostile ramparts? Would they thus have perished? 

When the swan dies its breath aloft is borne 

In rapture-swelling numbers; so the day 

Decked in a million-coloured robe withdraws, 

And at the last with treble splendour dies 

Far in the western heaven; but from thee;-

Thou who in power and glory soared'st as high 

As e'er the swan above the crysral waves, 

Who with thy beauty lit'st the lands around 

As the sun doth the universe; from thee, 

In thy last hour of pride, no gladsome song 

No battle-cry was heard. Along thy streets, 

In solemn grandeur and proud state, the foe 
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Walked unresisted. O degenerate King! 

Weep dry the fountains of thy burning tears, 

Then pour upon the sterile sand that blood 

Thou would'st not petil for a fruitful tealm! 

Thou art the last of a long toyal line 

Whose glories I have witnessed. For, one day 

Far back among the ages, which long since 

Have passed to the land of sunset, from a founr 

Which bubbled in a fair oasis, set 

Midst burning deserts, joyful I leapt forth 

To meet the day-light. Not alone I lived, 

For on this island in a sea of sand 

There dwelt rude children of the wilderness. 

The freedom of their uncurbed breasts, which owned 

No sway but Natute's had a mighty power 

Which drew me on to love them. All the day 

Unseen by them I wandered, and at eve, 

As sttetched beneath the fragrant boughs they lay 

And watched the fiery circle dropping low 

O'er lands unknown ro them, I sang strange songs, 

Which mingling with the merry fountain's ripple 

Sank deep within their hearts, and breathed to life 

The spark of nobler passion. When they slept 

In pleasant dteams they heard me, and I sang 

Of power and empire, happy lands which lay 

Far onward to the sun-rise, and cool groves 

Whence icy streamlets sprung, and rushing forth 

Wandered through golden valleys; past the towers 

Of thickly-peopled cities; till with joy 

Bearing upon their bosoms Heaven's face, 
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They joined the sun-lit Ocean. Thus I sang, 

And as the ages passed a mightier soul 

Echoed the music, but the barren face 

Of never-changing deserts wearied it. 

For a still freer life my people longed 

And northward wandering found it by the sea. 

Here they long rested, and their children grew 

Learn'd in the secrets which the billows told, 

Rich-stor'd in mind with all the wondrous tales 

Of the far-travelling zephyrs. Once again 

A longing roused them, and their shining keels 

Clove the dark purple billows. With gentle words 

I won the whispering winds and fickle waves, 

And for my sake they bore the wanderers on 

To a still fairer land, where azure peak 

With valley alternated, and wide bays 

Spread their spray-spangled arms into the sea 

In joyful welcoming. Ere long arose 

Their cities, ever nobler, till at last 

Thy towers, Granada, stood, a monument 

Which Art may vainly rival. O how oft 

As thy fair walls were rising, have I sat, 

When sleep possessed thy builders, sat enthroned 

On some yet crownless column, singing songs 

Of triumph to the night, and from the hills 

The winds have rushed to revel in thy halls 

And chanted a wild chorus. For a time 

Within thy courts, Alhambra, I forgot 

My people were but mortal, and I dreamt 

E'en Time was vanquished. What a shock was that 
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Which broke the pleasant dream. Alas! How soon 

Was lost each dear-loved city. First, thy walls, 

O sadly-wept Alhama, were encircled; 

Then sunny, sea-lulled Malaga, thy ships 

Bowed to a stranger's banner, and thy woods 

Flower-crownèd Baza sunk beneath the axe; 

And now my own Alhambra's sorrowing halls 

Have echoed hoarsely to the victor's tread! 

Farewell Granada! Far away to the south 

A whisper calls me; there beneath the fount 

Whence long ago I issued I shall rest; 

Forgetful of the flush of victory,-

Forgetful of the onward flight of Time, 

And of thy glory which shall fill the world!" 

This said the Spirit vanished, as the East 

With slowly deepening blushes heralded 

The young Day's coming, and before his car 

Night's shadows fled from off the "Moor's Last Sigh.' 

GRG. March 1874. 
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Hushed is the buzz of the noisy world, 

Gently each bird to its home is flitting, 

The flags o'er the sun's bright path are furled, 

Soon will each flower with the dew be pearled 

As asleep it lies unwitting. 

Spell-bound is the ever-whispering air, 

For, gazing aloft where the stars are peeping 

In this holy silence everywhere 

Tired Nature speaks in a fervent prayer 

To Him who protects her sleeping. 

Sunday evening 

April. 1874. 
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On a dead Primrose, plucked in early Spring 

O cheerless and tenantless nest 

Of a spirit which lately has fled, 

How silently now dost thou rest 

On the leaves which are blighted and dead, 

And the btight yellow hues which thou caught'st from the sun 

Fade like light from the hills when the day is done. 

Not thus wert thou wont at night 

'Neath the sorrowing moon to bow, 

Fot a tear-dash'd eye shone bright 

From the face which is lustreless now, 

And each weary peral would slowly fold 

Which now spread open lie powerless and cold. 

No more shalt thou greet the day 

As it tenderly wakes thee from sleep, 

No longer shalt merrily play 

With the breezes which round thee creep 

For the hand of one that no pity could move 

Hath robbed thee of beauty, of life and of love. 

O'er a tender leaf which peers 

From the grass on the steep hill-side 

The Spirit is shedding tears 

For its flower which lately died, 

But the leaf ere long 'neath that gentle rain 

Shall give to the wand'rer a home again. 

GRG. Ap. 1874. 
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The Sky at Sunset 

O deep-lying valleys and endless hills, 

Realms of the West! 

What glory unsullied that country fills 

Where the sun doth rest. 

How vivid those peaks which no mist doth mar, 

By human foot untrod, 

And the sea of splendour which floats, till afar 

It envelops the throne of God! 

Blest moments of evening! What hours are ye worth, 

For 'tis ye disclose, 

Though faintly, the land where the weary of Earth 

In peace repose. 

Ye open the country with charmed wand 

Where eternal beauty gleams, 

And whisper of glories unseen beyond 

Of which only an Angel dreams. 

Those hills are too distant to echo the song 

Which comes from the vales, 

Unseen are the skiffs which those streams bear along 

With snow-white sails; 

But a gentle breeze from those far-off bowers 

Sinks fainting from above 

And whispers its tales to the languishing flowers, 

Till they droop with excess of love. 
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But the first faint star in the Heavens grey 

Is gathering light; 

And the earth is exchanging the sceptre of Day 

For the sway of Night; 

That mountain hath dropped its garment of gold 

Deep into yon emerald sea, 

The mantle of Evening sinks fold by fold, 

And the vision is lost to me. 

GRG.Ap. 1874. 
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Sonnet on completing the Perusal of the ̂ Eneid 

Unnumbered pilgrims to the shrine of Thought 

Full deep have quaff d thee, fount of pure delight; 

Yer flowd'st thou not a whit less cool and bright 

For me, when wirh thy virtue's aid I sought 

For Knowledge ofthat world, where hero fought 

With hero, seeking to maintain the right, 

Where rest came ever with the ambrosial night, 

And rosy dawn awoke great hearts ne'er fraught 

With care that wrinkles brows. O towers of Troy! 

O Priam's halls, how doth your story teem 

With pleasures sweet though sad; sweet as the tones 

Of divine strains which lull but never cloy; 

It holds me as the memory of a dream 

Tinged with the dying glow of many suns. 

Sept. / 74 
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On an Autumn Morning 

Early, looking forth, I sat, 

With my window open thrown, 

'Fore me lay the meadow-flat, 

And I heard the streamlet moan; 

From the breeze which ever blows, 

From the rain-drops on the eaves, 

From the faded, fallen rose, 

From the poplar's yellowing leaves 

Went forth strange songs of cheerless, wailing tone. 

On the scene my sad thoughts fed, 

And my heart, grief-burdened, said: 

Gentle breezes, tell me why 

All night ye did sob and sigh! 

Morning, wherefore dost thou weep? 

Wherefore with thy bright tears steep 

The drooping flowers? 

Why so sadly, slowly creep 

Ye whispering hours? 

To my heart, as thus it cried, 

Then a still small voice replied: 

Yestereve bright summer died, 

Laughing Summer, Nature's pride. 

Tearful Autumn, golden-tress'd 

Came, upon the south-wind borne, 

Summer met her, kiss'd, caress'd, 
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Sweetly bade no longer mourn. 

Autumn's tears have trait'rous proved! 

Sigh, alas! 

Summer's slain by her she loved! 

Weep, alas! 

Autumn sits upon her throne 

Dreary death she loves alone. 

Yestereve did Summer die 

Therefore do the breezes sigh. 

Lowly then I bent my head, 

Grieving too for summer dead; 

Slowly passed the hours unheeded, 

While from all around proceeded,-

From the breeze which ever blows, 

From the rain-drops on the eaves, 

From the faded, fallen rose, 

From the poplar's yellowing leaves,-

One low, melancholy strain 

Ever sounding the refrain: 

Yestereve did Summer die 

Therefore doth all Nature sigh. 

[Sept. 1874] 
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Winter 

Sad is the earth; the village church appears 

Snow-robed, and wearily the yew forlorn 

Droops o'er the grave snow-laden. Starting tears 

Are frozen on the eyelids of the Morn. 

In vain we wait for some full-bursting ray 

To flood the Earth with glory, or warm showers 

To bathe the Earth's chill'd bosom, and adorn 

Her faded beauty. Through the fog-wrapped day 

Slow peal the muffled dirges for the hours; 

But hark! From off the snowy distant height 

The storm-voice hoarsely rumbles, calling to the Night. 

We love thee not, stern winter! Thou hast bared 

The woods of verdure, and of bloom the mead. 

When Autumn sorrowing for flight prepared, 

Feeling thy chilly breath the land o'erspread, 

She culled the meadows as she passed along 

And gathered in her bosom the rich prize 

Of fairest blossom, and the rest are dead. 

The woods are gloomy, reft of leaf and song, 

For now no longer, when the sunlight dies, 

From bosky dells the mellow warblings float 

Of nightingale, heart-soothing with its dreamful note. 
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But hew tough branches from the deathless holly, 

And rob the orchard of the mistletoe; 

Deck the great hall, for we will yield to folly 

And drown with merriment the blustering Foe. 

Or form the silent circle, and give ear 

While he, the wisest, shall unfold rich lore 

Of lands where summer breezes ever blow; 

And she, the fairest, sing, the heart to cheer, 

The song some poet made in days of yore 

Of spring, and sunny skies, and babbling burn, 

And birds, and fragrant groves, and vallies deep in fern. 

Jan. 1875 

GRG. 
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Ode to Truth 

First-born of Wisdom, Truth! 

Thou virgin-spirit pure, that dwell'st alway 

In fairest regions of eternal day, 

Clad with immortal youth; 

All-powerful though thou art; 

Accept this joy in trophies thou hast won,-

These fluttering hopes of strife not yet begun,-

The humble sacrifice of one poor heart! 

Thou hast ere now unveiled 

Thy face in fitful vision to the bard 

Who strove to make his nameless longings heard, 

But without thee had failed. 

One gleam from thy bright eyes 

Shot forth with melting melodies that stole 

Through all his being, and his ravished soul 

Hath blossomed in rich song that never dies. 

Not the warm summer's breath 

Is gentler, when it bends the new-blown rose, 

Yet thou art stronger than all mortal foes, 

And stronger far than Death. 

No forced obedience thine; 

But when the rapture-breathing Love doth rest 

O'ershadowed with high thoughts it likes thee best, 

Though late, to shed the light of dawn divine. 
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The crowd may pass thee by, 

And burn their heart's flame to ignoble gods; 

The fool, though thinking to have won thee, plods 

Darkly, a living lie; 

E'en some may fiercely hate, 

Striving in wordy war, shrill Echo's jest;-

In vain: they rouse no hate within thy breast, 

Thou wait'st in pity till their rage abate. 

Though yet our hearts are cold 

The blazing splendours of a thousand noons, 

The mellow glories of a thousand moons, 

Not, not in vain have rolled. 

New years with wisdom teem; 

The world looks ever forward to its prime, 

And thus it shall be, till the end of time 

Shall see the honour of thy name supreme. 

GRG.Ap.5/75. 
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Lore-Ley 

I cannot tell what it presages 

This weight of sorrow and care 

A tale from the by-gone ages 

In my mind, that will linger there. 

The cool twilight o'er all is dreaming 

And the Rhine flows calmly on; 

The mountain summit is gleaming 

In the glow of the evening sun. 

There sitteth alone a maiden 

High over us, wondrous fair, 

Her robe gleams jewel-laden, 

And she combs her golden hair. 

With a golden comb her tresses 

She combs as she sings a lay, 

And the melody weird possesses 

A power to which none can say nay. 

In his craft doth the boatman listen 

With a deep, grief-laden sigh, 

He sees not the white foam glisten 

But his look is fixed on the sky. 
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Now high the wild billows are springing, 

And boatman and skiff are gone; 

And this with thy wondrous singing 

Thou, Lore-Ley, hast done. 

(From Heine) 

Dec. 1875. 
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The Sea-Shell 

Yes; it was long ago,-

Deep in a storm-rent cleft; I remember it well. 

For the fiery glow of eve had past 

From billow and rock; and afar the last 

Of the broad-wing'd sea-gulls flew; 

The cold light glittered from crest to crest, 

From the sand to the sail, that onward prest, 

Rising and falling, ne'er at rest 

Till at length 'twas lost to view. 

'Twas then as I rose and turned that I found this shell, 

Long ago! 

Long had I sat and listened 

To the magic song of the sea; 

E'en when the glad sun glistened 

The music shared not his glee; 

Now darkly and coldly the ripple broke, 

And sadly and sweetly the moon awoke 

In a halo of melody. 
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There it lies;-

There in a heap of stone-gather'd stones and weed 

Long ago the foam-spots lay on it wet, 

'Tis dusty now, but around it yet 

They linger, those songs of the sea-

And when I put the shell to my ear 

In the pale, pink windings I yet can hear, 

Dim and distant, now loud and clear, 

That sad, strange melody 

One day when the shell shall crumble the song shall be freed 

But it never dies. 

June 1875. 
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Voices of the Vast 

Canst thou all unmoved listen 

To the melody she sings? 

While my eyes with tear-drops glisten 

Canst thou smile at other things? 

Though thou hearesr, scarcely heeding, 

On my soul each tone is cast 

Like a spirit's whisper'd pleading 

With the present for the past. 

Mingle with its concords simple 

Voices silenr in the tomb; 

Laughter never more to dimple 

Cheeks that long have ceased to bloom; 

Dreams of childish fingers wreathing 

Odours of forgotten flowers; 

Memories fiesh as spring-tide breathing 

Through rhe newly-budded bowers. 

Peace! No longer are they dirges, 

And the distance brightening nears, 

As the moment's sorrow merges 

In the joy of other years. 

Now the real clasps the seeming, 

And the mist of sorrow flies 

'Fore the visioned sunlight streaming 

From the blue of brighter skies. 
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'Neath thy wings, O Music, slumbet 

Recollections, sad and sweet; 

Time-lull'd visions without numbet 

Waken when thy pinions beat. 

Hold the happy spirits dearer, 

O'er them bteathe with lips divine, 

That their voices may be clearer 

And their presence brighter shine. 

Jan. 1876. 
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Song 

I have seen thee in the meadows 

At the breaking of the day, 

On thy cheeks and o'er thy tresses 

Seen the earliest sunbeams play. 

In thy face there breathed a rapture 

As the voices of the streams 

And the lark's gay greeting mingled 

With thy half-forgotten dreams. 

I have seen thee at the casement 

When the sun was near his rest, 

All thy gentle spirit yearning 

For the glories of the west; 

And thy smile was half of sorrow 

As the scented breezes sighed 

From the beds of closing flowers 

And upon thy bosom died. 

I have seen thee 'neath the heavens 

In the light of moon and star 

When the night-bird's passion trembled 

On the cool, still air afar; 

Then forgotten hours of sadness 

At the source of tears were rife, 

And thy dark eyes glistened deeper 

Than the mystery of life. 
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Thou art far, far from me, dearest, 

Yet I see thee as of old 

At the dawning, at the sunset, 

When the moon is shining cold; 

But I long to clasp thee; hasten, 

Let me know thee here in sooth 

And my idle dreamings blossom 

Into full-blown flowers of truth. 

March 1876. 
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Narcissus 

O'er the rich-springing plain at break of day 

In busy fancy rapt Narcissus roves, 

Narcissus, he the tuneful shepherd's pride, 

Cheek'd like the Dawn new-ris'n, and violet-eyed, 

Fragrant with blossomings of life's young May. 

In the first golden gleaming, when the droves 

Of nibbling cattle are driven forth afield 

He wanders on, with many a shepherd meeting 

But ne'er returns their greeting; 

For e'er his eyes are bent upon the ground 

Reading his own dear thoughts and never look around. 

What ails Narcissus that he wanders lone? 

He who was ever wont to lead his sheep 

The earliest forth, and with gay songs awaken 

His fellow-shepherds; say, hath grief o'ertaken 

In envious chase his young heart's winged joy? 

Ask smiling Venus and her quiver'd boy. 

They, grieving that Narcissus ne'er had known 

The pain of love, while that he lay in sleep 

Summon'd before his eyes a vision rare, 

Beauteous beyond compare, 

Which bending o'er him in his slumber deep 

With honied lips his mouth's rich roses kiss'd 

And the unfading lilies of his brow, 

Then vanish'd, melting in the moon-lit air. 

Th'enraptur'd youth awoke, but never wist 

What the strange bliss that made his bosom pant 

And drove him restless forth; an unknown want, 

A sweet, sad longing whisper'd to his heart 

In unknown accents; straightway doth he start 
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To wander pensive as his passions list. 

Across the plain, and towards the distant valley 

That lieth cradled 'mong the purple hills, 

Shady with massive boughs, with many an alley 

Echoing the music of a thousand rills. 

He enter'd in the wood, and up and down 

Wander'd all heedless of his pathless way 

Through the long summer day, 

Till wearied out at eve he sat to rest 

On the smooth verdure by a fountainhead, 

Whose water, bubbling 'neath a mossy stone, 

Clear as the depths of noontide heaven spread 

In a broad basin, and then onwards prest 

And laughing sounded o'er its rugged bed. 

Over the fount Narcissus bent to drink 

But ere his lips had reach'd the water's brink 

Backward he started with astonish'd cry; 

For a fair vision held his tranced eye 

Gazing enraptur'd on the still, blue deep,-

A lovely face, upon whose snowy temples 

The golden ringlets danced as in delight, 

And on whose peach-bloom'd cheeks the pretty dimples 

Now came now went before the charmed sight. 

The shepherd's heart with pleasure 'gan to leap; 

He view'd the image in the water shown, 

Yet knew not 'twas his own, 

And the wild joy with which he rose from sleep 

Again came o'er him, thrilling all his nature; 

And every lovely feature 

Ofthat fair vision sank within his heart, 
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Till from that sweet delight he felt he ne'er could part. 

The Evening hasten'd to her chamber grey; 

He sat and gazed, and knew not of her going; 

Thro' the large leafage the last flush of day 

Stream'd from the gorgeous west behind him, throwing 

Around his head a beauteous aureole, 

And glancing on the pool 

Touch'd into fiery glow the golden locks 

Ofthat still vision which all radiant gleam'd 

With glory as a god's. The Evening past, 

And from the still blue deep of Heaven vast, 

The chilly rays of Cynthia's beauty stream'd, 

And broken, passing thro' the clustering bower, 

Into a silver shower, 

On the now faintly glooming image cast 

A loveliness so heavenly and chaste, 

'Twas Cynthia's own face you might have deem'd. 

It past, and with the shades of early dawn 

In darkness deep the vision was withdrawn, 

But still th'enraptur'd youth's enchanted eye 

Held its impression, gazing fixed still 

In the thick gloom, till o'er the eastern hill 

Rose the day's god, and bade the shadows fly, 

And thro' the dewy boughs before him straying 

Shed a fresh light upon Narcissus' face. 

Instant the vision brighten'd, and ere long 

The gathering sun-beams round the rich locks playing 

Awoke again the more than godly grace 

Of snowy brow, and eyes as bright as song. 

So day by day the vision lived and died 
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With ever-varied charms, as by the side 

Of the clear fount Narcissus sat and gaz'd. 

He could not speak or move, nor ever rais'd 

His eyes aloft, but still he there did bide 

Forgetful of his friends, his flock, of all 

Save of the vision fair which held him so in thrall. 

From her smooth-grotto'd depths with sweet voic'd 

greeting 

Enamour'd rose the goddess of the fountain; 

Down from the heights of every leaf-rob'd mountain 

Came the light nymphs, the shepherd's praise repeating. 

And round him gather'd as he sat unwitting 

Naiad and Oread, Satyr eke and Faun 

There by his beauty drawn, 

All, all in vain his voice and smiles entreating. 

O'er hill and dale the shepherds sadly sought 

Their darling, but if ever they drew near 

To where he sat, the nymphs in jealous fear 

O'er him invisible a thick mist wrought, 

And so all hopeless and with grief distraught 

To their deserted flocks they back did stray 

And sat and piped sad ditties all the day. 

And still he sat. The gentle nymphs in vain 

Cull'd from their srores the sweetest, choicest food 

And brought it to him, but were all unheeded, 

O'er his own lovely face he still would brood; 

In vain their dainty cheeks with tears were beaded 

Which dimpl'd the still mirror of the brook,-

He would not turn to look, 

Nor yet repell'd with sound or gesture rude. 
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But day by day he wasted; not as mortals 

Waste when they near death's portals, 

For his rich beauty faded not, his limbs 

Shone like the limbs of Venus; but he grew 

Faint to the sight; and, as a cloud which dims 

At early morn the sun's new-risen splendour 

Unchanged in form fades thro' gradation tender 

Of rainbow colours into Heaven's blue, 

So faded he. And when adown one morn 

The nymphs came tripping from rhe hills and caves 

He was not, for the night's cool breath had borne 

His frail life to the deathless gods above, 

Where his delighted senses he e'er laves 

In the eternal spring of beauty and of love. 

But where his form had rested, up there sprang 

From the rich verdure a tall flower, pale 

And tremulous with passion, which e'er bending 

Over the fount look'd love that knows no ending. 

And when, as oft, the merry wood-nymphs sang 

Of the fair shepherd to the echoing vale 

They call'd the flower Narcissus; and so ends my tale. 

Aug./76. 
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Cordelia 

How meek yet mighty is the spirit of Truth 

That dwells in silence, or the half-utter'd word, 

Stifled in blustering clamour ere 'tis heard 

By the harsh world, where sound is more than sooth. 

Tho' to the few observers it endu'th 

With heavenly beauty, hath it but deferr'd, 

Or doth it never grant the due reward 

To those who seem to us to reap but ruth? 

Say, meek Cordelia, was the moment's bliss 

With thy recover'd sire, the one fond kiss 

Full recompense for all thy woes and tears? 

It was, for though still-working truth on earth 

Wills nought but recognition, a new birth 

From the bare seed sees spring the ripen'd ears. 

Aug./7<>. 
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Imogen 

A still, calm lake within a desert vale; 

Smooth shingle sloping to the brink around; 

Uncloth'd with rush or reed, but simply crown'd 

With the chaste beauty of the lily pale. 

Perchance some shadowing cloud or ruffling gale 

Dims the calm surface bright, but onward bound 

They pass, brief blurrs on that pure mirror found, 

And, passing, the blue depths of Heaven unveil. 

Such Imogen, thou art; and as the wreath 

Of lilies once must perish, but beneath 

The blue reflex of Heaven is ever bright, 

So hath thy lovely image passed away 

But the calm beauty of thy mind for aye 

Remains the source of deep and pure delight. 

Aug./76. 
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To Sleep 

Long ago I wander'd oft 

In the golden land of dreams; 

Joyous birds and breezes soft 

Answer'd back the purling streams. 

Endless summer, leafy, cool, 

Smiling from the Heaven above 

Over wood and still dark pool, 

Hill and meadow, whisper'd love. 

Gentle sleep, a spirit bright, 

With me thither wing'd her way; 

Hand in hand we fled the night, 

Sought and found a glorious day. 

Gentle sleep, where art thou fled? 

Gloomy night is round, but thou 

Visit'st not my weary bed, 

Where are dreamland pleasures now? 

Sleep thou hast a brother stern, 

Rest he gives, but takes the breath; 

Shall I to thy brother turn, 

Faithless sleep, and call on Death? 
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Will he lead me far away 

To a land as fair as thine? 

Many know, but none may say; 

Soon that sectet will be mine. 

Aug. / 76. 
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A Farewell 

Farewell, my love; though far apart 

To-night our spirits meet; 

In thought I press thee to my heart, 

And 'gainst it feel thine beat. 

To-morrow's eve will see me far 

Upon the Ocean's swell, 

And all alone with moon and star; 

Farewell, my love, farewell! 

All through the dark and stormy night 

I sit and think of thee. 

Hath slumber closed thine eyes so bright 

Or dost thou watch with me?-

Too well I know thy sleepless fears, 

The wind it bears thy sighs, 

The rain is like the bitter tears 

Thou pourest from thine eyes. 

O peace, my love, and let safe sleep 

Lie calm upon thy breast; 

Forget thy sorrows, cease to weep, 

And lay thy heart to rest. 

In yon' new world I seek a home 

Far, far from England's shore; 

Wait but a while and thou shalt come, 

With me to weep no more! 

Aug. / 76. 
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The Two Gardens 

I have a beauteous garden, 

And all the summer through 

'Tis rich with the odour of broad-blown flowers 

That laugh with the sunshine, and weep with the showers 

And the sweet little birds sit and sing there too 

The summer through. 

But ah! then comes the winter 

With the snow and the stormy blast; 

And all my beautiful flowers are dead, 

And the snow wraps over their cold, cold bed, 

And the birds to a brighter land have past 

From the stormy blast. 

I have another garden, 

A garden dearer still, 

But here are no birds and no rich perfume 

Of flowers without number in freshest bloom, 

But one little blossom, and, name what you will, 

This is dearer still. 

The tender little blossom 

It blooms by itself apart; 

Through the warmth of summer and winter's snow 

'Tis blooming alike; never fades, ah no! 

For this dear little flower, O Love, thou art, 

And the garden, - my heart! 

Aug./76 
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Miranda 

O perfect maiden, thou who ne'er hadst dwelling 

Save the rich temple of a poet's brain, 

Could some bright Ariel summon thee how fain 

Were I to gaze upon thy beauty, quelling 

All passion 'neath thine eyes forever welling 

With wonder, joy and love that knows no stain. 

Of what sweet peace thy soul, untouch'd by pain, 

In that one look to my soul would be telling! 

Vain wish! The fancy can but view thee far, 

Lull'd with the sighing of a scented gale 

And magic memories of thy "sea-sorrow"; 

Yet may our hearts which so the world doth mar 

E'en from the music of thy wond'rous tale 

Some notes of purity and meekness borrow. 

Nantasket. Sept. 22 / 76. 
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Portia 

Pure wit, unpointed with the barb of scorn, 

But wing'd with gleams from laughter-loving eyes; 

A heavenly eloquence that never dies, 

With the impassion'd love of truth twin-born; 

Beauty as of the newly-risen Morn; 

And, fast uniting all with sweetest ties, 

The spirit of warm love, which e'er defies 

Hatred's fierce wrath and envy's hidden thorn. 

These, Portia, all are thine. I see thee stand 

Before me now, at once the advocate 

Of justice and of mercy, union rare; 

Then, with the fruit of victory in thy hand, 

Thou steppest meekly from thy lofty state, 

A woman's loving duty thy chief care. 

Sept. 24 / 76. 
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Pcrdita 

As when an autumn breeze in hurrying flight 

Catching a ripe seed from a garden rose 

Over a meadow wafts it, and then throws 

'Mid the rank herbage, where 'tis hid from sight, 

Till the kind spring uprears it, the delight 

And beauty of the wild spot where it grows; 

So fortune hid thee, striving to disclose, 

Unmark'd, those blossoms which she could not blight. 

Thou wert indeed a flower, and thy pure heart, 

Inspir'd by nature's sympathy, could find 

True sisters in the flowerets of the mead; 

And in each dewy dimple thou could'st read 

Those silent harmonies of love which bind 

The varied tones of nature, part to part. 

Oct. / 76. 
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Desdcmona 

I see thee, Desdemona, pale and cold 

As the pluck'd lily that uncared for dies, 

Thy lips the seat of silence, and thine eyes 

Deserted shrines of chastity; behold, 

Their lamp is quenched, their oracles untold; 

Calm is thy bosom, which no more shall rise 

And fall with love's sweet rapture or sad sighs, 

And thy hands clasp'd in prayer shall ne'er unfold. 

Silent and still; yet in that silence speaks 

A voice more eloquent than passion's tongue, 

The mute reproach upon thy innocent face, 

Which chases from his breasr who did thee wrong 

The spectre of blind wrath, and in his place 

Despair, for all thy sorrows vengeance wreaks. 

Oct. J 76. 
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On a bunch of hot-house flowers presented to me 

on Christmas Morning 

O fair-eyed daughters of the balmy prime, 

By hoarded warmth and close attention nourished, 

While, all around you, thick with snow and rime, 

The hardy evergreens alone have flourished; 

To the cold air your fragrance ye impart 

And make it scented with the breath of June, 

And, like a sweet narcotic, lull the heart 

With dreams of rambles 'neath a summer moon. 

Thus, 'mid the winter of this world of ours, 

There dwelleth many a spirit, hither borne 

From the warm summer of a brighter sphere; 

Sustained by gentle tending, like these flowers, 

The chilly earth they sweeten and adorn, 

Which else would only a rude offspring rear. 

Given to Petremanr 

Xmas day. 1876. 
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The Candy Store 

Thickly lay the snow and frost on 

Those long winding streets of Boston 

Where I wander'd all engross'd on 

Some enigma, little worth, 

When there suddenly ascended 

To my nostrils undefended 

An aroma, sweetly blended 

Of all savours upon earth. 

Stopping short and upward gazing 

I beheld a sight amazing, 

Past description, blinding, dazing, 

I shall ne'er forget it more; 

For there all close at hand I 

Saw a beauteous figure stand, I 

Saw a someone putting candy 

In the window of a store! 

O that dear, that hateful someone, 

O that obstinately dumb one, 

O there ne'er again will come one, 

Half so cruel, half so sweet;-

'Twas a maiden,-nay a goddess, 

In a tightly fitting bodice, 

Sweetly smiling on the noddies 

That were watching from the street. 
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As I stood in admiration, 

In a sort of fascination 

With a look of invitation 

She turned round to me and smiled, 

And so pleasantly she bent her 

Eyes on me, as if she meant a 

Special hint for me to enter, 

That, alas, I was beguiled. 

In I went, and she attended. 

This and that she recommended 

And I'm sure that I expended 

Three whole dollars at the least; 

What I did I've no idea, 

I could neither see nor hear, 

And I'm sure that she thought me a 

Very curious sort of beast. 

From rhat day began my sorrow,-

I was there upon the morrow, 

Every day that I could borrow 

Beg or steal a little cash; 

There I sat from hour to hour 

In a sort of spicy bower, 

Munching on with all my power, 

O how could I be so rash! 
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For I thought not of expenses, 

Had no heed to consequences. 

She had mastered all my senses 

With the magic of her eye; 

And I thought I should ensure her 

If I could but kneel before her, 

And declare I did adore her, 

But I never dared to try! 

Very many weeks passed, and I 

Every day sat munching candy, -

Till in body, foot and hand I 

Seemed to feel a curious change. 

I seemed altered in dimension, 

Altered past my comprehension, 

And I felt a sort of tension 

Most uncomfortably strange. 

I consulted on the matter 

Both my tailor and my hatter; 

Said: "I fear I'm growing fatter"; 

Said the hatter: "Guess that's so; 

For your hat, you see sir, pinches 

And your head too closely clinches, 

'Tis too small by three good inches, 

Here's another, that'll do." 
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And the tailor said: "You're right, sir, 

All your clothes are much too tight, sir, 

But you used to be so slight, sir, 

When we made them, don't you see; 

Round the middle you've increased, sir, 

Twenty inches at the least, sir, 

And your pantaloons have ceased, sir, 

To hang loosely round your knee". 

So I left them in a hurry, 

In a most confounded flurry, 

And as fast as I could scurry 

Made my way along the street; 

After terror and confusion 

Came the sudden resolution, 

I would seek for a conclusion 

Of my pain at Mary's feet. 

Gasping, panting, puffing, blowing, 

On I hurried, little knowing 

That I never more should go in 

That infernal candy-store,-

For I found the windows shut up, 

All the decorations cut up, 

And a piece of paper put up: 

"Left the town, apply next door." 
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In a terrible excitement, 

Wondering what on earth the flight meant, 

I inquired what the sight meant 

Ofthat paper on the door; 

And they told me that the late man 

Was so bothered by a fat man 

That 'twas on account ofthat man 

He had flitted from the store. 

O, how could you be so cruel, 

Mary, if you only knew all, 

How I'm now reduced to gruel 

You would not have left me so, 

Through all your shameful tricks I 

'm in a fearful, fearful fix, I 

Hope for nought but apoplexy, 

And it's all through you, you know. 

Waltham. Jan. r 877. 
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Danger? 

So you and I have talked together 

The long, bright evening through. 

No thought of mine has slipped its tether; 

Your heart I warrant true. 

Friends, let us say then, man and woman; 

For we freely praised and blamed 

Him whom it else were merely human 

To pass and leave unnamed. 

My eyes have sought your smile with pleasure, 

Your sweet voice charmed my ear; 

Yet has my pulse kept even measure, 

My brain rests calm and clear. 

And now we offer to each other 

A hand-grasp, as I go.-

Suppose us sister now and brother, 

Should we part even so? 

Say that, to feelings purely blended 

I yield, and touch your lips; 

Would modesty and faith offended 

That kindly smile eclipse? 
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Or would your heart, divining duly 

How mine would urge defence, 

Allow the impulse, born more truly 

Of spirit than of sense? 

Sunday evening. July 23. 1882. 
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The Bird's Nest 

1 

Hidden midst the grass it lay, 

There no sunbeam made its way, 

Round it hung the joyous flowers, 

Their growing measured by the hours 

No rude hand's unhallowed touch 

Or prying eye was placed on such. 

2 

Velvet down from off the breast, 

Of the bird the light eggs prest 

Four small eggs of darkish hue, 

Nor from the nest the bird withdrew 

But to get her scanty food, 

On them she sat with patient mood. 

3 

With fresh plucked moss the nest was lined, 

Without small twigs the structure bind, 

By the small bird all 'twas made, 

By that bird those eggs were laid. 

Oh! happy bird, no fear nor care 

Disturb thy joyous flight through air. 
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4 

Go happy bird with joy behold 

Thy tender brood, and from the cold 

Shelter them with the parent's wing 

Till they with joyful notes shall sing 

Till they shall wing their flight straight 

Far from the nest and flowers to stay. 

[ca. 1869] 
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A Ship Rides Gaily on the Waves 

1 

A ship rides gaily on the waves 

And pennons flutter at the mast, 

On board all's bustle, of her stay 

That moment is the last. 

2 

Now friends are breathing long farewells, 

And all on shore do wave adieu, 

And midst the shoutings of the crowd 

Westward the good ship flew. 

3 

Prayers for their luck and prosp'rous wind 

Do follow her from all, till she 

Does seem, to every gazer there 

A speck upon the sea. 

4 

The time flew on, no tidings came, 

Twixt doubt and fear their friends are tost, 

Still hoping on but inwardly 

All fearing they are lost. 

5 

And many a mother mourns her son, 

Who in that luckless ship set out 

In health, rejoicing in his life 

No more to turn about. 
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6 

No more his home and friends to see, 

No more be welcomed back to land, 

But in the ocean's farthest depths 

Lie buried in the sand. 

7 

The crested waves heaved high aloft, 

And spray was flying to the sky, 

The sea gulls shrieked, black masses sent 

To heaven, are towering high. 

Midst all a brave ship laboured hard, 

By the great gusts her mast was bent, 

And now she mounted on the waves, 

Now down a gulf was sent. 

9 

Now sank her prow immerged in foam, 

And now she out the water leapt; 

She strained, and creaked, by little she 

Together now is kept. 
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10 

The captain stands upon the deck, 

The speaking trumpet in his hands, 

Each sail was tightened, but as soon 

The tempest cracked the bands. 

11 

The passengers below do stay, 

Down on their knees, some mad for fear, 

All hope is gone-the sailors drop, 

Nor do the orders hear. 

12 

"Now launch the boat," "'Tis vain, 'tis vain!" 

A crack-she splits, "Oh! save us, save!" 

One moment waters rush around, 

The ship's beneath the wave! 
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The Refugee 

The sun which rose o'er large and busy towns, 

And roused the weary labourer to his work, 

Shone on a lonely and deserted isle, 

Which in the deep and heaving ocean lay 

That sweeps the shores of southern Italy. 

No feathered songsters cheered that lonely isle, 

Nor greeted with their notes the rising sun; 

But sad and quiet as the grave it lay. 

The wide expanse of water round it stretched, 

Its waves for ever breaking on the shore 

In low, sad, weary, splashings of the tide. 

One little fruitful grove the surface graced 

But all the rest was dry and barren sand, 

Upon these sands at even might be seen 

A little child, who with the cast up shells 

Was playing, and with innocent delight, 

It watched the waves, which rising with the tide 

Broke on the shore. From out the little grove 

Thin smoke rose faintly 'gainst the cloudless sky. 

On this lone isle an exile made his home. 

To fate abandoned by offended law, 

His goods were seized and he himself was held 

As one like wild beast to be hunted down, 

With grieving wife and his one child he fled 

To this lone isle. After three years of grief 

His wife with care and sorrow harrassed died. 

For three years more he led his lonesome life, 

His child his only comfort and his help. 

Each morn a friend brought in a boat the food 

On which he lived. He watched the dancing sail 
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As like a gull it flitted o'er the sea 

Each morning, hoping for the paper, which 

Would bring him his release from that dread isle, 

For dread to him it was, when of his wife 

He thought, and of her buried in the sand, 

He shuddered, and in horror turned away, 

And when he looked at his child playing there, 

Unknowing of the wrong, he cursed himself 

For bringing it to die on that bare rock. 

Oft when with sorrow driven to despair, 

For long he'd sit his face within his hands, 

His child looked up and in its playful way, 

It asked him why he looked so sorrowful; 

He wiped the rising tear from off his eye 

And kissed it, sighing "Ah! thou little knowst 

What 'tis, to be by sorrow driven mad." 

Days passed and still no livening message came, 

He watched the boat with eager eye, and when 

It drew near to the shore, that question now 

So oft repeated, met his friend again. 

But always that same "No" as answer came, 

With wretchedness he daily slipped away, 

His life grew weary, and but for his child, 

In the wild waves he would have buried it. 

One morn with mournful look he saw the sail 

Skim o'er the sea, a man stood in the bow, 

And in his hand he waved a something white, 

The Refugee stood rooted to the spot 

On which he stood, the boat neared to the shore, 

He rushed with headlong speed down to the waves, 
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The man jumped on the sand, and with his hand, 

He held the paper to the Refugee, 

He took it, and his eye glanced wildly o'er, 

Then with a voice which through the frightened air 

Echoed as peals of thunder, loud he cried 

"'Tis come, 'tis come!" His eyes rolled wildly round 

He gasped to fetch his breath, and staggered, fell. 

With those last words his spirits passed away. 

[ca. 1869?] 
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The Death of Dido 

The /Eneid Book iv 1. 642 to the end of the book. 

But Dido trembling, having spoke her fate, 

Rolling her bloodshot eyes, in every limb 

Trembling, and pallid at her coming death 

Rushed from the hall; the funeral pile ascends 

And draws the sword the Trojan gave to her, 

Not meant for such a use, now she beheld 

The Trojan garments, and the marriage couch 

And for a while her flowing tears delayed, 

And wavering in her mind she spoke new words: 

"Oh! dearest clothes, whilst gods and fate permit, 

This dread design accept, and from these cares 

Free me. I've lived my life, and followed close 

The road which fortune gave, beneath the earth 

My spirit flies. A city I have built 

Illustrious. I've view'd my rising walls, 

And from a brother have great hate received 

And punishment. Alas! how happy then, 

Alas! too happy, if the Trojan keels 

Ne'er touched our shores." 

She spoke and on the couch 

Impressed a kiss. "Shall we die unavenged? 

But we must die! Thus, thus it pleases me 

The shades to visit. May the Trojan man 

So cruel, view these flames from off the sea, 

And bear the omens of my self-planned death!" 

She spoke, and with such words she plunged the sword 

Into her breast before the comrades there. 
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The sword foamed with the gore, her hands were red 

Besprinkled with her blood. 

To Atria's hight 

The tumult goes, report does rage about, 

The houses ring with shrieks and mournful groans, 

And howling women. Through the air resound 

The mingled noises, as though to its fate 

Great Carthage rushed, the enemy let in, 

Or ancient Tyre. Not otherwise the noise, 

Though raging flames devoured the lofty roofs, 

And o'er the dwellings of both men and gods 

Rolled with unceasing roar. She raised her head, 

And listened though half dead, with fear she shook, 

And in her ttembling passage wildly stared. 

Her sister through the tumult rushing came, 

Beating her breast, and with disfiguring nails 

Tearing her face. She calls her by her name, 

And strives to rouse her with accusing words: 

"Oh! sister, was this funeral pile for this? 

Did you by wicked fraud try to deceive 

Your sister? I it was that did prepare 

These fires and altars, footsteps to your death. 

Why do I ask forsaken as I am? 

Did you despise your sister as a friend? 

You should have called me to my death with you: 

Like grief, and hour, had borne us borh to death. 

I've killed you with my hands, and then have called 

Our country's gods to witness this dark deed. 
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Oh! I have killed myself and you at once, 

The people, and the county, and thy town." 

"Grant I may bathe thy wound with water pure, 

And if within thy body [any] breath 

Remains, that I may catch it with my mouth." 

Having spoke thus, the high steps she ascends, 

And folds her half dead sister in her arms, 

Groaning with anguish, and the blood she stops. 

Dido then tried her weary eyes to raise, 

Again was helpless, and the deadly wound 

Gaped 'neath her breath; three times she raised 

herself, 

Three times she turned herself upon the couch, 

And sought the heavenly light with wand'ring eyes, 

And having found it, she fell back and groaned. 

Almighty Juno pitying her grief, 

And her hard death from heaven sent Iris down, 

From her bound limbs to free her struggling soul. 

For she'd not perished by deserving fate, 

But miserable fell before her day, 

Driven by madness to her dreadful end. 

Nor yet from off her head Proserpine took 

The yellow hair, nor her had yet condemned 

To Orcus. Therefore dewy Iris came 

From Heaven, resplendent with his yellow wings, 

Drawing a thousand colours from the sun, 

And hanging o'er her he the queen addressed: 

"I bear this sacred order from the gods, 
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And thus I free thee from thy weaty life." 

He spoke, and then from off het head he cut 

A lock of hait; at once all heat did slip 

Fiom out het body, and het flying life 

Departed on the winds. 

[after 1869] 
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Magua 

Deep midst the fotests of the far-off West, 

Where the Red river rolls its rapid course, 

A Huron village stood. Tall fields of rice 

Ripened beneath the blazing sun of June, 

The hatchet, now long buried rested still, 

And idle warriors smoked the pipe of peace. 

The Huron girls all wandered 'neath the shade 

Of spreading trees, or chased the timid fawn, 

Or their clear voices, joined in joyful song, 

Rang through the woods, the Huron boys far off 

Played, and in games they threw the tomahawk, 

Then closed, and in mock fights their valour show'd. 

Now raised the war cry, as with ringing shouts 

They chased each other through the shady woods. 

Within the forest flowed a little stream, 

Where in tall trees the darkest shadows throw. 

Here roamed the deer and here it slaked its thirst, 

No sunbeam pierced the trees so thickly twined, 

And solitude held undisputed reign. 

The merry voices on the evening breeze 

Were faintly borne. Here when the sun 'gan sink 

Each evening, wandered from the noisy sports 

An Indian boy. He did not love the noise 

Of his dark brothers when they met for games. 

Yet he was skilful with the tomahawk, 

And loved to join the chase and hunt the deer. 

But here he wandered on each evening 
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All the men looked on him as a wonder and report 

Whispered that here he spoke with spirits dread. 

This boy was Magua. Magua doomed to see 

The fell destruction of his falling race, 

Doomed to behold them vanish from his sight 

And in the end to stand alone, the last 

Of all his race. 

The time flew on and now 

A morning see a train equipped for chase, 

With them rode Magua, from his shoulders hung 

A quiver full of arrows, in his hand 

He held a bow. They rode on till they came 

Down to the little stream, where he so oft 

Had wandered. Here some went to one part, some 

To another and all scattered o'er the wood 

Hunted the beasts. Some time rode Magua on, 

And yet no game had passed him till at last, 

Across his path there bounded a fine buck 

Then vanished midst the mazes of the woods. 

He spurred his steed and after a hot chase 

From our a thicket sprang the flying stag 

He drew his bow and at the buck took aim 

The arrow flew and twixt the antlers broad 

It hit the game, it bounded in the air 

Another arrow from the bow was launched 

Which glancing past it in a thicket flew 

And then as Magua rose to shoot again 
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A yell rose from the bush that rent the air, 

The bushes rocked then out a warrior sprang 

He drew a knife and then at Magua aimed 

It whistled through the air and in a tree 

Close to him struck. He drew his tomahawk 

And whizzing through the air it cleft the tree. 

[ca.1869] 
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A nG.....g'slife 

indoors and out 

See here a foolish fellow sat, 

Who all his life does waste, 

To reason deaf, yet always he 

To senseless sport will haste. 

His literature though small is low, 

Good books he does despise, 

For see-beneath the table, torn 

The precious volume lies. 

His walls with printed trash are hung, 

One picture yet is there, 

Split with a blow and o'er the frame 

The spider makes its lair. 

To botany he does aspire 

But yet with small success-

But let us from this picture turn 

Of sloth, and foolishness. 

G.R.G. 1871 July. 
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W mG.....g'slift 

indoors and out 

Another foolish boy behold, 

Engrossed with silly aims, 

With tools, the which he cannot use 

Himself and table lames. 

And all his precious time he spends 

In vain desire and toils 

And yet he nought accomplishes 

But all his clothing spoils. 

Take warning from this dreadful sight 

Nor asses imitate, 

Instructive, useful books do read 

Then all the resr may wait. 

G.R.G. July 1871. 
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To Mrs T.W. Gissing this poem is dedicated 

with the Author's kind love. 

The Battle ofRoncesvalles 

Hark! Hark! what sound is that I hear, 

The earth is shaken with their tread; 

The Moorish host is drawing near, 

With King Marsilius at their head. 

Orlando mounted on his courser fleet, 

And up the hill with Sansaneth rode; 

He view'd the approaching host beneath his feet, 

Then turned and in the vale his camp he show'd. 

And said: O valley! miserable indeed, 

Today the blood that in thee will be shed; 

And the brave soldiers that in thee will bleed, 

Thy name forever will be coloured red. 

Then rode Orlando to his chiefs and men, 

And quickly they to arm themselves began; 

The rocks the trumpers echo back again, 

"Arm! Arm! The enemy!" the traitor Gan! 

Then spoke Orlando to his chiefs and men, 

If we must die let us die brave and free; 

If we die now we die to rise again, 

"No hope and a good heart" our motto '11 be. 
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Then sprung Orlando on his horse and cried, 

"Away 'gainst the Saracens!" his men obey'd; 

And all the Paladins who that day died, 

Leapt on their prancing steed not one afraid. 

And now a mighty dust and trumpet shrill, 

Fill up the vale, and the first army came 

With flags and pennons, from the nearest hill; 

And at their head was Falseron by name. 

He turned and spoke unto his leaders then, 

And said: the first fight is for knights alone, 

And above all the first of all my men, 

That touches Orlando I will cut him down. 

"Now friends," Orlando said, each for self fight, 

St Michael for us all; there is not one 

Of all now here that's not a perfect knight; 

How many'U be living when the battle's done 

And all the flower of France was there that day, 

Except Rinaldo and Ricciardetto brave; 

And each man pick'd stood there in proud array, 

All friends and comrades walking to the grave. 
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Richard of Normandy was there with Arno the brave, 

Astolf the Englishman and Angiolin of Bayonne; 

And other Paladins doomed to the grave. 

Before that day the setting sun had gone. 

They raised their war cries and the knights began, 

Ran two and two with spear in rest; 

Astolf first to move against Ascotto ran, 

Then follow'd more and after them they prest. 

And now the spears 'gan to be painted red, 

And the new colour dy'd the bucklers too; 

Astolfo threw his foe to the ground-dead, 

Uliviero wounded dashed on Malprimo. 

They closed-they struggled-on the ground they went, 

The horses startled gallop'd o'er the plain 

Uliviero upmost sought his spear and sent 

It through Malprimo's heart, 'gain and again. 

Orlando then gave order, for the whole 

Of his small troop to charge among the foes; 

O'er men and horses onward still they roll, 

And helms and shields are beaten in with blows. 
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Orlando spurr'd his steed with lance in rest, 

Then with his sword he cleav'd himself a road; 

He couch'd his lance and rushed at Falseron's breast, 

And drove it through his heart, his life blood flow'd. 

Down in the dust the body bleeding fell, 

The horse affrighted gallop'd o'er the hill; 

But when they went to take it up they tell, 

The armour lay as empty as a shell. 

Then turned the Saracens to fly the field, 

So closely were the armies spread around; 

They could not stir, but were obliged to yield, 

And in Roncesvalles their deaths they found. 

Orlando rode into the thickest fight, 

And Count Anselm fought bravely by his side; 

Each like a whirlwind rush'd-Oh! what a sight 

In Roncesvalles then, what have men died. 

Yet what could they do 'gainst so many foes, 

Where one fell dead there two filled up his place; 

Men's eyes are blinded with the heavy blows, 

Marsilius pours them in with unremitting pace. 
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And whilst this fight was waging in the vale, 

The enchanter Malagige by his art, 

Raised up Ashtaroth the spirit pale, 

Then said: To Rinaldo directly start. 

Fetch him and Ricciardetto to the pass 

Of Roncesvalles ere the battle's done, 

Enter Rinaldo's horse and high above the mass 

Of pyramids soar upwards to the sun. 

Then said the demon: Yes it shall be so, 

And foul-mouth Ricciardetto's horse shall guide 

And as you say master so shall we do; 

And straight to Roncesvalles we will ride. 

And then an earthquake shook the vallies round, 

And Ashtaroth disappear'd in flames of fire; 

Then Riciardetto's horse began to bound, 

Then soar'd up to the sun higher and higher. 

Rinaldo likewise bounded through the air, 

Till down on Roncesvalles' pass they dive; 

Then said the spirit to Rinaldo: There 

Is Marsilius, and there the Paladins the Saracens drive 
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Then flew the spirits to a chapel nigh, 

And on the top they sat to view the pass; 

And catch the souls of Moors as they flew by, 

And watch Rinaldo midst the surging mass. 

Then spoke Rinaldo to Ricciardetto and said, 

Let us quit this place and Orlando seek; 

Then turned his horse. They say twice ten Moors bled, 

In that last stroke. They found him growing weak. 

Then said Orlando Gan has brought us here, 

Pretending to pay tribute to us. Now 

You see what tribute all whom we hold dear, 

Are fighting 'gainst the Moors many laid low. 

Look to Marsilius he is coming near, 

Rinaldo said they turned and saw him there; 

He view'd the Paladins with fury and fear, 

He saw them coming riding through the air. 

They turned and in a stroke, Orlando hit 

A youth, whose helm resisted the sharp blow, 

But fell, he caught him by the hair to kill him yet, 

When the lad breathless said: I'm not a foe. 
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Do you not know me, I am Brigaforte the son 

Of your old friend; Orlando embraced the lad 

And said to Ricciardetto: See they run and run. 

Then turned: why are you good man midst so many bad? 

My lord and king Marsilius forced me here, 

I knew not why we came and now I feign 

To fight, but have not hurt a Christian near; 

Treachery on every side of you does reign. 

Baldwin a vest of Marsilius has had, 

So that they know the son of his friend Gan; 

See how he dashes at them like one mad 

Yet all the spears avoid at whom he ran. 

Orlando answered: Go do as you've done, 

But mind, avoid Rinaldo in your way; 

Ne'er will your father's friend be foe to his son, 

Now go and mind my words, heed what I say. 

Then turned the hero furiously, to find 

Baldwin, who seeking him just then, they met; 

'Tis strange said Baldwin the Moors ne'er me mind, 

Though I kill right and left, none on me set. 
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Take off your vest, Orlando cried, you'll see 

How but his honourable son, Gan's sold us; now 

To Marsilius all but his son, and he 

Has had that vest they mind it you see how. 

He tore the vest off with impetuous force, 

And said: If Gan has such a villain been, 

And I don't die, I'll plunge without remorse 

This sword through his false heart, its edge is keen. 

But I am not a traitor, and you do me wrong 

Orlando, when you say it, you shan't see me 

Alive, this said he turned his horse along 

The ridge of hills, farther he could not see. 

And now the fight raged beyond all before, 

Astolfo fell, and in revenge Orlando made 

The ground on which he fell, with blood to pour, 

And on the ground full forty foes he laid. 

Rinaldo met the luckless Brigaforte in fight, 

Who just began to tell to him his tale; 

When the impatient hero struck with all his might 

The youth who died, from the blows that fell like hail. 
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At one place a great fight and dust did hide 

The combatants. Orlando cut himself a way, 

There Baldwin was with two spears in his side, 

I am no traitor now, he said, and passed away. 

Orlando for his death was sorely grieved, 

He lifted up his voice and sank through toil; 

And said: He was not false, I've been deceived, 

Then joined Rinaldo in the thickest broil. 

And all the living Christians gather'd round, 

The slaughter was terrific, and the blood 

Whirled by the wind, was driven from the mound 

Of bodies, bleeding mingled with the flood. 

At length Uliviero fell down hurt, 

Blind with his blood he struck Orlando near; 

Orlando cried: Has Gan made you desert, 

And fighting for the country are here. 

"Orlando O! my lord and master dear", 

I ask your pardon if I struck you now, 

Blind with my blood I fell, I must die here. 

The traitor Alcaliffa has stabbed me, I know not how. 
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Orlando answer'd I shall die myself ere long, 

Come, we will give a few more blows to the foe; 

Orlando led his horse into the throng 

Of fighting men, his blood did quickly flow. 

They cut themselves a road, and then did go 

Out of the battlefield, into the tent, 

Orlando said: Stay here, I'll go and blow 

My horn, on yonder hill, for I am nearly spent. 

"'Tis of no use, Uliviero said, stay here", 

His words came heavily as one in dream; 

"Command me to my sister Aida dear", 

With these words he expired like death it did not seem. 

Orlando then went to the nearest rock, 

And blew his horn three times with so much force; 

The blood poured from his nose and mourh with the grear 

shock, 

The noise affrighted both the men and horse. 

King Charles was sitting at St John with Gan 

And all his noblemen were there beside; 

The emperor heard the first blast when't began 

Then turned and spoke to Gan close by his side. 
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"Do you hear that" he said, "do you hear that blast", 

They listened, and the horn a second time 

Sounded, "What means this?" said the king; It sounded last. 

Then said the king "Of traitors thou art the prime!" 

Take this black villain gentlemen and start, 

With me, for Roncesvalles for I fear no good, 

That trumpet fades. Hide in goal his false heart, 

Bring soldiers, for there will be spilling of blood. 

The Paladins were now reduced to four, but still they 

fought, 

Orlando finding that his death was nigh, withdrew 

To a small fountain, which before he sought, 

And on his burning brow the water threw. 

His horse as weary, when he reached the fount 

Fell down, exhausted, dead upon his feet, 

Orlando tried to rouse him and to mount, 

But it was dead, o'ercome with wounds and heat. 

Rinaldo and the other Christians came up now, 

And told Orlando how the battle was won, 

Orlando said to Turpin: Now I pray you, 

Absolve me of my sins, my life is nearly run. 
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The priest absolved him and above him in the air, 

An angel stood and blessed him, vanished then, 

Orlando fixed his sword to his breast and there 

He breathed out his pure soul before the wond'ring men. 

Then a great roll of thunder above did sound, 

The heavens opened and with his spirit then 

A flock of angels, soared up from the ground, 

Their voices mingling with music in heaven. 

Then Terigi his squire leapt on his steed, 

And rode the fatal news to the king to bear, 

He met him coming, the King said: I read 

Sorrowful tidings in your face. How do they fare? 

The squire then told the news about the fight, 

Charles tore his locks for grief at Orlando's death, 

He told him how he died, and of the sight, 

Then sank down praising him with his last breath. 

When the king saw the squire, exhausted die, 

He cried: Let no one comfort me, O wretched man! 

I'll have no comfort. Go! Here let me lie 

Cursed be this day, this place, cursed be Gan. 
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They rode on into Roncesvalles then, 

Oh what a sight met theit bewildered eyes 

The Moors the field had left as conquered men 

Nought but a lake of blood of a vast size. 

The trees with blood were dripping, and the ground 

Like a vast slaughter-house, smoked with the blood, 

Piles upon piles of dead lay all around, 

Covered with dust and trampled in the mud. 

They rode up to Orlando's body then, 

The emperor threw himself from off his horse, 

And within sight of all the living men, 

Embraced and kissed with fervour the dead corse. 

And now behold a wonder for the king, 

Remembeted in his life time that his sword 

Orlando promised when he died they should it bring 

And now he came and claimed it with his word. 

He conjured him to rise and give it now, 

The body rose and on its knees it held 

The sword, a smile did play about his brow, 

He took it and in death his brow the smile withheld. 
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Meanwhile the Moors returned t' inter their dead, 

Rinaldo shewed them and with joyful speed. 

They fell upon them with swords yet red, 

They strove to fly but every man did bleed. 

Then fled the Saracens ne'er to come again. 

They hung Marsilius and the traitor Gan 

In Roncesvalles there did he remain, 

For beasts of prey to devour rhat bad man. 

They buried Orlando in Aquisgrance near, 

The Paladins who fell in that great fight 

He was embalmed and carried on his bier, 

The smile still on his face he wore on that dread night. 

And now this history draws to an end, 

And if you ask why Charlemagne put trust 

In Gan and to Roncesvalles did send 

He thought him as himself was true and just. 

The End 

[n.d. 1871?] 
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Angelica 

a poem in eight Cantos 

G R Gissing 

To Mts T W Gissing 

this poem is dedicated with 

the authot's kind love. 

Canto I 

It was the month of May and feast of Pentecost, 

And jousting by king Chatlemagne otdained 

Was held at Patis, from the country round 

Came knights and Saracens, no less the state 

To each one used, Grandonio from Spain, 

And Ferragus the eagle eyed surnamed, 

The kinsman of king Charles was thete in state, 

Orlando and Rinaldo feasted there, 

Duke Namo, and Astolfo whose fait face, 

Had given him the name of handsomest, 

The conjuror Malagigi, there was Gan 

With all his followers and knights, and all 

Who held the smallest post in France were there, 

The flower of France were there, the Emperor 

Sat 'neath a canopy mid way at the head, 

And down the table at the right hand sat 

Dukes and Marquises, on the left hand were 

The counts and cavaliers, and the crowned heads 

Sat at the first, the glory of the age, 

The Satacens no table sought, to eat, 

But at a carpet spread upon the floor 

They sat and ate, and Charlemagne sat high, 
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With all his vassals feasting at his feet, 

Holding the Moors as cheaply as the sands 

By tempests scattered, to each of his lords 

As there they sat and drank, he presents sent, 

Of cups enamelled and superbly cut. 

They sat and heard the music, as they ate 

Off plates of gold, when suddenly the hall 

Was shaken with the tread, and then a sight 

They saw, which all there ne'er had seen before. 

Into the hall four monsttous giants strode, 

Amongst whom walked a cavalier, with him 

A lady, whose excelling loveliness 

All others put to shame, then in the hall 

Was Galerana, Aida the fair wife 

Ofthat brave knight Orlando, many more 

Were feasting in the hall, lovely till then, 

But afterwards beside that lovely maid 

As nothing, every knight then turned that way 

And not a Pagan stayed upon the floor, 

Whilst she with cheerful sweetness and a smile, 

Fit to impress on any heart but stone, 

Spoke to king Charles. "High minded lad!" she said, 

"Renown of your great deeds and these btave knights, 

Which echoes daily now from sea to sea, 

Encoutages and 'boldens me to hope, 

That pilgrims coming from a distant land, 

Have not in vain great tasks and perils braved. 

And that I may not trouble you so long, 

This knight Uberto of the Lion's called, 

Whose deeds are also known, by a base friend 
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Is driven from his kingdom, I with him 

His sister and her name Angelica. 

Fame told us of this jousting here today, 

And of the press of knights assembled here, 

And how your noble natures do not care 

To win gold prizes, but a red rose wreath 

Is prize for you, and so my brother here 

Has come to join the joust, and does decree, 

That any guest baptised or infidel, 

Shall meet him one by one, in the green mead 

That lies without the walls, and near the place 

Which the Horseblock of Merlin's called by you. 

The rules with which they enter on the fight 

Are, that no knight who happens to be thrown, 

The combat shall renew in any way, 

But prisoner remain within his hands. 

If he be thrown the country he will leave, 

And I his sister leave within your hands." 

Having said this she knelt down at his feet, 

And for king Charles' answer she did wait, 

All with amazement gazed on her sweet face. 

Orlando felt himself towards her drawn 

Wirh invisible impulse, but he felt 

Ashamed of his new love, and to himself 

He said~"Oh! Mad unworthy knight where now 

Is thy soul being hurried, I am drawn, 

And cannot struggle 'gainst it. Her sweet look 

I cannot from my heart with ought erase, 

My heart within me fails at that dread thought, 

That I shall lose her. Nought can set me free, 
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Nor courage nor my wisdom nor my strength. 

I see the best part but cleave to the worse." 

Thus secretly Orlando did bewail 

O'er his new feelings, and no wonder that, 

For every knight that stood within the hall, 

Had the same feelings. 

All stood for a while, 

In silent admiration, but not all 

Believed her. Malagigi by his art, 

Discovered she was false then muttered soft-

"Lovely false creature!" On thee I will play 

A trick for this, that shall leave thee no cause, 

Thy trick to boast of" But king Charles meanwhile 

To keep her long as possible with him, 

Made a long speech. At last he did accept 

The challenge, and the lady left the hall 

With Uberto. 

She had not passed the gates 

When Malagigi looking at his books, 

That no means might be wanting to complete 

The downfall of her trick, called from below 

Three spirits. But his look turned serious, 

When he discovered that a great danger 

Hung over France. And Uberto the brother 

Of the fair lady, was Agalia, 

The son of Galapon king of Cathay. 

Angelica in witchcraft practised well, 

King Galapon to his son ere he went, 

A horse had given whose swift pace the wind 

Ne'er equalled in its flight, and a large sword 
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Enchanted, and a golden lance whose touch 

Threw all men to the ground with awful force. 

A precious ring as well, which when put in the mouth, 

Made all invisible, when on the hand, 

All witchcraft nullified. Beyond all this 

His sister with him went, and thinking that 

All who saw her would join the promised joust, 

And at the end to bring all of the court 

Of France, bound helpless prisoners to Cathay. 

Such Malagigi did discover was 

The plot of Galapon. 

Agalia meanwhile, 

Went to his station to await the foe, 

A beautiful pavilion there was placed, 

'Neath which he laid himself awhile to rest, 

Angelica beneath a pine tree laid, 

The giants then kept watch and guarded them, 

As there she lay asleep upon the grass, 

She seemed an angel down from heaven come, 

One hand her eyebrows shaded, and the flowers 

Bloomed with a double brightness, and her arms 

Had put to shame the snow of white clad Alps. 

By this time Malagigi came up, borne 

By demons, when he saw the giants watch, 

He muttered to himself-"Brute scoundrels you, 

At once shall be betrayed into my hands." 

This said, he cast a spell upon the four, 

Who instantly in wakeless sleep did fall, 

Then drew his sword and drew near where she lay, 

In slumber wrapt. But when he saw her face, 
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And her rare loveliness, at once he paused, 

And then determined, that he there would keep 

Her in a sleep as long as was required. 

He laid his sword upon the ground then read, 

From out his book still read and then to try 

The force of his deep spell, he touched her soft 

With his long sword, but she had on the ring 

That all witchcraft defeated when he touched 

She rose, and fled into her brother's arms 

With a great cry and having woken him, 

By her enchantment Malagigi bound, 

The book was there against him turned, and soon 

The air was filled with demons of his own, 

Who cried "What would you?" She then answered 

them, 

"Take you this bad man, and bear him far away, 

To prison where king Galapon is lord, 

Present him in my name, and say 'twas I 

Who took him, and that having got the book, 

I care not for all France." 

Scarce had these words 

Come from her mouth when he away was borne, 

Where she had told them. When they brought him there, 

They shut him in a rock by the wild sea. 

Meantime the knights approached their luck to try, 

Each strove to get the first. Orlando too, 

For fear the lady by one else should come, 

The[y] drew the lots and forty others came 

Before Orlando, Astolfo the first. 

Now Astolfo was handsomest of all, 
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And brave as handsome, but in jousts he oft 

Got thrown from off his horse, which he did give 

To accident. On this occasion he 

Was dressed in splendid arms, the worth of which 

A treasury could not give. His mail was gold, 

And on his helmet a large ruby, big 

As a large chestnut. On his horse a cloth 

Covered with leopards. He then issued forth, 

At no one looking and not fearing one, 

He blew his horn, Agalia came forth 

A courteous salutation passed between 

The combatants, they rushed, but at the time 

When the gold lance the Englishman did touch, 

He flew from off his seat, and on the ground 

He said "O cursed fortune, I am here 

Because the saddle was not girded tight, 

But thus it is, the infidels do win." 

The giants, disenchanted from their sleep, 

By help of Malagigi's captured book, 

Took Astolfo to the pavilion straight, 

But when stripped of his armour his fair face 

To such advantage showed, she pity took 

On him, he walked about the pavilion 

Whilst Angelica watched him from her post, 

With silent admiration. Ferragus 

Had the next chance, they met and he was thrown 

As easily as if his body's weight 

Had been a feather, but he rose again, 

And cried in anger "What care I for Charles, 

And his engagement," he rushed on the knight 
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With sword in hand, who put away his lance, 

And so much the worst of the combat got, 

That to his sister's marriage he lent ear, 

But she, dismayed at his appearance, put 

The ring into her mouth, then vanished quick, 

Telling her brother at the wood close by 

To meet her, Agalia to his horse took 

And swift as lightning galloped o'er the plain. 

In madness Ferragus pursued them both, 

And Astolfo the golden spear then took 

And issued forth, king Charlemagne the joust 

Ordered to be returned to its first view. 

Astolfo threw all knights like babes new born 

To his astonishment and to their own. 

Rinaldo learnt the issue of the fight 

And galloped in pursuit of the fair maid. 

Orlando seeing him depart in haste, 

Stricken with jealousy pursued him too, 

At length all three the wood of Arden saw 

And there they met in hot pursuit of her 

Who thus had flown. 

Now on this forest's bed 

Ran two enchanted waters, one a stream 

And one a fountain. Who drank of the first, 

On him did love its fullest power bestow, 

But he who from the fountain drank, the love 

Was turned to hate. 

Rinaldo to the fount 

Did in his hot pursuit come flushed with heat. 

He leaped down fiom his horse and in one draught 
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He quenched his thirst and passion at a time. 

Angelica withheld his heart no more, 

But hating her and hating his long chosen, 

He mounted on his horse and rode away. 

He happened in his ride to come across 

The running stream, being fatigued with heat, 

He laid down midst the flowers beside the stream, 

Lulled by the birds' sweet notes he fell asleep. 

[n.d. 1871?] 
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"Harper! Strike thy harp again! 

Strike it loud and boldly, 

Sing a song of the ice-bound North 

Where the rushing winds blow coldly. 

Yet 'tis long until the morn, 

Sing! and look not so forlorn." 

Low the harper bent his head, 

O'er the strings his fingers sped; 

First but slowly, first but low 

Struck the notes upon the ear, 

Swelling louder-growing near-

Echoing there, and echoing here, 

Through the hall they go. 

Warbling to himself he lingered, 

And the strings he idly fingered, 

Lost in thoughts of othet years. 

Till wakened by the cries around him, 

Breaking from the spell that bound him, 

He began this song. 

G.R.G. 

July 13th, 1872. 
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Dialogue 

Lady to me.-"May I request a 

Short poem for my album? Just a-

'n odd verse or so;-I would suggest a 

Theme light and pretty." 

"Lady, tho' I will do my best, ah! 

I can't be witty." 

"And then the metre must be ortho

dox; an accepted species, for tho' 

Freedom's a great thing I abhor tho

se preposterous verses. 

You call it poetry, "tis a bore tho', 

And nothing worse is." 

"Herein I'll promise all I can too; 

"Blank" is too heavy, makes you pant to 

Read it; one's almost sure to rant too; 

Heroics likewise; 

Octosyllabic's many a want too, 

They always strike wise 

People as much too lengthy, so I 

Think I'll take Burns's measure, tho' I 

'm almost afraid that I shall show I 

've no skill to write it. 

You do me honour, and you know I 

Will try t' requite it." 
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"O that will do as well as any. 'T 

Will doubtless fill some pages when it 

Is written. So you really mean it?" 

"'Twill give me pleasure 

And, may I ask, when will you pen it?" 

"When I have leisure." 

G.R.G. / 76 
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The Knight oftoggmburg 

"Love of sister unto brother 

Render I again; 

Cease, sir knight, demanding other, 

For it gives me pain. 

Calmly let me bear our parring, 

Calm be you as I; 

For those tears so sadly starting 

I have no reply." 

Mute he hears wirh sorrow laden, 

Sore his heart dorh bleed, 

Warmly once he clasps rhe maiden, 

Leaps upon his steed. 

Called from every Switzer valley 

All his liegemen haste, 

To the Holy Land they rally, 

Wirh the cross on breast. 

Mighty feats on field of battle 

Wrought those heroes stout, 

And their helmets glance and rattle 

'Mid the foeman's rout. 

Every Pagan hears with quaking 

Toggenburg's dread name, 

But his faithful heart is aching, 

Pining still the same. 
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For a year with grief he's striven, 

But at length must yield; 

To his breast no peace is given, 

And he leaves the field. 

Sees a ship off Joppa lying, 

Bending to the gale; 

For his dear one's presence dying 

Homeward he doth sail. 

Knocking now the pilgrim under 

Her tall portal waits, 

But with news like sudden thunder 

Comes one to the gates. 

"She you seek is wed to Heaven; 

'Neath the veil hath sworn; 

To the Bridegroom was she given 

Even yestermorn." 

To his father's towers for ever, 

Now he bids adieu; 

Look[s] upon his weapons never, 

Nor his charger true. 

From old Toggenburg unheeded 

Wendeth he adown; 

For his noble limbs are weeded 

With a hairy gown. 
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There a lowly hut he reareth 

Hard beside the glade, 

Where the cloister dimly peereth 

Thro' the linden shade. 

Waiting from the daylight's breaking 

Till the sun was gone, 

Hopeful courage ne'er forsaking, 

Sat he there alone. 

Gazed upon the cloister shady, 

Gazed the whole day through, 

Till the casement of his lady 

Clinking open flew; 

Till he saw the vision holy 

Of his love appear 

Towards the valley bending lowly, 

Calm, with angel's cheer. 

Then he sank to rest light-hearted, 

Slumber'd free from pain, 

Rising gladsome when morn brightened 

O'er him once again. 

Many years without complaining 

Sat he, ever true, 

Till the casement at day's waning 

Clinking open flew. 
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Till he saw the vision holy 

Of his love appear 

Towards the valley bending lowly, 

Calm, with angel's cheer. 

And one morning found him sitting, 

Still and deathly cold, 

On the casement, all unwitting, 

Gazing as of old. 

Translated from Schiller 

[March 1876] 
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Beauty's Exile 

Cease, poet, cease to croon thy lay 

Of idle joy, of idle sorrow, 

Though it may soothe thy heart to-day 

That heart will break to-morrow. 

A mighty moaning jars thy tones, 

Thy pauses echo weary sighing, 

Thine ear is burdened with groans, 

Thy myrtle wreath is dying. 

Thy winged song with trembling flight 

In vain from heart to heart is hasting, 

As honey-bees that fear to light 

Of deadly flowers tasting. 

Dread shape of nameless horrors frown 

On every side, where'er it flutters, 

From hill to hill, from town to town 

A fearful warning mutters. 

And now it wings for yonder star 

Which throbs to greet it, brighter glowing, 

And echo'd melody from far 

Sighs rapture, round us flowing. 

Can roses bloom beneath a sky 

That darkens with a deadly breathing? 

Can children, faint with famine's cry 

Be garlands ever wreathing? 
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More bitter are the pangs of woe, 

The pains with which our hearts are holden, 

Than all the lovers' tears that flow 

In rhymed legend olden. 

Fierce strife is round thee; cease to sing 

And raise thine eyes to gaze upon it; 

O sweeter far the guinea's ring 

Than is thy sweetest sonnet. 

Grievest thou now? And dost thou weep? 

Too many eyes are brimming ever! 

Go, win us justice, and count cheap 

Thy life in the endeavour. 

And sigh not for thy golden dreams, 

Thy fairy fancies wov'n in singing; 

For beauty lives, though darkness seems 

Relentless round it clinging. 

Yet shall yon star crown summer eves, 

And, winter past, a glorious chanting 

Of thousand songs shall stir the leaves; 

Thy song shall not be wanting. 

[March 1876] 
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Italia 

When the late glow of evening falls 

Slowly from, my study walls, 

And night-winds, with dreamy sound, 

Breathe in the garden leaves around; 

When thought, entranced in idle dream, 

Forgets what is in things that seem; 

Then yearns my spirit most to thee, 

O promised land of Italy! 

Not for thy depth of azure skies, 

Nor for the love-light of thy maidens' eyes, 

Nor e'en for the glories thou canst show 

Of Raffaelle or of Angelo: 

A sadder and a nobler frame 

Hallows for me Italia's name, 

And bids me seek the by-gone age 

Which lives upon the Roman's page. 

No weary thought of boyhood's toil 

Avails the harmony to spoil 

Ofthat majestic, measured tongue 

Which swelled above the Forum's throng. 

In memory, all the laboured way 

Gleams in rhe light of holiday. 

Like exile's, pining for his home, 

My heart leapt at the name of Rome! 
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How soon did Faëry-land grow pale 

Before the seven-hilled city's tale! 

How the young blood would fire to hear 

Of Alba's flight and Cannae's fear! 

What horror when the Tribune's life 

Paid the first debt of evil strife! 

What pride to join the long array 

Of Triumph, on the Sacred Way. 

And later, what delight to share 

That gossip of the poet-pair 

With good Maecenas; hear the line 

Which made the Julian house divine; 

Or sweeter still, to quit the heat 

And hubbub of the crowded street 

With Horace, and enjoy the charm 

Of evening at the Sabine farm. 

[n.d. - 1876?] 
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To my friend Eduard Bertz with a copy ofTlennyson's 'Voems' 

Thou who thy deepest joy dost find 

In tracking out the paths of thought 

O'er many a cloudy summit wrought 

By labour of the human mind,-

Do not the winged thoughts of Youth 

Press nearest to the heavenly light 

When led by Beauty,-seen aright, 

The eternal Avatar of Truth? 

Take then the songs of one who stands 

A hallowed priest at Beauty's shrine, 

Whose words are sweeter than the wine 

Press'd from the grape in sunnier lands. 

As a still lake amid the hills, 

Picturing the sunshine or the storm, 

Can even blackest clouds transform 

Into that Beauty which it wills; 

So doth this Singer list the cries 

Of human passion, human pain, 

And breathes them to the world again 

In melody that never dies. 
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And thou, my friend, who know'st so well 

The inward hope, the inward fear, 

Thou canst not fail to hold him dear, 

Who, e'en in sweetest tones, can tell 

The anguish of a human soul, 

Which beats the portal of the grave, 

And cries: "Who is it that shall save? 

What hand shall lead me to the goal?" 

Take then the songs of one I love 

In spirit; may'st thou love him too! 

The word of one whose heart is true 

Oft proves an olive-bearing dove. 

GRG. 

April 1879 
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Carlyle's Statue 

A patch of garden by the river-side, 

With seats where children cluster; to and fro 

Upon the stream the fretting steamboats go, 

And barges this or that way with the tide. 

A Statue, with lined forehead and sad-eyed, 

Rear'd 'mid the walk, sits gazing on the flow, 

Beholding not its freightage, swift or slow,-

Marking but how the eternal waters glide. 

Time is not. Though the wasting hours are toll'd 

From this church-tower, which spoke to him of old, 

When the dim street hard-by his footsteps trod. 

Alike the morn, loud noon, or twilight pale, 

Or when night comes, with infinite peace, to veil 

The sad eyes gazing on the darkened flood. 

G.R.G. 

27-4-83. 
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T0A.F.G. 

One evening of a summer that is dead 

From a hill-top we watched the sun fall low, 

And marked, in clouds with green and gold aglow, 

The track of waves about a bold sea-head, 

So clear that, each by the other's fancy led, 

We heard the very billows' magic flow; 

Then o'er the vision saw the darkness grow, 

Till all the glory of the sky was shed. 

The memory dwells with me. So far apart 

We wander in the cheerless world;-though nought 

Of sunder'd circumstance or varying thought 

Disturbs the kindness of the kindred heart;-

I gladden when we see and think as one, 

As in that vision o'er the sunken sun. 

G.G. 

5-5-83 
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Hope in Vain 

"Mine, O love, you were mine for an hour, 

You and the world for an hour were mine; 

For the world wirh its beauty and joy and power 

Lay here, flung at my feet as dower, 

In the hour when life had grown divine, 

And you, O love, were mine, all mine. 

Flowers of face and fire of soul, 

Breath of your life for an hour was mine; 

And the gods of gods in whose control 

Is the lightning flash and the thunder's roll 

Knew never a joy that was more divine, 

Than mine in the hour when I call'd you mine. 

Honey of lips and the bosom's beat, 

And the warm, soft arms for an hour were mine, 

And the eager pulse of hastening feet 

Whose echoes the words of love repeat, 

And the sweet, low voice, and the eyes' star-shine, 

All of them, all, for an hour were mine. 

All that the years to come could show 

Throng'd in the hour when you were mine: 

Rapture of meeting, and parting's woe, 

Tears, and passion's sunset glow, 

Till I drank the wine of a death divine 

From the lips whose kisses were mine, all mine. 
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Alas alas, that it all was a dream, 

Only a dream that you were mine! 

And that one hour with its golden gleam, 

Floated past, like a rose on the stream, 

Tells me that never an hour shall shine, 

Never for ever, to make you mine." 

G.G. 

Hastings, July 25,1883 
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Song 

0 Maiden, simple, sweet and pale, 

1 gaze into your eyes with wonder. 

Behind their beauty hangs a veil, 

O maiden pale, 

The soul within ere long shall sunder. 

O maiden, simple, pale and sweet, 

You know not of the soul that's growing; 

You could not else so calmly meet, 

O maiden sweet, 

The passion in my own eyes glowing. 

O maiden, sweet and pale and simple, 

When once the spirit parts the veil, 

The glad child-smile no more shall dimple, 

O maiden simple, 

Your cheek, but that shall still be pale. 

George Gissing 

Nov. 1883 
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A Sonnet 

The flowers are such as English gardens bear; 

And as my eye rests on their tender hues 

The town has vanish'd, and I cannot choose 

But wander in green ways, and taste the air 

Sweet from broad English pastures. Yet whene'er 

I veil my sight, imagination views 

Strange Orient scenes, and wafted odour woos 

My thought to Indian gardens, fiercely fair. 

For these were gather'd in an English home, 

Where, as I walked amid the mighty scents, 

You spoke of Eastern memories; of tents 

Pitch'd in wild valleys where the leopards roam; 

Of flowers that bloom by trackless torrent-rents, 

And mighty rivers rolling golden foam. 

G.G. 18-9-84 
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The Death of the Children 

(Burnt in a Workhouse Fire, Christmas, 1883) 

O Children, Death in kindness bade you rise, 

And quit the game, while life was yet but play; 

Though sad to us the closing winter day 

That quench'd the gleam of laughter in your eyes. 

What though the anguish of the dread surprise 

Marr'd the young faces when at rest they lay? 

One moment summ'd the sorrow-laden way 

We weary o'er in growing old and wise. 

Mourn not the children. If we needs must mourn, 

Be it for those their loss leaves desolate, 

While death withholds his oft-entreated boon. 

And should they sorrow, that, by toil unworn, 

Their dear ones rest so early, and kind fate 

Spares them the heat and burden of the noon? 

George Gissing - [Dec. 1884] 
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The Humble Aspirations of G.G., Novelist 

"Hoc erat in votis. 

Oh, could I encounter a Gillman, 

Who would board me and lodge me for aye, 

With what intellectual skill, man, 

My life should be frittered away! 

What visions of study methodic 

My leisurely hours would beguile!-

I would potter with details prosodie, 

I would ponder perfections of style. 

I would joke in a vein pessimistic 

At all the disasters of earth; 

I would trifle with schemes socialistic, 

And turn over matters for mirth. 

From the quiddities quaint of Quintilian 

I would flit to the latest critiques;-

I would visit the London Pavilion, 

And magnify lion-comiques. 

With the grim ghastly gaze of a Gorgon 

I would cut Hendersonian bores-

I would follow the ambulant organ 

That jingles at publicans' doors. 
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In the odorous alleys of Wapping 

I would saunter on evenings serene; 

When the dews of the Sabbath were dropping 

You would find me on Clerkenwell Green. 

At the Hall Scientific of Bradlaugh 

I would revel in atheist rant, 

Or enjoy an attack on some bad law 

By the notable Mrs Besant. 

I would never omit an oration 

Of Cunninghame Graham or Burns; 

And the Army miscalled of Salvation 

Should furnish me frolic by turns. 

Perchance I would muse o'er a mystic; 

Perchance I would booze at a bar; 

And when in the mind journalistic 

I would read the "Pall Mall" and the "Star." 

Never more would I toil with my quill, man, 

Or plead for the publishers' pay-

Oh where and Oh where is the Gillman, 

Who will lodge me and board me for aye? 

[April 20-21,1889] 
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The Lotus on a sunny reach 

And friends aboard her, frankly human, 

Chatting o'er all that time can teach 

Of heaven and earth, of man and woman. 

An eddy in the silent flow 

Of days and years that bear us-whither 

We know not, but 'tis well to know 

We spent this sunny day together. 

Aldeburgh - Whitsuntide 1895 
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Translation of'Odyssey' xxiii. 190-zoi: The Bedstead of Odysseus 

Here in my garth a goodly olive grew; 

Thick was the noble leafage of its prime, 

And like a carven column rose the trunk. 

This tree about I built my chamber walls, 

Laying great stone on stone, and roofed them well, 

And in the portal set a comely door, 

Stout-hinged and tightly closing. Then with axe 

I lopped the leafy olive's branching head, 

And hewed the bole to fout-square shapeliness, 

And smoothed it, craftsmanlike, and grooved and pierced, 

Making the rooted timber, where it grew, 

A corner of my couch. Labouring on, 

I fashioned all the bed-frame; which complete, 

The wood I overlaid with shining gear 

Of gold, of silver, and of ivory. 

And last, between the endlong beams I stretched 

Stout thongs of ox-hide, dipped in purple dye. 

[21st October, 1900.] 
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Notes 

Epitaph on the Tomb of Don Quixote and Sancho Panza - p. 189. 

It is remarkable that Cervantes' Don Quixote, who makes his first appearance in this, 

the earliest of Gissing's poems, was to remain a lifelong favourite of the poet. In a 

letter (August 2, 1885) to his sister Ellen in which he urges her to read and study the 

great classical authors, he lists Cervantes among "the indispensables", adding: "I 

rejoice to say I can read them all in the original, except Cervantes, & I hope to take up 

Spanish next year, jus t for that purpose ."^ However, it was not until a yeat before his 

death, when his friend, the writer-naturalist W. H. Hudson sent h im a Spanish 

dictionary and Grammar, that he started to teach himself Spanish. On the day these 

books arrived (July 13 th, 1902) he records in his diary: "in the evening read a page of 

Don Quixote".16 Three weeks later he has made such rapid progress that he writes: 

"Done 17 chapters of Don Quixote, which I now read very easily".1? 

Was it Don Quixote the "brave defender of the opprest" that fired Gissing's 

imagination? It is tempting to regard his love of Quixote as, at least, partially due to 

his identification with Cervantes' sad, eccentric, yet supremely amiable idealist, who 

hopes to convert the world. Gissing's disastrous at tempt to redeem from a life of 

prosti tution Marianne Helen Harrison, whom he regarded as a victim of society, 

15 George Gissing, "To Ellen," [Sept.] 2,1885, The Collected Letters o/George Gissing, eck, Paul F. 
Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas, vol. II (Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1991) 345. 

16 George Gissing, London and the Life of Literature in Late Victorian England: The Diary of George 
Gissing, Novelist, ed. Pierre Coustillas (Hassocks, Sussex: Harvester, 1978) 547. 

'7 Diary, 548. 
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affords a prime example of his ineradicably quixotic idealism. 

In the Lilly collection (Miscellaneous Manuscripts Gissing. 194 and 195) there are 

two autograph copies of the poem, one of which-apart from one minor spelling 

detail-is identical with this version, the other containing a few revisions which 

primarily serve to improve the metrical regularity. In another hand a more exact date 

for the poem, viz. April 17,1869, has been added. 

Translation of the first of Virgil's Pastorals- p. 191. 

Between 1865 and r8/o Gissing attended the school of Rev. Joseph Harrison in 

Wakefield, who introduced him to Latin and Greek. This fluent translation by the 

young scholar into English heroic couplets may well have been stimulated by 

Gissing's first Latin master. 

A near contemporary of Gissing, Charles Stuart Calverley (1831-84), in his Verses and 

Translations (1862) included a translation of Virgil's "Eclogue (Pastoral) I" in blank 

verse, which we reproduce here for the sake of comparison. 

ECLOGUE I 

MELIBOEUS 

TITYRUS 

Meliboeus: 

Tityrus: 

Stretched in the shadow of the broad beech, thou 
Rehearsest, Tityrus, on the slender pipe 
Thy woodland music. We our fatherland 
Are leaving, we must shun the fields we love: 
While, Tityrus, thou, at ease amid the shade, 
Bidd'st answering woods call Amaryllis "fair". 

O Meliboeus! 'Tis a god that made 
For me this holiday: for god I'll aye 
Account him; many a young lamb from my fold 
Shall stain his altat. Thanks to him, my kine 
Range, as thou seest them; thanks to him, I play 
What songs I list upon my shepherd's pipe. 
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Meliboeus: 
For me, I grudge rhee not; I marvel much: 
So sore a trouble is in all the land. 
Lo! feeble I am driving hence my goats-
Nay dragging, Tityrus, one, and rhat with pain. 
For, yeaning here amidst the hazel-stems, 
She left her twin kids-on the naked flint 
She left them; and I lost my promised flock. 
This evil, I remember, oftentimes, 
(Had not my wits been wandering), oaks foretold 
By heaven's hand smitten: oft the wicked crow 
Croaked the same message from rhe rifted holm. 
-Yet tell me, Tityrus, of this "God" of thine. 

Tityrus: 
The city men call Rome my folly deemed 
Was e'en like this of ours, where week by week 
We shepherds journey with our weanling flocks. 
So whelp to dog, so kid (I knew) to dam 
Was likest: and I judged great things by small. 
But o'er all cities this so lifts her head, 
As doth o'er osiers lithe the cypress tree. 

Meliboeus: 
What made thee then so keen to look on Rome? 

Tityrus: 
Freedom: who marked, at last, my helpless state: 
Now that a whiter beard than that of yore 
Fell from my razor: still she marked, and came 
(All late) to help me-now that all my thought 
Is Amaryllis, Galatea gone. 
While Galatea's, I despaired, I own, 
Of freedom, and of thrift. Though from my farm 
Full many a victim stept, though rich the cheese 
Pressed for yon thankless city: still my hand 
Returned not, heavy with brass pieces, home. 

Meliboeus: 

Tityrus: 

I wondered, Amaryllis, whence that woe, 
And those appeals to heav'n: for whom that peach 
Hung undisturbed upon the parenr tree. 
Tityrus was gone! Why, Tityrus, pine and rill, 
And all these copses, cried to thee, "Come home!" 

What could I do? I could not step from out 
My bonds; nor meet, save thete, with Pow'rs so kind 
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There, Meliboeus, I beheld that youth 
For whom each year twelve days my altars smoke. 
Thus answered he my yet unanswered prayer; 
"Feed still, my lads, your kine, and yoke your bulls." 

Meliboeus: 
Happy old man! Thy lands are yet thine own! 
Lands broad enough for thee, although bare stones 
And matsh choke every field with reedy mud. 
Strange pastures shall not vex thy teeming ewes, 
Nor neighbouring flocks shed o'er them rank disease. 

Happy old man! Here, by familiar streams 
And holy springs, thou'lt catch the leafy cool. 

Meliboeus: Here, as of old, yon hedge, thy boundary line, 
1rs willow-buds a feast for Hybla's bees, 
Shall with soft whisperings woo thee to thy sleep. 
Here, 'nearh the tall cliff, shall the vintager 
Sing carols to the winds: while all the time 
Thy pets, the stockdoves, and the turtles make 
Incessantly their moan from aery elms. 

Tityrus: 

Aye, and for this shall slim stags graze in air, 
And ocean cast on shore the shrinking fish; 
For this, each realm by either wandered o'er, 
Parthians shall Arar drink, or Tigris Gauls; 
Ere from this memory shall fade that face! 

Meliboeus: 

And we the while must thirst on Lybia's sands, 
O'er Scythia roam, and where the Cretan stems 
The swift Oaxes; or, with Britons, live 
Shut out from all the world. Shall e'er I see, 
In far-off years my fatherland? the rurf 
That toofs my meagre hut? see, wondering, last, 
Those few scant cornblades that are realms to me? 
What! must rude soldiers hold these fallows trim? 
That corn barbarians? See what comes of strife, 
Poor people-where we sowed, what hands shall reap? 
Now, Meliboeus, pr'ythee graft thy pears, 
And range thy vines! Nay on, my she-goars, on, 
Once happy flock! For never more musr I, 
Outsttetched in some green hollow, warehyou hang 
From tufted crags, far up: no carols more 
I'll sing: nor, shepherded by me, shall ye 
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Tityrus: 

Crop the tart willow and the clover-bloom. 

Yet here, rhis one night, thou may'st rest with me, 
Thy bed green branches. Chestnuts soft have I 
And mealy apples, and our fill of cheese. 
Already, see, the far-off chimneys smoke. 
And deeper grow the shadows of the hills. 

In the Lilly collection (Miscellaneous Manuscripts Gissing. 1851.) there is an 

undated autograph MS with the slightly different title: Virgil's Bucolics, Eclo^ I, Tityrus. 

Meliboeus. Some corrections in a strange hand (his teacher's?) have been added and 

these were incorporated into the notebook version. Apart from some minor details of 

spelling and punctuation the Lilly MS is identical with the one that Gissing copied 

into his notebook Verses by G.R. Gissing 1869 to [1882]. It seems reasonable therefore to 

ascribe the Lilly MS to the same period as that given in the notebook, viz. ca. May 

1869. 

Wast Water - p. 195. 

In a letter to his father, while staying at Seascale on the Cumbrian coasr, Gissing 

writes: "To morrow if it is fine Mr Tyson is going to drive us to Wastwater",18 adding 

in a postscript: "Just off to Wastwater..." There appears to be some uncertainty about 

the dating of this letter. Algernon and Ellen Gissing the editors of Letters o/George 

Gissing to Members of his Family date it tentatively to January 17th, 1869 (?), bu t later 

suggest that it might belong to the next year, when George and his mother ttavelled 

up to Seascale to join Algernon who was staying by the seaside on his own for health 

reasons. This would help to explain the visit to Wast Water in winter, at a time when 

winter holidays were a luxury only the privileged and wealthy could afford. That 

Gissing had visited Seascale in the summer of 1869 becomes clear from remarks in 

other lettets dating from this period ("The place is not altered a bit indeed for my 

18 George Gissing, "To Thomas Waller Gissing," January 17, [1870], The Collected Letters of 
George Gissing, vol. 1,1863-1880, eds., Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas 
(Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1990) 9-10. 
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part I like it just as well now as I do in summer," 1 ' and "I am so pleased for it is so nice 

here and I like it as well as summer.")2 0 

Given its place in the manuscript, following upon the "Translation of the first of 

Virgil's Pastorals" that is dated May/69, there seems to be a good case for changing 

the date of "Wast Water" to 1870. Coustillas, in his article "Some Early Letters Re-

dated,"21 arrived at the same conclusion, which has been adopted by the editors of 

Gissing's correspondence also. 

The tone of youthful excitement and eager empathy evident in the opening lines 

of the poem would seem to suggest that it records Gissing's very first view of the 

darkly desolate lake, thus providing an early illustration perhaps of the propensity of 

his imagination to be stirred and inspired by darker emotions and settings rather 

than by more light-hearted feelings and more brilliant landscapes. 

Wast Water and its surrounding countryside were to remain a source of 

inspiration for Gissing the novelist as well. He used the setting in a memorable 

description of the courtship of Everard Barfoot and Rhoda N u n n in The Odd Women.22 

There is an undated autograph MS of the poem in the Lilly collection, which is 

identical, apart from a few minor details of punctuation. (Miscellaneous Manuscripts 

Gissing. 188). 

The Theatre - p. 196. 

Ll. 1-8 and 19-26 were first published in 1963 by Jacob Korg in his George Gusing: A Critical 

Biography (Seattle: University of Washington Press) 271-72. 

r9 Letter to his father (Thomas Waller Gissing), Jan. 5,1870, CLGG, vol. 1,7. 

20 Letter to his father (Thomas Waller Gissing), Jan. 18,1870, CLGG, vol. 1,10. 

21 Pierre Coustillas, "Some Early Letters Re-dated," Gissing Newsletter 17 (1981), no.4, 21-23. 

22 George Gissing, The Odd Women (New York: Norton, 1971) ch.xxv. 
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After the Battle of Hastings - p. 198. 

Korg also published the final stanza of this poem in his biography of Gissing (1963) 

7i-

O n leaving England - p. 199. 

First published in Korg's biography (1963), pp. 27-8. 

R a v e n n a - p . 201. 

For this poem Gissing was awarded the English Poem Prize at Owens College in 

Manchester in 1873. It was first published in The Owens College Magazine in February 

1874, and included in Manchester University Verses (1913),23 in which it is printed with 

the Latin motto: "Quis talia/ando, Temperet a lacrimis?"^ 

The version from the Verses notebook that we print, apart from a few minor details 

of diction and punctuation, is substantially the same as the poem published in 1874 

and 1913. The one major difference being the addition of stanza XI ("Say what is 

earthly power bu t vanity?"). 

Alfred C. Gissing reprinted "Ravenna" in his Selections Autobiographical and Imaginative 

from the Works of George Gissing (London: Jonathan Cape, 1929) 176-184. 

A poem with the same title was submit ted by Oscar Wilde in March 1878 as his 

entry for the Newdigate Prize, an annual poetry competition at Oxford. In June 1877 

candidates for the prize had been invited to send in their entties on the subject of 

Ravenna, consisting of at least 50 hetoic couplets. The subject might have been 

specifically selected for Wilde, who had returned in April 1877 from his trip to Greece 

and Italy, where he had also spent a few days in Ravenna. It is not impossible that the 

choice of subject for the Newdigate was influenced by Gissing's "Ravenna". But, if 

Wilde's "Ravenna" is evidently the product of his recent visit, Gissing's poem owed 

23 Manchester University Verses (1868 - 1912), eds., Oliver Ellis and Henry B. Charlton 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1913) 22-28. 

*4 The motto is taken from Virgil's /Eneid, II, 6-8; translation: Who could refrain from tears 

in telling such things? 
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its existence to an imaginative reworking and digestion of bookish sources.2* 

Richard Ellmann, Wilde's latest biographer, summarizes Wilde's "Ravenna" as 

follows: "the young man recalls his journey there the yeat before, and muses 

elegiacally upon its fallen greatness. Collapse was always one of Wilde's themes."2 6 

Without any doubt it was Gissing's too: there is an almost obsessive sense of 

mutability that pervades his verse. 

For the adoption of the Spenserian stanza Gissing may have been indebted to 

Tennyson's use of the same form in his "The Lotos-Eaters", whose diction and 

imagery may also have served as an inspiration to Gissing in this poem. Tennyson 

always was one of his favourite poets27 and one of his earliest memories was of his 

father reciting the Christmas cantos from In Memoriam. 

The Spenserian stanza is well suited to detailed natration and description, bu t it 

involved h im first, in the great difficulty of finding, again and again, four words of b -

and three of c-rhyme, and second, the difficulty of shaping a thought or image of 

sufficient magni tude to make the extra length of the n in th line seem justified. The 

prize-winning result, however, abundantly illustrates the technical skill and 

accomplishment of the 15-year old Gissing. 

The public recognition of his poetic achievement came in the shape of a five-

volume set of The Works o/Edmund Spenser, edited by J. Payne Collier, S.F.A. (London: Bell 

and Daldry, 1862), being the prize awarded to h im for "Ravenna". Noth ing could 

have been more appropriate, in view of Gissing's adoption of the Spenserian stanza as 

the most suitable vehicle for his verse. The label stuck on the front endpaper of this 

edition read: "Owens College/Manchester/Session 1872-3/T0 George Robert 

Gissing/This Book was adjudged as/the English Poem Prize by/A.W. Ward 

Professor."28 

To his friend Arthur Bowes Gissing had promised to give a fair copy of the poem, 

in case he should win the prize. That copy has survived and it is now held by the 

25 Cf. Miscellaneous juvenile notes c. 1869-71, including notes on Ravenna, in the Berg 
Collection, New York Public Library. 

2 6 Richard Ellmann, Oscar Wilde (New York: Knopf, 1988) 91. 

27 Cf George Gissing, "To Arthur Bowes," February 21, [1874], and [April 26, 1874], The 
Collected Letters of George Gissing, eck, Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas, 
vol.1 (Athens, Ohio: Ohio UP, 1990) 27. 

2 8 Pierre Coustillas and Patrick Bridgwater, eck, George Gissing at Work: A Study o/Hts Notebook 
Extracts jrom my Readina (Greensboro, NC: ELT Press, 1988) 103. 
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Beinecke Library of Rare Books and Manuscripts at Yale University. This is how 

Bowes remembered the time of its composition: 

He (Gissing) had entered as a competitor in some open scholarship-I forget exactly what it 
was, but the principal feature was the composition of a poem on the subject of Ravenna. 
George was enthusiastic on this subject, as on most others, and many a night I remember him 
waking me up to heat him declaim in the datkness of the bedtoom the new stanzas he had 
just evolved in his study down below. Only half awake I was supposed to exetcise a critical 
judgement on the workmanship. It was agreed between us that if he succeeded in carrying off 
the prize he would write me out a copy of this wonderful poem as a reward for my patience 
under tribulation. He did succeed, and before me now lie the two hundred lines in the neat 
and scholarly writing of George Gissing. 29 

The Last Sigh of the Moor - p. 214. 

The pervasive influence of Tennyson upon Gissing's poetry may be demonstrated by 

the echoes from Tennyson's The Dying Swan and Tithonus in 11. 103-4 of The Last Sigh of 

the Moor. 

Having won the English Poem Prize in 1873, Gissing tried again the next year. The 

Last Sigh of the Moor3° was his entry for the 1874 Poetry Prize. This time, however, it was 

Edward Crabb3 1 who came first, the same student whom Gissing at Owens College 

engaged in lively debates about themes in Shakespeare. 32 We give the text of Crabb's 

winning entry as it appeared in Manchester University Verses.33 

29 George Gissing at Alderley Edge, ed. Pierre Coustillas (London: Enithatmon, 1969). 

30 Cf. Collected Letters of George Gissing, vol. I, pp. 25-6: Letter "To Bowes," November 15,1873: 
"... The subjects fot the new Poem & Essay ate out. Poem 'The last Sigh of the Moor.' Essay. 
'The influence of Chaucet on Eng. poets.' I shall certainly try the essay, & perhaps be 
tempted by the poem, it really is such a glorious subject...." 

3 1 Crabb, Edward (CB 1910), b. 16.6.1853 d. 16.12.1914; Educated: Manchester Grammar 
School. Appointed Clerk in the secretary's office General Post Office, 1876; Second 
Secretary 1911; retired 1914. 

lz Francis Noel Lees, "George Gissing at College", Gissing Newsletter, V, 2 (April, 1969), 1-11. 

33 Manchester University Verses (1868-1912), eds., Olivet Ellis and Henry B. Charlton (Man
chester Manchestet Univetsity Press, 1913) 28-33. 
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The editors must have made a mistake in labelling it the Prize Poem for 1875. 

Gissing's unequivocal dating of The last Sigh o/ the Moor to March 1874 must be 

conclusive in dating Crabb's Prize Poem to the same year. 

El Ultimo Sospiro del Moro 

A rocky platform, and behind, a pass 
Fretted with jagged rocks along the base; 
Above, o'erhanging cliffs, that reached across 
To touch each other like two stooping giants. 
Below, the plain, from whence a thin white ttack 
Wound up towards the pass, and in the plain-
An island, golden-shored in emerald sea-
Granada with her minarets and towers, 
The tallest points ablaze with eastern light. 
Up the white track, through the soft morning haze, 
He came, the luckless king, and aftet him 
A train of weeping women: only one, 
His mother, rode before, nor wept nor cried, 
But looked on all around with stern, hard eyes. 
He reached the path head and reined in his horse, 
And gazing on his city murmured low, 
Indistinct, speaking half to his own heart. 

"All this but yestetday was mine, and now 
Is passed from me, and lo! my doom is come. 
And in my day my kingdom sees its end; 
As they foretold, what time, when I was born, 
They called me the Ill-starred: and all my life 
The Ill-statred have I been, and fall unfit 
To rule this rugged people whose wild heart 
Holds not with mine; and so my realm is gone; 
And I, deserted by my traitor folk, 
Cast out and beggared, am a king no more, 
Having no home nor country till I die." 
And therewithal welled from some inmost depth 
Of hidden sorrow, bitter tears, and fell 
In slow, big drops upon his horse's neck, 
The while his mothet scornful looked and cold, 
Watched him, and then spake clear and tauntingly: 

"Ay weep: it fits thy nature. Weep thy fill. 
Who manlike cannot die should weep like maid. 
Callest thy people traitot? Base! thou hadst 
A deater traitor nestling close to thee, 
Even thy own weak heart, irresolute, 
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Empty of constancy ot sttength. Thou, none but thou, 
Hast lost thy kingdom: lay it on none else. 
Oh! hadst thou been El Zagal: yet again 
(By grace of Allah who still helps the brave) 
We might have turned the Christian dogs to flight, 
As when he drove the mincing Marquis down 
These mounrain glens, and filled our towns with slaves 
To hew and draw, and underneath the cliffs 
The eagles screamed and fought about their prey. 
Or had we him they called Granada's lion, 
Abdallah, him that feared not mortal man, 
Nor would have feared dark Eblis in his power-
Or Ali Atar, who could chase yon king, 
With all his gaudy knights from Loxa's hill-
Dead now-all dead-and have left nought behind 
Save thee, the worst and weakest of them all. 
Cursed be my womb that e'er it brought thee forth! 
Surely some fell Afrit or Eblis' self 
Risen from deepest hell on Granada 
To work her sorrow, swayed us in that hour 
When Muley Hassan would not let thee die, 
But saved thee for his ruin and thine own. 
Why stayest thou here? Thy kingdom comes not back 
With woman's weeping. Cease thy tears, and on." 

As one that had not heard, or heard in part, 
He answered her in slow tones, wearily: 
"Rail not: I come. Go thou a little on 
And I will follow." 

So they went from him 
With clink of horse and mule hoof up the pass 
And disappeared: and still he sat and gazed, 
And yearned with mighty yearning o'er his land. 
Then spake again: 

"It boots not to delay. 
I will not stay to look upon my loss 
Or see the triumph of yon crafty king 
Whose tieachery hath won my realm from me. 
Yet whither can I flee? Will not my eyes, 
Where'er I am, for ever see the same? 
Will they not still, whether their outward sense 
Beholds or sea or mountain, desert plain, 
Green valley or precipitous abyss, 
Yet image inwardly Granada fallen, 
These mountains' purple tops, the Vega green, 
And gleam of Christian armour from the walls? 
Yet must I go; to see my lands no more; 
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To wander on throughout this weary world 
Like a poor bird driven out to sea 
That finds no place to rest its tired foot, 
But struggling on and on with slackening wing 
Sinks lower, lower, till it drops and dies. 
No rest, no peace; but storm and fiery war 
Through all my life, and storm and war beyond: 
Cursed of my people even from my birth. 
Ay, even of my own kin who sought my life, 
Hated of her who held me at her breast, 
Now at the end unheeded to go down 
Into the dark, and like a quenched flame, 
Leave nought behind! And yet why should my fame 
Fall utterly? Still many years of life 
Remain, ere rest shall come, even though my days 
Outmeasute in the weighing of their woe 
The burthen borne by many a snowy head. 
I fall not yet. My name in time to come 
Shall yet be common on the tongues of men, 
And all shall wonder, even as when a star, 
Sliding across the silence of the night, 
Dtops in the bosom of a gloomy cloud: 
Then suddenly when all had thought it gone, 
Breaks forth again, outrivalling the moon, 
And silvers even the blackness whence it came. 
Oh fool! thrice-fooled; wilt still be self-deceived? 
How often have I soothed my soul with hopes, 
With mighty schemes and world o'erturning plan 
That should hereafter lift my name to greatness, 
And write it on the starry vault of heaven 
In lines of fire for future time to read! 
And still they all like wavering mirage 
Reeling athwart the burning desert-haze, 
Vanished as I came near: and so will this. 
Merhinks my nature is not hot enough, 
Not lightning swift to follow thought with act; 
Even as my people say, I am no Moor, 
But some cold Christian, and so love me not. 
They that see much fit not in troubled times; 
To weigh and to consider overmuch, 
Discern conditions, follow no hot sect-
These win not greatness: but the spirits that love 
The glory of contention, set themselves 
In daring pride as their own aid and fortune. 
Had I been so, or as yon trairor king, 
Smooth, treacherous, relentless, cold and keen, 
Hiding an iron will with an easy face, 
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It might have been-it boots not to think how. 
The days of a man's life come not again, 
Nor, once unkinged, is any king once more. 

Farewell! Granada! Now at last I go, 
To Africa, unto my kingdom there, 
And something tells me I shall not return, 
But shall find there my grave and rest and peace. 
May the good Allah now but grant it me 
To finish like a king-that, and to rest, 
I ask no other boon: that which is fixed 
Is fixed: no man may win, striving with fate, 
Nor will I any longer fight my doom, 
Whate'er it be. And ye, my fickle people, 
Ye that have hated and have warred against me, 
Fare ye well now; I would have ruled you well, 
But fate, and your wild wills still set against me, 
And mine own weakness still have hindered me. 
And now I see with the prophetic eye 
Of mine adversity woe coming on you; 
The iron hand of your new Christian king 
Laid heavy on your bowed and patient necks: 
Yet fare ye well: my soul breeds not revenge; 
Your path and mine are set, we may not pass 
Beyond the bourn that fate hath marked for us, 
Or alter what is written in the book." 

So spake he, and his head upon his breast 
Declined awhile, and starue-like remained; 
Then raised his eyes and cast one longing look 
O'er the whole scene, as one about to part 
Gazes on some dear face he would not leave; 
Then, with head sunk, once more he rurned his horse, 
And riding forth in the defile was lost, 
And passed away, and came again no more. 

Edward Crabb. 
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On a dead Primrose, plucked in early Spring - p. 222. 

The Sky at Sunset - p. 223. 

After the death of their father in December 1870, Gissing and his two brothers were 

sent to Lindow Grove School, a boarding school run by Quakers at Alderley Edge in 

Cheshire, a village some 14 miles south of Manchester. This location explains why 

Gissing continued to board at Alderley during his first two years as a s tudent at 

Owens College in Manchester. In return for the hospitality at Lindow Grove, Gissing, 

according to his classmates Bowes and Sykes, acted as an assistant master and "fre

quently took the more advanced classes in such subjects as Greek, Latin, French, 

German and higher mathematics."34 

It is from Lindow Grove School, appended to the following letter,35 addressed to 

his mother, that he sends her these two poems: 

Alderley 
Ap.5th [1874] 

My Dear Mother, 

I thought you would perhaps like to see two little pieces I have lately written, which I have 
just copied into my book.3s The first was suggested by a bunch of glorious primroses which I 
brought home the other day. They were laid on the table and died. The other I wrote last 
night, aftet looking at one of the finest sunsets I ever saw. 

Yours affectionately 
GRG 

34 Coustillas, Pierre. Geotjje Gissing at Alderley Edge. London: Enithaimon Press, 1969. pp. 17, 

21 . 

35 Manuscript letter in the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, published in The 
Collected Letters oj George Gissing, vol. I, 1863-1880, eds., Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, 
Pierre Coustillas (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1990) 28-30. 

3 s Manuscript notebook Verses 1869 to [1882], Beinecke Library. 
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On completing the Petusal of the /Eneid - p. 225. 

Among the 13 prize volumes Gissing won at Owens College in June 1874 was a three-

volume edition of the works of Virgil as first prize in Higher Junior Latin. 

On an Autumn Morning - p. 2.2.6. 

There is an autograph poem entitled "The Coming of Autumn" and dated 

September 1874 in the Beinecke Rare Books and MSS Library at Yale that is identical 

to "On an Autumn Morning." 

Ode to Truth - p. 230. 

The poem was first published in the Owens College Magazine (Manchester) January 1875, 

with the slightly modified title "To Truth." It was reprinted in Manchester University 

Verses (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1913) 175-76 and in the Gissing 

Newsletter, volume V, 2 (Aptil 1969) 9-ro. 

Lore-Ley-p. 232. 

Gissing's love of Heine surfaced again in the earliest days of his year in America. On 

Octobet 5, 1876 he wrote to his brother William: "... I have jus t written an essay on 

Burns & Heine as song-writers ... I have translated a great part of Heine's poems into 

verse, & I think it would be worth while to go on & translate the whole & then 

publish it."37 

Ten years latei, in a letter to his sistet Ellen, he exptesses his keen love of Heine 

again: "... I sent you Heine"s Buch der Lieder, one of my most precious possessions. Poor 

Heine! I made a pilgrimage to his grave in Paris. In all litetature he is one of the men 

most akin to me."3 8 

37 George Gissing, "To William," 5 Oct. 1876, The Collected Letters of George Gissing, vol. 1,1863-
1880, eck, Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas (Athens, Ohio: Ohio 
University Press, 1990) 47. 

3 8 George Gissing, "To Ellen 31, 28 Dec. 1886, Collected Letters of George Gissing, eds., Paul F. 
Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas, vol. Ill (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University 
Press, 1992) 72. 
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Narcissus - p. 240. 

For some of the formal features of Narcissus Gissing is clearly indebted to the most 

illustrious of English pastoral elegies, Milton's "Lycidas". The verse paragraph as the 

major ordering principle is such a direct imitation, including the occurrence of nine 

six-syllable lines, each rhyming with the decasyllable preceding it. Also the inclusion 

of a limited number of unrhymed lines is a metrical variation that figures 

prominently in "Lycidas". Stylistically too, there are obvious parallels between the 

two poems: e.g. 

Milton: Gissmg: 

And with forced fingers Nor yet repell'd with 

rude (4) sound or gesture rude ( 119] 

We drove afield (27) are driven forth afield (7) 

Meanwhile the rural dit- And sat and piped sad dit

ties were not mute (3 2) ties all the day. (111) 

With nectar pure his oozy Where his delighted senses 

locks he laves (175) he e'er laves (132) 

The most striking thematic borrowing occurs when Gissing introduces the 

Christian consolation of life in heaven in the Ovidian narrative. The familiar 

exhortation to the mourning shepherds to "weep no more /For Lycidas your sorrow 

is not dead", though it remains unspoken in "Narcissus", may explain the return of 

the wood-nymphs ' merriment at the end of the poem. Through this significant 

departure from Ovid's version, in which Narcissus ends up in the underworld, 

Gissing provides his poem with an unexpectedly positive ending. 

In view of the frequency and the nature of the echoes and analogies from earlier 

English elegies, we may conclude that Gissing consciously sought to "continue the 

moods and cadences of these works".39 

39 Bernard Richards, English Poetry of the Victorian Period: 1830-1850 (London: Longman, 1988) 

153-
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Cordelia - p. 245 

Imogen - p. 246 

Miranda - p. 251 

Portia - p. 252 

Perdita - p. 253 

Desdemona - p. 254 

These sonnets were first published in George Gissing: Six Sonnets on Shakespearean Heroines, 

with an introductory note by Pierre Coustillas (London: Eric & Joan Stevens, 1982). 

The reference to Nantasket in the Miranda sonnet finds an echo in Gissing's first 

letter from America (October 5,1876) to his brother William: "I went in a steamer the 

other day across the harbour [Boston harbour] & a little way down the coast to a place 

called the Nantasket Beach ...."4° 

A Farewell - p. 249. 

The final stanza was first published in George Gissimj's American Notebook: Notes -

G.R.G. - 1877, edited by Bouwe Postmus (Lewiston/Queenston/Lampeter: Edwin 

Meilen Press, 1993) 6. 

On a bunch of hot-house flowers - p. 255. 

Cf. The Collected Letters of George Gissing, Volume one, 1863-1880, eds., Paul F. Mattheisen, 

Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1990] 86: 

"Robert Petremant was the American who had custody of the belongings Gissing had stored 
in America to secure a loan. In his American Notebook, Gissing gives his address as 
'Petremant/White, Payson & Co/Bedford St./Boston.' The City Directory lists him as a 
designet boarding at 71 Battle« Stteet (Gissing's own address while living in Boston) and 
White, Payson, and Lecompte as commission merchants with two addresses: 43 Avon and 30 
Bedford Street." 

4° The Collected Letters of George Gissing, vol.1, 1863-1880, eds., Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. 
Young, Pierre Coustillas (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press) 48. 
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Also, see: George Gissing 's American Notebook- Notes - G.R.G. - 1877, edited by Bouwe 
Postmus (Lewiston/Queenston/Lampeter: Edwin Meilen Press, 1993) 35,73. 

The Bird's Nest - p. 265. 

MS in Gissing collection, Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, 
USA. 

A Ship Rides Gaily on the Waves - p. 267. 

Gissing collection, Lilly Library. 

The Refugee - p. 270. 

Gissing collection, Lilly Library. 

The Death of Dido - p. 273. 

Gissing collection, Lilly Library. 

Magua - p. 277. 

Gissing collection, Lilly Library. 

A....n G....g's Life - p. 280. 

The poem was first published in Blackwood's, May 1929, p. 658. The MS is in the 
Beinecke Library at Yale. 

W....m G....g's Life - p. 281. 

First published in Blackwood's, May 1929, p. 658. MS in Beinecke Library. 
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Battle of Roncesvalles - p. 282. 

MS in Beinecke Library. 

For the last six months of his life (from July 1,1903) Gissing lived in St Jean Pied de 

Port (Basses Pyrénées). Less than 12 miles to the south-west was Roncesvalles jus t 

across the border with Spain. That he returned to the scene of the historic battle of 

Roncesvalles [August 15,1903], which he had described more than thirty years before, 

is apparent from his very last letter to Eduard Bertz, his longstanding German 

correspondent and friend, dated October 4, 1903: "... By the bye, I never told you of a 

four days' excursion we made not long ago into Spain, by way of Roncesvalles. We got 

as far as Pamplona. It was delightful ...."41 This may be taken as proof of one of 

Gissing's most characteristic traits: an abiding loyalty to old loves, be they personal, 

imaginative, poetical, historical, or geographical. 

Angelica - p. 296. 

That Gissing did not eschew formal experimentation is proved by the following 

variant of (part of) the poem, written in stanzas of six lines or sestets. Both MSS are in 

the Gissing collection of the Beinecke Library at Yale. 

Angelica 

It was the month of May, and jousting kept 
By Charlemagne at Paris; from all round 
The knights came, thete was Ferragus yclept 
The eagle-eyed, there Astolfo was found, 
Rinaldo and Orlando feasted there, 
And every one from their mind banished care. 

There Malagigi the enchanter stayed, 
And there with all his followers was Gan; 
There Charlemagne sat 'neath a canopy, made 
Of finest silks, they then the feast began. 
The Saracens at table nevet sat, 
But on the floor they ate, on a large mat. 

41 Cf. The Letters of George Gissing to Eduard Bertz: 1887-1503, edited by Arthur C. Young (New 
Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgets University Press, 1961) 323. 
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The tables were at three sides of the hall, 
The crowned heads the first table ate at; 
And down the table at the right, sat all 
The Dukes and Marquises, the left thereat, 
Were Counts and Cavaliers. Charles viewed with pride 
His Paladins, who ate close by his side. 

To each lord when they drank he presents sent, 
Of cups enamelled and superbly cut; 
By pages as they round the table went, 
And to each one some mark of favour put, 
They sat and listened, as the music rolled 
Through the large hall, and ate off the plates of gold. 

Just at this time the feast was at its height, 
When suddenly there strode into the hall, 
Four giants, towering high and armed for fight, 
With them a lady, and more fair than all 
There at that time, a cavalier with spear, 
Full armed, he looked like one who knew not fear. 

She then to Charlemagne began to speak:-
"High minded lord! report of your good deeds, 
And valour of these knights, drive all the weak, 
And any one oppres't that succour needs, 
To you, so that I hope 'tis not in vain, 
We pilgrims have come here, across the mam." 

"This knight Uberto of the Lion named, 
Also renowned for his own mighty works, 
And for his deeds at tournaments much famed, 
An enemy within his kingdom lurks. 
He drove my brother out and I beside, 
And hearing of this joust, we here did ride." 

"Angelica my name is you must know, 
Hearing your generous natures, did not care 
For golden prizes, in the fight to go, 
But only for a red rose wreath to wear. 
My brother challenges all of your guests, 
To meet him one by one, with lance in rests." 

"The place shall be the mead without the walls, 
The rules on which they enter on the fight; 
Are that whoever of the knights first falls, 
Shall not withdraw from it nor take to flight, 
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But remain prisoner in my brother's tent, 
And remain there till he away is sent." 

"But if he's thrown he agrees to depart, 
And take his giants with him far way; 
And then without his sister he will start, 
Whom he leaves governed by the victor's sway." 
Having said this she knelt down at his feet, 
Asking his answer when it should be meet. 

All with amazement gazed on her sweet face, 
Otlando felt himself towards her drawn; 
He trembled and his heart with hurried pace 
Beat in his breast, he ne'et before had worn 
That look, that then spread itself o'er his face; 
"Nor all advice nor courage nor my force, 
I see the best part but cleave to the worse." 

Thus secretly lamented he o'er his new love. 
No wonder that, for every knight then there 
Was made for her, their voices swelled above 
The music. All praised loveliness so rare; 
The enchanter Malagigi, by his art 
Discovered she was false, then drew apart. 

He muttered softly, "O false creature, thou 
Shalt not have cause this trick to boast about; 
For this I will play thee such a trick now, 
Thy false charms, and thy plots I'll put to rout." 
This said he went away unto his books, 
Her plots to vanquish with joy in his looks. 

As long as possible her there to keep, 
The emperor answered her with a long speech; 
The challenge was accepted, now they leap 
Onto theit steeds, the conjuror then did teach 
The plot, he called up of his demons three, 
The better that he might her falseness see. 

But how his soul withm him shook with fear, 
And how his look turned when from them he found, 
Angelica the maiden then so near 
A beauty for enchantment famed around, 
Uberto just about to fight that day, 
The son of Galapon king of Cathay. 
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His father to him ere he went away, 
A horse had given, one whose pace the wind 
Ne'er equalled, and a ring that did allay, 
All enchantment, and all witchcraft did bind; 
When on the finger drawn, the man did waste 
As into air, when in the mouth 'twas placed. 

A sword and golden lance enchanted too, 
Whoe'er rhe lance touched from his seat he fell, 
His sister with him came, whose charms could do 
More than all else, for when they heard her tell 
King Charles the rules, he would bring them away, 
All helpless prisoners, inro Cathay. 

Meantime Uberro at the fixed place stayed, 
'Neath a pavilion he lay down to rest, 
Angelica beneath a pine tree lay, 
The giants warched, 'gainst thieves who do infest 
That country, as she lay the flowers around, 
Spread o'er her breast from the delightful ground. 

By this time Malagigi botne through air 
By demons, landed safely at the place 
Where slept Angelica, her beauty rare, 
Shone with the sun which shed upon her face, 
Its radiant beams and ro 't a lustre gave, 
As she lay midst the flowers where lilies wave. 

n.d. [1871?] 
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"Harper! strike thy harp again!" - p. 305. 

Another undated autograph MS of the poem is held by the Lilly Library, Indiana 
University, Bloomington, Indiana (Miscellaneous Manuscripts Gissing. 200). 
Gissing's original "wondrous North" in line 3 has been corrected by another hand to 
"ice-bound Notth". Apart from a few minor details of punctuation this copy is 
identical to the version held by the Beinecke Library and dated July 13th, 1872, 
printed by us. 

Dialogue - p. 306. 

The poem was Gissing's contribution to Mary Hick's album in 1876. She was a sister 
of Henry Hick, who was at school with Gissing. The MS of "Dialogue" is now in the 
collection of Pierre Coustillas, Lille, France. 

Burns's Measure (1. 20) or Burns Stanza (also called "Scottish stanza" or "Standart 
Habbie,") is a 6-line stanza rhyming aaabab, lines 1, 2, 3, and 5 being tetrameter and 
lines 4 and 6 dimeter. It takes its name from the use made of it by Burns in "To a 
Louse," "Holy Willie's Prayer," and in many of his other vernacular poems. 

The Knight of Toggenburg - p. 308. 

This translation was first published anonymously in The Owens College Magazine, vol. 
VIII, N0.2, March 1876: 39-41. Its authorship was established by M. Xavier 
Pétremand, who owns Gissing's copy of the magazine, and who discovered that he 
had pencilled his initials GRG at the bottom of p. 41. 

Friedrich Schiller's original ballad, "Ritter Tloggenburg" (1797], may be found in 
Schillers Werke, Nationalausgabe, Zweiter Band, Teil I, Herausgegeben von Norbert 
Oellers (Weimar: Hermann Böhlhaus Nachfolger, 1983) 272-74. The lexical and 
metrical faithfulness of Gissing's translarion are remarkable. 

Beauty's Exile - p. 312. 

Like the pteceding poem this was first published, also anonymously, in the March 
1876 issue of The Owens College Magazine: 60-1. We owe its discovery to M. Xavier 
Pétremand, the son of Gissing's granddaughter. The initials GRG were added in 
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pencil in Gissing's hand to the text as it was pt inted in his copy of The Owens College 

Magazine now in the possession of M. Pétremand. The present editor is indebted to 

Pierre Coustillas for drawing his attention to the existence of this and the preceding 

poem. 

I t a l i a -p . 314. 

The autograph MS is in the Beinecke Library at Yale. 

Ever since he was first introduced to the languages and civilization of Antiquity in 

Joseph Harrison's Back Lane School at Wakefield, Gissing "like an exile ... pining for 

his home" had dreamed of visiting the "promised land of Italy" and Greece so dear 

and familiar to his imagination. The letters and Diary entries recording his visits to 

Italy (October 1888 to March 1889 and September 1897 to April 1898) and Greece 

(November 1889 to February 1890) express an almost euphoric sense of excitement 

and unadulterated delight in walking where "Vergil & Horace & Cicero have many a 

time walked" and seeing things "Horace saw jus t as I see them."*2 His travel book By 

the Ionian Sea (1901) testifies to the never ending and nostalgic fascination with Italy as 

the cradle of classical civilization, in passages of haunting, lyrical power: "The 

stillness of a dead world laid its spell on all that lived. To-day seemed an unreality, an 

idle impertinence; the real was that long-buried past which gave its meaning to all 

about me, touching the night with infinite pathos. Best of all, one's own being 

became lost to consciousness; the mind knew only the phantasmal forms it shaped, 

and was at peace in vision."« And: "Alone and quiet, I heard the washing of the 

waves; I saw the evening fall on cloud-wreathed Etna, the twinkling lights come 

forth upon Scylla and Charybdis; and as I looked my last towards the Ionian Sea, 

I wished it were mine to wander endlessly amid the silence of the ancient world, 

to-day and all its sounds forgotten."** 

4 2 George Gissing, "To Ellen," Nov. 9,1888, The Collected Letters of George Gissing, Vol. Ill, 1886-
1888, eds., Paul Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young and Pierre Coustillas (Athens, Ohio: Ohio 
University Press, 1992) 288. 

4 3 George Gissing, By the Ionian Sea (London: The Richards Press, 1956) 22. 

4 4 By the Ionian Sea, 156. 
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To My Friend Eduard Bertz - p. 316. 

MS in the Beinecke Library (Yale). Arthur C. Young first published it in Nineteenth 

Century Fiction, XIII (1958) 228-29. 

Eduard Bertz (1853-1931) was the German exile and man of letters who in 

December 1878 had advertised for intellectual companionship in a London 

newspaper; Gissing answered the advertisement and on their first meeting the two 

men quickly realized they had the same backgrounds and interests. This was the 

beginning of a friendship that lasted unti l Gissing's death in 1903. The friendship is 

recorded in detail in Arthur C. Young, The Letters of George Gissing to Eduard Bertz, 1887-

1903 (1961). 

Carlyle's Statue - p. 318. 

MS in the Beinecke Library (Yale). Published in The Collected Lettere of George Gissing, 

vol.II, 1881-1885, eds., Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas 

(Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1991) 133. 

In a letter to his brother Algernon dated May 3, 1883, Gissing writes: "... You got 

the Carlyle Sonnet? I believe it to be one of the best things I have yet written. I am 

penning a good deal of verse jus t now, & shall doubtless some day alarm the country 

with a volume of very heterodox description."^ 

Three years later Gissing used the same corner of London as the inspiration for the 

opening paragraphs in volume II, chapter VI, of Isabel Clarendon (1886); the parallels are 

striking: 

Thomas Meres and his two daughters occupied a house in Chelsea, a small house in a little 
square, between which and the river is a portion of Cheyne Walk. Three minutes' walk 
brings you to the Albert Bridge, which leads over to Battersea Park. In that part of Cheyne 
Walk which is close at hand stands the house where for many years Rossetti painted and 
wrote; not many doors away is that in which George Eliot died; and that which was 
Carlyle's home for half a century is scarcely more distant, in the shadow of old Chelsea 
Church. It is pleasant to breathe the air of this cornet of London. 

Literally the air is pleasant; the flowing breadth of stteam and the green extent of the 
opposite Patk, the spacious Embankment with its patches of tree-planted garden, make a 
perceptible freshness. On a sunny morning the river dances and gleams with wind-stirred 
wavelets, and the free expanse of sky gives the spirit soaring-room. Standing on the 

45 George Gissing, "To Algernon," 3 May 1883, The Collected Letters of George Gissing, vol.II, 
1881-1885, ds., Paul F. Mattheisen, Atthur C. Young, Pierre Coustillas (Athens, Ohio: 
Ohio University Press, 1991) 132. 
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Suspension Bridge, one lets the eye rest on a scene far from unlovely; the old houses of 
Cheyne Walk are abundantly picturesque, so is Battersea Bridge, the last remaining 
(perhaps already gone) of the wooden bridges over the Thames. The great Queen Anne 
dwellings on the Embankment have their charm, and just beyond them one sees the 
gardens of Chelsea Hospital, adjoining those which were once called Ranelagh. Heavy-
laden barges go up or down stream, as the tide may be, sometimes hoisting a ruddy sail; 
men toil at the long barge oars. Steamers fret their way from pier to pier, rather suggestive 
of pleasure than business. Very little traffic is within sight or hearing; when the church 
clock strikes it is not drowned by the uproar of streets, but comes clearly on the wind with 
old-world melody. There is peace to be found here in morning hours, with pleasant 
haunting thought of great names and days gone by.4^ 

Towards the very end of his career, Gissing returned to this delightful part of 

London, in chapter XXIX of his posthumously published (1905) novel, Will Warburton: 

Turning to the west, they passed along Cheyne Walk, and paused awhile by old Chelsea 
Church. The associations of the neighbourhood moved Miss Elvan to a characteristic 
display of enthusiasm. Delightful to live here! A joy to work amid such memories, of 
ancient and of latter time! 

In 1882 a bronze statue of Carlyle by Sir Joseph Boehm was erected on Chelsea 

Embankment. Carlyle sits in an armchair in his long overcoat. The statue is a replica 

of one owned by Lord Rosebery. It was this latest addition to the wealth of London's 

statues that inspired Gissing's sonnet. 

To A.F.G. - p. 319. 

MS in the Beinecke Library (Yale). First published in George Gissing: assays and Fiction, 

edited by Pierre Coustillas (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1970) zyn. The 

sonnet is dedicated to Gissing's brother Algernon (Fred) Gissing. 

46 George Gissing, babel Clarendon, ed. Pierre Coustillas (Brighton, Sussex: The Harvester 
Press, 1982) II, 120-21. 
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Hope in Vain - p. 320. 

The MS is in the Berg Collection in The New York Public Library. It was first 

published in Edward Clodd, Memoria (London: Chapman & Hall, 1916] 193-4; E. H. 

Blakeney's Private Press brought out the poem in 1930, and the last stanza was 

reprinted in Mabel Donnelly, George Gissing: Grave Comedian (Cambridge, Mass.: 

Harvard University Press, 1954) 76. 

Song ("O Maiden, simple, sweet and pale") - p. 322. 

First published in Temple Bar, November 1883, p. 379. Gissing was paid a guinea for it, 

which he thought ample payment, as he claimed to have finished the poem in seven 

minutes. MS has not been located. Reprinted in Notes and Queries (i96o),47 and Collected 

Letters o/ George Gissing, vol. II, eds., Paul F. Mattheisen, Arthur C. Young, Pierre 

Coustillas (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1991) 167-68. 

A Sonnet ("The flowers are such as English gardens bear") - p. 323. 

MS sent by Gissing to Mrs Elizabeth Sarah Gaussen (1846-1942), 18 September 1884. 

First published by Anthony Curtis, who acquired the MS from James Robert 

Gaussen, in the Gissing Newsletter, 12, 4 (October 1976) 3. Gissing tutored James 

Gaussen, who lived with h im in the flat at 7 K Cornwall Residences. The occasion for 

the sonnet was Gissing's move to the Cornwall Residences, which had been 

prompted and organized by Mrs Gaussen. Once he was installed there she sent via 

her son a bunch of flowers from Broughton Hall, Lechlade, in Gloucestershire. 

Gissing's thank-you lettet took the form of this sonnet.48 

4 7 T. E. M. Boll, "A Forgotten Poem of George Gissing," Notes and Queries December i960: 
465. 

4 8 Cf Anthony Curtis, "Gissmg and the Gaussens: Some Unpublished Documents", The 
Gissing Newsletter, vol. XII, 4 (October, 1976) 1-6. 
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The Death of the Children - p. 324. 

This sonnet was first published in the English Review, volume XVII, April 1914, 1, 

whose editor, Austin Harrison, had been tutored by Gissing from 1880-1884. 

According to Harrison, Gissing sent the poem to his mother, Mrs Frederic Harrison, 

at the t ime of its composition. Oddly, only six years later Austin Harrison chose to 

publish it again in the English Review, volume XXX, January 1920,10, blithely adding in 

a footnote: "It [the poem] has not been printed before." Strictly speaking, that was 

true, because the version he printed in 1914 differed in important details from the 

later version, which we take to be the correct and original one. 

Here is the sonnet as it was printed in 1914: 

The Death of the Children 

Burnt in a Workhouse fire at Christmas Festivities, 
June 16th, 1883 (sent to Mrs Frederic Harrison) 

O Children, Death in kindness bade you rise, 
And quit the game, while life was yet but play; 
Though sad to us the closing summer day 

That quench'd the gleam of laughter in your eyes. 
What though the anguish of the dtead surprise 

Marr'd the young faces when at rest they lay? 
One moment summ'd the sorrow-laden way 

We weary o'er in growing old and wise. 

Mourn not the children. If we needs must mourn, 
Be it for those their loss leaves desolate, 
While death withholds his oft-entteated boon. 

And should they sortow, that, by toil unworn, 
Their dear ones rest so early, and kind fate 
Spares them the heat and burden of the noon? 

On 18th December 1884 rhe St John's Home for Children, a Carholic orphan 

asylum in Brooklyn, New York was burn t down.49 Nearly 800 inmates were lodged in 

the asylum. The majority of these escaped with difficulty through the exertions of 

rhe sistets and the firemen. At first it was supposed that all were saved, bu t the next 

morning a search in the ruins of rhe orphanage resulred in the discovery of the bodies 

49 ££ «yke Fire at an Orphan Asylum," TheTimes (London), Saturday, December 20,1884: 5; 
and "The United States," The Times (London), Monday, December 22,1884:6. 
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of twenty children and two adults. The New York Times in its extensive report^0 on the 

fire mentioned that ' the class rooms seemed to be the only ones that escaped a 

drenching. The blackboards were covered with chalk mottoes of "Merry Christmas" 

and "A happy new year." Santa Claus was pictured skimming over the roofs of the 

Brooklyn houses to the burned asylum labelled as "Remembering the orphans."' 

The confusion about the correct date of composition must be due to Austin 

Harrison's misreading of June for Jan. and 1883 for 1885. Gissing must have been 

moved by the newspaper reports of this tragic event to write the sonnet in December 

1884 or early in the newyear (1885) and sent it to Mrs Harrison on January 15th, 1885. 

In defense of Austin Harrison we may add that it is not always easy to distinguish 

between Gissing's threes and his fives. 

Harrison in an article for the Nineteenth Century, LX, September 1906, pp. 453-63, 

entitled "George Gissing", may have referred to the sonnet in a paragraph dealing 

with Gissing's poetic efforts: 
"When Grim [Gissing's tom-cat] one day went the way of other Toms, Gissing quite broke 

down, and he wtote an elegy to its memory. Gissing was no mean poet. In the summer of 
1883, when my grandmother lived at Sutton Place, he used to come down three times a week 
to teach us in the mornings, and sometimes after luncheon he would stay and sit in the punt 
on the rivet and write poems. One of these was called "Only a Cigarette". It was a dainty ode to 
a girl he had seen smoking, lazily reclining on the river-bank. He wrote too, 0 powerful poem to 
"The Little Children" [editor's italics]-both of which, unfottunately, I have lost." 

The sonnet was reprinted in The Literary Dig est, Vol. 64,13 March 1920, p. 41. In July 
1969 Jacob Korg published the original text of the sonnet in the Gissing Newsletter, 
volume V, 3,13-14. 

The Humble Aspirations of G.G., Novelist - p. 3 25. 

MS in the Berg Collection of the New York Public Library (probably the MS sent to 

Morley Roberts)^1 Roberts modified the title to "The Humble Aspiration of H.M., 

5° Cf The New York Times, Dec. 19 and 20,1884. 

51 C£ "... Sund. Ap. 2i.[i88s>]. Made 10 stanzas apropos of Gillman and sent them to Roberts 
...." in: London and the Life o/Literature in Late Victonan England: The Diary of George Gissing, Novelist, 
ed. Pierre Coustillas (Hassocks, Sussex: Harvester Press, 1978) 148. Morley Roberts (1857-
1942) was one of Gissing's oldest friends. He was educated at Owens College, Manchester. 
Roberts' fictionalized biography of Gissing, The Private Life of Henry Mankind, was published 
in 1912. 
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Novelist' and published it in his The Private Life o/Henry Maitlcmd (London: Eveleigh 

Nash, 1912) ch. VII; reprinted in Edward Clodd, Memories (London: Chapman & Hall, 

1916), 192-3. 

In chapter 15 of Gissing's novel New Grub Street the names of Coleridge and Gillman 

are similarly linked by Edwin Reardon, the author's alter ego, in the following 

exchange with his wife: 
'"I suppose there must be some rich man somewhere who has read one or two of my books 
with a certain interest. If only I could encounter him and tell him plainly what a cursed 
state I am in, perhaps he would help me to some means of earning a couple of pounds a 
week. One has heard of such things.' 
'In the old days.' 
'Yes. I doubt if it ever happens now. Coleridge wouldn't so easily meet with his Gillman 
nowadays. Well, I am not a Coleridge, and I don't ask to be lodged under any man's roof; 
but if I could earn money enough to leave me good long evenings unspoilt by fear of the 
workhouse-'" 

The mot to Hoc erat in votis was taken from Horace (Satires, II. vi. 1: "This was 

amongst my wishes.") and it was also used as the epigraph for The Private Papers of Henry 

Ryecrqft(i903). 

1. 1: Gillman; Dr James Gillman, surgeon at Highgate, accepted Samuel Taylor 

Coleridge as patient and housemate in 1816. 

1.25: Bradlaugh; Charles Bradlaugh (1833-1891), social reformer, champion of 

women's suffrage and of bir th conttol. Elected MP for Nor thampton in 1880, 

but was unseated having been refused the right to make affirmation of 

allegiance instead of taking the parliamentary oath. 

1. 28: Mrs Besant; Mrs Annie Besant (1847-1933), a secularist and trade-union 

organizer, and an enthusiast for birth-control, in association with Bradlaugh. 

Later she became a theosophist and pupil of Mme Blavatzky. 

1. 30: Cunninghame Graham; R.B. Cunninghame Graham (1852-1936'), writer, anti-

imperialist, social reformer and outspoken MP, who was imprisoned after the 

Bloody Sunday riot in Trafalgar Square, 1887. 

1. 30: Burns; John Burns (1858-1943), trade-unionist and politician. Member of the 

Social Democratic Federation. 
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The "Lotus" on a sunny reach - p. 327. 

Transcript in the hand of Edward Clodd, signed by Gissing and six friends (Sir 

Benjamin Ward Richardson, Clement Shorter, George Whale, L. F. Austin, Grant 

Allen and Edwatd Clodd) on a holiday outing at Aldeburgh, Whitsuntide 1895. 

[Monday June io].52 First published in Edward Clodd, Memories (London: Chapman & 

Hall, 1916); reprinted in The Letters of George Gissing to Edward Chad, ed. Pierre Coustillas 

(London: Enitharmon Press, 1973) 36. 

Translation of Odyssey xxiii. 190-201: The Bedstead of Odysseus - p. 328. 

Gissing translated this passage from Homer into blank verse for inclusion in The 

Private Papers o/Henry Ryecroft, Wintet XV (London: Archibald Constable, 1903).53 

52 C£ London and the Life of Literature in Late Victorian England: The Diary of George Gissing, Novelist, 
ed. Pierre Coustillas (Hassocks, Sussex: Harvester Press, 1978) 375: "... On Saturday we 
sailed in Clodd's boat, the "Lotus", to Orford, and had our lunch in the banquetting room 
of the Castle. Splendid view from the top; Sunday we boated to Iken, up the river, and ate 
there on the cliff; perfect weather. On Monday morning we sailed up and down for a 
couple of hours, returning for lunch. This being our lasr day, I was asked to write some 
verses to celebrate the holiday. They were copied seven times, and each copy signed by all 
ofus." 

53 Cf Diary, 533: "Sund. Oct. 21. [1900]. Translated some lines of "Odyssey" into verse, for my 

book. . . ." 
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